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PREFACE
The Engineering Design Handbook Series of the US Army Materiel
Command is a coordinated series of authoritative handbooks containing
basic information and fundamental data useful in the design and
development of Army materiel and systems so as to meet the tactical and the
technical needs of the Armed Forces.
one of the Engineering Design Handbook Series, covers
Shandbook,
the basic principles of operation of recoilless weapon systems, and provides
the fundamental design methods and procedures employed as a basis for
future design and development of such systems. Technologies and the
associated supporting scientific disciplines that are unique in application to
recoilless weapon systems are presented in sufficient detail to provide the
design engineer with the system development rationale together with specific
subsystem design methodologies. Included in the presentation are highlights
of -.arly developments; system design and operation procedures; terminal,
exterior, and interior ballistics; recoil cancellation, system effectiveness, Lnd
measurement techidques; basic design considerations; rifle and rifle
components; ammunition; mounts; and fire control. The extension and
adaptation of the basic technology to newer generation weapons-e.g., the
TOW System and DRAGON-are not covered.
This handbook was prepared by OEA, Inc., Des Plaines, Illinois-for the
Engineering Handbook Office, Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle
Park, NC-under the general supervision of Mr. A. D. Kafadar; the principI
authors were Dr. Nuri Y. Olcer and Mr. Sam Levin. Technical coordination
was provided by an Ad Hoc Working Group-chaired by Mr. John J.
Donnelly, Frankford Arsenal-with representatives from the US Army
Tank-Automotive Command, Picatinny Arsenal, Rock Island Arsenal, and
Watervliet Arsenal.
The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories-those
approved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
US Army Materiel Command policy L to release these Engineering Design
Handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive 7230.7, dated 18
September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring
these Handbooks follow:
a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks
must submit their request on an official requisition form (DA Form 17,
dated Jan 70) directly to:
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Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201
(Requests for classified documents must be submitted, with appropriate
"Need to Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities
will not requisition Handbooks for further free distribution
b. All other requestors-DOD, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,
nonmilitary Government agencies, contractors, private industry, individuals,
universities, and others-must purchase these Handbooks from:
National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151
Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" basis verified by
an official Department of Army represenitative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314.
Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welccme and should be
addressed to:
Commander
US Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command
ATTN: DRCRD-,TT
Alexandria, VA 22333
(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which are
available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
comments/suggestions.)
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PART ONE
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 11
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
SECTION I
SCOPE

This h~.xdbook is an exposition of proven
methods and materials for the engineering
design of recoilless weapon systems. Its
purpose is to guide the engineer-the mature
practitioner as well as the novice-past known

tion, avoiding unnecessary repetition of
material available in other Engineering Design
Handbooks and common texts. For example,
information that is obviously common to
other weapon subsystems-such as warhead

pitfalls and more directly to his project goals.

design, fuze design, optical sight design, andI

efficiency.

contained in the Engineering Design Hand-I

By providing this comprehensive summary of
the available relevant technology and the
system engineering rationale, it is intended to
aid the technical manager, the project
engineer, and the component designer to
carry out his responsibilities with maximum
While the purpose of this handbook is to
give the engineer all the information he needs
to develop a complete system, greater stress is
laid on those principles and design features
unique to the recoilless weapon and ammuni-

ballistic measurements-are covered here only
in a general way to enable the engineer to
comprehend the intei. -Iationships of thf,
various subsystems in the context of t~heI
integrated whole. References are given far the
detailed treatments of these areas that are.
book Series and other pertinent documents.
This allows for more detailed and exhaustive
coverage of those aspects that are peculiar to
recoilless systems without excessive bulkiness
of the text. It is intended in this way to
maximize the utility of the handbook.

.
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SECTION II
HISTORY
1-1 GENERAL

A

The purpose of this sectioz, on history is to
summarize. the work that has been accompuished during recoilless %eapon development.
This summary, while describing past ach~ievements, is intended to serve as a guide for
future work in this area. As a detaif 1d history
would require several volum~s, only the inajor
events in the program outlined i,i Table 1-I
are highlighted herein. In order for the reader
to obtain a more detailed description of these
programs, Refs. 26 and 27 provkie an index
of the published recoilless rifle information,
1-2 HISTORY TO END OF WORLD WAR II
1-2.1 DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO 1943
The idea of eliminating recoil from weapon
systems is not new. Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519), among the prodigious number
and variety cf mechanical concepts and
artistic works he endowed to mankind, left a
sketch of a recoilless gun concept showing
two projectiles fired simultaneously in opposite directions from a straight tube.
Work on the development of minimizing
recoil in guns has covered a little over one
hundred year-, starting with the use of
pre-engraved, rotating bands as a means of
decreasing recoil being patented in 1857.
However, the modern history of recoilless
weapons does not begin until the beginning of
the twentieth century. In 1914, US Navy
Commander Cleland Davis developed the
concept of combining two guns back-to-back,
<
firing the projectile forward and the other
hring a wad of grease and birdshot rearward
to yield net recoillessness. Commander Davis
obtained patents for this invention which he
reduced to practice and mounted experimentally on an airplane (Ref. I).
In 1921, a British patent was issued to

Charles J. Cooke on a recoilless gun using the
vented propellant gas jet to balance the recoil.
However, the first recoilless guns developed
using this nozzle principle is accredited tc tie
Russians. A Russian weapon of 76.2 mmi
caliber was first introduced in 1936 and used
in r~ombut in 1941 against the Finns. Its
design and construction were based on the
gen ,ral principles of a patent issued in 1917,
to the Russian mathematician, Riabouchinsky
(Fef. 1).
rhe Germans developed a recoilless gun of
the two-projectile type in 1939 to equip
aircraft with large caliber (88 mm) arnament
to attack surface targets. The recoil momenturn imparted by firing its 7-kg projectile was
balanced by accelerating the cartrýý.qe case (of
equal weight) in the opposite direction. It was
mounted under the aircraft fuselage intended
for dive attack against battleships and other
important and difficult surface targets (Ref.
1).
Another German recoilless weapon, this
one constructed with a nozzle to use the gas
jet balancing principle, was issued to its field
forces in the early 1940's for land combat. It
was the 75 mm L.G. 40. Also, in the early
1940's, the British actively were investigating
recoilless guns with Sir Dennis Burney making
significant contributions to the advancement
of the technology.
1-2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF 57 mm RIFLE,
M18
US Army interest was aroused by the
knowledge of some of the foreign development and was stimulated by the prospect of
equipping the infantry with a lightweight
cannon capable of defeating armor. In early
1943, the US Army Chief of Ordnance
instructed one of its research and development elements, the Pitman-Dunn Laboratory
at Frankford Arsenal in Philadelphia, to
1-3
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applying the

of the weapon then was felt to be adequate

recoilless principle to the development of a
man-portable, infantry-type weapon for defeat of armor". A program was established on
recoilless rifles under the general coordination
of Colonel Rent R. Studler, Assistant Chief of
Ordnance for Small Arms Research and
Development, arid his staff, especially Dr.
Lafayette Boyd Hedge. Execution and the
technical direction of the program was
assigned to Frankford Arsenal. By mid-year,
Dr. William J. Kroeger, a physicist employed
in that laboratory, had evolved mathematical
expressions of the essential thermodynamic
relationships governing the ballistic operation
of recoilless guns. Concurrently, teaming up
with Mr. C. Walton Musser and a small group
of scientists and engineers, these principles
were reduced to practice in the form of an
experimental recoilless gun consisting of a
smooth-bore 2.75-in. caliber tube, a propellant combustion chamber, and a breechblock
perforated with many small nozzles. This first
laboratory "test gun" was fired on 27 July
1943 (Ref. 2).

for scrvice use and at the request of the
Army Gruand Forces, the 57 mm rifle was
standardized in June 1945 (Ref. 2). In less
than two years from the beginning of
development, the first standardized US
recoilless weapon system was issued to
combat troops. This was the Rifle, Recoilless,
57 ram, MIS shown in Fig. 1-1. in 1945,
General Sornerve'l, Comr-..nding General of
the Amniy Service Forces, reporting to the
Congress on the development of new
weapons, stated: "Together with the V-T
fuze, the recoilless gun was the most startling
development of the War until the moment the
atomic bomb exploded" (Ref, 2).

"...

At a meeting held at the Office, Chief of
Ordnance, on 10 September 1943, it was
decided to center the first recoilless rifle
design about a caliber 57 mm shoulder-fired
rifle firing a 2.75-lb pre-engraved projectile.
Test Gun No. 2 was designed, but even before
test data from Gun No. 2 were available, the
demand for a lightweight weapon prompted
the start of the final design of the 57 mm
weapon. By October 1943, a firm practical
design of the 57 mm Rifle, T15 (Me8) was
achieved.
The TI5 Rifle proceeded through dt velopment test firings, beginning in October 1943
at Frankford Arsenal and ending with a final
demonstration before War and Navy Department representatives on 26 September 1944
at Aberdeen Proving Ground. In early 1945,
limited production of the 57 mm rifle was
begun and in March 1945, a shipment of fifty
rifles was made for use in European Theater.
During April and May 1945, changes in
design, dictated by observation of weapons in
combat conditions, were initiated. The design

The design goal of this systemn was one-man
portability and operability, with a second
man to resupply ammunition and load
subsequer t rounds in a series. It was to be
fired from the shoulder standing or kueeling
and from the ground suppc '.3d on a light
integral mount. Its role was to give the
infanty heavy weapons platoon organic fire
support capability, complementing the mortar
and machine gun with flat trajectory high
explosive firepower. The 57 mm MI8 System,
weighing 44 lb, and designed to fire a 2.75-lb
projectile at 1200 fps, was used with striking
success in the European and Pacific Theaters
in WW II.
The unique design features that contributed principally to the successful culmination of this project in a practical field weapon
were:
1. Pre-engraved Rotating Band. This eliminated the engraving loads on the rifling and
the induced stresses in the gun tube,
permitting a thin-walled, lightweight tube
structure. Also, it eliminated the engraving
force irreproducibility and the resulting
feedback effects into the interior ballistics
and recoil balance.
2. Perforated Cartridge Case. The cartridge
case was designed to perform the traditional
functions of containing the propellant,
projectile, and primer integrating the ammuni1-7
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tion as a package, and interfacing mechanically with the gun structure. In addition,
however, the cartridge cmse served as a cage,
supporting the propellant during ignition and
venting the recoil-balancing gases throughhe
case liner and then through the perforations
in its sidewall, allowing the gases to strea'n
rearward along the chamber and to exit
through the nozzles.
3. Nozzle Design. The nozzle was designed
with helical cant to balance projectile spin
torque reaction and with simple nozzle
"blocks" to enable field adjustment of the
effective flow characteristics to restore recoil
balance after erosion of the nozzle had
progressed to an unacceptable level of recoil
imbalance.
4. Pressure Joints. The threaded joint
connecting the chamber and tube was
designed so that internal pressure tended to
force the mating parts more tightly together
due to elastic deformation during the ballistic
cycle. This has become a basic dosign tenet in
recoilless weapon engineering as well as in
other pressure vessel design. It is more
important in the thin wall sections found in
recoilless systems than in conventional guns
which have much thicker sections.
1-2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF 75 mm RIFLE,
T21 (M20)
Following a demonstration of the Rifle, 57
mm, T 15, to the US Army Infantry Board in
February 1944, it was recommended by
Headquarters, Army Ground Forces that
weapons of the 75 mm and 105 mm size be
developed in addition to the 57 mm recoilless
rifle. Design requirements called for a 75 mm
size rifle that fired a projectile weighing
approximately 5 lb with a muzzle velocity of
1000 fps. Chamber pressure was to be
approximately 4000 psi. The design of the 75
mm size rifle was performed at Frankford
Arsenal and was given the nomenclature
"Rifle, 75 rmm, T16". The design of the Rifle,
75 mm, T16, was based on the principles
which contributed to the success of the initial

Rifle, 57 mm, T15. However, the desin
pxeeded the original O rnancq Office dixe-c
yives and it was reconmmanded that: the T16
4psimn project be cloed, but that further
i'deration be given, to a 75 mu1. size rifle
Xef. 3).
(l
•
'A change in requirements to a 75 mm size
rifl firing a. qQpventioital 75 mnj ffilmey
proje9q . at a fenocito of 1500 fu at
chamber pressuire'f
6•5,000
psi prompted the
design of ariffe denated .s as
Recoilless, 75 mm, TI.7. The gun wps
designed to be fired electrically and use a
nonperforated cartridge case. The case fitted
the contour of the chamber and had its own
venturi. "Consequently", as stated in Ref. 3,
"there were no erosion problems such as
would have been encountered in a recoilless
rifle having the venturi as part of the breech
and firing at these prcssures". Changing
tactical requirements prompted the discon
tinuance of work on the T 17 Rifle in favor of
a lightweight weapon that would fire a
standard HEAT projectile at a muzzle velocity
of 2150 fps and a chamber pressure of
approximately 7000 psi (Rifle, Recoilless, 75
mm, T2 1).
The final design configuration of the T?2
Rifle was designated as Rifle, 75 mm, T21E4.
The T21E4 Rifle fired a 75 mm HEAT
projectile with a muzzle velocity of 1000 fps
at a chamber pressure of 6500 psi. The
complete weight of the rifle was 110 lb with
design features basically similar to those of
the Rifle, 57 mm, M18. A notable difference
was the interrupted thread breechblock,
annular nozzle, and tapered chamber of the
T21E4 Rifle. With respect to the pre-engraved
rotating band, cartridge case with perforated
sidewall, helically canted nozzle, and self-sealing joints, the T21E4 Rifle carried out the
basic design principles of the M18 incorporating refinements based on the additional
experience gained. The T21E4 Rifle was
furnished to troops in the European Theater
in March 1945. Approximately three months
later, the T2 IE4 Rifle was standardized along
with Rifle, 57 mm, M18 and designated as
Rifle, 75 mm, M20 as showi' in Fig. i-2.
1-9
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1-2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF 105 mm RIFLE

TO END OF WORLD WAR II
Asu stated in par. 1-2.3, the desire to have a
lightweight rifle in the 105 mm class also was
expressed after the successful demonstration
of the Rifle, 57 mm, T1S. The task of
designing this weapon was assigned to
Frankford Arsenal. Performance requirements
were scaled from the T15 Rifle and indicated
that a lightweight projectile weighing approximately 10 lb could be fired at a muzzle
velocity of 1000 fps at a rated maximum
chamber pressure of approximately 8000 psi.
Other requirements included the use of a
perforated cartridge case and the use of a
pre-engraved projectile in order

to

utilize best

the principles established during ballistic
experience with the T 15 Rifle. Designated as
the TIS configuration, the initial 105 mm
rifle design was abandoned since it was felt
the time necessary to develop and manufac-

ture the lightweight projectile was excessive,
This design, therefore, was superseded by the
Rifle, 105 mm, T19, which fired a standard
projectile already being manufactured (Ref.
3).
The Rifle, 105 mm, TI9 was designed to
fire a standard HEAT 105 mm projectile at a
velocity of 1250 fps at a chamber pressure of
8500 psi. The rifle weighed approximately
352 lb and was comparable in performance to
the Howitzer, 105 mm, M2AI with HEAT
Projectile, M67.
The designs of the firing and breech
mechanisms of the TI8 and T19 Rifles are
similar to those of the Rifle. 75 mm, M20.
The only major difference is that the
interrupted thread lugs retaining the breechblock in place are integral with the chamber
in the Rifle T18; wb'..ras. in the M20 Rifle
and T19 Rifle. the lugs holding the
breechblock are contained in a bushing that is
in turn threaded into the chamber.
By April, !944, just 6 months after
program inception, Frankford Arsenal had
completed the first of the TI9 models. In
May 1944, this T19 rifle was demonstrated

successfully before representatives from the

War Department General Staff, Headquarters
Army Ground Forces, and Service Boards.
However, active development of the 105 min
rifle was suspended by Ordnance Committee
action in June 1947.
1-3 HISTORY POST-WORLD WAR II
1-3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF 106 mm RIFLE,
T13 (M27)
In February 1950, the 105 mm recoilless
rifle program was reactivated. Firing tests of
the T19 Rifle were continued and led to the
standardization of the T1I9 Rifle. Designated

as the Rifle, 105 mm, M27 (Fig. 1-3), the T19
Rifle became the interim standard J05 mm
recoilless rifle. It was used extensively and
with great success in the Korean action. In
addition, a program was initiated for the

development of a 105 mm battalion antitank
(BAT) weapon that would meet
requirements more completely.

field

During the BAT program, a fixed fin-stabilized 105 mm HEAT round, capable of
defeating any known tank at a range of 1000
yd was being developed. Concurrently, it was
felt that a similar round should be developed
for the interim standard Rifle, 105 mm, M27.
The complete family of lightweight projectiles
for the M27 Rifle then would include the
fixed fin-stabilized 105 mm HEAT projectile
designated as the TI84 along with the
spin-stabilized T268 HE (high explosive).
T269 WP (white phosphorus), and T139 HEP
(high explosive plastic) Projectiles.
With the development of a fixed fin-stabilized round, it was necessary to counterbore
the M27 Rifle in order for it to accept the 2
in. longer cartridge case. In addition to this
modification of the existing M27 Rifle and
the standardization of the 105 mm, T184
round, considerable work was performed in
trying to improve the long range flight
characteristics of the spin-stabilized HE and
WP projectiles. This work mainly was
concerned with substituting differenLt types of
i-11
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Figure 1-3. Rifle, Recoil/eu, 105 mm, M27; Jeep and Towed Mounts
boattail bases for the existing round base.
1-3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF 106 mm BAT
WEAPON SYSTEM

Arsenal was to develop a long chamber 105
mm recoilless weapon (and mount) using the
rear nozzle principle and a smooth bore tube
to launch a long boom, fixed-fin projectile.
The rifle was designated as the T 13 6 (Ref. 2).

1-3.2.1 Dwvslopnunt at Frmnkford Arsnal
In April 1950, Frankford Arsenal was
assigned to supervise the initial develapment
studies of a 105 mmn battalion antitank (BAT)
weapon. By August 1950, FrankfoW Arsenal
was given the overall technical supervisory
role in the total BAT development project.

Design of the barrel and chamber of the
TI136 r1.ifle was completed by October 1950.
The first prototype barrel was assembled with
a chamber made at Frankford Arsenal and a
modified no'.zle-breech sssembly from a
Rifle, 105 mm, M27. The decision to use a
modified M27 breech was dictated largely by

role, Frankford

the urgency of the development program.

Besdes
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This first T136 Rifle was proof-fired satisfactorily in February 195 1. The second and third
T136 Rifles were assembled during the spring
of 1951 and were equipped with mounts and
cal .50 spotting rifles. By compl'-tion of
development test firings with the T136 Rifles,
the following chief features had "en achieved
(Ref. 2):
1. At 195 lb, the rifle weighed 135 lb less
than the weight of the Rifle, 105 mm, M27.
2. The rifle had a smooth bore for use with
fui-stabilized projectiles.
3. The barrel incorporated the principle of
"strain compensation", developed in cotnechon with the Rifle, 57 mm, T66. Calculationa
3howed, in the case of a thin-walled rifle, that
the increase it, the bore during firing
combined with the barrel and projectile
tolerances and the projectile clearance might

easily account for the yawing and consequent

observed inaccuracy. Performance was improvad significantly by the use of oversize
projectiles which fit the barrel during rather
than before firing,

3. The barrel was provided with shallow
groove rifling (0.006 in. deep) with 1 turn in
360 calibers.
4. Both spotting rifle brackets were improved. The rear bracket was designed to
serve also as a mounting for the sights. (A
spotting -ifle is a subcaliber weapon that fires
a projectile whose trajectory matches the
major caliber projectile (see par. 1-3.z.5).)
Soon after the T136EI model was
designed, the need arose for more rapid firing,
up to 6 rounds per minute, which is about the
limit for manual operation. At this rate of
fire, die gun temperature soon rises to a point
where there is significant degradation in the
yield strength of the steel. These considerations led, in early 1952, to a 105 mm Rifle,
T136E2, which provided adequate strength
up to 600WF. The weight of this rifle was 214
lb as compared with the 197 lb of the

T 136E 1 model.

4. The breech opened from right to left to
permit easier loading when the loader stands
in his normal position on the right side of the
weapon. Moreover, the breech operating

Development of major caliber ammunition
at Frankford Arsenal centered chiefly around
the T 118 and the T 184 designs. The TlI11
round was intended to supply a fin-stabilized
projectile for use in the smooth bore T136
Rifle. It originally was scaled up from the 90
nun T108 round, which had a projectile with
a long boom and fixed-fins. The first design

handle could be placed either above or belo'w

had four fins that were shrouded, i.e.,

the chamber.

enclosed to an open end cylinder. Since this
shrcud often was damaged during launching,
the design was changed to six longer and
unshrouded fins. This remained as the basic
design throughout the entire series of E
numbers, which differed chiefly in modifications of the case and the liner. The only other
char.ge in the projectile (T 118E 10) consisted
of increasing the bourrelet diameter from
4.133 to 4.145 in. This increase was made in

In Octcber, 1951, certain design changes
were made. The resulting T136E1 Rifle
differed from the T136 model in the
followhilg respects (Ref. 2):
1. Portions of the chamber and barrel were
increased in diameter in order to provide
clearance for cases fabricated from sheet.

order to take advantage of the principle of
2. The barrel was machined to accept the
plastic rotating band immediately ahead of

strain compensation. The bourrelet, whose
diameter was 0.011 in. more than that of the

the oversized bourrelet of the 105 mm
TI18EI 0 Projectile.

static bore, fit the strained bore. This
improved the obturation (prevention of gas
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escape between bore and bourrelet) and
insured against excessive weapon wear and
erratic launching of the projectile from the
muzzle (Ref. 2).
The T184 round development was begun in
February 1951, and was intended to furnish
an improved HEAT round for interim use in
the M27 Rifle. It was fin-stabilized and
incorporated the latest fuze and shaped
charge design. It was almost identical with the
TI 18, but it did not have the oversize
bourrelet and it did have canted fins (4 deg)
in order to maintain a modest spin (approximately 10 rev per sec) that appeared adequate
during flight and did not degrade terminal
penetration significantly. This was considered
necessary to smooth out the effects of small
aerodynamic asymmetries imparted by friction in traversing the launcher. This round
was fired satisfactorily for accuracy in the
summer of 1951 (Ref. 2).

calculatioits in September 1950, the first
prototype T137 Rifle was assembled and
proof tested by June 1951. The greatest
number of test firings were conducted with
the slow spin-stabilized T138 Projectile and
by the end of 1952, the round was developed
to the point of satisfactory accuracy at ranges
up to 1500 yd.
The folding-fim Projectile HEAT, T 119 was
developed by mid-1953 (preferential treatment was given to the T138 Projectile as
requested) to the point of satisfactory
accuracy at 1000 yd from a smooth bore
tube. When the requircmcnt from the ONTOS
(see par. 1-4.7) development specified a rifled
tube, Firestone altered the T1 19 Projectile
and secured a "better-than-required" accuracy
at ranges up to 2000 yd. In July 1953, the
T119El 1 Projectile was approved as the
standard ammunition for the BAT Rifle and
Ammunition System and was designated as
"Shell, HEAT, 106 mm, M344" (Ref. 2).

1-3.2.2 Development at Firestone
1-3.2.3 Development of 106 mm Rifle, M40
In August 1950, the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company was awarded a contract for
the design and development of a short
chamber, 105 mm recoilless rifle (and
mount). This rifle was to have the rear nozzle
principle and be able to use either a slow spin
projectile fired from a rifled tube or a fin- or
drag-stabilized projectile launched from a
smooth bore tube. This gun was designated as
the T137. Firestone was also requested to
investigate a slow-spin round, conceived at the
Ballistic Research Laboratories and designated
as the T138 round; a folding-fin type round
(similar to a 75 mm round developed by
Armour Research Foundation) designated as
the T 119; and a drag-stabilized or short-fixed
fin round, known as "Moby-Dick" and designated as the T171 (Ref. 2).
In a three year period, 1950-1953,
Firestone developed the "short chamber"
(500 in.' chamber volume) Recoilless Rifle
and Mount designated as the T!37 and T152,
respectively. Beginning with interior ballistic

The 105 mm, T136 Rifle System was
developed to a high degree of compliance
with the military characteristics desired by
the Army Field Forces; prototypes of weapon
and ammunition successfully passing engineering te.s at Aberdeen Proving Ground.
However, the ammunition design was based
on the concept of a family of homogeneous
fin-stabilized projectiles. During 1952, the
decision was made by the Ordnance Office to
iniclude only one fin-stabilized projectile (the
HEAT) in the family; the balance being
spin-stabilized projectiles. In view of this
decision, the Arsenal project was re-oriented;
the development of the T136 system was
suspended and major attention concentrated
on the development of the Ti 70 Rifle, which
had been initiated in the fall of 1951. It was
to have conventional deep rifling so th, t it
would be capable of firing spin- as well as
fin-stabilized projectiles. This rifle, whose
design was completed late in 1951, used
standard breech components of the M27
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3. T184 HEAT, M323 HE, M325 WP,
M326 (T139E36) HEP fired from a tube with
a rifling twist of I turn in 20 calibers.
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Figure 174. Rifle, Recoiless, 106 mm, M40,
on the Ground Mount
Rifle, that were altered slightly to prevent
firing of similar but unsuitable ammunition. It
was similar in external appearance to the
T136 Rifle and incorporated the various
improvements that gradually had been added
to the design of the T136-such as high yield
strength material, strain compensation, spotting rifle mounting brackets, firing mechanism, and breech opening mechanism.
Prototypes of the TI 70 barrel were made at
Frankford and Watervliet Arsenals. This rifle
was later standardized as the Rifle, Recoilless,
106 ram, M40 shown in Fig. 1-4 and became
the major caliber weapon of the BAT System
(Ref. 2). The M40 Rifle actually has a bore
diameter of 105 mm, but is called 106 mm
for logistical reasons.
In July 1952, the Office, Chief of
Ordnance decided that the Frankford Arsenal
T170 and Firestone T137 Systems would
remain as possible choices for the BAT Rifle
System. At this time, the following combinations of packages of projectiles were selected
for use in the BAT System:
1. T138E57 HEAT, T263 HE, T261 WP
fired from a tube with a twist of 1 turn in 200
calibers
2. Tl 19 HEAT, M323 HE, M325 WP,
M326 (T139E36) HEP fired from a tube with
a rifling twist of I turn in 20 calibers

Combined engineering and field service
tests were performed at the Aberdeen Proving
Ground during September and October, 1952,
to evaluate the rifles and ammunition still
under consideration for the BAT System. As a
result of these tests, the T138 slow-spin
projectile was eliminated from further consideration because its performance at an
extended range of 2000 yd was inferior to
that of the finned HEAT rounds. As a result
of subsequent Service Board Tests at Fort
Benning, Georgia, and further comparison
tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground, the
Frankford Arsenal T170 Rifle and the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company Cartridge TI 19E1 I were selected for the interim
BAT System. Upon standardization, the
HEAT folding-fin-stabilized cartridge was
designated as M344, and the T170 Rifle
designated as the Rifle, 106 mm, M40.

i

1-3.2.4 Development at Frigidaire
The Frigidaire Division of the General
Motors Corporation was assigned the task of
developing a front-orifice type 105 mm
recoilless rifle for the battalion antitank
(BAT) Weavon System. This rifle was to be
capable of firing the projecthes developed
under the other BAT programs. Designated as
T135, the front-orifice rifle used a solid-wall
cartridge case instead of a perforated case.
The exit of the recoil neutralizing propellant
gases took place at the mouth of the cartridge
case, expanding radially into a small chamber
and then rearward through the nozzle.
Specifications called for the BAT Rifle to
fire a 17.5-lb projectile 1000 yd with a 0.25
mil accuracy. The maximum chamber pressure was to be about 12,500 psi with a muzzle
velocity of 1750 fps. The desired weight of
the rifle was to be as near 200 lb as possible.
Interior ballistics were performed by the
Armour Research r undation in order to
1-15
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establish the chamber, barrel length, and
nozzle characteristics of the first prototype
rifle. The design of the T135 Rifle evolved
through seven prototype and engineering
models with firing tests of the various models
performed at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, by
Armour Research Foundation. Although the
final models of the T135 weapon were found
to be mechanically and ballistically successful,
the lightest model weighed over 300 lb. With
studies indicating that the minimum possible
weight for a front-orifice rifle would be
250-275 lb, it was decided that the front-oririce rifle was too heavy to be carried by hand.
As a result, the program was terminated with
the manufacture of the last engineering, model.
1-3.2.5 Spotting Rifle Development
During the formulation of the BAT
program, the concept of the subcaliber
spotting rifle was introduced. The subcaliber
rifle is mounted on the major caliber rifle
with its bore approximately parallel to that of
the major caliber rifle in order for the
spotting projectile to match the trajectory of
the major caliber round. In May 1950,
Frankford Arsenal was advised by the Office,
Chief of Ordnance that it should initiate work
on the design of a cal .50 spotting bullet
having as high a ballistic coefficient as
possible. By July 1950, the development of a
cal .50 spotting rifle was begun at both
Springfield Armory and the Remington Arms
Company.
The development of the cal .50 spotting
rifle at Springfield Armory resulted ir. four
distinct rifle models. These four models were
designated as the T43, T46, T46EI, and
T46E2. The first of these models, designated
as the T43, used the standard cal .50 machine
gun cartridge loaded with a reduced powder
charge. Weighing 661 grains, the projectile
attained a muzzle velocity of 1800 fps in a
36-in. length barrel. The T43 Rifle was
semiautomatic, gas-operated, and used a
conventional double column box magazine.

116

Due to the urgency of the spotting rifle
development, detailed component drawings of
the T43 model were prepared in haste, the
first component drawings being released for
fabrication just nine weeks after program
initiation. The first test T43 model was fired
at Springfield Armory 17 weeks after the
program start. Since the drawings were
hurriedly prepared, they did not guarantee
100 percent interchangeability of parts for
assembly and function, and because the
service life of the component parts left much
to be desired, only limited test firings were
conducted with the T43 Rifle (Ref. 4).
i

The second step in spotting rifle development was undertaken to correct deficiencies
existing in the prev-.,us T43 model and to
accommodate a shortened cal .50 round. The
length of the round was reduced because of
the reduced powder charge required. The
major design change in the T46 Rifle was a
change in th6 slide and receiver design from a
rectangular to cylindrical construction while
retaining the rectangular bolt construction of
the T43 Rifle. While better than the T43
design, the T46 Rifle was plagued with the
following types of malfunctions: (1) operating power was marginal, (2) ammunition was
not properly fed, (3) spent cartridge cases
weie not always ejected, and (4) firing
mechanism failed to remain in the cocked or
ready-to-fire position.
In order to eliminate these malfunctions
and reduce the firing error of the T46 model,
a second redesign of thl. cal .50 spotting rifle
was made. Designated as the T46E1, the new
model had a reduced barrel length, from 36 to
32 in., in order to reduce the projectile travel
from gas port to muzzle exit. This change
causes an earlier venting of the bore gas
pressure, resulting in a lower chamber
pressure at the instant of breech unlock. An
increase in the initial volume of the gas
system retarded the early acceleration of the
piston and, because of the resulting longer gas
system time, the maximum piston velocity is
reduced.

AMCP 706-36
While these design changes led to improvements in the weapon accuracy and a
reduction in the number of malfunctions, it
was felt that a better design was still in order.
In the next redesign of the spotting rifle,
designated as the T46E2, three major
improvements were made:
1. The cable pull load required to fire the
rifle was reduced.
2. The rebound of the operating slide from
battery was reduced.

the Rifle, 37 mm. T62, this rifle was to fire
Projectiles M54 and M63 at velocities of 1250
and 1200 fps, respectively. This 37 mm
recoilless rifle was to be shoulder-fired for use
as an antipersonnel type weapon. The first
design of the T62 Rifle was proof-fired in
May 1946. After firing of the tenth round,
the lugs that locked the breech into the
chamber showed evidence of failure by
bending and firing was discontinued. In
addition to the breech design failure, the first
eight rounds fired resulted in ignition failures
(Ref. 3).

3. The operating power in the rifle was
controlled by incorporation of a needle-valve
type gas-regulator. The improvement of the
spring forces acting on &.e firing cable was a
matter of refinement and adjustment of the
existing design with the reduction of the slide
rebound, malfunctions caused by the hammer
impacting the firing pin when it is in the
locked, out-of-battery position were prevented. Differences in the effective -igidity of
the rifle mounts in addition to variation in the
magnitude and operating power given by
different lots of spotting rifle ammunition
made the incorporation of a power regulating

The breech locking mechanism and the
firing mechanism were redesigned and the
new rifle model designated as T62E 1. This
rifle functioned satisfactorily in subsequent
proof-firings. However, the chgsW, developperforment to give the required b
mance was never completed since, the project
was shelved.

device imperative,

1-4.1 37mm RIFLE, T62

models of relatively early days offered
improvements in practically all areas: interior
ballistics, flight dynamics, HEAT penetration
performance, and structural and mechanical
design of the rifle. The new rifle, designated
as the T66, was to match the performance of
the M18 Rifle (1200 fps) at a considerably
lower maximum chamber pressure. One of the
first considerations in the T66 barrel design
was the use of steel with a higher yield
strength. As such, the barrel walls could be of
relatively thin cross section as compared to
that of the M 18 Rifle. By use of better
propellants, the first T66 Rifle design was 14
in. shorter than the M18 Rifle and weighed 28
lb including all accessories, as compared to
weight of 44 lb for the M18.

In July, 1945, the Office, Chief of
Ordnance requested Frankford Arsenal Ordnance Laboratory to design and develop a 37
mm single shot recoilless rifle. Designated as

All
development
activity
proceeded
smoothly until firing tests were performed on
the initial T66 designs. Considerable inaccuracy was encountered and the basic cause

As a result of these design changes and
numerous refinements throughout the spotting rifle design, function was improved to a
substantially satisfactory status. The firing
error of the T46E2 was almost one-half the
error obtained with the T46 design; at a range
of 100 yd the mean target radius was 1.50 in.
for the T46E2 Rifle as compared to 2.82 in.
for the T46 model.

1-4 OTHER RECOILLESS WEAPONS OF
CALIBER 106 mm OR SMALLER

1-4.2 57 mm RIFLE, T66
In 1951, a replacement of the original 57
mm recoilless rifle (the M18) was proposed.
Technological advances from those crude
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was not known. After considerable investigation into such possible causative areas as the
method of mounting and nozzle symmetry, it
was found that the projectiles were yawing
excessively. Upon further studies, it was
hypothesized that the yaw in exterior flight
was related to the yaw and balloting of the
projectile during bore travel. Further calculations showed that the expansion of the highly
stressed barrel during firing could be great
enough so that if the projectile was crowded
to one side of the bore, it could become
disengaged completely from the rifling on the
other side. The use of high-speed X-ray
equipment verified this hypothesis by indicathig that significant yaw did occur within the
barrel (Ref. 6).
As a result of these studies, it was found
that for any weapon which uses a barrel that
is strained highly by firing, the projectile
should be designed to fit the barrel during the
firing rather than prior to firing. The use of
this strain compensation principle was first
made in the T66 Rifle and has been used on
many of the subsequent recoilless rifle
programs.
*

*

In late 1954, a requirement that the T66
Rifle be capable of firing the same mixed
family of fin- and spin-stabilized projectiles as
used in the MI8 Rifle was added. The
projectiles developed during the T66 program
were the spin-stabilized HE, T 115 and the
fixed fin-stabilized HEAT, T188. Complete
prototype systems were designed, built, and
successfully demonstrated. However, the
project was terminated due to lack of
sufficient user interest in 1958, after completion of User Tests by the US Army Infantry
Board. More information on the T66
developmeni program is found in Refs. 6, 7,
8, and 9.
1-4.3 2.754n. RIFLE, T190
Among the programs conducted at the
Armour Research Foundation was the development of a single shot and repeating
recoilless rifle to fire the 2.75 in. boosted
1-18

rocket used in the T I?1 ammunition. These
weapons were intended for air-to-air use and,
accordingly, carried restrictions of lightweight, simplicity, and ease of loading.
Requirements for the single shot 2.75.in.,I
recoilless rifle, designated as the TI90, were
(Ref. 4)'.
1. F re a 2.75-in. spin-stabilized boosted
rocket with a nominal weight of 5.5 lb
2. A muzzle velocity of 1200 fps
3. Peak chamber pressure under 6000 psi if
possible
4. Recoil balance such that the transmitted
force to airframe is less than 1000 lb
5. Rifle front profile as small as possible
for purpose of parallel stacking of rifle
6. Use of muzzle and nozzle blast tubes to
shield adjacent portions of assembly and
aircraft
7. Weight of loaded cluster to be 300 lb
maximum.
The repeating version, designated as the TI 91,
has ersentially the same requirements except
that the boosted rocket was to be fired in
automatic operation at a minimum rate of fire
of 600 rounds per minute.
The principal technical problems of interest
concerned design for minimum system
weight, interior ballistic uniformity at the low
operating pressure of 6000 psi and over the
extreme ambient temperature range foi
aircraft, automatic feed mechanism design,
effects of nozzle erosion, gun heating, and
blast effects on the aircraft structure.
Compromise solutions to the trunnion reaction problem were examined, considering
"partialrecoillessness coupled with soft mounting. Pre-engraved vs self-engraving rotating
bands in the uniform twist and increasing
twist were investigated with respect to
ballistic reproducibility. The pre-engraved

I
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band with uniform twist solution was found
to be superior. Perhaps the most striking
event in the program, from a technical history
standpoint, was the construction and testing
of a glass fiber reinforced plastic gun. In
collaboration with the US Naval Ordnance
Laboratory at White Oak, Maryland, a test
gun was designed, built, and fired (1956). The
tube survived several shots at full pressure and
velocity, and showed acceptable ballistic
uniformity and projectile accuracy. This was
an early indication (perhaps the first) of the
potential for this material for construction of
guns. The project was terminated in 1957
with the suspension of the user requirement.
For more information regarding the 2.75-in,
recoilless rifle, the reader is directed to the
material found in Refs. 4 and 5.
1-4.4 90 mm RIFLE AND AMMUNITION
Various evaluation studies of multipurpose
shoulder weapons conducted in the late
1940's indicated the need for a 90 mim
recoilless rifle. As a result of these studies,
Arthur D. Uitile, Inc. and Midwest Research

case base. Another unique feature of the
Tl149 Rifle was a firing mechanism in the
lower rear of the chamber which caused a
firing pin to be driven radially into a side-fire
percussion cap in the cartridge case base (Ref.
10).
The PAT program at Arthur D. Little also
included the development of fini-stabilized
HEAT, HE, and WP projectiles for use with
the T149 Rifle. Weighing 9 lb, the Projectile,
HEAT, T249 was the only projectile carriedj
through complete development. The design of
the HEAT projectile was based largely on tse
configuration of the 105 mm, TI 18 configuration. One of the interesting and unique
design aspects of the T249 Projectile concerned the application of the rotating bands
to the projectile. Prior to PAT development,
rotating bands, whether plastic or metal, were
fabricated from sheet stock and then
cemented or brazed to the projectile, orI
machined integrally from the projectile. In
the Projectile, HEAT, T249, a plastic rotatingI
band is injection-molded directly to the
projectile.

Institute (MRI) were given Ordnance Contracts to develop 90 mm platoon antitank
(PAT) recoilless rifles. The objectives of these

In February, 1952, the Office, Chief of
Ordnance, set priorities on the development

programs were to develop a rifle weighing less

of a suitable PAT rifle-ammunition system.I

The Arthur D. Uitile rifle, designated as the
T 149, differed from the more conventional
rifles developed before 195 1, being very light
for its caliber and using a novel breech
mechanism. The annular two-lobe nozzle
breech is basically a rotating cam ring which
locks the round in place, cocks the firing
mechanism, and actuates the extractor. Recoil
compensation is provided as the discharging
propellant gases pass through the annular
nozzle. The nozzle contours are formed by
the inner surfaces of the chamber and cam
ring, and by the outer surface of the cartridge

Midwest Research Institute received its
PAT weapon contract in December 195 1. The
objectives of the PAT program were very
similar to those given to Arthur D. Little. The
MRI 90 nim recoilless rifle design was
designated as the T 184. The T 184 Rifle
design also achieved a very low weight due to
the employment of two unconventional
features not previously used in recoilless rifle
design. The first unique aspect was the use of
a reverse tapered cartridge case (smaller in
diameter at the base than at the mouth). TheI
cartridge case has a 57 mmn base which
permits the use of a reduced diameter and
thus lighter breechblock. Secondly, the

than 30 lb, capable of being either shoulderor ground-fired. The rifle was to have very
good accuracy at 500 yd and capable of
defeating tank armor up to 6 in. thick at a
maximum obliquity of 60 deg (Ref. 4).

Since the T149 Rifle was given last priority,
the T149 Rifle and ammunition were never
presented for user tests (Ref. 11I).
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breechblock was a two part assembly
composed of a steel breechblock and an
aluminum venturi expansion cone which
further contributed to weight reduction (Ref.
4).
Initial analytical studies in the PAT
program indicated that a conventional 6-lb
projectile and a recoilless rifle having a bare
weight of 25 lb could not meet the required
first round hit probability at the specified
range and muzzle velocity. Further studies
indicated the need for using rocket-assisted
(RA) projectiles. Two RA projectiles were
designed for use in the T184 Rifle. The first
projectile, designated as the T273 HEP RA,
was designed on the basis of a scaleup of the
2.75-in. T131 Rocket, and contained a solid
cnt grain rocket motor and an REP warhead.
The second projectile, designated as the T274
HEAT RA, employed the same rocket motor
as the T273 round but contained a shaped
charge warhead. The warhead was separated
from the rocket motor by a bearing section
that permitted the rocket motor to rotate at
the high speed required for round stability
while the warhead was maintained at the low
spin rate necessary for maximum terminal
effectiveness (Ref. 4).
As a result of the HEP round not being able
to meet the armor defeating requirements and
because of the wide dispersions encountered
during range firings, the T184 program was
terminated in 1955 in Lavor of the T219
program which was to be conducted at
Midwest Research Institute. The T219 PAT
Rifle requirements permitted an increase in
rifle weight to 30 lb so that the peak chamber
pressure could be increased in order to
eliminate the need for a rocket-assisted
projectile.
The 90 nun T219E4 model, as shown in
Fig. 1-5, is a 35-lb bore-sized, shoulder-fired,
recoilless rifle. The T219E4 PAT Rifle
incorporates a centtal-orifice, bar breech, and
may be loaded and fired by one man,
although it was designed for a two-man team.
1-20

Firing the Cartridge, 90 mm, HEAT, T249E6
at a muzzle velocity of 700 fps, the T219E4
Rifle attained a first round hit probability of
50 percent at 500 yd (unaided visual ranging)
and was capable of defeating any armor likely
to be encountered in the battle area. Prinarily
designed as an antitank weapon, it was also
highly effective against emplacements and
grouped personnel.
By August 1959, the T219E4 Rifle,
T249E6 Cartridge, and auxiliary items were
standardized and designated as Rifle MAW
(medium antitank weapon), 90 mm, M67;
Cartridge, 90 mm, HEAT, M371; Telescope,
M103; and Telescope Mount, Ml 10. This
standardization was given conditionally on
the basis that certain design corrections would
be made. The deficiency to be corrected was
the low temperature firing performance.
During arctic firing tests, the CARDE (see
par. 1-6.10) T31 sheet Propellant used in the
T249 Cartridge revealed an apparent tendency
toward high velocity levels and dispersions,
accompanied by potentially unsafe high
pressures. As a result, emphasis was placed in
establishing the suitability of a granular
propellant. On the basis of the best uniform
performance, M5 Propellant was selected for
use in the M371 Cartridge. Other improvements made in the 90 mm MAW Weapon
System were the simplification of the breech
design, by reducing the number of components from 28 to 14 parts, and the
strengthening of the projectile spike-to-body
assembly in order to prevent separation of the
spike from the body.
During studies of the various designs for
the ultimate battalion antitank (U-BAT)
weapon, it became evident that one of the
designs offered greater promise in obtaining a
very lightweight rifle, and that a rifle of this
nature would find tremendous application ji
the 90 nun PAT Rifle program. Designated ai;
the T234, this rifle design had several unique
features. One feature was the absence of a
breech that must be opened and closed by the
operator. As described in Ref. 12, the nozzle

4
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is of central-orifice design, but divided into
eight segments. The segments are springloaded to the closed position so that as the
round is inserted, the nozzle moves forward
and Qxpands radially outward to permit
chambering of a round with a larger diameter
than the nozzle throat.
Ammnunition for the T234 Rifle was also
unique in that a metal cartridge case was not
used. Instead, a thin, plastic powder envelope,
which is consumed during firing, was used and
the need for expended casse extraction
eliminated. Firing of the chambered round
was accomplished by attaching an ignition
transmission line (pigtil) to the projectile
boom. After chambering of the round, the
end of the pigtail is inserted into the firing
mechanism contained in the rear part of the
rifle mount. Shown in Fig. 1-6, the T234
Rifle weighs 34.5 lb with the round weighing
8.5 lb.
In early 19' -, several original requirements
were changed under the heading of the
Super-PAT program. The 90 mm Super-PAT
Rifle was to be essentially the same design as
the Pist configuration of the T234 Rifle.
However, it was to employ a high strength
steel barrel-chamber (200k to 205k psi yield
strength as compared to normal yield
strenL~hs of 160k to 175k psi). Internal,
external, and terminal ballistic conditions
were to remain the same, although with the
addition of cal .405 spotting pistol, the
weapon system was to be capable of a 90
percent first round hit probability at 500 yd.
In June 1958, the Super-PAT program was
terminated before completion of the development program as the major emphasis was
shifted to the T2 19 PAT program.

14.5 DEVELOPMENT

OF REPEATING
RIFLES 105 mm, T189 AND T237

Beginning with
World War 11, there
recoilless weapons
semiautomatic fire.
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German efforts during
was a recurrent interest in
capable of automatic or
For combat vehicles (air,

ground, or water), the advantage's of increased
rate of fire and in crew protection are quite
obvious. Some of the technical problems, too,
are quite obvious, including space limitation
at breech location, generally heavier arnmunition with a longer envelope, and the greater
penalty of mechanism weight in a weapon
system whose great attraction is light weight.
US efforts in repeating recoilless rifle
design were aimed principally toward applications for land combat vehicles. Design of a
repeating 105 mmn recoilless rifle began at the
United Shoe Machinery Corporation in 1953.
Designated as the T 189 and shown in Fig. 1-7,
this repeating 105 mm recoilless rifle was
designed in both electrically and gas-operated
versions. As shown in Fig. 1-7, the electrically
operated T189 Rifle uses small electric gear
motors to rotate a five-round reel between the
barrel and breechblock.. At each position of
the reel assembly, the barrel and breechblock
are coupled with a chamber containing one
round. The electrical drive system extends or
retracts and rotates the breechblock to open
or close and lock the round in place.
One of the designs for the gas-operated
T189 Rifle is shown schematically in Fig. 1-8
and operated in the following manner as
described in Ref. 13:
1. Energy obtained by bleeding propellant
gas from the barrel during the blow-down
period (i.e., the period after projectile exit
during which the internal pressure decays to
atmospheric) is used to compress a pair of
nested driving springs which then provide the
energy necessary to drive the indexing
mechanism through one cycle.
*
2. Gas is bled from a barrel port (shown in
Fig. 1-8) close to the muzzle, which does not
become operative un-til the projectile has
passed. Upon projectile exit, the gas turning
into the port expands and is conveyed to the
cylinder through a telescoping length of
tubing. The gas flow into the cylinder lasts for
about 0.0 12 sec of the blow-down period. At
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the end of this time, the blow-down pressure
and the pressure in the cylinder will reach
equilibrium. The quick acting check valve
then closes and retains the cylinder charge.
3. During the cylinder charging stroke, the
drive springs are compressed. The gear
segrnent, connected to the piston by means of
an operating link, is rotated and, in turn,
causes rotation of a pinion g-sar. The
movement of the gear segment is enough to
rotate the pinion gear backward just one turn.
"Thegun indexing cycle occurs on the return
stroke of the piston. The gas charge then is
allowed to escape through an exhaust valve
that is separate from the gas feed duct. When
the back pressure (acting on the piston) falls
below the driving spring pressure, the return
stroke begins. On the return stroke, the
pinion gear, now engaged to the gun camshaft
by the pawl, is rotated one turn forward,
indexing the gun through its cycle.
During efforts to simplify the operation
and design of the T189 Rifle, an entirely new
design was accomplished. It was decided that
the new design should replace the T189
design and was given the T237 designation.
The repeating T237 Rifle design incorporated several design featkres. As shown in
Fig. 1-9, a drive motor was geared down to a
"lead screw" type drive shaft. Partial rotation
of this screw unlocked both the breechblock
and the barrel, and proceeded to translate the
breechblock axially a predetermined distance.
During breechblock travel, the reel containing
the five chambers also was moved rearward at
a slower rate so as to clear the end of the
barrel. A drum then revolves the reel into the
next position. When the electric motor is
reversed, the breechblock and reel arte
returned to the closed position and rotationally locked. The T237 repeating recoilless rifle
program proceeded through the manufacture
of one test rifle. However, the program
terminated in mid-1956 by the Office, Chief
of Ordnance before any extensive testing of
the system was performed.
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14.6 DEVELOPMErMT OF 105 mm RIFLE.
T136
The 105 mm Recoilless Rifle, T136 was
one of the three original weapon concepts
selected for developmnnt and evaluation
under Ordnance Pioject TS4-4024. Fig. 1-10
shows this weapon with T149 Mount and
with the cal .50 Rifle, T43 installed. In
October 1951, changes were incorporated
altering the configuration to the T136EI. In
November 195 1, the design again was changed
where provision was included for the
expected 21 percent degradation in yield
strength of the gun steel when heated to
600TF. T136E2 was the designation assigned
to this temperature compensated recoilless
rifle.
Portions of this T13( system ultimately
were incorporated in the standardized BAT
Weapon, M40. The chamber design of the
T136 was united with the barrel of the M27
to form the T170 configuration, which
ultimately became the standardized M40.
1-4.7 DEVELOPMENT OF WEAPON SYSTEM T165 AND T166, SELF-PRO.
PELLED (ONTOS) USING 106 mm,
T170 RECOILLESS RIFLE
The initial long range military characteristics of the BAT weapon system called for a
fully man-portable weapon weighing in the
neighborhood of 200 lb. The weapon that was
eventually standardized for the BAT program
was the Rifle, 106 mm, T170 (M40).
Weighing a total of 485 lb, the weapon could
be moved into position by a crew of two men
cr could be broken down for hand carry by a
larger group. This was still a long way from
meeting the fully man-portable requirements.
As the best interim carrier, the Jeep
Carrier, M38AI provided:
i. A low silhouette
2. Good road and cross speed
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Figure 1.10. 105 mm Rifle, T136; 105 mm Mount, T149; Cal.50 Rifle,
T43 and the Interim Sight
3. Ruggedness and reliability
4. Standardized
maintenance

simple

operation

and

5. Good cruising ranges
6. Relatively low cost and ease of production.
However, it lacked:
1. Armor protection
2. Adequate load capacity
3. Cross-country mobility
vehicle.

of a tracked

As a result, studies and searches were made
into the development of a lightweight
fully-tracked system that would be sufficiently durable and easily maintained for use in the
infantry regiment. Two systems were developed around the (ONTOS) vehicle. A six-rifle,
ONTOS vehicle designated as the T166 shown
in Fig. 1-11 and a one-rifle ONTOS vehicle
designated as the T165 were developed using

Rifles, 106 mm, T170 similar to the
standardized M40 Rifle. This T165 system
was designed to go into combat with the six
BAT systems loaded and operable by the crew
within the protected compartment. It could
be fired in salvo, ripple, or single shot. After
firing, the breeches could be opened mechanically from within the vehicle, but subsequent
rounds were chambered by the crew reaching
out through the open doors. Two of the six
rifles were designed to be dismounted quickly
from the vehicle and operated from a
compact folding ground tripod when the
tactical situation required it. In service tests
of these weapon systems in late 1952, the
vehicles were found to be unsuitable for use
as BAT weapons carriers within an infantry
battalion. While the ONTOS vehicle provided
the necessary armor protection and fullytracked cross-country mobility, it had the
disadvantages of mechanical unreliability,
reduced accuracy, increased weight, inadequate space for crew and ammunition, and
limited protection afforded by armor when
recoilless rifles were reloaded from outside
the vehicle (Ref. 4). As such, the M38A1 Jeep
Carrier was maintained as the interim carrier
for the Rifle, 106 mm, M40.
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1-5 OTHER LARGE CALIBER WEAPONS
(LARGER THAN 105 mm)
1-5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF 120 mm HAW
Standardization of the 106 mm, M40 BAT
System in 1954, satisfied the "interim"
requirements for an infantry heavy antitank
weapon (HAW) system. At this time,
Frankford Arsenal was authorized to initiate
R&D studies leading to the development of a
system to satisfy the following principal
"ultimate" military characteristics:

Yr
0•

I

range and accuracy, reduced system weight,
and improved simplicity and accuracy. The
first HAW design was designated as the XM89
and incorporated several features in its de.ign.
The barrel of the XM89 Rifle incorporated
the strain compensation principle using steel
with a 160,000-psi yield strength. It was
expected that the entire HAW weapon would
use steel with a 200,000 psi yield strength,
but because of its limited availability at the
time, high cost and limited machinability, no
complete HAW rifle ever was made with this
material.

T'he fh-st work specific to the ultimate
battalion antitank (U-BAT) requirements was

A second feature of the XM89 was the
incorporation of a variable control mount. By
use of a down range pointing joystick control,
rifle could be moved in free traverse and
elevation for use against close and moving
target with a direct control ratio of 1: 1. The
joystick control also provided variable control
ranging between a ratio of 9:1 and 36:1 for
laying the rifle on distant fixed targets. Other
features of the 120 mm, XM89 were
the use of a 15 mm spotting rifle and a trigger
firing mechanism from which both major and
spotting rifles could be fired with the same
trigger (Ref. 14).
During the second quarter of calendar year

initiated in 1955 with caliber and lethability
studies. These activities were the basis for the
selection of a 120 mm caliber rifle for the
U-BAT weapon. The resulting design for the
120 mnm rifle was patterned after the design
of the Rifle, 90 mm, T234 which was, in its
original conception, a design study for the
U-BAT application. Designated as the T246,
the 120 mm Rifle incorporated the segmented
nozzle and central orifice type breech design

1961, the development of the XM89 system
was divided into two directions. The first
direction being development with a frangible
cartridge case and the second, development
with a steel cartridge case. Development of
the frangible cartridge case system, designated
as the XM89EI, proceeded through initial
firing tests in a satisfactory manner. At that
point, the XM89E 1 system was removed from
the development program. Development of

used in the T234 Rifle. Development of the
T246 Rifle was suspended in December 1957.

the perforated steel cartridge case system,
designated as the XM89E2 and later to be
known as the XMI05 (shown in Fig. 1-12),
was slowed by minor strength problems and
mechanical difficulties, but finished with an
accelerated testing program in mid-1972.
While it was felt that, with small improvements, the XM 105 system could be standardized, its excessive system weight (398 lb

1. Destructive Capacity. Defeat 6 in. of
heavy armor at 64-deg obliquity, 90 percent
of the time.
s
nthe
2
g
A
c
2. Range and Accuracy. First round hit
probability of 0.75 at 2000 yd and 0.90 at
"•
1000 yd.
3. System Weight. 200 lb desired.
0ounique
4f
4. Rate of Fire. 10 aimed rounds per
minute (not sustained). Go into action in 30
sec.

In early 1959, the work begun under the
U-BAT program was reactivated under the
heavy antitank weapon (HAW) program. The
HAW program, however, was committed to
the development of a 2000-yd system which
would provide greater lethality, improved
1-30
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instead of the desired 200 lb) and the
selection of the TOW missile to satisfy the
tion of the 120 mm HAW, XM 105 program.
1-5.2. DAVY CROCKETT 120 mm, XM63
(XM26) AND 155 mm. XM64 (XM29)
An impending break-through in the design
of nuclear devices in the mid-I 95 0's led to the
idea of a tactical nuclear weapon s) stem-perhaps capable of man-portability ov'.r limited
distances in difficult terrain. There was
growing confidence in the feasibility of
developing subkiloton devices lighter in
weight, structurally more resistant to acceleration stresses, and more efficient in the use of
critical nuclear materials than had been
available previously. Based on the estimates
available, a lightweight recoilless weapon
system concept was synthesized. It was
envisioned that such a system capability could
have important effects on the structure and
deployment of ground forces. The availability
of such huge elements of firepower in the
hands of foot troops capable of immediate
reaction to rich targets of opportunity could
provide an advantage of significant proportions.
The principal problems facing the designer
were as follows:
1. Design a breakdown system in which
each module can be carried over limited
distances by an individual soldier.
2. Accommodate the roughly 12-in. diameter warhead.
3. limit maximum acceleration.
4. Insure high reliability and precision of
delivery. The problems that were, encountered
resulted from the long range (4000 mn for the
XM29 system) over which the spotting system
was to match the major caliber system.
5. Minimize system action time (i.e., the
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time required to set up the weapon and
mount, insert the cartridge and projectile).
To meet

the system

module

weight

limitation, high-strength structural materials
such as titanium alloys, glass fiber reinforced
plastic, and ultra-high strength steel were
considered despite their high costs. The
warhead size and acceleration problems were
accommodated by adopting the so-called
"spigot" configuration (Fig. 1-13). In this
scheme, the propulsion gases act upon a
"pusher" tube (spigot) throughout the ballistic stroke and the oversize warhead is
accelerated via this tube from a starting
position in front of the gun muzzle. Thiis
avoids the structural problems of a large low
pressure gun tube and the interior ballistic
reproducibility problems associated with very
low operating pressures. High precision of
delivery was demanded by the need to insure
against injury to friendly troops as well as the
requirement to employ the extremely high
cost warhead effectively.
The projectile weight, size, velocity, andI
acceleration limits along with the use of the
spigot configuration, allow the use of a
smooth bore barrel. Also, since the DAVY
CROCKETT systems are very low rate of fire
weapons, there is no need for any type of
breech mechanism. This leads to the muzzle
loading and simple nozzle end configurations
of the DAVY CROCKETT weapons. Another
unique feature of the DAVY CROCKETT
were the lightweight mounts. Weighing less
than 20 lb, the mounts had adjustable rear
lugs, fine and coarse elevation, and quick
collapse for stowage.
The operational requirements for a manportable system were met with two weapon
systems. The 120 mm, XM28 System as
shown in Fig. 1-14, was designed for a
maximum range of 2000 mn. A second system,
155 mm, XM29, as shown in Pg. 1-15, was
developed concurrently to provide a 4000-rn
system capable of field maneuver on a jeep or
other light vehicle. The XM29 System is

AMWP 700-230
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Figure 7.73. Recoilless Weapons-Conventional and Spigot Type

capable of firing from a jeep carrer or it can
be displaced by troops and fired from a

weapon, small combat units will have organic
that they will be able to take
atomic power
to any trouble spot in the world in

In the official press release of the DAVY
CROCKETT systems by the Army on 4 May
1960, the Secretary of the Army described
these systems as a development which

a matter of hours. On the battlefield, the
small unit will have within its own ranks,
firepower that formerly could be obtained
only from heavy artillery". Among the
engineering advances achieved were:

round mounta

"....dwarfs in firepower anything we have
ever known in the immediate area of the
battle line", le stated that "DAVY CROCKE'T" will significantly enhance the military
posture of the U.S. ground forces. With this

with them

1, First titanium gun in US Army
cartridge-unprece2. Hi-Low spotter
dented velocity uniformity
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Figure 1-715. DA VY CROCKE? T XM29 Weapn System, 4000)-m Range

)

3. PYROCORE primer-improved velocity
uniformity

1-5.3 DEVELOPMENT OF 8-in. CANNON
(ELK)

4. Unique spigot delivery-minimum systern weight and size

In 1954-55, the Office, Chief of Ordnance
directed Frankford Arsenal to study the
feasibility of producing an 8-in. recoilless
cannon (EIK) to replace the medium (8-in.)
howitzer as the general support in division
artillery and as the reinforcing weapon in
Corps artillery. Analyses and experimental
test firings with a scale model weapon, as
reported in Refs. 15 and 16, showed that it
was technically feasible to obtain a weapon
system capable of air delivery for diVct
support of infantry, which meets the following requirements:

5. First use of D38 (reactor byproduct) in
spotter projectile
6. First multizone recoilless system.
The meason which made many of these
advances possible was that cost was not as
critical a factor, comparatively speaking, as it
was in most other recoilless rifle programs.
This was true because of the need for the
accurate delivery of the rather expensive
warhead. As such, the use of high cost
materials such as titanium was warranted in
the DAVY CROCKETT system and not in
others, even though experimental work on
titanium, Fiberglas, Fiberglas wound, and
glass-metal structures had given good results
in PAT, Super-PAT, and other recoilless
programs.

)

--. ,

1. Maximum Range:

30,000 yd desired
20,000 yd acceptable

2. Minimum Range:

3,000 yd desired
10,000 yd acceptable

3. Traverse:

360 deg desired
120 deg acceptable
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4. Elevation:

0 to plus 65 deg

S. Carriage:

Unarmored and selfpropelled

6. .Ammunition:'

HE, chemical, optimum fragmentation
(240-lb projectile)

Based on these findings, Frankford Arsenal
was directed to continue analytical studies
and proceed with experimental investigations,
Firings were to be performed in both reduced
and full scale test guns to verify the interior
ballistic predictions, to evaluate experimentally the effects of blast, and to investigate
methods of zoning. These tasks were to be
done for range requirements of 10,000 and
20,000 yd.
In addition, for the 20,000-yd range
weapon, studies were to be made of the
mechanical design of the cannon and design
concepts prepared illustrating methods of
incorporating the cannon into lightweight
towed and self-propelled weapon systems. A
designation of Cannon, 8-in. Howitzer, Recoilless, T230E1 was assigned to the
10,000-yd weapon and Cannon, 8-in. Howitzer, Recoilless, T230E2 assigned to the
20,000-yd weapon.
Experimental interior ballistic studies were
begun with a 75 mm scale model of the 8-in.
weapon, since previous studies had shown
that a small caliber test weapon could be
designed to have ballistic characteristics
similar to a large caliber prototype weapon.
The technique of "scale model" studies
resulted in considerable savings of both time
and money, since less effort was expended on
the experimental work performed. Empirical
data obtained during the scale model studies
were used in the design and construction of
the full scale, 8-in., 10,000-yd test Cannon,
T230E1.
A total of 25 rounds were fired in the 8-in.
T230EI test weapon for charge establish-
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ment, interior ballistic design, and general
performance. Based on performance results
from the scale model and full size test
weapons, the 8-in., 20,000-yd test cannon,
ignition studies, ballistic assessment, and long
range accuracy firings were performed. These
studies indicated that the 8-in. recoilless
cannon is lighter than conventional closed
breech weapons of equivalent range and fire
power, and is more accurate than rockets of
the same capability. Its corrected round-toround range dispersion was about 0.3 percent
of range. While it was found that the
problems associated with blast were no more
serious in the ElK than in comparable
rockets, it still was felt that the blast of an
EIK would have to be reduced.
While firings were being performed with
the EIK test cannons, preliminary weapon
system concepts were investigated by the
Pitman-Dunn Laboratories Group of Frankford Arsenal. These investigations included
breech design and concepts of vehicular
components and related ground handling
equipment for the EIK weapon system. Ref.
24 describes in detail the following weapon
concepts: swing breech, jackknife breech,
reciprocating-pivoting breech, and spherical
chamber weapon. These weapon designs then
were studied for their adaptability to several
configurations of mounts and vehicle transports. These studies indicated the following
weights for the indicated weapon systems
(Ref. 24):
Total System Weight, ton
8-in. Recoilless
Weapon with

10,000-yd

20,000-yd

Towed mount

2

3

4.5

6.5

8

12

Austere self-propelled carriage
Armored self-propelled carriage

AMCP 706-28

These weight figures along with accuracy and
fire power data indicated that in the
mid-1950's, the 84n. recoilless cannon represented a reasonable replacement for existing
conventional artillery and rockets.
1-5.4 DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-EJECTING
BREECH
In June 1952, the Universal Winding
Company began work on the design, development, and fabrication of a scale model 105
mm recoilless rifle with a self-ejecting breech
mechanism. Following preliminary studies,
development proceeded along two separate
paths. The first path followed was the
continued development of Frankford Arsenal's "blowback" principle breech design.
This design used escaping propellant gases to
accomplish automatic cocking of the weapon
and ejection of the spent cartridge. The
blowback breech weapon as designed by
Universal Winding used a round with a
combustible case and a shouldered steel base.
In
the holes)
base were
a serieswhich
of blowback
orifices
(vent
through
the propellant
gases of the fired round were allowed to
escape. As the propellant gases escaped
through these orifices, they impinged on the
firing mechanism hammer, forcing it back to
its cocked position so that it is ready for the
next firing. The breech of the rifle is fitted
with a split ring that springs open to permit
chambering of the round. As the firing
mechanism is cocked by the escaping
propellant gases, a cam on the hammer
engages this split ring, forcing it open. The
timing of the hammer is such that when the
split ring is opened, the pressure in the
chamber has dropped to a level where it safely
blows out the case base to the rear (Ref. 19).
The second development path investigated
the designs of both electrically and mechanically fired drop-out breech designs. In the
drop-out breech, a set of latches or a breech
bar acts as a retainer for the cartridge base of
a combustible round. During the firing, the
chamber pressure forces the cartridge base

against the breech bar or latch detents which
held the base in place. When the chamber
pressure drops, the cartridge base drops
harmlessly through an opening in the breech
mechanism. At Universal Winding (Ref. 19), it
was felt that the blowback breech system
appeared to have more promise in recoilless
rifles of larger caliber where it would have a
weight and compactness advantage over
conventional or drop-out type breeches. In
lower caliber weapons, the blowback breech
would compare well with other breech types
in both weight and functioning, but would be
somewhat more complex in breech and firing
mechanism design.
1-6 RESEARCH PROGRAMS
1-6.1 INTRODUCTION
Except for a short period of time after
World War II, Frankford Arsenal was assigned
the
for research
developmentresponsibility
of recoilless rifles.
As a partand
of its
effort
to broaden the industrial and engineering base
during recoilless rifle development, Frankford
Arsenal contracted several facilities to perform research work in the refinement of
theoretical design concepts and the general
improvement of recoilless rifle technologies.
Notable among these facilities were A. D.
little, Inc., Armour Research Foundation,
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, Harvey
Aluminum, Midwest Research Institute,
United Shoe Machinery Corp., and Universal
Winding Company.
A description of all the recoilless rifle
research is beyond the scope of this
handbook, but the major research activities
performed by the previously mentioned
organizations are presented in the paragraphs
that follow. In these programs, direction and
technical specifications were given to the
contracted organization by Frankford Arsenal, which then assumed a supervisory role
throughout the program.
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14L2 MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
14L62.1 Gun Te•mpetu•e
Among the activities performed at Midwest
Research Institute (MRI) were various heat
transfer studies for several recoilless rifle
proprams. In connection with these studies,
MRI developred a special surface thermocouple capable of measuring the temperaturetime variations at the internal surfaces of a
recoilless rifle during firing. First used in
1952, to measure the internal surface
temperatures of a 57 umm,
T15E13 Recoilless
Rifle, the thermocouple was improved by the
development and incorporation of special
high temperature insulation for the probe
assembly. With these improvements, the
thermocouple was capable of use in applications involving surface temperatures up to
2000°1F and was used extensively in temperature-time studies of the internal surfaces of
the Rifle, 106 umm,
M40 during the ballistic
cycle (Ref. 17).

,

One of the more extensive studies performed at MRI was conducted to determine
the permissible firing procedures for the Rifle,
105 mm, T170 (106 mmn, M40). The
experimental program consisted of heating
the TI 70 Rifle under various firing conditions
in order to define the linmitations that should
be imposed on the T1 70 Rifle. In all highly
ttressed weapons, these limitations arise
because the gun steel strength decreases with
increasing temperature. When fired under
adverse conditions, the rifle temperatures
approach the level at which the yield strength
decreases very rapidly and it is hazardous to
fire the weapon (Ref. 1).
Observed internal gas pressure data were
used in conjunction with the rift. stress
analysis and tensile properties of the weapon
material, to determine the maximum possible
rifle temperature. A thermodynamic analysis
then was made at selected points of the TI 70
Rifle to predict the rifle temperatures that
would result from certain rates of fire at
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chosen ambient conditions. Heat transfer to
the rifle wall from the propellant gas was
determined experimentally by monitoring
twelve thermocouples attached to the rifle.
The experimental and theoretical works then
were compared to establish that the T170
Rifle was safe to fire at an initial burst of
twenty-one rounds at an ambient condition of
125*F without regard to rate. It also was
shown that the maximum safe rate of repeat
firing was 0.75 round per minute at the same
ambient condition. These firing procedures
were based upon a limiting rifle temperature
of 800*F.
14.2.2 2het Propellant Studies
During the development of the Frankford
Arsenal U-BAT Recoilless Rifle, MRI was
contracted to evaluate the feasibility of
caseless rounds for the U-BAT weapon.
Previously:, considerable work had been
performed at MRI with the use oC sheet
propellant charges in both fin- and spinstabilzed projectiles. These studies had
indicated the feasibility of using sheet
propellants as a means of eliminating the
cartridge case. In order that no worthwhile
technique to eliminate the cartridge case
would be overlooked, sheet, granular, stick,
and slotted tubular propellants in various
combinations were tested in order to find a
satisfactory caseless round.
Since the U-BAT rifle and ammunition
designs were still in their formative stages
during the MRI investigations, it was decided
to perform the tests with a modified 105 mm,
M27 Rifle using fin-stabilized test slugs.
Embossed sheet propellant was used in disk
and scroll forms with different combinations
of each placed at various positions along the
projectile boom. Experimental firings indicated that a ballistic efficiency of 6.54 was
attained with the sheet oropeilant as cornpared to 6.26 for a granular propellant. Even
though the sheet propellant gave a higher
ballistic efficiency, it is not possible to say
that the sheet propellant web is the most

AMCP 706-238
efficient. It also was found that the sheet
propellant rounds indicated no perceptible
Sunburned propellant ejection from the rifle,
whereas, in the granular propellant rounds,
approximately 15 percent of the propellant
charge was ejected unburned. The various
projectile designs and the manner in which
the propellant was positioned around the
projectile in order to form the caseless round
are described fully in Ref. 18.
14-2.3 Gun Dynamics
Successive recoilless rifle and mount
designs were built to higher performance
standards, while at the same time, their
weight was undergoing considerable reduction. In order to ensure that the mount
strength and weapon accuracy are unaffected
by the vibrations caused by the recoil forces,
it is necessary to determine the magnitude of
these forces. As part of its studies on the
Rifle, 105 mm, T170 (M40), MRI conducted
pendulum-supported firings to determine the
weapon recoil force history.
Recoil forces were obtained from acceleration histories of the pendulum supported
weapon as MRI had done previously for the
37, 57, and 75 mm rifles. The acceleration
histories are determined by means of an
accelerometer that has its output filtered to
determine the various modes of vibration. As
described in more detail in Ref. 18, the TI170
Rifle gave satisfactory recoil force histories.

ature from - 650 to + 125OF without hangfires or misfires.
2. Ignites the propellant in such a manner
that the burning propellant meets all interior
ballistic requirements such as:
a. Consistent projectile mutzle velocities
b. Smoothness of pressure-time curves
c. Uniformity of peak pressures
d. Acceptable rates of initial pressure rise
in all parts of the chamber
e. Consistent projectile ejection time
f. Minimum breech and muzzle flash and
smoke.
3. Meets the general requirements of-.
a. Minimum costs of ammunition
b. Suitability to mass production without
undue safety hazard
c. Stability in storage over long periods of
time under the conditions as nrescribed for
the propellant
d. A minimum of corrosive and toxic
combustion products.
1-6.2.5 Flash Characteristics

1-6.2.4 Ignition Studies
As ballistic requirements became more
rigoious for the more sophisticated recoilless
rifles, it was apparent that ignition system
performance was a vital factor in the ballistic
cycle. As part of its BAT activities, MRI was
authorized to study the ignition process and
establish suitable criteria for evaluating
recoilless rifle ignition systems. A-' concluded
in Ref. 18, a good ignition sy;' r.,: is one
which:
1. Ignites the propellant in any air temper-

Midwest Research Institute also investigated the breech flash of recoilless rifles with
the goal of accomplishing mechanical flash
suppression for the 105 mnm recoilless rifle. As
described in detail in Ref. 20, the research
program consisted of firing tests in both
vented chambers and a prototype weapon.
aerodynamic tests conducted in a gas
dynamics facility: and a theoretical investigation of the flash mechanism. As far as the
main question of this program, it was found
that a mechanical suppressor with reasonable
dimensions could not be designed for the 105
1-39
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mm rifle. However, during the course of the
research, the following conclusions were made
about the nature of nozzle flash and nozzle
flow (Ref. 20):

1-6.3 ARMOUR
TION

1. There are several mechanisms by which
a secondary flash may be triggered. Shock
ignition may occur, or there may be a
continuous reaction from the nozzle exits. A
further possibility is that ignition may be
caused by energy transfers in the boundary
layer. Depending on conditions, some or all of
these may be active,

As part of the development of the
Battalion Antitank Weapon, Armour Research
Foundation was assigned the task to develop,
in cooperation with the Frigidaire Division of
the General Motors Corporation, a 105 mm
front orifice recoilless rifle. In connection
with this task, Armour Research Foundation
developed the interior ballistic theory for the
rifle.

2. The peak pressure in the breech is
associated with the triggering mechanism. In
general, shock ignition will occur for a lower
peak pressure, and a continuous reaction from
the nozzle exits will occur at a higher peak
pressure.
3. The flash mechanism is more complex
and more difficult to suppress for a large
nozzle (as in the 105 mm rifle) than for a
smaller one.
4. In multiple nozzle systems, there may
be a strong interaction of individ.ial jets
which may trigger the flash.
5. For the smaller nozzles those suppressor
configurations that most effectively destroyed
the shock structure of the flow did produce
the most effective flash suppression.
6. For conical nozzles,
normal shocks depends
divergence angle. Larger
increases the possibility of a

the presence of
mainly on the
divergence angle
normal shock.

7. For the unsteady flow, divergence
angles of close to 35 deg can be used without
flow separation for expansion ratios of up to
about 77:1.
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1-6.3.1 Interior Ballistic Theory

The ballistic cycle of a front orifice is
composed of three stages:
1. A conventional closed breech phase
during which the projectile initially seals the
nozzle entrance ports
2. A transition stage from closed breech to
recoilless phase (partial recoil compensation)
3. A recoilless phase in , ich the nozzle
entrance ports are uncovered completely.
As shown in Ref. 28, accurate solution of
the three-stage ballistic system would require
the application of numerical methods of
calculation. For ease of computation and
analysis, personnel at Armour Research
Foundation devised a method of putting the
ballistic equations in closed form. This was
accomplished by reducing the 3-stage system
to a 2-stage system consisting of (I) a closed
breech phase lasting until the projectile
uncovers a portion of the total port area equal
to one-half the throat area, and then (2) a
recoilless phase thereafter with the discharge
of propellant gases controlled by the nozzle
throat (equivalent to assuming an instantaneous transition from closed breech to

AMCP 706-238-

recoilless operation). The interior ballistic
equations developed for a 2-stage system also

Armour Research Foundation examined the
application of the interior ballistic theory to

have application to a recoilless rifle with a
nozzle start device, such as a blow-out disk
(Ref. 4).

recoilless rifles firing inhibited propellants,
composite charges, and liquid propellants. In
order to indicate the feasibility of inhibiting
propellant grains to provide a progressive type
of burning, a series of firing and closed bomb
tests were performed with MIO and MI
Propellants. These studies (Ref. 25) showed
the effects on burning characteristics caused
by different conditions of inhibiting and the
use of different types of solvents used to
carry the inhibitor into the grain.

During the analysis of the 2-stage system of
interior
ballistic equations and their applicaLion to the 105 mm T135 Rifle, several
observations and discoveries were made (Ref.
4):
1. Since the propellant gases initially are
confined in the chamber until the nozzle
ports are uncovered, the chamber temperature
at the beginning of the second stage is
appronmiately equal to the isochoric flame
temperature of the propellant.

Interior ballistic equations were developed
for recoilless rifles fiking a comoosite charge;
i.e., a charge consisting of a mixture of
propellant grains of the same composition,
but different web sizes and geometric shapes.

2. The gas temperature then decreases to
0.6-0.7 of the isochoric flame temperature at
"all burnt" depending upon "all burnt"
velocity.

The use of an exact form function for the
composite charge complicates the solution of
the interior ballistic equations, and it was
found that in .-rny applications that an
equivalent charge i , a single web size may be
substitute,

3. Through numerical integration of the
energy balance and mass balance equations, it
was found that the propellant gas temperature
may be represented fairly accurately by
assuming the average of the square root of the
temperature to be linear with projectile
velocity.

Because hydrazine-hydrazine nitrate-water
propellants exhibit a lower flame temperature, higher impetus, and greater reduction in
flash as compared to solid propellants,
significant attention was focused on the use
of liquid propellants in recoilless rifles. As
part of the nozzle erosion program at Armour
Research Foundation, the experimental determination of nozzle erosion due to the firing
of hydrazine-type liquid propellants was
undertaken. Investigations included the establishment of ballistic parameters and the
effects of water and nitrate content on the
liquid propellant burning rate for both
hydrazine and a hydrazine-hydrazine nitratewater propellant.

B) use of these findings to simplify the
interior ballistic equations and then comparing the solutions to the solutions obtained by
assu, ing a constant value of propellant gas
tenijc!rature, it was found both calculations
were in good agreement with the solutions
obtained from numerical methods. On the
"bas.3 of these results, the simpler form of the
interior ballistic equations. based on constant
gas temperature, was used to predict, quite
accurately, the performance of front orifice
recoilless rifles.

1-6.3.3 Expendable Cartridge Case

1-6.3.2 Propellants

As part of the development of the
Battalion Antitank Weapons, Armour Research Foundation continued its study of
combustible cartridge case materials. The

In connection with the development of the
interior ballistic equations for recoilless rifles,
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majority of this investigation centered around
cellulose nitrate plastic combustible rubber,
acrylic plastic, or a paper-base phenolic
"material. The conclusion of this investigation
(Ref. 25) was that certain of the expendably
cased rounds showed considerable promise,
particularly those with the cellulose nitrate
and paper-phenolic cases. The hard rubber
and acrylic materials were considered -inworthy of further investigations,

-.

.7

.o

Spaper-phenolic,

It was established fairly well that perforating the expendable cartridge case has very
little effect on the fragment size, but
probably has deleterious effects upon the
interior ballistic performance. Scoring, or
other methods of setting up stress concentrations in the outer surface of the case, proved
to be inadequate and of little use. The best
results were achieved with heavier wall,
solid frangible cases.
The cellulose nitrate cases under study
were of a convolute structure, formed by
rolling a cellulose nitrate sheet to a case
"diameter, with cement between the convoluted sheets to hold the roll together. As
such, the variables for an individual case
and the
construction were the sheet thickness
amount of area to which cement was applied.
IBallistic test data indicate that higher muzzle
velocities are achieved with cases having a
greater cemented area, due to the strengthenduring the initial burning stages. Also, bahistic

4•

'rtions

Serosion.

Since the nozzle characteristics are an
important consideration in the design of a
recoilless rifle, the variation of nozzle thrust
with the nozzle characteristics was studied in
depth by the Armour Research Foundation.
The nozzle characteristics examined were
expansion angle, expansion ratio, throat area,
and approach area. The significant results
from these experimental studies (Ref. 25) are:
1. Expansion angles less than 45 deg give
essentialy the same thrust, while with angles
greater than 45 deg, there is a significant
decrease in thrust.

Thrust unbalance calculated from
steady-state isentropic flow theory is in good
agreement with experimental thrust data.
3. The percentage change in thrust unbal-

and piezometric efficiencies were higher when
using a thicker sheet of cellulose nitrate.

ance is approximately 0.8 of the percentage
change in throat area.

1-6.3.4 Nozzle Studies
Armour Research Foundation, as part of
the 105 nim Battalion Antitank Weapon
development,
conducted
extensivearidinvestigainto nozzle
performance
nozzle

4. The 57 mm Rifle, M18 was fired with
internal chamber configurations and
niozzle approach areas to study their effect on
recoilless rifle operation. It was found that, in
general,
rearward
of the
contours asis the
changed
fromtaper
positive
to chamber
negative

Thiese investigations included both
analytical studies and experimental observations of the phenomena associated with
propellant gas flow through a recoilless rifle
nozzle and are described fully in Ref. 29.

(positive taper indicating a larger diameter at
the rear of the chamber), the rifle becomes
unbalanced increasingly rearward if the
chamber volume and nozzle configurations
are kept constant.

,,• Xývarious

,

One of the experimental nozzle studies was
the qualitative verification of the nozzle flash
theory of re-ignition. This theory supposes
that the gases at the nozzle exit are cooled by
rapid expansion, thus halting radiation. A
subsequent recompression, resulting from
oblique interrupting shocks and Mach reinforcement, then reheats the gases and causes
further radiation. By high-speed motion
pictures of the nozzle flash from 105 mm and
2.75-in. recoilless rifles, it was shown that
nozzle flash phenomena do perform accordingto the re-ignition theory.
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Because a bore-size straight-pipe nozzle has
the advantage of simplicity and ease of
fabrication over a conventional convergingdiverging type of nozzle, both the interiorand exterior-mounted straight pipe nozzles
were investigated by Armour Research
Foundation for possible use in recoilless rifles,
the basis of the experimental data, a
bore-size perforated-pipe would give negligible
unbalance while exhibiting reasonable ballistic
performance. However, the use of a bore-size
perforated-pipe nozzle has certain drai backs.
As the result of higher solid propellant loss
through the nozzle, the ballistic efficiency of
a recoilless rifle is lowered by the use of a
bore-size nozzle. In addition, the lateral gas
"spray through the perforations in the pipe
causes a hazard to personnel in the immediate
region normal to the rifle axis at the breech
end of the weapon.

Considering the previous remarks, the
perforated cartridge case design problem
consisted of first analyzing the static problem
of a thin perforated cylindrical shell subjected
to uniform pressure with or without end
constraints.
The overall problem was
approached from three directions, namely
(Ref. 4):
1. Yield stress calculations for a perforated
cylindrical shell subjected only to internal
pressure

Other studies conducted _,t Armour Recalcula
search Foundation included nozzle erosiondisplacement
search F ntions
for the cylindrical shell subjected only
studies with M10, T18, and T25 Propellants
and hydrazine and hydrazine-hydrazine nitrate-water
Besides
mining
the liquid
erosionoropellants.
rates caused
by deterthese

S•,

pressure becomes large enough to cause a case
failure. For purposes of the analysis, the
pressure differential was regarded as an
equivalent internal pressure resulting from
propellant burning or the mechanical compression of the propellant grains caused by
bursting of the igniter.

propellants at different firing rates, these
nozzle studies included the investigation of
~recoil
compensating
Sompen
sainIiirodevices for nozzle erosion. Various recoil compensating devices
were tested in 75 mm scale-model and 10
"mmm Rifle, TI70E1 firings. The results of
these studies are described in detail in Ref.
2approximate

""25.
1-6.3.5 Stress Analysis

"Because of the everpresent emphasis on
weight resolution and the incidence of case
rupture and bulging in some recoilless rifles,
Armour Research Foundation, as a part of its
general investigation of cartridge cases,
conducted stress analysis of perforated metal
cases. As a first step of the stress analysis, it
was assumed that a pi~ssure differential exists
between the inside of the cartridge case and
the chamber. Furthermore, at sonic time
during the firing cycle, the excess internal

3. Bending
perforated

stress

cylindrical

cah .ations
shell

with

for

the

internal

pressrreand builtin ends.
yield stress calculations are elementary
and useful as a
guide to design limits, but give6
no information about the effects of bending.
In analyzing problems (2) and (3), an
a
method was adopted from which
useful information could be obtained. This
method proceeds along the lines of eleinentary strength of materials, replacing the
perforated shell by a nonperforated one
having equivalent elastic constants that are
different for dilation and bending. This
approximate method is outlined fully in par.
11-17.5. In application to the 57 mm
perforated cartridge case, it was found that
the approximate method gave slightly overdesigned results, however, it was believed that
the results obtained by this nietliod were still
useful, especially if properly correlated with
experimental observations (Ref, 4).
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Other stress analysis investigations conducted by Armour Research Foundation were
experimental and theoretical analyses of the
106 mm Rifle, T17O131 and 75 mm Rifle,

was developing. Among the different types of
fuzes investigated were the magneto fuze4
developed by the Stewart Warner Corporation, the push-button method or electric fuze

M20. Operational stress levels and margins of

developed

safety were determined for these operations

Standards, the spit-back fuze extensivelyI

as described in Ref. 25.

1-6.4 FIRESTONE TIRE
COMPANY

AND RUBBER

by

the

National

Bureau

of

studied by the Ballistic Research Laboratories, electronic controlled fuzes, and inertia
fuzes. The fuze eventually decided upon for
the standardized HEAT round for the BAT
weapon system was of the single action.

1-6.4.1 Aerodynamics
1-6.5 UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY

*performed

As part of its projectile development for
the 105 mm BAT weapon system, Firestone
aerodynamic studies on the T138
slow-spin Projectile (MOBY DICK) prior to
undergoing any extensive test firing program
(Ref. 21). Through the use of wind tunnel
tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Firestone
was able to define various weaknesses in the
Ti138 Projectile design so that the necessary
corrective actions and appropriate types of
test firings could be made. In the development of the TI 19 Projectile, in-flight
photography and extensive wind tunnel

In June 1952, the Universal Winding
Company of Providence, Rhode Island wasA
given a contract to design, develop, andI
fabricate a scale model of a 105 mm recoilless
rifle with a self-ejecting breech mechanism as
previously described in par. 1-5.4. Carried on
concurrently with this program were a
number of investigations of recoilless weapon
systems that were adaptable or applicable to
the self-ejecting breech design. As described inI
Ref. 19, these investigations included central
nozzle designs of which two systems-the

experiments formed the basis for choosing a
fini-sweepback angle of 65 deg. Since the
T171 MOBY DICK-type projectile appeared
to be very promising, several aerodynamic
studies of various tail and nose configurations
of the T171 Projectile were performed. These
studies indicated that a 6-finned tail with a
tee nose provided better aerodynamic stabili-

replacing nozzle system and~ the gas balancedI
system-were thought to be the most
promising. The investigation into the central
nozzle concept led to the study of side-firing
mechanisms. One type of firing mechanism
studied was a circumferential primer that
extended around the base of the round.

tailed projectiles with smooth noses.

Winding also designed and manufactured test
fixtures for lining 57 mm and 105 mm
recoilless rifle cartridge cases. A final task of
the program called for an investigation into

1-6A4.2 Fuze Studies
During initial design studies of the HEAT
round being developed by Firestone for the
BAT weapon system, it was concluded that
Rifle, 105 mm, M27 were not suffici-nitly
quick-acting. A quick-acting fuze is required
for the HEAT round because of the sensitivity
of shaped charges to standoff. As a result,
Firestone investigated the performance of
various types of fuzes in the HEAT rounds it
1-44

the design of a semiautomatic recoilless rifle.
Development of a side-loading, magazine-fed,
blow-back operated, repeating recoilless rifle
a test model when work on this particular
weapon was discontinued.
As a part of the development of large
caliber recoilless rifles, Universal Winding
studied the possible alternatives to the

AIICP 706-23

"j1ackknife"

breech system proposed by
Frankford Arsenal. Bas.ed on one of the
suggested breech designs, Universal Winding
prepared and submitted a proposal for a
complete large caliber rifle system. No further
efforts were performed in this area because
work on the large caliber recoilless rifles was
terminated shortly thereafter.
146.6 A. D. LITTLE, INC.

hensive studies on the overall problem of an
automatic recoilless rifle. Initial studies of the
S7 mm rifle indicated that the advantages of
semiautomatic operation would be more
apparent in a large caliber weapon. Accordingly, the 105 mm recoilless rifle was selected for
further development by several organizations
in 1952. Ref. 22 serves as an extensive record
of the ordnance experience and information
obtained by Harvey Machine Company in the
development of its own semiautomatic rifle.

Having compiled an extensive bibliography

on recoilless rifle development and shaped

Other research performed by the Harvey

charge ammunition, A. D. Little, Inc. was
used extensively as a resource for historical
and background information as well as in
advisory capacities during many of the
recoilless rifle development programs. While
A. D. Little performed some work in
investigating possible solutions to the BAT
requirements, a great portion of its recoilless
rifle work was performed during its development of the lightweight Rifle, 90 mm, T149
for
laton
se s ntitnk
a
PAT)weaon.

Machine Company included the investigation
o ihwih losfrapiaint
ag
cabercolssifsadmunadth
development of an inexpensive, single-shot,
throw-away minor caliber spotting device.
Ballistically similar to a cal .50 spotting rifle
adamntoti
ptigdvc oss
te ofa itgrlbrlan
ch br
cmbnio ofvrlghweht
aeil
with provisions for attachment to the major
caliber rifle by a clip-on device. The principal
achievements made in conjunction with this

Durigth deelopent
f te T19 Rile,
considerable amounts of research were performed in the areas of central nozzle design,
rifle chamber contours, cartridge case and
liner designs, rocket-assisted and supersoniclaunched projectiles, and flash suppression.
Some of the specific outcomes of this work
werethedevlopmnt f auniqe cin-ing
breech design, as described in par. 10-22 for
the T149 Rifle; the discovery that central

task were the perfection of'tooling and press

nozzles with divergence angles in excess of 40I

forming techniques for fabricating the barrel,
chmeadrfigro
asnlelunm
alloy bar slug; thus eliminating all the
customary machining performed on rifled
barrels and cartridge cases. These techniquesI
folwcstmsprdtin
fpeiin
press-formed riflings in high strength aluminum alloys were considered to be applicable
to larger or smaller caliber weapons.

deg could be used with substantial reduction
in nozzle length and consequently, nozzleThlatmj:wrpefmdbyhehn
named Harvey Aluminum Company for the
weight; and the establishment of the need for
stilcatride
a ette lner ateial han
recoilless rifle programs was performed in
n~itrocellulose and polyethylene-coated Kraft
1958196 incnefinwt
the
dAYCOKT
eveloppaper that had been two of more widely used
mn
fteDV
RCETwao
system. Some of the major achievements
liner materials.
resulting from research activities on this
1-6. HAVEY
ALUMNUM (HAVEY
program (Ref. 23) were the demonstration
that:
COMPANY)
MACHINE
As early as October 195 1, the Harvey
Machine Company was performing compre-

1. Titanium was suitable as a recoilless rifle
material.
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2. Available coatings for titanium nozzles

"werenot satisfactory in erosion resistance.
3. Fiberglas, although a very capable
material, did not offer sufficient promise over
competitive materials to warrant the extensive
development effort that would have been
required to prove its suitability in the DAVY
CROCKETT"application,
O E
apcothe
1-4.8 CARDE
The Canadian Armament Research and
Development Establishment (CARDE) was
for several significant contriburesponsible
tions to recoilless title program. During the

trons o recilessrifle
rogra.nDuongnth

*•

,

1948-49 and consisted essentially of collecting all available literature associated with
recoilless weapons, reviewing the literature,
and compiling selected material in several
volumes of which Refs. I and 3 are a part.
The material was compiled into six volumes.
Volumes I, II, and III provide a history of
development and the basic principles of
recoilless weapons. Volumes IV, V, and VI of
series on recoilless weapons contain
descriptive material on recoilless weapons that
were developed or were under development
at
the time of writing in the United States and
abroad. This material was in the form of
reports and data which described recoilless
weapons from a mechanical and a ballistic

BAT program, CARDE was responsible for
developing the process for embossing sheet
propellant. Sheet propellant is embossed to
provide the necessary space for gas flow
between adjacent layers of the sheet propellant. Along with its work in the area of sheet
,propellants,
developed a new type o
primer. TheCARDE
CARDE type, high pressure,

standpoint.

controlled-venting, hot gas primer employing
sheet propellant showed much promise. As a
result, similar CARDE typ~e primers were
developed by other organizations for use in
the BAT weapon system. Other CARDE

Arsenal. The purposes of these reports were
fourfold:

activities centered around various analyses of
:existing recoilless weapons and feasibility
studies of a medium antitank recoilless rifle.

2. To serve as a repository for pertinent
classified data

The second major contribution by Frankin
Institute was the preparation of quarterly
progress reports on recoilless rifle systems,
ammunition, and related items that were
being developed at Frankford Arsenal or
under the technical supervision of Frankford

coordination as required

1-6.9 FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

3. To permit the transmittal of many
classified items in composite form

The Franklin Institute Laboratories for
Research and Development made two major
contributions to the recoilless weapon program. The first contribution was made in

4. To maintain a backlog of data on these
projects so that the accumulation of these
progress reports would facilitate the preparation of the final development reports.

'6
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"CHAPTER2
SYSTEM DESIGN AND INTEGRATION
2-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

g

= acceleration due to gravity,
2

ft-secd
A
A

=

t

B

=

bore area, in?
noze

haLaea

C1

= impulse, lb-sec

K

= nozzle coefficient, sed-1

= effective burning rate constant,

in.-(sec-psiCd

n

nozzle throat area, in.

I

1

f discharge coefficient of nozzle,
dimensionless
=

initial propellant charge, lb

__

,sec

K
Lm

= travel of projectile to muzzle, in.

Lp

=

travel of projectile when peak

S./..:chamber
C,
C2

•';:

'=

cv

pressure occurs, in.

= total weight of unburned propellant ejected, lb
=

propellant charge burned in rifle,
"C2 =CC, lb
specific heat at constant pressure
(ft-lb).(lb-.R)-1

M

= weight of projectile, lb

m

= mass of projectile, slug

•

f= effective mass of projectile
1.04

= specific heat at constant volume,
(ft-lb)-(lb-PR)- 1
=energy, ft-lb

e

= 2.7182818... base of natural
logarithms

F

= propellant impetus, (ft-lb)-lb-

f

= safety factory,f= ay /lt > I,
dimensionless

dimensionless

A(X, Vm)

1

=,lIF(A/A,) , dimensionless

N

[7

+ !1,slug

6g

j

= weight of propellant burnt at

projectile start, lb

= space mean pressure at time
charge is all-burnt, psi
chamber pressure, psi
P

= exit pressure at nozzle, psi

P

= space mean pressure when projectile is at muzzle, psi

2-1

maximum, pressure, psi

Of

pressure at nozzle throat, psi

7

C /(pv ), dimensionless
=

ratio of specific heats,
y =cP/c,,, dimensionless

R2

f gun tube radius, in.
=

Cj/(pA)
ft•Ao
burntprojectile
velocity of
burnt, fps

Vb

=(e -a)/( I - o), dimensionless
= initial solid propellant loading
density, 27.7 C,/v,, g-cm-

at all-

Total Gun Volume

muzzle velocity of projectile, fps

V

=

VP

=ivelocity of projectile at peak
Kchamber pressure, fps

ve

= chamber volume of rifle, inx

expansion ratio,
dimensionless Chamber Volume

e

=

p
p'
WO

W¢,

- weight of baie rifle, lb

IW

= density of steel, lb

WO

= wall thickness corresponding to
pressure at muzzle, in.

=aallowable tensile strength of the

py on rifle tube in y-direction,
= stress
psi
a

peak pressv.se, in.

p p ,
=

of of rifle such that
i length
effective
Axr is the total volume of rifle,
in.
(i.e., Axm- v, +AL,)
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=value of 0' for V = Vm, (fps)=

value of 0' for V

0, (fps)- 1

[(, 200 )2

effective length of chamber such

that Ax. =ve in.
Xxo,

= tangential stress on rifle tube, psi
= value of 0' for V = Vb, (fps)-

= wall thickness corresponding to

XO

3
density of propellant, lb-inf
3
= density of gun material, lb-inm

propel= init.,al web thickness of

ant grains,ln.

'K
I

kAtW/(CB), dimensionless

+ LP in.

+
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, (fps)-•
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

2-1 SCOPE
This chapter describes the logic, technique,
and philosophy of integrating a new recoilless
weapon system-of "putting it all together"
so that the end product serves the customer's
needs and improves the overall defense
posture. It treats, more quantitatively and in
more explicit detail than does Chapter 1, the
definitions of subsystems and components
and the design trade-off opportunities available throughout the engineering interval.

*times,

lift

illuminated in this chapter and means to avoid
them (that have succeeded in the past) are
described.
2-2 DEFINITION OF TERMS
To define is (by definition) one of the most
arbitrary intellectual activities of man. Nevertheless, the "labels" by which we designate
things and the meanings of these labels are
indispensable tools for our efficient functioning, especially where engineering endeavors
are concerned.

Stress is laid on the criticality of the early
trade-off analyses when this is possible. Th-

Following is a list of specialized tenrms used

selections among basic alternatives-such as

frequently in recoilless weapon system design.I

tendencies toward specialization in modern
technology can lead to compartmnentalization
and tends to yield a system with incompatible
interfaces. For example, a seemingly simple
bracket for attaching the telescope sight to
the gun tube will not be compatible with the
gun tube, if the sight bracket designer did not
consider the dynamic elastic behavior of the
tube under ballistic stress. Such pitfalls are

tube (within lands)

warhead type, projectile stabilization mode,
These definitions are included here since they
combustible versus frangible versus metal
are not found in the volume of Ordnance
cartridge case, expanded versus bore-size
Technical Terminology (Ref. 1). All the other
chamber, spigot versus bore-size projectile and
terminology not defined herein is fully
the like-become more and more irreversible
described in Ref. 1 and is not repeated in this
as the investments of dollars and time grow.
handbook. The asterisked (*) definitions
Escape from these is often costly in both
represent an updating of the term as it applies
material terms and professional pain. Someto recoilless weapons rather than the definition given in Ref. 1.
of course, they are inescapable and
either the project is termdinated or the defects
in the end product haunt you. Insofar as they
1. Blowout (or rupture) disc: Deliberate
are instructive, some specific case histories,
obstruction to gas flow to nozzle, designed to
failures as well as successes, are outlined,
be removed by internal pressure of a
area:Cos-ectoalrao u
integrted
aproach.Thecotinuine2.tBrmied
sytem
Emphasis is placed on the advantages of the
3. Case liner: The membrane covering case
perforations to retain granular propellant and
exclude moisture
4. Chamber volume: Volume available for
propellant gases between projectile in rest
position and plane of nozzle throat
2-3
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S. Gun expansion ratio: Ratio of total Sun
volume available for propellant gases at

18. Propellant force or impetus: Thermochemical energy available per unit weight of

instant of projectile exit to the chamber
volume2-3

propellant

6. Loading density*: Ratio of charge
weight to chamber volume

TION

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF OPERA-

7. Nozzle*: Duct through which a portion
of the propellant gases are directed rearward

A recoilless (open-breech) gun, like a
closed-oreech gun, is essentially a single
cylinder heat engine that "loses its piston"

moving projectile, thus creating a zero recoil

the traditional gun-which transmits the recoil

condition in the weapon

to the earth through a system of slides,
hydraulic-mechanical devices, and supporting
structures-the recoilless gun counterbalances
the recoil force with the thrust of a "rocket

to balance the momentum of the forward

8. Nozzle entrance area: Cross-sectional
area in upstream portion of nozzle where

convergence begins
9. Nozzle erosion: Loss of material from

(projectile) with each cycle. However, unlike

motor". This "rocket motor" shares the gases
generated in the gun chamber; some of the
gases propel the projectile and some are

nozzle interface as a result of being exposed

discharged

to exhausting propellant gases

nozzle. About 3-4 times more propellant is
needed in the recoilless system to do this, as
compared to closed bWeech guns. Also, the
"rocket motor" shares the gun structure of
the chamber, breech, and nozzle. Schematically, one can visualize the recoilless system as
shown in Fig. 2-1.

10. Nozzle exit (or mouth) area: Crosssectional area at downstream extremity of
nozzle.
11. Nozzle expansion angle: Included
half-angle of nozzle expansion cone
12. Nozzle expansion ratio: Ratio of exit
to throat areas

through

the

recoil balancing

If this concept a% portrayed in Fig. 2-1
were reduced to practice, the following
difficulties
and inefficiencies could be preSdicted:

cross13. Nozzle throat area: Smallest
sectional area of nozzle
14. Perforated case: Metal cartridge case

I. Simultaneous ignition of the two
propellant charges would he difficult to
assure, as would precise congruity of the

similar in general form to conventional cases

pressure versus time functions in the two

but with sidewall multiperforated for propel-

chambers. Large transient unbalanced axial

lant gas emission

forces would result.

15. Piezometric efficiency: Ratio of aver-

2. Pressure loads on the "fictious parti-

age to peak pressure (Ref. 2, p. 2-29)

tion" would be considerable both as a
function of ballistic time and physical

16. Projectile travel: Distance from rear of
obturator (rotating band), when seated in
forcing cone, to end of tube

position.
chamber
designed
transient
the gun.

17. Propellant constants: Chemical composition and physical dimensions of solid
granular propellant
2-4

I

This structure and its supporting
waft, consequently, would have to be
to withstand the maximum of such
loads, adding substantial weight to

3. Dul ignition systems, dual propellant

I

Rocket
Motor

Gun

-

No

Tube

Projectile

Rocket Propellant

Chamber

Figure2-1. Schematic FunctionalDiagram Shovang a Gun Back-toback With a
Rocket Motor To Achiew RIcoIIwwN
charges, and separate loading mechanims
would be required. All of these difficulties
and inefficiencies are eliminated by the basic
design that has been adopted-the basic design
shown schematically in Fig. 2-2 eliminates the
partition and sshares the propellant gases and
structures for both the formation of the recoil
balancing jet and for pushing the projectile.
The application of the momentum balancing principle has been made possible and
further refined through such developments as
the perforated cartridge case, kidney-shaped
nozzle, nozzle cant for spin compensation,
and others which are described more fully in
Part Three, Design. of this handbook. It is the
application of this principle that yields a
lighter weight system which does not penalize
accuracy, but has the disadvantages of higher
propellant weight, rearward blast with its
operating hazards, and intense visual and
auditory signatures.

The fundamental principles governing the
gas flow through the recoilless gun nozzle and
the formation of the jet are %mlar to those of
a rocket and are illustrated in Fig. 2-3. The
high pressure P. of the gases generated in the
combustion chamber accelerates the projectile
by applying pressure P5 to its base as in
conventional guns. Some of the gases move in
the opposite d;rection, converging through
the nozzle entrance and accelerating to local
sonic velocity at about half chamber pressure
P, in the nozzle throat. In the expansion
cone, the gases continue to accelerate into the
supersonic region and the pressure continues
to drop. At the nozzle exit, the gases transit
from the region of constrained expansion to
free expansion, provided the expansion angle
has prevented flow separation and the
expanded gases are still above ambient
pressure.
Since the gas is highly turbulent in the
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170&=
PropeUllnt

A

Projectile

Chamber
Figure 2-2. Schematic Recoilless Gun

"combustion chamber and the chamber pres-

Beyond the nozzle exit is a large region of
free expansion and turbulent mixture of the
"emitted products with ambient air. The gases

fps); they contain large volumes of intermediate products of combustion and significant
quantities of unburnt solid propellant; and
the area is criss-crossed with shock waves,
some of them very strong shocks in the
locations just downstream of the nozzle exit.
Secondary combustion occurs, producing the
characteristic large flash, blast, and smoke
phenomena. It also is noted that for a given
muzzle energy, the muzzle blast from a
recoilless gun is no more than that of a closed
breech gun. The danger zone created by the
gases exiting from the nozzle is conical in
shape with its apex at the nozzle. As shown in
Fig. 2-4, the danger zone for the 120 mm
"HAW Weapon is approximately 130 ft deep
and 150 ft wide at its base (Ref. 3). For a
weapon as large as the 8-in. recoilless cannon,
the cone is approximately 400 ft deep and

enter this region at high velocity (about 6000

500 ft wide at its base (Ref. 4).

sure is a rapid transient (of the order of 10
mmsec), it would be erroneous to visualize the
flow conditions as laminar and steady-state.
Neverthuless, the steady-state laws describe
the phenomena adequately for gun design
putposes, and the more comprehensible
picture of steady-state laminar flow is useful
(and more comfortable), provided that one
realizes this is an idealization. The general
"rules" of basic nozzle design are given briefly
in Section III of this chapter and detailed
engineering design guidance is given in
Chapter 6, "Cancellation of Recoil".
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0

Al

Breech End of

Rifle

80 ft
A, 130 ft

B, 50ft

75 ft
150 ft

A - Rear Danger Area Due to Blast and Flying Particles
B - Area Considered Safe for Personnel Facing to Rear
Figure24. Rear Blast Danger Area of Rifle, 120 mm, XM 105
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SECTION II

"SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

4•,

S.2-5
--
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24 GENERAL
It is possible to outline the various input
requirements of the recoiliess weapon system
in order to see how they relate to the basic
design output-weapon system weight. Fig.
is a block diagram showing these system
requirement relations. As seen at the top of
"this diagram, the basic input requirement to
the weapon system is the kill probability for a
particular target and specified range.
As shown in Fig. 2-5, the kill probability
requirement, in turn, places certain requirements on the hit probability and fire power of
the weapon being designed. As these requiremernts are traced further through the system,
it is found that all components of the rifle are
affected. The result of this interaction is a
system weight for a given terminal ballistic
requirement. The remaining paragraphs of
Section II more fully describe these requirements and how the problem they create is
solved by determining the design parameters
that minimize weapon weight.

4'

Hit probability is defined as the probability
of a hit or hits on a target occurring out of a
given number of rounds fired at the target.
For a specified target and weapon system, the
hit probability then depends only on the
overall weapon dispersions. The principal
sources of these dispersions or firing errors are
range estimation, aiming, muzzle velocity
variation, system jump and cant, crosswind,
and the fire control equipment. Weapon
system design, production control, and
operator training attempt to minimize the
random errors contributed by the weapon
system and the gun crew. During weapon
system design, it is possible to minimize the
effects of the nonrandom errors. However,
this effort will not be made possible without
making some trade-off with the weapon
system weight.

As stated in Chapter 7, single shot kill
probability is defined as the product of hit
probability and the conditional probability of

a kill given a hit. From the definitian of target

significant penalty is paid by the additional

vulnerable area, conditional kill probsiity
can be expressed as the ratio of the vulnerable
area to presented area. From Fig. 2-5, kill
probability is shown to be dependent on the
type of target and the type of gun-ammunition-fire control combination used in attempting to defeat the target.

weight to the weapon. In the last recoilless
weapon systems developed (BAT, MAW,
HAW, DAVY CROCKETr), it was found that
the use of a spotting rifle or spotting pistol
presented the most favorable compromise
between increased hit probability and increased weight.

2-5.1 KILL PROBABILITY (See Chapter 7)

A

Chapter 7)

One method of increasing the first round
hit probability is to increase the muzzle
velocity of the projectile. A high muzzle
velocity minimizes such errors as range
estimation and crosswind, but is achieved by
increasing the gun tube length or increasing
the chamber pressure-both of which result in
an increase in the weapon weight. A
sophisticated fire control system could also
increase the hit probability, but again, a

2-6 REQUIRED MUZZLE ENERGY

'

2-5.2 HIT PROBABILITY (Se

2-9
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Kill Probability

1
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~

I Vulnerable Area

,•

7

Probability

Cire

Caliber

Control

i

IF

Prjetle WeigtVlct

:!

Muzzle Energy
Weapon Systenm
Weight
Figure 2-5. Systin Requirements
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I

LkL

i

i
1A-

initial nFezqy of Pr~ojectile, ft-lb

Figure 2-6. Weight of Weaon vs Initial Energy of Projectiles for Recoilless Systems
2-5.3 VULNERABLE AREA (See Chapter 7)
The vulnerable aiea of a target is defined as
the product of the target presented area and
the conditional probability that a hit on this
presented area will be a kill. For a specific
type of warhead, achieving a higher conditional kill probabillg y requires a larger caliber
warhead to accontnodate a larger explosive
charge. As the projectile caliber largely
determines both the projectile and weapon

achieved by either lengthening the gun tube
to increase projectile travel in the weapon or
increasing the chamber pressure of the
weapon. Both methods result in an increase in
the bare rifle weight. This increase in weight is
further compounded in the overall system
weight since it will be necessary to strengthen
the weapon mount in order to support the
heavier rifle. The effect on bare rifle weight as
caused by changes in the projectile energy and
momentum are shown in Figs. 2-6 and 2-7,

weight,

respectively.

an increase in

caliber results in

a

significant increase in the weapon weight.

2-6 WEAPON SYSTEM WEIGHT (See Chapter 5)

The bare rifle weight is calculated from the
rifle dimensions and the internal prossure-projectile tiavel history as outlined inI
par. 5-35 knd is not a difficult task. However,
as described
t1,
in Section

For a weapon system with a specified

problem

the more difficult|

of the interior ballistician is to

round of ammunition, the system weight is

determine the set of propellant and weapon

determined primarily by the required muzzle
energy. Increasing the projectile energy can be

parameters which will minimize the system
weight.
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SECTION III
tA;.';

DETERMINATION OF BALLISTIC PARAMETERS"
2-7 DETERMINE THROAT AREA
In Chapter 6, it is stated that for the open
breech weapon to be recoilless, a certain ratio
of bor-to4-throat area is required for a given
nozzle expansion ratio. From a ballistic and
nozzle efficiency viewpoint, it is desirable to
use a large expansion ratio nozzle since this
permits the use of a small throat area, which
acts as a deterrent to the loss of solid
unburned propellant. Secondly, the use of a
large expansion ratio results in a smaller
portion of the propellant charge being used to
balance
the project~iie
i.e., a
smaller amount
of themomentum;
propellant iae.,
expanded to a higher nozzle exit velocity,
achieves the same necessary balancing momentum that would be attained by using
more of the propellant gas but expanded to a
lower velocity. As a result, it would be
possible to conserve a significant portion of
the propellant charge with a large expansion
ratio nozzle.
There is, however, a penalty that arises
from using a large expansion ratio nozzle and
it is in the form of additional weight to the
weapon. Compared to a low expansion ratio
nozzle,
larke expansion
ratio nozzle
is
and is
space required
larger inthe actual
proportionately

expansion,

heavier,

the great+ - the

expanion.and

!,n the appendix of Ref. 5, it Is indicated
that zuozzle expansion ratios of 1.79 to 3.50
have been used in the various recoilless rifles
thit
been designed and tested. The
specifichave
nozzle expansion ratio to be used will
dep~end upon the type of nozzle employed in
the
the compromisess tiht.
that are
thde weapon
weapon
.. and
andtheficomprom
are

with its significant weight decrease, by
increasing the divergence angle of the nozzle.
A loss in efficiency results, but the weight
suvings from increasing the divergence azage
to as high as 45 deg (Ref. 6) can be

significant. Thusv the designer must decide
what compromise between weight and effiiency maximizes the weapon system effectiveness. In past recoilless rifle designs, nozzle
expansion ratios of 2.0-2.5 have been the
most widely used and seem to indicate that
they represent the best compromise between
efficiency and weight. For the nozzle
expansion ratio of approximately 2.0, it is
found that the bore area to nozzle throat area
ratio should be 1.45, thus determining the
nozzle throat area.
2-8 DETERMINE GUN AND PROPELLANT
REQUIREMENTS
The previous paragraphs have described
how the initial values of the bore and nozzle
throat area, projectile weight, and the muzzle
velocity are chosen. In Chapter 5, the system
of interior ballistic equations is shown not to
be readily solved until certain additional
variables are determined. These variables are
the
peak and
chamber
propelax.t
chargIa
wvb. With
propellant
the pressure,
weight,
specific choice of these quantities, it then is
to determine the chamber volume
possible
barrel length
of the rifle.

The most desirable rifle is, of course, one
that is both light and short. Since a light rifle
corresponds to a low peak pressure while a
short rifle requires a high peak pressure,
a
compromise between peak pressur and the
rifle size will have to be made. In order to
make the optimum compromise between peak

example, in a central nozzle weapon, it is
possible to maintain a high expansion ratio,

pressure
gun tion
volume,
necessary
deessine and
bet it is pa
pressureto
determine
thea relation
between
peak pressure

*See Chapte 5.

and gun volume. For a given peak pressure,
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X

0

Barrel Travel, in.
Figure2-. Pressurew Tr•l 120 mm HAW Recoilless Rifle
however, there is an infinite number of gun
volumes cormeponding to different choices of
charge weight and web size. The designer's
problem then is to determine the minimum
gun volume for a given peak pressure,
Section V of Chapter 5 shows that it is
poeuible to integrate the system of interior
ballistics equations if an average g& temperature is wued in place of the insant,,neowg gas
temperature. For a given set of ballistic

2-14

parameters, it is possible to use this method
of solving the interior ballistic equations and
determine the pressure-travel and velocitytravel curves. As an example, Fig. 2-8 shows
the pressure-travel curve initially calculated
for the 120 xmr HAW weapon. Since the bore
area is specified, there is a required area under
the preaure-travel curve for which the work
done by the propellant gases in accelerating
the projectile is equal to the desired muzzle
energy. By varying the values of the gun and
propellant parameters, it would be possible to

AWC 70&22
generate an infinite number- of differently
uhaped pressure-travel curves for which tht,
desired muzzle energy is attained. Since each

gun weight. Values below 0.6 tend to increase
the gun volume and weight.

of these curves corresponds to a different set
of parameters, the task of evaluating one

It should be noted that the minimum
weight rifle solution does not specify

system versus another would be extremely
difficult.

completely the final parameters of the
recoilless weapon system. What it does is
specify a small range of peak pressures for the
optimum value of X which leads to the
minimum weight gun. Then, it is possible to
perform the calculations outlined in Section
V of Chapter 5 for the limited range of peak
pressures and the optimum value of X to
determine the complete set of weapon system
parameters. Through this procedure, the
designer has gone from evaluating an infinite
number of possible combinations of weapon
parameters, to evaluating the solutions obtained from 2 or 3 different peak pressures.

Since the weapon weight is primarily a
function of the gun volume and peak
pressure, it would be desirable to select a peak
pressure and then determine the ballistic
parameters that result in the minimum weight
gun. Section VI of Chapter 5 describes 2
method that gives this desired result. For a
given peak pressure and value of the
dimensionless parameter, X - kAt W0 I(C 2 B), it
is shown how to use solutions of the
simplified interior ballistic equations of
Section V of Chapter 5 and be able to
calculate the weapon weight. By choou•ng
appropriate values of X, it is possible to
generate a family of curves showing the
weapon weight as a function of X for various
peak pressures. However, Section VI of
Chapter 5 indicates that there is only one
optimum value of X which satisfies the

For the optimum value of X. a curve of

2-9 VERi=Y CALCULATIONS WITH TEST
WEAPON
Once the specific gun and propellant
parameters have been determined, it has been
general practice to construct a full scale test
weapon in order to verify these theoretically
established values. The test weapon is
designed with the same ballistic characteristics
as the proposed weapon and is equipped with
the breech
configuration
a very simplified
design.
In the design
of very of
lorge
caliber

weapon weight versus peak pressure is
obtained. The design that gives the lightest
weapon then is chosen-provided that the
peak pressure is not so high that it would

recoilless weapon, the 8 in. recoilless cannon
being a prime example, a possible intermediate step would be the construction of a scale
model test weapon in which preliminary test

induce e~cessive erosion or blast and the
corresponding propellant loading density is
practical. The optimum value of Xdetermines
the propellant charge and the other propellant
parameters. With this information, it is
possible to calculate the value of the
propellant loading density A,. For recoilless
rifles to be efficient, as described in Section I1
of Chapter 5, it is necessary that the value of
the loading density be about 0.6 g-cm- I.
Values above 0.6 tend to give highly peaked
pressure-travel curves resulting in low piezometric efficiency and exacting a penalty in

firings are performed. The use of the scale
model test weapon greatly eases the transition
from theory to full scale weapon testing while
achieving significant savings of both time and
money.

minimum weight condition and outlines how
this value of X is determined,

Experimental finngs of the test weapon are
conducted with projectiles cut from cylindrical steel slugs. T'he propellant charge is
contained in a cardboard tube, which serves as
the cartridge case, and is positioned in the
chamber behind the projectile. Ignition of the
round is performed through the use of an
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electrical type squib or detonator.
Initial firings are performed to establish the
composition and quantity of the propellant
charg required to attin the desired peak
pressure and muzzle'
o,'ity. The exact value
of the nozzle thr- , and entrance and exit
areas are establish d at this time so that the
specified recoil cancellation is attained. Once
the charge establishment, interior ballistic
design, and general performance requirements
have been met, the test weapon is used for
ignition studies, ballistic assessment, and
accuracy firings,
2-10 COMPLETE
DESIGN
OF GUN,
ROUND. AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMEIT
As the design, development, and manufacture of a recoilless rifle weapon system are
beyond the expertise of any single organization, it is the responsibility of the developing

2-16

agency to coordinate separate developments
of the various components of the weapon
system. It is necessary to coordinate the
desigt and development of such gun components as the mount and such ancillary
equipment as the spotting rifle in order to
ensure that these parts have met their
respective requirements. Since these components are not integrated into the system untii
prototype units are made, it is important that
the component requirements be compatible.
Part Three of this handbook deals with the
design of the components that make up a
recoilless rifle weapon system. Chapters 10
through 13 indicate both the considerations
to be made
designing
rifle, ammunition,
mount,
and infire
controlthe
device,
respectively,
and how the component design affects or is
affected by the design or performance of the
other components. Only in light of the design
and performance of the other components
will the principal components integrate to
produce the desired product.
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SECTION IV

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE.
The numerical example that follows is
based on the procedures outlined in par. 5-20
of Chapter 5 for determining the peak
presmure to be used for obtaining the

4. Solution:
, = 2/V , (fps)'I for minimum weight
5-4)
u (.

minimurm weight gun. The calculations are

2

performed using requirements for the 120
mm HAW Weapon System. Explanation of
the various parameters are contained in
Chapter 5.

T-2
1810

1.104 X 10" (fps'

,kF/(A/At), dimensionless
f(VM, 1)0
(1.104 X I0")(6.46 X 10-)(3.3 X 10')

I. Given Constants:

1.46

- 1.638

a. F. pellant:
I/pa ý7.09in.-4b2'

1.638,

From Fig. 5-18 forf
X. a 0.53

k - 6.4( X 10-3 sec-0
F

- 3.3 X 10s (ftb)-3b2.

Estimate Value of C,

b. Weapon System:

9.60 lb

17.393
A in.2

A8

= 11.9

AlAtj

n

2

M-=

m

m'

-1-8

[1.04
[m+3-)C]

=

1.437
=

M

- 18.1 lb

v,

= 1810fps

p'

= 0.3 Ib/-in_3

a

= 160,000 psi

R2

-

2.35 in.

=

b. N,

0

L

1_
0.562+(l - 0.53) (9.60)]

3(32.2)

0.63 slug

B

= 6.40 X I0V in.-(psi-wect

Wo

= m'B V,/A. in.

- (0.63) (6.40 X 104) (1810)
17.393

3. Assumptions:
Vm

104

slug

From Fig. 5-17 for Pp - 10,000 psi

2. Chosen Constant: P.= 10.000 psi

a. Vb

0.562slug

C2

- 0.042 in.
- kAtW./(B), lb (from definition
of X)
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PM72
-

o

(6.46 X IV) (11.911) (0.042)

S(0.53)

For minimum weight Sun:

(6.40 X IoV)

2Ve

=3

9.53 1b
,'

3 (jhtO
o
-i (inimu
wi0
X
2Fo
Fro Fit. -19 form
1.104 X 10((psT'wmo
u1.0 X

Pe

inmmunghan

(A= tP V,p -2)
(IOO
(l.X1r 3 )2 (1810)(2.718)

IV fpa,

. a,

(1.104 X

XweWt

mun +r'. in. (Eq. 5-62)

SPPA (Op)2,

- 115P,
V,,

C2 /pA)and
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The weight of the gun then i%approximated by Eq. 5-112 and noting that it was
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0.562

10,000

0.600
0.636

12,000

0.670
0. 731

From the discusmion of par. 2-8, it is shown
be
that the appropriate choiceattain
of P thewould
desired
psi in order to
loading density •f 0.) g-cm-. Th11 propellant
- 0.53 is 9.6 lb. In the final
charge for
design of the 120mm Rifle, XMI05, RIAW,
the following parameters were obtained
experimentally for a muzAle velocity of 1800
fps at 70*F:
10,300psi

P

=

ci

= 9.5 Ib

•-

7.7(,:)rThcwe
,

___

52.9)

• ..

S.....

FP psi

706--U

'

Repeating these calculations for different
values of P , a curve of bare rifle weight
verstu peak presswu for X u 0.53 is generated
as shown in Fig. 2-9. Examining the loading
density A. for the various peak pressures. we
find the following:

values are extremely close to the
calulated values obtained for the minitunm
weight gun. Given the optimum values ulfP,

and k for a minimum weight gun, it is possible
to determine all the rest of" the gun and
propellant parameters as well as the pressuretravel relation through the method of1 .)lving
the interior ballistic equations as described m
Section V of' Chapter 5. An exxtiple orfthec.
remaining calculations is given in par. 5-114.
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PART TWO
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

CHAPTER 3
TERMINAL BALLISTICS

I,
S3-0

:

LIST OF SYMBOLS

N(m)

A
Ac

= constant
tR of Eq. 3-1, dimensionless

A

= average
presented area of fragment,
ft2

B

=

constant of Eq. 3-5, g /2 -in.-7 6

C

= explosive charge weight, g

CD

= average drag coefficient,
sionless

di

= projectile inside diameter, in.

d,

=

e

= base
of
natural
2.718281828.. .

logarithm

=

number of grooves per ring

= constant of Eq. 3-9, lbft-

M

= total weight of projectile, g

m

= fragment weight, g or lb

total number of fragments
outside radius of case, in.

wall thickness, in.

V

velocity of fragment, fps

V,

= initial fragment velocity, fps

W
x

= mean width between grooves, in.

A

= quantity in Mott equation related
to average fragment mass, g

0

= angle measured from nose of projectile, deg

p(0)

= fragment density, fragments
solid angle (steradian)

Pa

= weight density
of air, lb-ft-3

PC

=explosive
lb-ft-3

Pm

=

3

K

=

t

projectile outside diameter, in.

= Gurney constant, fps

G

dimen-

N,

total number of fragments of weight
greater than m

= distance from point
of burst, ft

per

charge weight density,

metal case weight density, lb-ff 3
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

3-1 SCOPE
Warheads used in recoilless rifle weapon
systems are similar to the warheads of conventional artillery ammunition. Since the same or
similar types of explosive charge material,
fuzes, projectile material, etc., are the same
for recoilles and conventional artillery ammunition, this information is not presented
herein and the reader is directed to the
material on terminal ballistics contained in
Refs. I and 2. This chapter will direct its
discussion to the factors that affect the
terminal ballistic performance of recoilless
rifle ammunition.

nations of cased high explosive charges. These
experiments also include the study of penetration, impact, blast, and shaped charge effects-depending upon the type of warheads
under study. The basic information provided
during these terminal ballistic studies and
experiments pirmits the optimization of the
parameters and effects on particular types of
targets. These studies also provide the information required to evaluate the overall system
efft•ctiveness. For example, terminal ballistic
studies, i.e., distribution of fragments by size
and velocity, provide the data needed to
determine kill probability.
3-3 TYPICAL RECOILLESS WARHEADS

3-2 BACKGROUND
Terminal ballistics is concerned with the
principles underlying the effects of weapons
on targets. The effects studied include penetration, fragmentation, detonation, shaped
charge, blast, combustion, and incendiary
effects. Because these effeý.,ts are dependent
upon the firing and flight characteristics of
the projectile, the terminal ballistic study
includes all actions of the warhead from
safing and arming to cffect on the target.
In designing weapons and ammunition,
maximum desired terminal effect is a primary
objective. In order to achieve this objective, a
proper balance of many factors is ewssntial.
The most important of these factors are
shape, weight, and material used in the
projectile; type and weight of explosive
charge; fuzing system; and terminal velocity,
In order to evaluate or determine the scaling
of these parameters, various experiments are
conducted to determine the principles governing the number, size, velocity, and spatial
distribution of fragments resulting from deto-

Recoilless rifles aie large caliber weapons of
light weight, great striking power and accuracy, delivering no recoil to its mount or, if
shoulder-fired, to the body of the individual
firing the weapon. These characteristics make
the recoilles rifle ideal for infantry attack
against heavily armored vehicles such as tanks.
Most rm:oilless rifle weapon systems, because of their light weight and relatively low
muzzle velocity, cannot function effectively
when employing AP (armor-piercing) type
warheads that rely totally on the kinetic
energy of the projectile to enable it to
penetrate the target armor plate. In normal
combat conditions, complete incipacitation
of armored veidcles is not necessary to put
the vehicle out of action. Various components
and moving parts such as controls, engine, grn
and running gear can become inoperable by
being wedged, burred, deformed, or cut off to
cause immobilization or uselessness of the
vehicle. This can result projectile fragments
and blast or, the outside of the vehicle or by
spall particle- on the inside. Furthermore, a
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hit on vital components such as ammunition,
and sometimes fuel, can cause vehiclc destruction b) fire.
Because HE (High Explosive), HEAT (High
Explosive Antitank), and HE? (High Explosive Plastic) warheads do not rely exclusi;ely
on total armor penetration to defeat the

target--i.e., they do not require a high muzzle
vlocity, but rely on fragmentation, blast, or
spalling characteristics to defeat the targetthey are used effectively in recoilless rifle
weapon systems against armored targets. Figs.
3-1 and 3-2 show the typical configuration of
HEAT and HE recoilless warheads, respectively.

High Explosive
Charge

S~/
I

a

Base Detonating
Fuze
Conical Liner
Standoff Spike

Ii
Piezoelectric CG-ystal

Figure3-1. Typical HEAT Recoilless Warhead Cross Section

-_
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Projectile Wall

Rotating
Band

H~igh Explosive

Figure 3-2. Typical HE Recoilles Warhead Cross Sec non
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SECTION II
HEAT WARHEAD
34 QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION
The HEAT warhaad is a special type of
high explosive 1avhead that incorpoiates a
shaped charge, The baic components of the
shaped charge warhead are container, hollow
liner of inert material, fuze, explosive charge,
and detonating device. As shown in Fig. 3-1,
the shaped charge warhead has an axially
symmetric high explosive clirge positoned
behind an inert liner in the form of a cone
with its apex toward the detonator. In operation, the high explosive charge illustrated is
initiated by the impact of the warhead which
generates a current in the piezoelectric crystal
that, in turn, functions the fuze and detonator. The generated shock wave in the explosive collapses some of the liner material into a
high velocity stream of metal called a jet. The
forward end of the jet attains a velocity
approaching the detonation velocity of the
explosive (25,000 fps) whilt the aft end of
the jet and the remaining liner material (called
the "slug") have a forward velocity of about
1500 fps. If the liner material is sufficiently
ductile and there is sufficient space, the liner
will be drawn out into a v,.ry long thin jet of
extraordinary penetrating ability. The distance between the base of the liner and the
surface to be attacked is called the "standoff"
and depending upon the type of charge, liner
matenal, and other parameters, there, will be
an optimum standoff for which the greatest
penetration is achieved against the specific
type of target.
Against armored vehicles, the damage inflicted by a HEAT warhead stems from the
ability of the jet to penetrate the armor
thickness and from the production cf spails
on the opposite side of the armor surface
under attack. Properly designed shaped
charged warheads detonated at the optimum

standoff can penetrate thicknesses of steel
armo7 equal to three or four times their
conical diameter.
For detailed quantitative information on
the resistance of armor against HEAT rounds,
see Ref. 3.
3-5

FACTORS

AFFECTING

PERFOR-

MANCE

3-5.1 INTRODUCTION
The performance of shaped charge warheads can be evaluated by several methods
that determine the an ount or type of penetration in a homogeneous repi'•ducible type
of material. In most cases and in the material
contained within this chapter, the measure of
performance is taken as the total depth of
penetration into mild steel, except where
otherwise stated. The equivalent penetration
in homogeneous armor is obtained by multiplying by a conversion factor. Homogeneous
armor generally is not used as a target
material because of its much greater cost than
mild steel. Fortunately, different grades or
types of mild steel all give about the same
average penetration for a given shaped charge
design. In measuring the depth of penetration,
targets often are made up of stacks of mild
steel plates 0.5 to 3.0 in. thick.
In various tests as reported in Ref. 1, it is
found that the penttr 'tion of a given jet into
steel at a fixed standoff varies essentially
linearly with the Brinell hardness of the steel
and that the penetration also is affected by
the standoff. Tests also indicate that in
comparing the relative performance of the
ability of a given shaped charge to penetrate
mild steel and homogeneous armor, the armor
is more effective than the mild steel in
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resisting penetration of a given jet at longer
standoffs.

encountered in the use of shaped charges is
that rotation of the warhead in spin-stabilized
projectiles reduces the penetration capability
of the jet. Increasing standoff increases this
effect. Fig. 3-3 shows the relation of penetration to rotational speed, and indicates the
undesirable effect of rotation on penetration.
The reduction in penetration caused by rotation is attributed to the lateral dispersion of
the jet which results in decreasing the effective mean density of the jet.

For some purposes, a better measure of
performance would be the volume cf the hole
or its smallest diameter. The best measure of
performance, especially when considering the
lethality of the warhead, would be the
measurement oý some factor that indicates
the amount of damage done behind a given
target plate by the residual jet and spalled
material from the back face of the plate.

Attempts have been made to improve the
performance of spin-stabilized HEAT projectiles by using noncozucal, axially symmetric
liners. However, at high spin rates, the results

3-5.2 PROJECTILE SPIN
One of the problems or disadvantages
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Figure 3-.Penetration as a Function of Projectile Spin Rate (Ref. 7)
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were not promising and the major emphasis
shifted to the design of fluted liners not
having axial symmetry. The principle underlying the use of fluted liners is that of "spin
compensation", i.e., of conserving the angular
momentum of the liner so as to inhibit the
dispersion of the jet. Generally, spin coinpensation is achieved by using flutes that are in
the plane of the charge axis and that have an
increasing thickness as one proceeds from the
apex to the base of the cone. However, the
mechanism of spin compensation is not yet
fully undei..tood, since even the direction of
spin compensation can be reversed in some
cases by just changing the number of flutings.
For the present, it is necersary to rely on
available empirical data when considering the
use of spin compensation.
3-5.3 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF LINER
The formation of a shaped charge jet from
the collapsing cone is a critical process and
can be affected adversely by dcviations in the
required geometrical accuracies and metallurgical properties of the lineir. In order for the
walls of the cone to collapse and meet exactly
on the axis of the cone, several geomet-neal
requirements must be satisfied or the sides of
the cone will not collapse uniformly on the
cone axis and will produce a crooked jet that
wanders at the point of contact on the target
surface, resulting in poor penetration. Thus, it
is important that sections of the cone perpendicular to the cone axis be true circles with
centers on the axis and that the walls be of
uniform thickness around the section circumference.. Uniform density of the metal also is
required for even collapse of the walls. The
la~st undesirable characteristic is the existence
of waviness along the slant height of the cone.
Deviations in the metallurgical properties
of the liner can result in the same reductions
in the effectiveness of the warhead as caused
by the geometrical inaccuracies of the liner
previously discussed. Metallurgical properties
of the liner depend strongly on the manufac-

turing method and type of heat treatment.
Becaube of the extremely high pressures, high
strain rates, and excessive amount of plastic
strain involved in the collapse of the liner, 31 is
difficult to analyze the metallurgical state of
the liner in all states of jet formation. Also it
must be remembered that the properties of
the jet and the cone are not the same, and
that the most important properties are those
considered under the high piessures Aad raics
of strain previously mentioned. These properties may be very different from those under
ordinary conditions, as emphasized by the
fact that glass cones give penetrations in
concrete targets greater than might be expected from the metallurgical properties of
glass. Some very interesting and important
correlations exist among properties of the
liner, principally crystal structuire and melting
point, and behavior of the jet. One of the
most interesting features is a built-in spin
com.-ensation factor in certain cases, apparently resulting from an unusual crystal structure as a consequence of a particular forming
process that would give less penetration in
static firings.
Theory indicates that the penetration of
the jet is proportional to the length of the jet
and the square root of the jet density. For a
continuous jet the assumption is made that
the jet density is thc same as that of the cone.
As a result of the velocity gradient in the jet.
the jet lengthens as it travels and, because of
this stretching, eventually breaks up into a
series of particles. If the jet did not break up,
its length and penetration would increase
linearly with time and, consequently, with
standoff.
Actual data indicate that penetration increases with standoff up to a maximum value
of penetration. The standoff corresponding to
this maximum penetration is called the "optimum" standoff. Beyond the optimum standoff, the average penetration decreases with
increasing standoff, while the best values of
penetration approach an asymptotic value.
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The decrcase in penetration from the ideal
liner value to the asymptotic value is due to
the breakup of the jet, whereas the decrease
in penetration from the asymptotic value to
the average value is due to increasing spread
of the jet. Thus, for good penetration, the jet
should be capable of attaining a great length
before breaking up. The ability of the jet to
attain the desired lengths depends upon its
metallurgical prop,;rties, homogeneity of the
explosive filler, and the accuracy of component manufacture and assembly. In tests
comparing the penetration capabilities of cop-

3-5.4 STANDOFF

per, aluminum, steel, zinc, lead, and glass

attain 80 to 90 percent of the penetration

liners, it is found that copper and aluminum
have the best metallurgical properties for
shaped charge cones while lead and glass havc
inferior properties. A desirable liner material
would have properties similar to copper and
aluminum, and have a high density (Ref. 1).

expected at optimum standoff indicated in
Fig. 3-4.

Fig. 3-4 shows the relationship between
penetration and standoff for copper cones
into mild steel targets under test i-onditions.
As indicated in Fig. 3-4. the maximum penetration would occur at a standoff of about 6
cone diameters. In reality, the actual standoff
for a well-madc conical liner would be limited
to one to three cone diameters by such
aerodynamic considerations as ogive shape
and size, and projectile velocity. However,
these shorter standoffs may be sufficient to

A properly designed cone will achieve the
required level of penetration while exhibiting
a fairly flat penetration-standoff curve. i.e.. an
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Fiqure3-4. Penetrationfor 30-deg Electroformed Copper Cones into Mild Steel Targets

(Ref 1)
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with increased apex angle up to about 65 deg:
optimum standoff or maximum penetration

increase or reduction in standoff will not
change the penetration greatly. Both aluminum and copper liners exhibit fairly flat

then decreases as the apex angle is increased.

penetration-standoff curves, as compared to
steel liners which exhibit a sharply decreasing
penetration after peaking at a small optimum
standoff.

However, the optimum standoff is also dependent upon the cone material., wall thickness.
and charge length.
With modern, precision-manufacturing
methods, the optimum cone angle for projectiles with cop!cr cones is close to 40 to 45
deg. However, certain cases, as indicated in
Fig. 3-5. have shown best penetration performance with 20-deg cones. and in others.
60-deg cones. As a first choice, a cope angle

3-5.5 CONE ANGLE
The choice of the cone apex angle is
important, both from a pcrformance and a
manufacturing standpoint. Data are available
that indicate the optimum standoff increases
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of either 40 or 45 deg may be selected and
will give good performance in projectiles with
an ogive length of 2 calibers (Ref. 1).

As with most other cone parameters, the
effect of the cone apex angle decreases with

tolerances may be placed on the variation in
wall thicknesses between apex and base without reducing penetration, provided the wall

thickness is held constant at each transverse
section of the cone.

increasing projectile spin rate. For example, at
0 rps a 45-deg, 3.4-in. copper cone penetrates
3 in. deeper than a 60-deg cone of the same
wall thickness; but at 45 rps, the difference is

3-5.7 LINER SHAPE

If" than I in.

described-are hemispheres and spherical caps,

Noncoiical shapes that have bcen tried as
liners-in addition to the simple cone already

For each type of cone material, standoff,
projectile wall confinement, explosive type.
charge shape. and cone apex angle, there is an
optimum wall thickness. From a practical
consideration of projectile design, the projectile confinement and cone apex angle are the

trumpets, and combinations of these. The
general results are that the penetrations
achieved from these configurations are inferior to those obtained with simple cones.
Radiographs show that hemispheres do not
collapse with the formation of a jet, as do
cones; they turn inside out before collapsing,
with the whole liner being projected as a
stream of particles. Spherical caps (segments)

most determining factors.

are fragmented and projected as a cluster of

3-5&6 LINER WALL THICKNESS

As a guide for liners of different apex
angles, or for shapes other than conical, an
approximately correct wall thickness may be
obtained by maintaining the thickness constant in the axial direction. As shown in Fig.
3-6. curves of penetration versus wall thickness are frequently unsymmetrical. A thicker
wall generally is preferred over a thinner wall
since thin-wall performance is typified by
exc•-ssive variability from charge to charge,
whereas the thicker-wall performance is characterized by good reproducibility with only a
tolerable decrease in penetration. In practice.
a wall thickness about 5 percent greater than
the optimum is selected in order to insure
that the production wall thickness will not be
less than optimum (Ref. I).
Various studies have indicated that the
liner thickness should scale as the diameter,
i.e., a cone would logically be thicker at the
base than at the apex. The investigations of
tapered walls, however, have shown that the
real improvement in the penetration performance is slight, if any at all. These studies
have indicated, however, that rather wide
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particles that may be more or less focused
depending upon the curvature. Results obtained from the use of spherical segments
show poorer results than those obtained with
hemispheres.
Double cone angles in which there is a
change from one angle to another have shown
_good performance in certain cases. When the
change in angles is made abruptly, there has
been no evidence of any increase in penetration. However, when the change in angles is
made smoothly and the liner wall tapered,
rounds have given peak performance at normally available standoffs.
3-5.8 ALIGNMENT OF CONE AND
CHARGE
For the best and most reproducible performance, the axes of the charge and cone
should Loincide. In actual practice, however,
the axes may not be parallel (tilted), or they
may be parallel but displaced (offset). Tilting
of the liner results in a reduced average
penetration. Although it is possible to obtain
good shots with liners tilted as high as 2 deg,

AMWP 7M230
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Figure 3-6. Cone Thickness vs Penetrationfor 45-deg Copper Cone$ (Ref. 1)

the general findings are that a 1-deg tilt of the
cone reduces the average penetration by 50
percent, a 0.5-deg tilt by 20 percent, and a
0.3-deg tilt by 10 percent.

that an oftset of only 0.015 in. (I percent of
the base diameter) reduced the penetration by
approximately 20 percent.

The second type of misalignment results
when the cone and charge axes are parallel
but slightly offset. Actual tests have shown

3-5.9 CONFINEMENT
Increasing the confinement of the jet either
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by providing an increased wall thickness or a
"belt" of explosive greatly increases the hole
volume of the penetration. The presence of
explosion products at high pressure within the
explosive belt retards the expansion of the
products in much the same manner as does a
steel casing. In the study of the effects of'
confinement on the performance of flang.,d
and unflanged cones (Ref. 1, par. 2-93) the
following vonclusions have been drawn:
1. The addition of a small explosive belt
obtained by increasing the charge diameter
from 1.73 to 2.00 in. produces the same
effect on penetration and hoAe volume for a
1.63 base diameter cone as the addition of
0.25 in. of steel confinement.
2. When heavy base confinement is added
to the 2-in. charge, the penetra-ton is decreased about 20 percent.

3. The addition of both lateral and heavy
base confinement to the 2-in. charge caus*.: a
drastic reduction of about 45 percent in
penetration performance.

4. When the larger charge is confined
Naterally, the presence of a flange causes a
relatively small, but significant decrease in
penetration, as compared with a similarly
confined charge lined with a defla.ged cone.

5. The hole volume produced by the 2-in.
charge is increased by about 50 percent when
lateral confinement of 0.25-iii. steel is used
(compared with the 100 percent increase
which occurs with the 1.63-in. charge);
boundary conditions at the base of the charge
have little or no effect on hole volume in spite
of the large changes in depth of penetration.

I
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SECTION lid
HE WARHEAD

3-6 QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION
The HE warhead consists of a high explosive charge and fuze surrounded by either a
wall of preformed metal fragments or a
prescored or solid metal casing. Upon detonation of the high explosive, the metal case
expands with the fragments being propelled
outward at velocities of 6,000 to 10,000 fps.
In effect, the fragments are projectiles with
the capacity to inflict considerable damage to
adjacent objects. Capacity for damage depends upon fragment size, shape, velocity,
and distribution.
Fragmentation is not the only result of
detonation of the HE warhead. Approximately forty percent of the ga% .nergy normally is expended in the fragmentation
process with the balance of the available
energy being consumed in the formation of a
compressive wave in the air surrounding the
projectile.

3-7.1 FRAGMENT SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Mott and Linfoot (see Ref. i) proposed
that the fragmentation of thin-walled projectiles is the result of two-dineatsional, rather
than three-dimensional, breakup. Based on this
assumption, the mass distribution of fragments may be described by the equation
-

m/p) 1 /2

= function of
weight R g

p

=m;/2

A

=

average

(3-1)

fragment

constant

If it is assumed that the two-dimensional
breakup holds down to the smallest fragment,
then
N(m)

=

[M/(2p)] exp (

-

m/9)1 2' (3-2)

where
M

= total weight of -rojectile, g

21A

= arithmetic average fragment weight,
g

Noting that MI(2pu) represents the total number of fragments N 0 , Eq. 3-2 also may be
written
N(m) =Noexp( -rn/p)1 2l

3-7 DETERMINATION OF FRAGMENTATION CHARACTERISTICS

N(m) =A exp (

p

(3-3)

For extremely thick-walled projectiles, the
wall thickness will have less effect on the size
of the fragment. Also, three-dimensional
breakup rather than two-dimensional breakup
will be the rule. The weight distribution of
fragments for this case is described by
N(m) =A exp(-

Mr/p) 1 1

(3-4)

For fragmentation projectiles, Eq. 3-3 is more
representative than Eq. 3-4 of the conditions
found.

where
N(m)

total nLmoer of fragments
weight greater than m

m

fru gmnent weight, g

If one assumes the validity of the Mott
equation, the quantity p is a measure of the
fragmentation efficiency of the projectile and
is dependent both upon the characteristics of
the explosive and of the metal case. The

of
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significance of the quantity is made clearer by
stating that the number of fragments greater
than p g is equal to the number of fragments
having masses between p/il and ; g. Thus, if
;i = 5.5 g, the number of fragments lying
between 0.5 and 5.5 g would be equal to the

following formula, relating the value of pAto
the projectile inside diameter di and the wall
thickness t has been proposed by Mott:

number of fragments with weight greater than

where

A1 / 2 = Bt-led'1'(1 + t/dI)

(3-5)

5.5 g (assuming that the Mott equation is
valid down to fragments as small as 0.5 g).
Furthermore, if the Mott equation was valid
for all fragments, then the number of frag-

B = constant depending upon the explosive
and the physical characteristic of the
metal of the casing

ments greater than Awould comprise 37 percent of the total.

d, = projectile inside diameter, in.

As stated in Ref. 1, there has been diffi-

t = wall thickness, in.

culty in analyzing existing test data because
of the nonuniform behavior of the projectiles.
Even within a single lot of projectiles, there is
considerable variation in the number of fragments pr&:.uced by the individual warheads.
Thus
,
rough agreement between exist-

3-7.2 INITIAL FRAGMENT SPEED
The initial speed V, of fragments is predicted quite accurately by the following
formulas developed by Gurney:

ing expermental data and the semitheoretical

formula developed by Mott exists. A series of
experimental firings with steel projectiles
filled with explosives of different characteristics was performed at the US Naval Ordnance Laboratory in order to obtain vaues of

[

~

the parameter p as well as other parameters
and characteristics of the fragmentation
process. Plots on semilogarithmic paper of the
the
fragments
cumulative
~square root number
of the of
fragment
massversus
were oh-

1. For cylinders:

/

V0 =

_+i.+

ii/2
M/PM

)

fps (3-6)

2. For spheres:
l
)12
+ CIM
ý1 + 0. 6(C/M)}
,fs(-

Vo=

tained with several representative plots shown

in Fig. 3-7. The Mott equation predicts a
straight line of these plots. However, as shown
in Fig. 3-7, it ctn be seen that the experi-

Gurney constant for each type of
explosive, fps

mental points in every case form a curve of
increasing negative slope rather than a straight

C

=

weight of explosive charge, g

line. Assuming that this experiment was accurate, it would seem to indicate a fundamental
defect in the Mott relationship.

M

=

weight of fragmenting metal, g

The value of p, in addition to being
dependent upon the characteristics of the
explosive and projectile material, also is dependent upon the physical dimensions of the
projectile. To account for this variability,
scaling formulas have been proposed. The
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Table 3-1 gives the value of V , Gurney
constant for most of the commonly used high
explosives.
The graphs in Fig. 3-8 simplify the calculations for V. in terms of the outside diameter
d. and thickness t of the projectile, the ratio
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Figure 3.7. FragmentMan Distribution (Ref. 3)
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TABLE 3-1

a= average presented area of fragment,
ft 2

GURNEY CONSTANT FOR VARIOUS
EXPLOSIVES (Ref. 1)

3

pa = density of air, I-t

Gurney Constant

Explosives
Composition C-3

V2/E, PS
8,800

Composition B

8,800

Torpex 2

8,800

Composition H.6
Pentolite
Mirol 2

8,400
8,400
8,300

HBX

8,100

TNT
STNT
I
Tritonal
SPicratol

x

= distance from point of burst, ft

m = weight of fragment, !b
For any homologous class of regularly
shaped fragments, the weight m and average
presented area A are related by the following

0equation:
7,600
7,600
7,600

Baratol

m

(3-9)

()

6,800
where

p.

Pc/Pm of the density of the explosive to that
of the metal case, and the Gurney constant of
the explosive. Knowing the value of rido, one
uses Fig. 3-8(A) to solve for (C/M)/(p,/pm ).
'Me value of C/M may then be found by
multiplying byp,/p . This value of CIM then
may be used to find V0 A/Y from Fig.
3-8(B). Multiplying this expression by the
appropriate value of /
from Table 3-1
gives the value of the initial fragment speed

K = constart for the particular class of
projectile
The value of K has been shown by experimental results to be roughly constant for the
fragments projected from a particular projectile. Values of K are given in BRL Reports
501, 536, and M915 for a variety of projectile
am) bomb fragments.
The method used to determine the pre-

3-7.3 FRAGMENT SLOW DOWN
The equation for the velocity V of a
fragment at a distance x from the point of
burst is given by the following relationship:

V = Vexp

F

Ct~jAP. X

-

ma

fps

(3-8)

sented area of the fragment involves measuring the presented area of the fragment for
each of 16 positions corresponding to the
orientation of 10 of the 20 faces of an
icosahedron plus 6 orientations corresponding
to the 12 vertices of the icosahedron. The
arithmetical average of these values is then
used forX. The instrument used to obtain the

presented area is known as an icosahedron
gage.

where
I~3-4.4
V =speed of fragment at x feet from
point of burst, fps

FRAGMENTATION PATTERNS
When a projectile or warhead bursts, frag-

Sments are projected in different directions
Vo = initial speed of fragment, fps

depending
projectile.
stationary
fragments

CD = average drag coefficient, dimension-

less
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upon the configuration of the
If the projectile were spherical and
when detonated, the density of
would be substantially constant,

1
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(Ref. 1)
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3.7.5 CONTROLLED FRAGMENTATION

of the direction. If the projectile
entirely
cylindrical, the greatest density
were
be close to the e 4uatorial
would
of fragpents
all fragments contained
with
practially
plane,
in a narrow side-spray of the order of 20-deg
width. For an ordinary artillery projectile, the
curve of distribution with angle is peaked, and
resembles the "normal error curve". An example is shown in Fig. 3-9.

In uncontrolled fragmentation, the range of
masses and speeds is very great. In order to
secure more effective fragments, it is desired
to solve for the optimum mass (depending on
the lethality requirements) and design a
projectile that would limit all fragments with
this mass. Thus, the probability of damage
would be greatly increased and the results
estimated more correctly.

Projectiles and warheads almost always
have circular symmetry about their longitudinal axis. Hence, the distribution of fragment mass and velocity may be described as
functions of the angle 0 measured from the
nose of the proctile (see Fig. 3-9). Letting
p(8) be the fragment density in fragments per
unit solid angle, the total number of fragments N, of the given projectile is given by
N

3-7.5.1 Preformed Fragment

(3-10)

p(O) sin 9d0

2

The methods for controlling fragmentation
are described in the paragraphs that follow.

No
0

6

The best method of controlling fragment
size is to form or precut the fragments to the
desired size before incorporation into the
projectile wall. The projectile structure usually is formed by a thin metal liner or cover, or
105 mnrA Projectile MIA
1540 fps remaining velocity
o, 1-in. Spruce
per unit solid angle a 15 ft

S-Perforations

SIva
*

0

0

0 L

0

40
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140

160

Angle 0 Measured from Nose of Projectile, deg
Figure 3-5' Typical Angular FragmentationDistribution (Ref. 1)
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both, to which the fragments are fastened
with adnesive. Another method of installing
the preformed fragments, especially spherical
or fin-5tabilized fragments, is to place the
fragments i - layers between the inner liner
and the ca.. and then fill the crevices between
them with a plastic matrix.
3-7.5.2 Notched or Grooved Rinfp
In this method of controlling fragmenta-

Soperate

tion, a series of notched rings are. fitted over a
plastic or thin metal liner, each ring forming a
section of the warhead perpendicular to the
axis of symmetry. Theo forces frorn detonation
mostly in rthe direction of stressing
Seach ring circumferentiaflly wd only secondarily to separate adjacent rings. Essentially,
the thickness and width of the rings provides
control of two dimensions of the fragments
while notches along the circumference of the
ring provide places of weakness where breakage in the third direction is desired.
The factors that are considered in this type
of projectile are:

C = 77(2R - t)/W

(3-11)
J

where
G = number of grooves per ring
R = outside radius of case, in.
t = thickness of case, in.
W = mean width betwetn grooves, in.
The depth of the groove should be fro-a 5
to 10 percent of the ring thickness because
excessive groove depth causes the fragments
to break up. Th"lhgrooves should have sharp
bottoms and the rings proxided with a ground
or smooth
general. the width
he
o
thehe
r in lathe
shudb
aln finish. In gaeneqral,
of the ring should be made eqrrai .o the
thickness, the length to diameter ratio -f the
case not less than 1.25 to 1, and the length
butween 2.5 and 5 calibers.
The liner should be made of a material that
will produce no important fragments and
should be as thin as is consistent with
manufacturing and strength considerations. A
thickness of 5 percent of its radius has been
found satisfactory for lamn-dnped phenolic

I. Quality of steel in rings
2. Spacing of the grooves

S3.

distribution. The grooving spacing can be
determined from the following formula:

Groove depth

plastic tubing.
4. Width of rings
3-7•5 3 Notched or Grooved Wire

5. Timer
6. Length-to-diameter ratio

r
t'

7. Ring finish,
The material selected for the rings is of
relatively minor importance except that it
must be homogeneous. Test results to date
indicate that mild steel might be preferable to
"high-carbon steel and that the steel should be
sufficiently hot-worked to break up segregated inclusions, and assure their uniform

In general, the notched wire mnethod of
controlling fragmentation is similer to the
notched rings. This method incorporates a
notched wire wound in a helix or spiral into
the shape of the warhead casing. The wire
must be supported by a liner or fastened
together by some means (such as welding) in
order to preserve the warhead shape. Notched
wires usually are used when a notch ring
would be too thin for economical manufacture.
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3-7.5.4 NotchW Casings
Instead of notching in one direction and
having actual discontinuities in the metal in
the other direction (such as in the notched
ring or wire method), it is possible to cut,
punch, or cast a two-dimensional network on
a solid casing. Four types of notched casings
have been tested
for 1):projectile
their controlled
ta'ton,
amel(Ref fragmer1. Cylinder, 4 in. O.D., 0.25-in. wall with
0.125-in. holes in diamond pattern, punched
and plugged; holes, 0.5 in. apart in row, rows
0.5 in. apart.
2. Cylinder, 3.5 in. I.D., with linearly
tapered steps cut on outside, steps 0.5 in.
long.
a.Cylinder 4 in. O.D., 0.25-in. wall, with

left-hand and right-hand helical grooves cut at
4b deg to axis and spaced 0.5 in. apart.
Groove profile V-shaped, with included angle
of 60 deg.
4. Cylinder, 4 in. ).D., 0.25-in. wall with
hexagonal pattern impressed by shearing,
Each cylinder was Lpproximnateiy i 2 in.
long ana eaca pyovlded with brass endplates
to increase the confinei,ent of the exp.osioii.
In tests with these cylinders, only the hexa-
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gonal sheared pattern provided an excellent
degree of fragmentation control.
The multiple-wall projectile is made by
using close-fitted cylinders, each with thickness tin where isi the thickness of a one-wall
peci
an nn isis thethe number
wall
and
numberofof walls.
Multiple-wall projectiles do not give complete
control since only the thickness of the fragis uniform. The number of fragments is
ments
approximately n times the number of fragments of a single-wall projectile. The partial
control achieved, however, is an improvement, because the average fragment mass is
reduced and the number of fragments emitted
is increased. However, the increase in lethality
is much less than expected.
3-7.5.6 Metallurgically Modified Material
Another method of fragmentation control
is to employ a type of iron, or ai, alloy, which
will fragment in a desirable fashioi,. For
example, pearlite malleable cast iron provides
excellent lethality but its use is limited to low
setback items. Extrapolating from the cast
iron properties, a number of forgeable steel
alloys have been developed which yield increaszd 1,'.!ality solely as a result of their
composition.

w
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SECTION IV

OTHER TYPES OF WARHEADS
3-8 HEP WARHEAD

istics of HEP type warheads are known, the
following characteristics and trends have been
observed:

3-8.1 INTRODUCTION
The HEP warhead is used to defeat armorprotected vehicles. The operational mode of
the HEP projectile is based on the fact that,
when a "sufficient" quantity of explosive, of

1. Advantages are:
(a) HEP warheads make low-veldity
weapons, such as recoilless rifles, effective

sufficient height for a given shape of explosive, is placed in intimate contact with armor
plate and detonated, a rupture of a portion of
the opposite face of the plate will occur. The
ruptured portion of the armor plate is known
as a spall and is generally in the form of a
rough disk. Dependent upon the quantity of
explosive above that needed to cause the
rupture, the spall may attain velocities between 100 and 1000 fps. The mass and
velocity of the spall depends upon the quality
and thickness of the armor, and ihe mass type
and shape of the explosive filler,

antitank destroyers.

In general, HEP warheads are designed to
defeat standard tank armor 1.2 calibers in
thickness at angles of obliquity of 0 to 60
deg. When considering weights alone, the HEP
projectile far surpasses the armor-piercing
projectiles in destructive power. Besides de-

(e) The blast and fragmentation from
HEP projectiles provide very desirable secondary effects against primary targets (armored
vehicles).

pending upon the armor thickness, the effectiveness of solid armor-piercing type projec-

tiles is also highdy dependent upon the angle
of obliquity (the angle at which it impacts the
armor) and therefore must be designed to
penetrate a thickness greater than the actual
thickness. Since the HEP projectile shock
wave is transmitted normal to the armor
surface, the spall effect can be accomplished
on thicker plates than with a comparable
"caliber, solid armor-piercing type projectile.
3-82 ADVANTAGES
TAGES

AND

(b) While the effectivness of other antitank projectiles decreases as the angle of
target obliquity increases, the effectiveness of
HEP projectiles decreases at a lower rate.
(c) HEP warheads are cheaper to manufacture than other types of projectiles.
(d) The accuracy of HEP warheads is
comparable to or better than HE projectiles
fired from the same weapon.

(f) HEP

warheads are eft.,r-'ie in
neutralizing secondary targets (.,,tz -Acti-l.,
weapons, emplacements, person;mei

,.

not.-

armored vehicles).
2. Disadvantages are:
(a) HEP projectiles easily are defeated
by means of spaced or spiked armor.
(b) HEP projectiles have a low ballistic
coefficient because of their light weight and
blunt head shape.

DISADVAN-

While not all the properties and character-

(c) The plastic explosive filler of HEP

warheads must be press-loaded rather than

cast, taxing limited press-loading facilities.
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38.3 THEORY OF PERFORMANCE
When a charge of explosive is detonated in
contact with a flat steel plate, the exploive
energy is transmitted into the plate, normal to
the surface. The shock wave produced in the
steel is reflected from the mrar surface of the
plate as another shock wave. The shock waves
meet at some line within the steel, and
reinforce each other, though not simply
additively, as with pure. elastic stress waves. If
the charge is sufficiently great (the height and
shape of the explosive in contact with the
plate baheg important parameters), the steel
ruptures and a spall is driven off the rear side
of the plate. This action is a result of a
complex interaction of the reinforcement of
shock waves and the elastic stress waves,
The squashed charge of the HEP warhead is
most effective when it is in the form of a flat
cone. Since the explosive charge must adhere
closely to the surface and not break up, it
cannot be crumbly, but must have soft plastic
properties like putty which eliminates the use
of cast explosives. The spalling effect is best
produced with explosives that have a high
detonation velocity.
One of the more serious limitations of the
REP warhead is its inability to function
satisfactorily outside a range of striking
velocities from approximately 1000 to 2000
fps. The maximum velocity limit exists because deflagration of the explosive filler occurs when HEP warheads are fired at velocities much above 2000 fps against armor plate
with 0-deg obliquity. The minimum velocity
limit exists because the functioning time of
existing fuzes and projectile crush-up on the
targt are not properly coordinated at low
velocities. This problem is compounded at
low angles of obliquity because the projectile
tends to skid-off the target before functioning. The minimum velocity limitation is a
serious handicap in the develnpment of HEP
projectiles for some recoilless weapon systems.
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The fuzing requirments for HEP warheads
are that they should have sufficient delay
time in fuze functioning to allow for proper
projectile deformation. At high angles of
obliquity, the delay is shorter than for low
angles.
In the design of HEP warheads, f has been
found that variations in nose material, nose
shape, nose length, nose hardness, and nose
thickness can have a marked effect on HEP
projectiles performance. Because the explosive shape at time of detonation is very
important in cat sing a spall, it was thought
that a softer nos( like annealed copper would
be more suitable; but in actual tests, an
annealed steel nose gave better results. Also,
tests have shown that the blunt ogival nose, in
addition to giving better explosive effects,
also has better ballistic characterstics. In
addition to having an ogival shape, it is
preferable to have a long nose that will
provide a greater contact area upon impact.
Existing test data also have indicated that a
thin nose gives better results than a thick
nose.

j

3-8.4 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The following general conclusions have
been drawn from testing HEP warheads:
1. If the charge weight is held constant,
the weight of the spall displaced by cylindrical charges will increase as the charge
diameter is increased, up to the point where
the charge will have less than the minimum
thickness required to displace spalls.
2. The area of a displaced spall is usually
slightly greater than the area of the charge in
contact with the plate.
3. Explosive charges in the shape of a
conic frustum are more effective than an
equal weight of explosive in cylindrical shape.
4. The most effective shape of a charge is a

I
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frustum of a right circular cone. An oblique
circular cone is not as effective,

5. Tough, ductile armor is spalled less
readily than higher strength, more brittle

projectile filler that will produce a high
enough temperature to ignite any flammable

material in the target oir incapacitate personnel.

armor. As the ductility of armor decreases,
the extent of spalling and cracking of the
parent metal increases. The difference in
performance of armor of two degrees of

The WP type warhead is designed with a
projectile that is very similar to that of the
same size HE projectile. The projectile contains a filler of white phosphorus that

toughness will be the greatest at lower tern-

p~oduces a white cloud ,..hen dispersed from

peratures. Weight and velocity of spall fragments increase with increasing brittleness of
rolled homogeneous armor.

the projectile by a high explosive contained in
a metal burster tube in the center of the
proje -tile.

6. The spalling and cracking of rolled
homogeneous armor increases as the temperature decreases.

The smoke type warhead is again similar in
configuration to the HE type projectile. The
projectile contains steel canisters filled with a
colored smoke composition that is ignited by
quick-match in a flash tube which is in turn
fired by a black powder initiator from the

3-9 OTHER TYPES OF WARHEADS

Other types of warheads which find use in
recoilless rifle weapon systems are antipersonnel (APERS), incendiarl, white phosphorus
(WP), smoke, and chemical types.
The APERS or canister type warhead consists of a nonexplosive thin-walled shell
loaded with a large number of small preformed missiles. The projectile is designed in
such a manner that it breaks up under the
action of centrifugal forces as it leaves the
weapon muzzle, scattering the missiles in a
cone-shaped pattern in front of the rifle in
order to obtain a short-range lethal effect on
personnel,
The incendiary type warhead contains a

fuze. When the projectile functions, an
ejection charge ejects the steel canisters and
the burning dye composition is spread on the
ground.
The chemical filled warheads are very
simdar in design to the WP type except that
more rigid fits and tolerances are required to
seal against the premature leakage of the
contents. The design of the liquid-filled
projec-i'• burster casing is similar to the
burster casing used in the WP projectile
except that it is slightly larger to prevent the
burster from whipping around inside the
projectile. Sufficient charge is provided to
open the projectile and disseminate the liquid,
which is either in the form of a persistent or a
nonpersistent gas.

REFERENCES
1. AMCP 706-245(C), Engineering Design
Handbook, Ammunition Series. Section 2.
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4. AMCP 706-290 (C). Engineering Design
Handbook, Warheads- General (U).
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CHAPTer:R 4
EXTERIOR ••A .LISTICS

4-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
A

= Siacci altitude function for
fixed-fin projectiles, dimensionless

ao

= 3peed of sound in air at
normal atmosphere conditions= l120.27 fps

C

=ballistic coefticient, lb-in.:

C9

= drag coefficient, dimension-

Cof

= wave drag coefficient,
mensionless

CDo

= drag coefficient

at

di-

= drag coefficient of a known
plojectile design, dimensionless
CD

dCD
d3
d(a 2 )
2

= static moment coefficient,
radf'

CMpQ

= magnus moment coefficient.
rad-

CM,,

+ C,,

= damping moment
dient, rad-'

coeffi-

CN

= aerodynamic force
coefficient
associated
with
mless
Mal force, dimensionless nor-

CN P

= aerodynamic force coefficient associated with magnus force, dimensionless

n

zero

yaw, dimensionless

CD

CmA

CNa

CN

= Magnus
rad-

force

coefficient,

normal
rad-

force

coefficient,

c.p.

= center of pressure

CP

= distance

2

CD with a , rad-

from

projectile

base to center of pressure,
cal

distance from projectile
base to center of gravity, cal

D

= drag force, lb

c.g.

center of gravity

d

= maximum body diameter of
projectile, ft

CL

aerodynamic force coefficient associated with lift
force, dimensionless

G(u)
9

= drag function lb-(in?-sec)-'
= acceleration due to gravity.

CG

CL

lift coefficient, rad-'

ft-sec-2

4-1

+C

cCM

[Cd

"1
q

PC

= equilibrium

Pr

= resonance

p~d

2m=

C-

kt2

= altitude
4

2

Siacci

roll rate,

rad-sec-

dimensionless
h

rate,

roll

rad-sec-1

equatic"2

q

= dynamic pressure, psf

in -_ft-lb-

q,
= Siacci inclination function
for fixed-fin projectiles, dimeusionless

=i inclination, Siacci equation,
in?.-1

R

= range, yd

=Iaxial moment of inertia,

rIm

= retardation

- transverse moment of inertia, slug-ft 2

ly

of projectile,

sec-I

slugt-ft

= (-1) 1/2; in complex nota-

S

= projectile frontal area, ft 2

S(

= Siacci space function for
fixed-fin projectiles, dimensionless

sd

= dynamic stability
dimensionless

tion indicates rotation by
90 deg
- form factor, dimensionless
=

factor,

k.

= axial radius of gyration, cal

Sd°

= dynamic stability factor for
dimensionless
0<O,
Xm a

kt

= transverse radius of gyration, cal

s9

= gyroscopic stability factor,
dimensionless
CNP
pSd

L

= lift force, lb

M

= Mach
less

number, dimension-

CL

T
ZM

+

ka2 .

My

= total moment about a horizontal axis through projectile c.g., ft-lb

T,

= Siacci time function function for fixed-fin projectiles, dimensionless

m

= projectile mass, slug

t

= time, sec

N

= normal force, lb

tj

= Siacci time equation,

Alp
p
Pi

4-2

in? -sec-1b'l

=magnus force, lb

tf

= time of flight, sec

U

= upper limit of integration
for a specific projectile
type, Siacci equation, fps

1

=roll (spin) rate, rad-seeSiacci
= space
in? -ft-1bt

equation,
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U=

argument of Siacci func-

6,

=

e

= half angle of nose cone, deg

?,

= nutational

yaw angle of repose, rad

tions: component along the

line of departure of the
velocity relative to air, fpsu
V

=

projectile speed relative to

damping expo-

nent, dimensionless

an inertial coordinate systern, fps
Vm

= precessional damping expo-

nent, dimensionless

= muzzle velocity, fps
A

Vt
VX
W

horizontal component
velocity, fps
=

x

of

projectile weight, lb

0

=

=

static
moment
(ft-lb)-rad- 1

factor,

aerodynamic
rad

angle,

angle

jump

between

horizontal

(x-axis) and velocity vector,

displacement along x-axis,

rad

ft

x-axis, fps
velocity along
2

-d

Z.
•:,z

=

= terminal velocity, fps

P

x

-sec
dt2
--- displacement along z-axis, ft

= air dansity, lb-ft-3
= angle of elevation, rail

"=
angular velocity about hon-

velocity along z-axis, fps

zontal axis when Cd 0

d2 z
d2

a
a=yawing

=

sSUBSCRIPTS

angle of yaw, vertical component, rad
velocity about horizontal axis, rad-secd-

B

= body

i

= dummy index (to be replaced by a sequence of
specific indices when the
subscripted quantity is to
be used in a computation)

m

= muzzle condition

o

= initial

= angle of yaw, horizontal
component, rad
= p°otd.2 /W, ft-1

6=

total angle of yaw, rad
= initial yawing velocity, radsec-1

coadition or

zero

yaw value
T

= tail or terminal
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SECTION I

"INTRODUCTION
4-1 SCOPE
Exterior ballistics describes the motion of
the projectile from muzzle exit to point of
impact. The complete theory of exterior
ballistics includes only those effects that are
of primary interest in the design of recoilless
rifle ammunition, i.e., rounds normally of
caliber 57 to 120 mm in size that are
launched at muzzle velocities up to approxi-

-*,

with the projectile weight and mass distribution, shape, and muzzle velocity.
4-3 QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION
The final result of exterior ballistic
calculations is a trajectory describing the
position of the projectile center of mass as a
function of time when fired with a given
muzzle velocity and superelevation angle-the

mately 2000 fps.

angle between the gun axis and the line of

a
w
o
d tsight
There are two major considerations in the
exterior ballistic design of an accurate
projectile: (1) the piijectile must be stable in
flight, i.e., the projectile must be desagned to
prevent tumbling and limit yaw to small
angles, and (2) given the initial conditions, the
trajectory of the projectile must be determined.

to ,the target. Calculation of the
trajectory is a routine computer operation,
provided projectile drag is known. The
FORTRAN particle trajectory program presented in Ref. I is an example of such a
computer program. However, before making
trajectory calculations, the projectile must be
stabilized to assure that it will not tumble or
yaw excessively during flight. There are two
methods of aerodynamic stabilization: (1)
gyroscopic stabilization, i.e., spinning the
projectile, and (2) fin stabilization. The mass
distribution determining the location of the
center of gravity and the shape determining
the location of the center of pressure are
critical in both of these methods.

These two considerations, stability and
trajectory calculations, comprise the major
portion of this chapter. These subjects will be
supplemented by a discussion of aerodynamic
coefficients and other basic material.
4-2 WEAPON SYTEM INTERACTION
Exterior ballistic factors directly influence
the accuracy of the weapon system. To
illustrate, the accuracy of a conceptual

The theory is well established and stability
and trajectory calculations can be made,
provided the forces acting on the projectile
are known. These forces are expressed in

projectile having a perfectly flat trajectory

te ms of aerodynamic coefficients which are

"and zero time of flight is limited only by the

discussed in Section II.

accuracy of the sighting device. However, as
the time of flight increases, crosswinds and
other meteorological effects interact significantly with the projectile; and, further, as the
trajectory is elevated, range estimation errors
are introduced. In order to minimize these
errors, the exterior ballistician is concerned

In brief, thz projectile is stabilized by
adjustment of the mass distribvcion (location
of center of gravity), by adjustment of the
uxternal shape (1'-.ation of center of pressure), and in some cases, by the spin rate of
the projectile, The designer then minimizes

4-5
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drag to obtain the "flattest" and shortest
time-of-flight trajectory. Optimization also

tional area) of the projectile, subject to
constraints on the overall cartridge weight,

involves maximizing both the muzzle velocity

recoil momentum,

and sectional density (mass per unit cross-sec-

profile, and charge-to-mass ratio.

peak pressure, cartridge

4-6
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SECTION II
AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS

4-4 GENERAL

projectile axis through which this resultant

The aerodynamic forces on a projectile are
determined by the pressure distribution
existing over the entire projectile exterior. In

passes is called the center of pressure of the
lift or normal force, since the resultant may
be resolved either into lift and drag
components, or into norinal force and axial

order to simplify their measurement and
mathematical use, the distributed aerodynamic forces are grouped into a specified set
of resultant forces. The set of (resultant)
forces and moments which have a significant
effect on the projectile motion is composed
of

drag. Lift is parallel to the y, z-plane, drag is
parallel to the x-axis; normal force is
perpendicular to, and axial drag is in line
with, the axis of the projectile. Each possible
pair of components lies, of course, in the yaw
plane (Ref. 1). Definition of axis is as given in
Fig. 4-1.

1. Normal force

4-5.2 MAGNUS FORCE

2. Lift

When a projectile is spinning about its
longitudinal axis, the pressure distribution
over its surface is altered so that the resultant
force no longer lies in the plane of yaw. This
is resolved by introducing a force component
normal to the yaw plane, together with its
associated moment. This force, called the
"magnus force", is also perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the projectile, and passes
through its own center of pressure. Vector'
subtraction of the magnus force from the
total force on the projectile leaves a force in
the yaw plane, which can be resolved into lift
and drag (Ref. I).

3. Drag
4. Magnus force
5. Static moment
6. Damping moment
7. Magnus moment
8. Roll damping moment.
4-5 AEROOYNAMIC FORCES
4-5.1

NORMAL,
FORCES

LIFT,

4-6 AERODYNAMIC MOMENTS
AND

DRAG

The resultant of the pressure forces on a
symmetrical nonspinning projectile lies in the
plane containing the tangent to the trajectory
and the longitudinal axis of the projectile,
called the "yaw plane"; the point on the

4-6.1 STATIC MOMENT
The static moment is the product of the
normal force and the distance between its c.p.
and the c.g. of the projectile, which is
considered positive when the c.p. is forward
of the c.g. as it practically always is for

4-7
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z

Projectile Axis

Trajectory

y
Figure 4-1. CoordinateSystem
spin-stabilized projectiles. The axis of this
moment is a transverse axis through the c.g.,
normal to the yaw plane. Fin-stabilized projectiles have the c.p. aft of the c.g., so that the
static moment opposes an increase in yaw (in
normal flight), and can be called a "restoring
moment" (Ref. 1).
4-6.2 DAMPING MOMENT
Yaw varies continuously throughout the
projectile flight, and, as this angle is changing,
the projectile swings about its c.g. This action
changes the pressure distribution on the
projectile so as to produce a couple about an
axis through the c.g. normal to the plane of
the yawing velocity (which is not necessarily
the plane of yaw). This couple is called the
"damping moment" and usually opposes the
yawing velocity (Ref. 1).
4.6.3 MAG1 11MOMENT
The magnus force produces a moment

4-8

about an axis through the c.g., parallel to tht
normal force. This magnus moment changes
the yawing velocity in a manner depending on
the location of the c.p. of the magnus force
and its direction. Because the magnus force
and moment result from the projectile spin,
they are absent on a nonrotating projectile.
However, the complete absence of magnus
effects on fin-stabilized projectiles generally
cannot be stated since fin-stabilized projectiles often are given a slow stabilizing spin.

4-6.4 ROLL DAMPING MOMENT

As defined in Ref. 1, the roll damping
moment is a couple about the longitudinal
axis of the projectile and, for a spinning body,
is related to the friction between projectile
and air. Fins produce larger roll damping
moments owing to the angle of attack
produced by the spin.

AMCP 706-236

4-7 FORCE AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS

q

Aerodynamic forces and the static moment
have been found to be proportional to the
projectile dimensions, to the dynamic pressure of the air, and to the projectile yaw. In
addition, the three moments arising from
projectile rotation are also proportional to

S

their appropriate

AEROLDYNAMIC
CIENTS

Cz,

=

CD

"10C4
•

CL

CvC

L

= lift, lb

D

= drag, lb
magnus force, lb

=

p

= air density, slug-ft-3

V

= speed of projectile relative to air,
fps

p

= roll rate, rad-sec-'

d

= maximum body
projectile, ft

diameter

of

N/(q S)

(4-1)

L/(qS)

(4-2)

The coefficients defined in Eqs. 4-1
through 4-4 are expected to be functions of
the yaw angle a, measured in radians. For

D/(qS)

(4-3)

small yaw angles (oz < 0.17 rad), all of the

S...sumed
(4-4)

-

qS

wlir.re
CN

= normal force, lb

FORCE COEFFI-

The most significant of the aerodynamic
force coefficients are defined as follows:
C

N

angilar velocities. The

factors of proportionality which relate these
quantities are known as "aerodynamic coefficients". These coefficients are not constant
for a given projectile, but are functions of
Mach number, Reynolds number, spin rate,
and yaw as described. in parsm 4-7.1 and 4-7.2.
4-7.1

= dynamic pressure, p V2 /2, psf
(4-5)
= rd 2/4, frontal area of the projectile
(4-6)

=

=

aerodynamic force coefficient
associated with the normal force,
dimensionless
aerodynamic force coefficient
associated with the Aift force,
dimensionless

drag coefficient, dirnr-sionless
=aerodynamic force coefficient

aerodynaradc force coefficients can be asto vary linearly with yaw. This
assumption leads to the use of a curve of
coefficient vs yaw angle as a more convenient
description of the characteristics of the
projectile. Eqs. 4-1, 4-2, and 4-4 then can be
written in the following form:
N

=

-

L -

lb

(4-7)

qSa•=C,, qSa, lb

(4-8)

=

=

asawliated with magnus force,
dimensialrdcss

N

dCN=

(pd'V

=

,
(4-9)

4-9
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where

dCN
normal

force

coeffi-

CNV•,=

(ICE
0

-

dCL
dot

=

dCN.. = magnus force coefficient, rad-'
dot

CL•

4,
CN
a

rad- 1

dent,
= lift coefficient, tad- 1

yaw angle, rad

4-7.2 MOMENT COEFFICIENTS AND MOMENTS
The moments produced by the aerodynanii forces are referred to the center of
gravity of the projectile except as indicated
herein. In the terminology of this handbook,
are derivatives with
coefficients
momont
the
respect
to yaw,
or with
respect to the
appropriate angular velocities. Tho moment
coefficients of primary importance are:

For the salze of simplicity, the symbol a has
bcen used for the yaw angle. As indicated in
the notation of Ref. 1, a is the component of
the yaw angle in the vertical direction; the
component in the horizontal direction given
as P,and the total yaw angle 8 given by

1. Static Moment Coefficient CM,
dC,
Cil
,
2. Damping Moment
CM, +CM

Coefficient

radT1
where I

=

Vrl, the unit vector in the complex

plane. Orientation of the yaw is then
Tarr 1 (q1/f). The aerodynamic coefficients can
be defined in terms of a because of the
rotational symmetry of the projectile, and
their values derived from measurements made
on a model that is given a yaw in one place,
identified as the a-plane.

(4-12)
(-2

(4-13)

wheiv

&

= yawing velocity about the horizontal axis, rad-sec

c

= angular velocity about the horizontal axis when & = 0; i.e., the total
angular velocity about the horizontal axis is w + , racsec-

As indicated earlier in this paragraph, the
drag coefficient CD does not vary linearly
with yaw. It has been found that drag D varies
with the square of the yaw, so that

= ayto
ugh thenta b
axis through the c.g., ft-lb
3. Magnus Moment Coefficient CA,

D=CD+CD
+__ 2a2 )qS

(4-11)

(4-14)
Pa

where
CD 0noldrag coefficient

at zero yaw,

CD=dimensionless
CD*

4-10

J

dac

In coefficient form, the total momentfy
about a horizontal axis through the projectile
is given by

ra-2of change of CD with a 2 ,
rate

=

wd"

M= JpV2Sd
Lit
+Cm,
V
IP2SCWv
c (
+C

V) + CMt
((41')

/

(4-15)
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4-8 DETERMINATION OF AERODYNAMIC
COEFFICIENTS

preliminary estimates can be verified and
adjusted by actual measurements at a later

be

stage in the system development. The
methods of estimating the aerodynamic
coefficients are based on interpolation of

measured by baistic range testing or wind

measurements on existing projectiles and on

tunnel testing. In the typical situation, the
recoilless rifle designer is interested in
estimating the value of the coefflients for
preliminary system design purposes. These

theoretical calculations. For methods of
estimating the various aerodynamic coefficients, the reader is referred to the material
found in Ref. 1.

The aerodynamic

coefficients can

,j

+I
iI
~iS

4-11
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SECTION III
PROJECTILE STABILITY

4-9 INTRODUCTION
Projectile stability relates to the ability of
the projectile to quickly reduce the initial
yaw to a small value and thus minimize drag
and drift. Several stability criteria must be
considered. If the projectile is neither
statically nor gyroscopically stable, it will
tumble immediately after muzzle exit and be
inaccurate.
If it is dynamically unstable, the initial yaw
will increase with time and the projectile will
eventually tumble. In this section, equations
are presented for evaluating the various
stability criteria of a proposed projectile
design.
Tnithe
The material in this section is presented in
greater detail in Ref. 1.
4-10 BASIC STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
As stated in Section II, the aerodynamic
forces acting on a projectile can be grouped
into a specific set of resultants. These
resultants have both magnitude and direction,
and alro a point of application on the body,
i.e., a point through which the resultant acts.
This point, called the center of pressure c.p.
of the force in question, is assumed to lie in
the longitudinal axis of the projectile, while
its position along the longitudinal axis
depends on the shape of the projectile, the
projectile airspeed (Mach number), axial spin
rate, and, unfortunately, sometimes on the
magnitude of the yaw (Ref. 1).

tion is made possible by considering only
linear projectile behavior in which yaw
seldom exceeds 10 deg. Since the p' pcse of a
good design is to keep Vie ',aw below 5 deg,
the assumption of linear projectile behavior is
validated further when this design criterion is
achieved. However, the c.p. of the inagnus
forces will exhibit appreciable movement
when the yaw angle changes as much as 10
deg.
The position of the c.p. relative to the
projectile c.g. is an important measurement of
the projectile stability. A projectile will be
statically stable if"the c.p. is aft of the c.g.,
i.e., any yaw of the projectile produces a
moment about the c.g. which tends t,, return
axis of -he projectile to the zero-yaw
position. If the c.p. is ahead of the c.g., the
normal force produces an overturning moment tending to increase the yaw, and the
projectile is said to be statically unstable. The
statically unstable projectile can be stabilized
by either spinning or adding fins to the
projectile. By spinning the projectile rapidly
about its own axis, the yaw will not grow and
the projectile is said to be gyroscopically
stable, even though it is still statically
unstable. Addition of fins to the rear part of
the projectile body moves the c.p. rearward of
the c.g. and the fin-stabilized projectile
becomes statically stable. Further aspects of
the fin- vs spin-stabilization consideration are
described in pars. 4-11 and 4-12.
4-11 SPIN STABILIZATION
4-11.1 GYROSCOPIC STABILITY

The c.p. of the lift forces is assumed to be
independent of the yaw angle. This assump-

If the projectile is given sufficient spin, the

4-13
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yaw angle will be small even though the
projectile is statically unstable. This is
analogous to the spinning top which remains
upright only when the spin rate is sufficiently
large. The condition for stability is expressed
in terms of the gyroscopic stability factor s.
as follows:
Ise
s=•

dimensionless
dieao1)During

(-6
the flight

where
Ix

= axial momnut of inertia, slug-ft2

l

=

p
JL

transverse moment of inertia,
slug-ft 2
axial

=

angular velocity,

rad-sec-1

static moment factor, lb-ft-rad-1

Assuming that the static moment
linearly with yaw, one obtains:

only on the rifling twist, i.e., the spin rate p
increases with muzzle velocity and p/V is
constant for a given twist. Thus, to a first
approximation, gyroscopic stability is independent of muzzle velocity and depends only
on rifling twist at the muzzle.
4-11.2 YAW OF
REPOSE

1A variis

of a spin-stabilized

projectile, the angle between the tangent to
the trajectory and the direction of the
longitudinal axis of the projectile quiets down
to a nearly constant yaw, called the yaw of
repose. The equilibrium condition is generated when the gravity curvature' of the
trajectory gives rise to an angle of yaw large
enough to create a precession rate that
permits the projectile axis to follow the
tangent to the trajectory. If the projectile spin
is clockwise when viewed from the rear, the
equilibrium requirement causes the projectile
to point to the right of its flight path
(right-hand yaw of repose). This yaw angle

generates a lift force that causes the projectile
=_ zpdsv2C,
-8

(ft-lb)-rad-1

(4-17)

An approximate expression for the right
hand yaw of repose 6 r is

where
p

air density, slug-ft-3

d

= maximum body diameter, ft

V

= airspeed, fps

Cm

= static moment coefficient, rad-

If se is less than unity, the projectile will
tumble within a few hundred feet of the
muzzle. Ifss is greater than one, the projectile
is gyrcocopically stable and dynamic stability
must be investigated as described in par.
4-11.3. To allow for variations in air density
and other factors, a value of seof about 1 3
isddthesire fors,thvalue
prelnaru
ddesign
n
usually is desired for
the preliminary

usually4-18

stages. However, since most projectiles lose

airspeed faster than spin rate, the valh4e of gJpV
increases with flight time. Note that sg
depends on the ratio (p/V)2 and p/V depends
4-14

to drift to the right.

IPgOos0 [I
dr pSdCM, Va[

(Cimpd]
""/VJ

+0

'(4-18)

where
g = acceleration due to gravity, ft-sec0 =angle between the horizontal and
velocity vector, rad
An analysis of the first (and most
significant) term on the right side of Eq. 4-18
helps to explain the mechanism by which a
spinning projectile "trails" as it moves along
sinn
rjcie"ris
si oe ln
its
trajectory. Multiplying
4-8bpdC
n/gie both sides of Eq.

by pSdCM P1 /2 gives
2 SdCW6

=!J
I

COp (I
(+

.
(4-19)

I
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The left side of Eq. 4-19 is the static
aerodynamic moment. The first term of the
right side of Eq. 4-19 is the product of the
axial angular momentum Ip and the rate of
change of direction of the tangent to the
trajectory (g cos 0)/V. As explained in Ref. 1,
Eq. 4-19 now states that the aerodynamic
moment arising from the yaw of repose is just
sufficient to change the angular momentum
of the projectile at the rate required for the
axis of the projectile to remain tangent to the
trajectory (in the vertical plane the yaw is in a
static
momentto isthe attrajectory
right angles
to the
plane normal
plane and
otatio, moree is sint
atrght p lesojtiea,
rotation, or precession, of the projectile axis,
which is the well known gyroscopic behavior),
S4-11.3 DYNAMIC STABILITY

.=
7%

LCL. +k; C,.

, dimensionles

kt = transverse radius of gyraiton,
=
,dimosionlestj
k

m

axial radius of gyratton,
[,/"( d2 )1]1/, dimensionless
projectile mass, slug

Inta offsimply reqnizing that ?k and X2
Instead
be nonpositive for stability, it is possible to
set an upper limit on the greater of the two
exponents which must not be exceeded if the
projectile is to remain stable. This limit,
represented by an unsubscripted X, may be

k

A spinning Apojecilehasa
projectile
spnnig has a gyroscopic
gyoscpic
motion similar to a spinning top. The spin
axis of the projectile has a precessional and
nutational damping exponent X, and a
precessional damping exponent X2 . If the
associated exponent X, ( = 1,2) is positi,,e,
the amplitude of motion increases with time
and the projectile eventually will tumble even
though it is statically stable. If the associated
X, is negative, the motion is damped and
reduces to zero. For dynamic stability both
X, and X2 must be equal to or less than zero.
The analysis of dynamic instability is
particularly difficult since, for example, a
small dynamic instability might be tolerated
for a short time of flight. A complete analysis
of dynamic instability requires a sophisticated
program. However, for preliminary
computer
design purposes, a dynamic stability factor sd
can be examined. In Ref. 1 the damping
exponents are defined as follows:
[H
L

1

2T-H
- 1/SJ

dimensionless (4-20)
-2

X1, dimensionless

(4-21)

where
H [C(UICL
S
2,n =_

D-k;'

+ CM.)]

.

_,
dimensionless

t•A

greater
than may
zero bebecause
some growth of
initial yaw
tolerable,
especially in

short flights (Ref. 1).
With the use of X, the dynamic stability
factorsd can be defined (Ref. 1) by
2T + 2,N

H + 2X

dimensionless
d

(4-22)

In practice X i3 often set equal to zero, and
the stability factor for
< 0 Sd00max
becomes
2 (CL, + k;Cw •)
2T
S4o
-H
CLO - CD - ktz
(C_ + C,%)(4-23)
In Ref. 1, it is shown that stable values of sd
ar relt to
values o
rsc
are related to values of the gyroscopic
stability factor s. as:
1 = sd(2 - sg)
(4-24)
sV
This relation is plotted in Fig. 4-2 which
shows the span of acceptable values of sd as a
function of 1/s1 .
4-11.4 AERODYNAMIC JUMP OF SPINSTABILIZED PROJECTILES
Ideally, the path of the projectile at muzzle

y
exit coincides with the bore-sight of the gun.
In practice, the projectile path deviates from
4-15
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the gun bore-sight due to gravity, wind, drift,
and aerodynamic jump. Aerodynamic jump is
defined as the deviation angle that remains
after the effects of gravity, wind, and dhift
have been eliminated. It includes such effects
as balloting, poor obturation, iaotion of the
gun tube, projectile asymmetries, and the
effects of muzzle blast. The angle of jump
0a-to a close approximation-is given in
complex form by

SC=d
-

CM0 V,;

(k26 tand

k2p

,

rad (4-25)

where
V,

= projectile velocity, fps
= yawing velocity, rad sec`

P0

spin rate, rad-sec-1

6,

yaw, rad

measured
at the
end of
the blast
zone

Note that Eq. 4-25 describes two components of the jump angle 8.
4-12 FIN STABILIZATION
4.121 INTRODUCTION

CG
1a = Cma,(CPB - CG) + CNxT(CP. - CG)

(4-28)
-

CG

=

NOTE: No subscript refers to the overall
projectile; subscript T refers to the
tail; subscript B refers to body
alone; and the distances from the
:projectile base to the center of
pressure and cent:-r of gravity, CP
CCr, respectively, are measured
in calibers.
For a statically stable projectile, CP - CG
is negative, but this quantity usually is treated
by its absolute value and referred to as the
"CP - CG separation" in units of calibers.
Although an optimum magnitude of the CP CG separation is not well-defined, certain
limits have been established. The CP - CG
separation should be far enough above 0.5 cal
so that any inaccuracies in estimating CMu
and C(N
will not cause the CP - CG
separatio'n to fall below 0.5 cal. On the other
hand, CP - CG separations above 1.0 cal have
been found to increase the dispersion at the
target (Ref. I).

The usual projectile body is not statically
stable, i.e., the center of pressure ia forward
of the center of gravity of the body. By

4-122 FIN TYPES

addition of fins rearward of the e.g., the c.p.

trade-off problem involving the utilities of

is movwd rearward o! the e.g. and the
projectile is made statically stable. If. when
the fin-stabilized projectile is yawed, the
moment produced by the lift forces acting on
the fins is greater than the moment produced
by the forces acting on the body, the net
moment will oppose the yaw and the
projectile will be statically stable. In symbolic
notation, the stability of a fm-stabiliked
projectile is defined in terms of aerodynamic
maoment coefficients as follqws:

projectile volume, range, accuracy, and cost.
The effects of thcse design criteria on the fin
type selection and the overall effecd of
fin-stabilizatioin on ooturation are described
brielly in this paragraph.

SCN='N
'

V + C VQN
T

(4-26)

The choice of a specific fin type is a

Fixed fins of one caliber span are easy to
makt with a high degree of uniformity: this
promotes accuracy. However separation is
required between the leading edge of the fin
,and the location of the full body diameier of
the projectile in order to permit the air stresm
to expand and flow over the fin surfaces to
develop the expected lift.
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Folding fins are bunched behind the
projectile when in the gun tube and then fan
out to a more than one caliber span after the
projectile has left the muzzle blast. Folding
fins can produce large CP - CG separations,
but are expensive and conducive to large
projectile asymmetry. However, they do not
reduce the projectile volume-to-length ratio
(an important drag consideration) as much as
fixed fins.
While fin-stabilization of either type results
in a larger and more expensive projectile, the
reasons for using fin- instead of spin-stabilization are
1. Shaped charge penetration is degraded
by spin.
2. The internal structure of the projectile
may be such that it cannot be made
gyroscopicaly stable.
3. Projectile is fired from a smooth bore
gun.
4-12.3 DYNAMIC STABILITY
As discussed in par. 4-10, a projectile is sid
to be dynamically stable if its transient yaw
does not increase during flight. Statically
stable fin-stabilized projectiles having zero
spin are always dynamically stable. Hlowever,
a condition of zero spin almost never exists
since manufacturing tolerances permit some
sligh; twist of the fins that results in a spin
producing torque. In fact, zeiro spin is
undesirable, because the lift produced by the
projectile asymmetry will steer the projectile
away from its predicted trajectory.

"The effects of the projectile asyrimmtry on
the trajectory can be minimized by giving the
projectile a slow roll called! a slow spin. The
desired sdow roll is much smaller than the spin
rates given to spin-stabilized projectiles, and
often is produced by "canting" the fins.
Computatien of this equilibrium roll rate is

4-18

described in detail in Ref. 1. It is important to
have a good estimate of the equilibrium spin
rate. In other words, the spin rate should be
kept low enough to avoid magnus effects as
described in par. 4-12.5.
4-12.4 AERODYNAMIC JUMP OF FIN-STABILIZED PROJECTILES
The material presented on aerodynamic
jump in par. 4-11.4 applies without change to
fin-stabilized ammunition except that the
drift of a fin-stabilized projectile is kept small
by rolling the !1ro.ectile slowly. However, a
very good design is required in order for the
fin-stabilized projectile to achieve the same
low level of aerodynamic jump as that of a
spin-stabilized projectile fired in the same
gun.
Since CP - CG .,- CA, ICL for -mall
angles of yaw, it is seen from eq. 4-25 that
the aerodynamic jump angle 0. can be
reduced by inereasing the ('I - CG
separation. If the increase in the CP - CG
separation is achieved by increasing the
moment coefficient of the tail (by greater fin
area or a longer boom), the initial yawing
velocity e is also increased due to the
increased effectiveness of the fins in the
reversed flow of the blast zone. If the increase
in y0 is greater than the increase in CP - CG
separation, the aerodynamic jump will be
increased and not decreased by the change of
CP - CG seperation.
By changing the shape of projectile body, it
is possible to move the c.p. of the normal
force rearward. This change can increase the
CP - CG separation of the whole projectile
with little or no change in the tail moment.
However, if this body change is made by
substituting a spike for the ogive, the drag will
be increased,
It is noted agait that aerodynamic jump
has been discussed only for dynamically
stable projectiles whore S. and the CP -- CG
separation are of primar'y interest. Fin-stabi-
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lized projectiles that are statically stable are.
also dyni.mically stable unless they have an
unusually high roll rate (Ref. 1).
4-12.5 MAGNUS STABILITY
As stated in Ref. 1, an unbalanced side
forc, can be created on a slowly rolling,
fim-stabilized projectile when the projectile is
yawed and the body blankets the leeward
fins. This force, identified as a magnus force,
and its associated moment can be as large as
the magnus force and moment acting on a
spin-stabilized projectile. If the fins are
canted, the fin lift, upon reaching an
"equilibrium spin, acts in opposite directions
on the in-board and outboard fins sections,
leading to a nonlinear magnus moment with
yaw.

9

In any case, the magnus moment coefficients of fin-stabilized projectiles are less
predictable than those of spin-stabilized
p:ojectiles. Thus, it is wise to allow as great a
margin of dynamic stability as possible
without falling hito resonance instability,
which is discussed ir par. 4-12.6.
4-12.6 RESONANCE INSTABILITY
if either the nutational frequency or
precessional frequency i- nearly equal to the
projectile spin frequency, the magnitude of
the yaw due to any projectile asymmetry can
become very large. The similarity of this
phenomenon to a spring-mass system subjected to an external alternating force has led to
the use of the term "resonance instability" as
a label for this type of yaw increase. The
increase in yaw, unlike the growth of the
amplitude of an ordinary spring-mass system,
is boinded not so much by the damping in
the system as by its nonlinearity. The
rcsonant yaw of a projectile may become

large enough to cause loss of range and
accuracy through large drag increases, but not
so large as to cause the projectile to tumble.
While both spin- and fin-stabilized projectiles
theoretically can experience coincidence of
spin and yaw frequencies, this phenomenon is
much more likely to occur in fin-stabilized
projectiles.
In Ref. 1, it is shown that the spin rate
which resnlts in this objectionally large yaw
angle, identified as the resonance roll rate Pr,
can be estimated by
Pr7

_(

rad-se '

(4-29)

where
p = qSdCm , static
(ft-lb)-radk-

moment

factor,

Eq. 4-29 indicates that when 1y is greater than
I, which is always the case, ;a must be
negative for resonance, i.e., only staticalty
stable ( CM < 0) projectiles can exhibit
resonance inshability.
The equilibrium roll rate Pe must be
designed to avoid the resonance value Pr. If
the projectile has zero spin at muzzle exit, the
value of Pe should be made sufficiently high
so that the spin rate will quickly pass through
the value p,. A ratio of three for ps/p, is
considered desirable. It also is recommended
that the obturator (see Chapter 11, par.
11-12) be designed to produce a spin rate at
the muzzle exit greater than Pr and thus avoid
passing through the resonance spin rate in
flight. This avoids the phenomenon of "roll
lock-in" in which the spin rate "locks in" at
the resonant frequency rather than increasing
to the designed equilibrium spin rate.
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SECTION IV
AERODYNAMIC DRAG

4-13 GENERAL
drag force D was given by Eq. 4-3 as

6The

D =qCD S, lb

(4-30)

strikingly on the Mach number region, which
for recoilless weapon projectiles is broken
down into the following approximate ranges
that will vary slightly according to the specific
projectile shape:
1. Subsonic Range: M < 0.8
2 rnoi ag:O8M

where CD, is the drag coefficient which from
Eq. 4-11 is a function of yaw angle, i.e.,
CD

=

C DO

CD2

(43)3.

The material on aerodynamic drag contahied in Section IV is confined to the drag of
a projectile flying at zero yaw. The drag
coefficient at zero yaw CD , in this situation,
can be called the axial drago coefficient. For a
behaved projectile, the initial yaw damps
rapidly to a small value, so that by far the
most important term, of CD in Eq. 4-31 is
CD . The minimization of CD consistent
wi% internal volume requiremen~ts, is, werefore, of primary importance in the projectile
design. A decrease in CD permits the same
accuracy with a lower mouzz'le velocity and a
resultant reduction in weapon system weight.

4well

-.

'-C

-

The axial drag at zero yaw can be divided
three components:

-into

1. Wave Drag: the component associated
with the formation of shock waves.
2. Friction Drag: the drag due to the
flow of air over the projectile body.
Base Drag: the component resulting
from the reduced air pressure on the base of
the projectile.
Each of the drag components depends

.

Supersonic Range: 1<
<M < 5
It is not practical to determine the drag
coefficient as a function of Mach number for
each projectile design. Instead, the drag
coefficient of a projectile shape that differs
slightly from a typical projectile design is4
assumed to be proportional to the drag
coefficient of the typical projectile (Ref. 2).
If CD t is the drag coefficient of a knownI
projectile design, the form factor i, of a
projectile whose drag coefficient is CD is
given by
it = DC~

dimensionless

(4-32)

The ballistic coefficient C of the projectile
relative to the known drag coefficient is
defined as

C = W/(144itd2 ) lb-n

2

(3)

where
W9 projectile weight, lb
d

=maximum

projectile diameter, ft

Values of the form factor it and b; llistic
coefficient C, are given in Table 4-1 for
existing recoilless ammunition.
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TABLE 4-1

RECOILLESS AMMUNITION CHARACTERISTICS (Ref. 11)
Projectile
Diameter,
Rifle

in.

Effective
Rango,

Ballistic

Drag*

Projetile
Weight,

Initial
Velocy,

Coeffident

Form
Fector

Function

fps

C

I

G

yd

Ammunition

lb

57 mm M18

2.244

500

M306A1 HE
M307 HEAT

2.73
2.74

1200
1200

0.608
0.52

0.90
1.05

1
1

75 mm M20

2.953

1000

M309 HE
M310 HEAT

14.40
13.10

990
1000

1.473
1.781

1.12
0.84

5
6

90 mm M67

3.543

500

M371 HEAT

7.0

800

0.429

1.3

1

105 mm M27

4.134

1000

M323 HE
M324 HEAT

32.4
29.3

1120
1250

2.23
1.34

0.85
1.28

5
5

106 mm M40

4.173

1200

M344 HEAT

17.5

1650

1

1

M344

*See per. 4-20.3.2

In terms of the known drag, and ballistic
coefficients (Eqs. 4-32 and 4-33), the
expression for the aerodynamic drag D in Eq.
4-30 becomes
D /r4
qWCDt lb
(4-34)
S 144C

4-14 SUBSONIC VELOCITIES
For subsonic Mach numbers, the drag
coefficient is roughly constant. In this region,
the "teardrop" is a good aerodynamic shape,
i.e., the projectile should have a rounded nose
and a small base diameter. Blunting the nose
of projectile (short of a completely flat face)
has little effect on overall drag in the subsonic
range, but has the important effect of
reducing the critical Mach number.
Base drag is the result of a pressure
deficiency over the projectile base more
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commonly evident in the substatic (less than
atmospheric) pressure existing in the wake of
a train or automobile. Base drag is reduced by
"boattailing" or tapering the rear of the
projectile to reduce the base area. However,
only a limited amount of tapering can be
tolerated since boattailing reduces the lift
coefficient and moves the c.p. of the normal
force forward, thus reducing the stability of
the projectile. Large boattail angles (greater
than 16 deg) without a rounded transition
from the cylindrical body also can cause air
flow separation at the base-body junction,
canceling all of the drag reduction achieved
by boattailing.
Interruptions in the smooth contour of the
projectile may cause an increase in the
friction drag. By proper orientation or
elimination of such surface irregularities as
slots, shallow holes, or protuberances, it is
possible to minimize the friction drag.

-MC 706-2W3

II
4-15 TRANSONIC
The transonic ange is characterized by the
formation of shcx~k waves and a sharp increase
in drag due to a rapidly increasing drag
coefficient. The greatest part of the drag
increase in the transonic range is attributed to
the presence of the shock waves and is called
the wave drag. Wave drag is affected by
abrupt changes in the projectile shape, such as
the rotating band and undercuts on the body,
because the local Mach number varies from
point to point along the projectile surface
depending upon the projectile shape. In the
transonic range, base drag peaks at M = 1.0
and friction drag increases and becomes
relatively small as CD. increases. Since rapid
and sometimes unpredicted changes in the
aerodynamic coefficients can occur in the
transonic range, the designer attempts to
minimize the flight time in this region.
4-19 SUPERSONIC
After the shock wave system is fully
developed (between Mach 1.1 and 1.2) the

drag decreases and is largely determined by
the shape of the nose. By the Taylor-Macoll
equation:
Con ([0. 0016 + (0.002/M2)]€1"7,
D
()improved

dimensionless

(4-35)

= wave drag coefficient, dimensionless

=

Fig. 4-3 shows four projectile shapes which
have been adopted as standards for comparison (Ref. 2). In Fig. 4-4, the value of the drag
coefficient CD is plotted vs Mach number for
the four projectile types. As seen in Fig. 4-4,
CD remains fairly constant in the subsonic
range, increases rapidly ir. the transonic range,
and then decreases in the supersonic range.
In general, it is assumed that projectiles
having the same shape and c.g. location will
have the same set of aerodynamic coefficients
when fired at the same Mach number. It then

is possible to make use of such data as
contained in Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 in evaluating a

new projectile design. However, there are a
few outstanding exceptions to this rule.
by replacing the ogive nose of the

half angle of nos, cone, deg
M

4-17 TYPICAL VALUES OF DRAG

It has been found that stability can be

where
CD

Boattailing reduces the drag at supersonic
velocities provided the airflow does not
sepatate from the body. Thus, the boattail
angle usually is limited to about 8 deg and
one caliber in length. Beyond these critical
characteristics, the flow will separate from the
projectile forward of the base, resulting in a
CD
that is greater than the minimum
attinable.

Mach number

While this equation is useful for estimating
the effect of nose angle, the minimum drag
actually is obtained by using an ogive of large
'adius.

projectile with a slender cylinder or "spike"
protruding from the flat forward face of the
body. During firing tests, it was found that
the spiked projectile exhibited essentially two
different drag coefficients that were determined according to the position at which the
flow separated from the spike. This phenomenon was called dual flow. In order to avoid
the condition of dual flow, with its serious
effects on accuracy, a tripper ring is added
near the tip of the spike to insure the early
separation of the flow. Since the spiked-nose
projectile does increase drag, it is not
commonly used in recoilless rifle projectiles.
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3.28

(A)

..

PROJECTILE TYPE 1

6

5.19

so

2.70

(B)

PROJECTILE TYPE 2j

.067

PO4.

2.1

78

10,.5

10.095
U))

90 mm, HEAT PROJECTILE T108

All Dimensions-in Calibers
Figure 4-3. Projectile Shapes (Ref. 2)
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SECTION V
PARTICLE TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS

4-18 TRAJECTORY PROBLEM

4-19 TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS

A detailed trajectory calculation uses six
coordinates to describe the motion of the
projectile. Three coordinates determine the
position of the projectile center of gravity,
two angular coordinates determine the projectile yaw angle, and a third angular coordinate
describes the roil or spin. This type of
trajectory calculation normally is made on a
digital computer (see Ref. 1) and will not be
considered in this discussion.

Fig. 4-5 shows the coordinate system and
forces acting on the projectile for a
two-degree-of-freedom trajectory. Describing
the projectile motion in terms of x and z
components, the equations of motion are

For the purpose of initial design calculations of a proposed recoilless rifle weapon
system, a two-degree-of-freedom trajectory
calculation provides sufficient information.
Thus, the trajectory calculations to be
described in this section assume the projectile
yaw angle to be zero and the trajectory to lie
in the xz-plane. The deviation from the
xz-plane is a separate calculation based on the
effect of crosswind and drift for the
calculated time of flight.
The trajectory problem consists of integrating the equations of motion of the projectile
given an initial velocity vector, the vertical
force of gravity, and an aerodynamic drag D,
acting in a direction opposite to the velocity

mx = D cos 0

(4-36)

mi = D sin 0 - mg

(4-37)

subject to the initial condition

where
0 = angle between horizontal (x-axis) and
velocity vector, rad
A dot above the coordinate indicates a
derivadve with respect to time and subscript o
denotes initial (muzzle) valueThe equations of motion cannot be readily
integrated since D is a function of Mach
number M and 0 varies with time. The usual
procedure is to use a numerical integration in
which the drag D and flight angle 0 are
considered constant for short intervals of

vector. (The determination of the numerical
value of D is performed according to Eq.

time.

4-34.) For the typical short time-of-flight,
flat, recoilless weapon trajectory, the effects
of variation of air density with altitude,
Coriolis force, earth rotation, and similar
secondary effects can be neglected with little
loss of accuracy.

4-20 SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATIONS
Until the adoption of high speed digital
computers, trajectory calculations were performed exclusively by approximate methods
which employed average or effective values of
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ZI
/

Mg

tI

Figure 4-5. CoordinateSystem for Trajectory Calculations

the drag coefficient. Examples of these
approximate methods are the simplified
exterior ballistics techniques described in par.
4-20.1 and the Siacci method outlined in par.
4-20.3. While the approximate methods are
still used for rapid estimations of the effects
of variations in projectile shape, muzzle
velocity, and quadrant elevation on range and
time of flight, complete trajectory calculations are made on digital computers using
numerical integration techniques as described

4-20.1 SEMIEMPIRICAL EQUATIONS FOR
FLAT TRAJECTORIES

in pa.'. 4-20.2. The use of digital computers
has resulted in accuracies of simulation better
than one percent, assuming that the drag
coefficient curve used averaged within 2
percent of the true CD at all Mach numbers
traversed,

3, a simplified method (based on the
assumption of a flat trajectory) for calculating
these parameters is presented. From experimental and theoretical work which indicates
that the deceleration of a projectile is
approximately proportional to the square of
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Calculations of the trajectory angle of
elevation 00, time of flight tI, terminal
velocity Vt, and angle of descent 0 are
necessary for the ballistic evaluation of the
weapon system, but are very time consuming
because factors such as drag and ballistic
coefficients are not readily available. In Ref.

AMCP 706-238

its velocity at any particular time, Ref. 3
shows that
10
exp [(3rmR)/V] - 1
rm
'

,t

16, 100tt

(440)

004

Vt =

VW

t

fps

(4-41)

R

= 1,000 yd

rm

= 0.20 seC-

Vm

= 1,820 fps

4

1. Align muzzle velocity Vm (1,820 fps)
with
range R (1,000 ya) to determine point
on reference
line 1.
2. Align the point on the reference line
1 with retardation rm (0.20 fps/ft) to

determine a point on reference line 2.
= (1 +rMt,) 0o, rInl

(4-42)

where

Fm=

R

/dVý\

3. Align the point on the reference line
2 with muzzle velocity (already spotted) to
determine the desired angle of elevation 0o
(18 mil).

= retardation at muzzle,

Calculate the other parameters:
t=6,

range, yd

80 V"
18(1820)
1 0 = 16,100 =2.03 sec

Vm = muzzle velocity, fps

Vo
Vx = horizontal component of velocity,

Vt

=1 +rii!

fps
and subscript m indicates muzzle condition.
The retardation

1820
1 + (0. 2)(2. 03) = 1294 fps

and muzzle velocity are

obtained during charge establishment and
uniformity firings with the same system.
* Eqs. 4-39 through 4-42 have proven to be
accurate within 3 percent for tf and 0, and

(1 + rmtf)Oo
=

'1 + (0. 2)(2. 03)]18

25.3 -ails

within 5 percent for V, in the experimental
ranges encountered in recoilless rifle systems.
"Inorder to facilitate the use of the simplified
method, the formulas for tf, 0o, V,, and
have been incorporated into the nomogram
shown in Fig. 4-6.
The following sample operation for the use
of Fig. 4-6 is presented for the 106 mm, T 170
system. Given the following data:

4-20.2 DIGITAL COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
A digital computer program is designed to
solve the trajectory equations In the same
manner as described in the numerical
integration method of par. 4-20.3. An
example of this type of program is found in
the FORTRLAN particle trajectory program of
Ref. 1. A table of drag coefficients vs Mach
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Note: D/m is negative when z is negative

number is placed in the computer memory so
that the program can interpolate the value of
a drag coefficient between any two points

Calculate new angle 01:

within the 6tormu data deck. With this drag
information, the program can compute the

Oi

position and velocity of the projectile relative
to the coordinate system as well as pertinent

Calculate new velocity:

angle&. With t.e inclusion of moment
coefficient data in the computer memory, it
would be possible for the program to verify
the gyroscopic and dynamic stability of the
projectile.

V,

Repeat process for succeeding ith increments as follows:
-

a1

4-20.S.1 Numnerical Integration
Numerical integration of Eqs. 4-36 through
4-38 is performed in the following format for
use with an electronic calculator.

[(Dj../m) cos 0,. 1]At (4-49)
1 4 /1m)sin

=z. 1 -((D

XI.4 +

x..At

-

81. +g1]*j(4-50)

[(D1.. /,) COB 95 1 Wt/2
(4-51)

zi

V 0 , 0,, and D vs Mach number
M

Calculate:

(4-48)

+ A),"1I fps

= (.

420.3 OTHER METHODS

Given:

(4-47)

Tand(l/.
1 •1), rad

=

=

Z-i + i.,

[(1D.u/m) sin g,.

-

G

At
+ g]•t 2/2(4-52)

Tan'l(ui/ýi)

(4-53)

2
W/sn

,(4-54)

- V
Yo
0 coS
=~~~~

x

0

4-20.3.:t

+j

lacci Tables

From the tble of drag data, determine D
for the given V 0 . Select an appropriate time
interval At, say 0.1 sec, depending on desired

In 1880, the Italian Col. F. Siacci
introduced the following Space, Time, Alti-

accuracy. Calculate velocity components at
the end of first time increment as follows:

tude, and Inclination Functions to simplify
the calculation of trajectory data for the

(4-.43)

types 1, 2, and 8 spin-stabilized projectiles
described in par. 4-17.

[(D, m) Cos 01At, fps

-

[(Dm) sin So + gJ•,

',i •

fps(4-44)

n. 2-it-lb 4

G

pu -

Space:

(4-55)

Calculate
components of position at end of
first
'lime incrermen,:

l=uuG(u---'t.2sel'
(U
du

Tie

2
(4-56)

xi =xG +;/At --

aIAt2 /2, ft
00/m)cos
(4-45)

Inclination: q1

(U

gdu
u-G
-(u),

in.
(4-57)

z1

zo + iAt

- [(D/m) stn 0 +g] At 2/2, ft

U qjdu

Altitude:

in '-ft-lb'

(4-58)

(4-46)
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Muzzle

Reference

Velocity.
fps

Range,
yd

Lines.
1 2

Angle of
Retardation,
fps/ft

10,000.

•'2500--

50001

8, 000

0.50.
0.45

4&.

4500.

6, 000

0.40.

4C

4000, 5:000
3500, 4,000
3000 . 3.000

0.35.
0.25..

2.000.

::"r,.0.2•0
2000

1,500..

1500..
•

20..

800.
600-

156.
10

10
. 0 400-0

[q'I

35
3Q0
3
25

i:

.. :7

Elevation,
Mil.

w800o

F10

4n300-(
900--

00 . .

200ad

0.09-.
0.08-0. 07.
d6

,•

a

10.

oe600-piaedgfco

~500t00

ofte eoFigure4-6. Angle of Elevation Nomogram (Refs3)
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S~Although
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-

co

,c

)fwhere

dgnoG(u), of Siacci functions: comargument
ponent along the line of departure
the velocity relative to air (i.e., u
-- •vof
a related
is
to 0,o/Cos
tangential
velocity V
Ve= u ocos
g), fps

G u) = dr a f u n ti o , l b ( i n 2 -se ) -1i

U
=upper ffimit of integration for a
;.''•:•,specific
projectile type, fps
!,•L'::variations
9"
acceleration due to graxity, ft-sec-•
Values of G(u) as a function of u have been
determined for the types 1, 2, and 8

projectiles and are contained in Refs. 4, 5,
and 6. Based on the applicable drag function
the Sia c c i functions have been tabulated
for the Air Force (Refs. 7, 8 and 9). Since
these Siacci Tables were arranged primarily
for
in computing aircraft firing tables,
they usewere
often called Aircraft Tables.
the Aircraft Tables are not accurate
n co m pu tin g c o m p le te tr aj e c to ri es , the y c an
used to obtain trajectory data at
superelevations below 15 deg according to the
following formulas (see Ref. 2) when
in the air density and Mach number
are neglected.

x

=C(p -PO))cos 00, ft

(4-59)
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rf

Cot -

800

x xtan 0. _ C2(h -

(4-60)

h. + Cq° see 0., ft

g

6(

Inclination: I= ao.,,
g|L IV 'C
W

Of

-i

dimensionless (4-66)

0

(4W-61)
tanO = tan 9 - C(q1 - qt) see 00(4-62)

tAtitue*f

J

e:

I(M)dM

MC1 (M,

dimensionless (4-67)
and for z 0
sin

(04-C3)

where
g/ah

= 32.1 54/1120.27 = 0.0287 see"

a0
Note: Subscript o refers to initial value
and nonsubscripted qualities correspond to the desired value of u for
which the trajectory data is being
computed.
desired to
As an example, suppose it is
determine the trajectory data for a type 8
projectile where the velocity is 500 fps, given
an initial (muzzle) velocity of 1300 fps. The
procedure for evaluating Eqs. 4-59 through
4-63 only involves looking up the values of p,
t, h, and q, for u = 500 fps and 1300 fps
from the Siacci Table based on the drag
function for a type 8 projectile Gs and then
solving Eqs. 4-59 through 4-63 for these

I

For fin-stabilized projectiles, the Sia-ci
functions are modifieu based on the drag
coefficient for the 900 mm HEAT, T108
Projectile, which has rigid fins. These/s
modified Siacci functions as a function of
Mach number M are:
Space:

S,

MC)D(M)

f

oudpo

-spe-o

i

speed of sound in air
= 1120.27 fps
In terms of the modified Siacci functions,
the trajectory equations are as follows (again
neglecting variations in air density and Mach
a.

=

number):
x

(1/7)($1-

St0 ), ft

(4-68)

s
tf =|-oJj(Ti -i°).

•e

(4-69)

when the subscript o associated with the
Siacci functions indicates aiLial conditions.
s

+

(A -Ad

/see2 0
aX
o )10,

ft

2,

tan 9= tan 00

-

[--9.
k ,ot

and for z -0
sin 2]0 =

/

(4-70)

(4
-U -I)(4-71)
(4-72)

dimensionless (4-64)
f2.7

Time:
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TI

dm

MICD(M)'
dimensionless (4-65)

V = aM cos Do/cos 0
where

MJ

Pkrd2 /W, ft-

(4-73)

- O7OM2U
'AAs

an examp1k, the following problem is
pr-esented:
1. Problem: To find the velocity, time
of flight, angle of departure, and angle of descent
at a range of 1000 yd for
90 mm HEAT, T108E20
Projectile
2.~M GaveData
0.29525 ftpid/W

Projectile Caliber d

ftojectile Weight W
Muzzle Velocity V.
Form Factor i.

Air Density p.

=14.2

=

M

T

S

A

1.73650 3.09196 1.427502 0.02537
2.14234 1.70836 0.7099183 0,00670
-

-

-Difrae 1.38360 0.717519 0.0186

L

0.01923
0.00851
0.01072

CalclatigMand

CacltnM ady

Ia. = 2400/1120.27 2.14234
(4-74)
0073( O O292)/12
-t ~it'IW=0.075412 fr'XO252)11.

=I.0462f-

lb

2400 fps

Substituttion of the Siacci function values
and the value of M. and y into Eqs. 4-"a
through 4-73 give the following results at a

1.00 based on GTa

range ofl1000yd:

Angle ofI

- 0,075) 31b

departure:

00

=9.82 mils

Angle of fall:

0

=

11.32 mils

Tangential
velocity:

V

=

1945.37 fps (Eq. 4-73)

Time of flight: tf

=

1.389 sec

(Eq. 4-72)

Speed of Sound
inAir a.

1120.27 fps

3. Solution:

(Eq. 4-7 1)

From the Table or Sioacci Functions
based on 90 mm HEAT, T108 (Ref. 10)

W~t 4

(Eq. 4-69)
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CHAPTER 5
INTERIOR BALLISTICS

~Cd
Sdimensionless
MLSO FS
&0
5-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS
"A

Ac

=

2
bore area, in: "'2
area, in.

~chamber

= nozzle exit area, in?
- nozzle throat area, in.c
thoatarea
nozzeinsure,

Ae
A
i•A,,

-2infl. area of gun being heated,
=surface
in2

AY

= unoccupied
C'sp,
A

chamber volume,
in?

'

initial propellant charge, lb

-

specific heat at constant pres(ft-lb)-(lb-0 R)
unburned propeltotal weight of
of-unburn-p
sure,

=

c1.

-

specific heat at constant volume,

'(lb-0 R)-'

dimensionless
I;
I-?/(2U•

"i!a
"a

¢1

=

term in burning law
constant
equation,~in.-sec'

':••"

acceleration, ft-sec
peak
AC(mVb),

a.

B

t,

C'

CC2C
2

Btu-(lb weapon
Cs, lb burned in rifle,
= propellant charge

C2 =

C

l

nse-

D

bore diameter, in.

dimensionless
effective burning rate constant,

Do

initial grain diameter, in.

charge
propellant
= effec tive
weight ard C = Ci - Ws, lb
burning rate coefficit:nt in linearized burning law equiation,
in.-(sec-f.si)&

"C"

weapon,

= specific

d

= perforation diameter, in.
2.718281828 base of natural
logarithms

XC,--- 1)12, dimensionless

C

heatd_ of

cw

psi)

b

burning rate coefficient in nonlinear b ,rning law equation,
in.-secI wpsi)`Fpoeln

_

ejected, lb

Cýlant

Si(ft-lb

a

charge of "ideal"

-hypothetical
rifle, lb

=

A,

discharge coefficient of nozzle,

eb

= ballistic efficiency, dimensionless

= thermodynamic efficiency, dimensionless
e-2

AFj

+-

fp

mptS f-b-b
S-I
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- KC

sec'd,

Fg

=

gas force, PA, lb

k

F,

=

multiplying factor for converting
7-perforated we,., to equivalent
single-perforated webs, dimensionless

ki

constants in the form function,
2
N/C = k, + k 1f + k 2f , dimensionless

k,
f

=

fraction of web unburnt, W/W.,
dimensionless

conductivity,
thermal
1
Btu-(in?-sec-0 F/in.-

L

travel of projectile at any time,

f(u)

=

in.

(l+u)(0+u)!uI(l + 2u) (+2u)/u

(r\
y (iLb
-(~
- dimensionless
TJ,) OI

travel of projectile when propellant is all-burnt, in.

=

g

=

0

=

=

Lm

travel of projectile to muzzle, in.
travel of projectile when peak

=

LPt=

chamber pressure occurs, in.

(I-4J,) X/2, dimensionless
gor

g1H

acceleration due to gravity,
ft-sec-2

2

£

2, dimensionless

=

Heaviside function

weight of projectile, lb

M
h

heat transfer coefficient,
Btu-(in? -sec-P FT-

h '=

ha '/(k tw ) , sec -l

h

"

hi

hn

I

:-

(M'= Mk)
M( s=

0o/9,•,dimensionless

transfer coefficient at inner
wall, iBtu.-(ini..sec..'"F)

m

mass of projectile, slug

m

effective

=heat

1.04

hAw/(RjfclW,,),round-'
heat transfer coefficient at outer
wall, Btu-(in? -sec-0 F)"1

m

fractional momentum unbalance
factor, dimensionless

N

0 for P0 = 0

K

nozzle coefficient, sec-

5-2

= effective projectile weight, lb

hw/(kt), dimensionless

J.

K2)

M'

initial length of propellant grain,
in.

,

sec-

mass of projectile

in +

X)lc

s

mass of gases flowing through
nozzle, slug
=

weight of propellant burnt, lb

N.

weight of propellant burnt at
projectile start, lb

N'

weight of gas in rifle, lb

N:5

= weight

lb

of gas in rifle at all-burnt,
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R

=

universal gas constant,
(ft-lb)-(lb-0 R)'

round number, dimensionless

Rf

=

rate of fire, rounds min-f

number of grains in gun at any

R'

=

1k.Io,dimensionless

R2

=

gun tube radius, in.

r

=

instantaneous burning rate,
in.-sec"

r

=

radial distance into wall for heat

- pressure exponent in burning law
equation, dimensionless

n

"n
n

=

time
,n

initial number of grains in gun

=

p

space mean pressure at any time,
psi

=

p'

=

pressure at specific point of consideration, psi

=

space mean pressure at time
charge is all-burnt, psi

transfer equations, in.
= C2

r'

Pb
P%

- chamber pressure, psi

Fe

= exit pressure at nozzle, psi

effective burning rate, in.-sec-

r=
=

total area of the propellant
charge burning surface, in 3

=

surface area of single-perforated
grain, in?

s

=

fraction propellant loss, C/C1 ,
dimensionless

T

=

space mean temperature at any
time, 'R

5

=

average gas temperature during
ballistic cycle,0 F

S

Sg
= spa( mean pressure when projectile is at muzzle, psi

PnF
PF

=

starting pressure, psi

p maximum pressure, psi
- pressure at nozzle throat, psi

Pt

pressure at projectile base, psi
(A)

•

2

(C

,

dimensionless

/(pA), in.

TI/T,, dimensionless

T'

B.o)2

Q

=

FTa
heat influx input per round,
1
Btu-(in?-round)Qo w/(kTOt

S'o
Q "wall,

q k(n4A
-heat

q0
oround,

aim~

), rOund-'

(PL )7'in'sec.fC-'
-

air ambient temperature, OF

T°

= isochoric flame temperature of
propellant, OR

To'

= maximum temperature at inner
'F

T,

=

temperature of gun tube after
firing first round, OF

Tw

=

wall temperature of gun, OF

transferred to weapon per
Btu-(round)"1

A

-~

S-

~I-

Y-w'
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=

time, sec

t w 2 /,? seC

w

= wall thickness, in.

Wb

= wall thickness corresponding to
pressure at all-burnt, in.

U

I-

b, dimensionless

SM

2

/Fm;

1)
dimensionless

V

Wt

= wall thickness corresponding to
peak pressure, in.

x

= effective distance of projectile to
breech such that Ax is the volume
behind the projectile, L +x,, in.

velocity
of projectile at any time,
fps

fpsXb
Vb

Vm

=

=

velocity of projectile at all-burnt,
fps

x0

effective length of chamber such
that Axo = vY,in,

xm

effective length of rifle such that
Axm is the total volume of rifle,
(i.e., Axm = VC+ AL, ),in.

muzzle velocity of projectile, fps
velocity of gases flowing through
nozzle, fps

.VI

VP

x 0 + Lb, in.

=

x +L

velocity of projectile at time of
peak chamber pressure, fps
Y

unoccupied chamber length
- Cl/(pA), in.

y

X/xb,

rifle, in'
volume of all single-perforated
grains, in?
S~propellant

a
Svx

W

= A(L + x 0 ) - (CI- N)lp
volume in gun, in?a

=

web thickness of a burning grain,
in.
= weight of gun tube, lb

W
0O

= initial web thickness
pellant grains, in.

k•

= weight of unburned propellant

of pro-

f3

=

ratio of heat loss to kinetic enera of the projectile, dimensionless

-

=

ratio of specific heats,
de

=

pseudo ratio of specific heats, Y

-

= weapon weight, lb

W.,

= web thickness
grain, in.

cpicve

0)+ 1

=0( +03)(Y-

W"

r

=,g

r2

= [(y - 1) X + 11

Ao

= initial solid propellant loading
density, 27.7 Ci/ve, g-cn- 3

-

, sec-'

of 7-perforated

effective propellant charge regressiveness, dimensionless

M

C1/(pvc), dimensionless

= diffusion constant, in? -sec-

ejected, lb
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dimensionless

free

,Wg

WIL

in.

, dimensionless
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=(e
e

-

a)/(1

c), dimensionless

-

=expansinrati

aGunamberVolume

dimensionless

'

rw, dimensionless

=

= Ax/(vc - Cip), dimensionless
= P(v,

d

Ci/p)/(12 C, F), dimen-

-

sionless
( + P) (,F - 1) J X, sec-f2kF
t]
(xo/x) ), dimensionless
_ 12mt
12 m

vCPb

4(2 - "j)

= covolume of propellant gases,
in.-1bI
1

o

= 1- X(To/T)

',

density of propellant, lb-inf3

p=

=

P'

= density of gun material, lb-in?-

a

= allowable tensile strength of the
material, psi

r

= t/to, dimensionless

dimensionless

12 Ft

=
0(n)

wall temperature above alnbient,

=

P

Taor
0(n) = 0e 11 - exp(-nh,,n), OF

0= T-

2
up to burnt;
1 - 2),(TolT)"/
Nj/C
after all-burnt,
dimension-

less
' "

time
dimensionless
rounds= 1 (toRf)
4

between

- 0/0., dimensionless

les

1 -- X)yU/2 - ý V, dimensionless

N' /N, dimensionless
4)'
temperature decay at wall after
initial temperature rise, OF
0
t/(c, Ww )1
d = 0 ý exp [ -hA

-

0eequilibrium ,emperature, OF
O9

00

B) dimensionless

=

=

02

2(gi - Nb/C 2 )/(N•/C 2 )' dimensionless

4,

1/4•2 + 1, dimensionless
T°-

gas temperature above ambient,
deg F

,'

maximum temperature rise at inner wall, OF

Vb

0(1) - 0(0) =
(-h)],
OF

01

=N/C
2 , dimensionless

1el - exp

f
= value of V,' for V = Vb, (fps)-

M'

= value of 4' for V= Vm, (fpsYvalue of 'for V0, (fps•'

i'o

q/2 + [q/2)

•ký

+(q• -l ol)/ VbI

kAtWo/(C 2 B), dimensionless
ow
piezometric efficiency, =
12(r/2)nf V, /(PpALm), dimensionless

=

fraction of propellant web burnt,
- f, dimensionless

=

(N - N')/ N, dimensionless
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

5-1 SCOPE
The theory of interior ballistics provides
the bases for the calculation of pressure
within the gun and projectile velocity as
functions of projectile displacement. T7hose
factors which affect projectile motion in the
gun are within the scope of the subject of
interior ballistics. Many contributory factors
such as the theory of propellant burning are
the same for recoilless weapons and conventional guns, and hence are covered in other
references given at the end of this chapter.

A

The material in this chapter provides an
understanding of the interior ballistic processes and the relationships among interior
ballistic parameters and weapon system characteristics. Approximate solutions and graphical methods are presented which allow the
designer to estimate quickly the effects of
these relationships, however, a digital comnputer program as outlined in Section VII is
recommended for more accurate calculations.
5-2 QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE
INTERIOR BALLISTIC PROBLEM

*
*are

The interior ballistics of a recoilless rifle is
a complex subject, and it is helpful to obtain
a qualitative understanding of all factors that
influence the motion of the projectile before
undertaking the detailed mathematical analysis. All appropriate thermodynamic constants
space averaged,
The projectile is accelerated by the propellant gas pressure acting on its base. The
instantaneous pressure in the gun is determined by the amount of propellant that has
burned, the amount of propellant gas that has
been discharged through the nozzle, the available volume behind the projectile into which

propellant gas expands, and the temperature
of the propellant gas. The pressure is then
determined by use of an appropriate equation
'of state.
The rate at which propellant burns is a
function of the gas pressure, the amount of
burning propellant surface, and the density of
the solid propellant. The surface area is
determined by the geometry of the propellant
grain and the number of grains or total weight
of propellant that is burning. The propellant
grain is typically cylindrical in shape and its
burning surface is controlled by the number,
distribution, and diameter of holes through
the length of the grain. The integrated propellant burniing rate determines the amount of
propellant burnt at any time.
The rate at which gas is discharged through
the nozzle is determined primarily by the
pressure in the rifle, the weapon, the
geometry of the nozzle, and to a lesser extent
the temperature of the propellant gas. The
configuration of the nozzle, of course, deter-

mines the recoil thrust and must be designedI
to elimdinate the net system recoil.

The gas temperature in the gun is a
function of the particular propellant used, the
effects of gas expansion, and heat conduction
to the gun wail.
In a later section, these processes will be
described quantitatively by means of a set of
simultaneous differential equations yielding
the gas pressure and projectile velocity as
functions of projectile displacement. The gas
pressure influences the design wall thickness
of the gun tube; the desired muzzle velocity
determines, in part, the length of gun tube.
The wall thickness and tube length largely
determine the system weight of a given caliber
rifle.
5-7
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The typical interiom ballistic problem is the
determination of the complete set of ballistic
parameters which will lead to the optimum
gun design (usually the lightest gun) that will
provide the projectile with the specified energy.
This qualitative discussion is illustrated in
Fig. 5-1 that presents schematically an idealized recoilless rifle and an equivalent recoilless
rifle showing the interior ballistic parameters,
each consisting of a tube of cross-sectional
area A with an orifice at one end of throat
area A,. In the equivalent rifle, the initial
position of the projectile is at a distance x.
from the throat giving a chamber volume
VC =Axo. The instantaneous gun volume behind the projectile is Ax.
5-3 USE OF EXISTING REFERENCES ON
INTERIOR BALLISTIC THEORY
There is no convenient, closed-form solution to the set of the differential equations of
interior ballistics. Approximate solutions have

been obtained by making appropriate simplifying assumptions. 'There are a number of
different methods for solving the ballistic
equations, such as Corner's or Hirschfelder's,
which are indicated in the references. These
procedures are available, effective, and interesting. However, graphical and analytical
methods of solution will be presented in
sufficient detail to provide choices based on
required accuracy. These choices range from
simple graphs of dimensionless parameters for
quick approximate solutions to more precise
digital computer solutions of the basic differential equations.
5-4 DESIGN DATA FOR SEVERAL RECOILLESS RIFLES AND AMMUNITION
A simple and useful method for predicting
the performance of a conceptual recoilless
rifle is the comparison with the performance
of a similar existing rifle of known characteristics. The conceptual design parameters are
estimated
through the application of

TABLE 5-1
BALLISTIC PARAMETERS FOR SEVERAL GUNS AND ROUNDS
Gun

57 mm M18

75 mm.M20

90 mm M67

Round

M306A1

M309A1

M371

M323

M344

Lm, in.
Pp, psi
at, slug
C1 , lb
Type Propellant*
A, in?
AV in?
"I in.

47.5
7,500
0.0854
1200
1.00
M10
3.96
2.95
32.8

65.1
10,000
0.4361
990
3.309
M10
7.00
4.67
40.9

27.5
3,700
0.42
450
1.31
M5
10.1
6.82
14.8

106
9,260
1.006
1120
7.87
MI0
13.72
9.30
60.9

Web, in.

0.0179

-

Grain

0.0336

Single Perf
120
2.39
1.34

-

-

109.8
10,280
0.544
1650
7.46
M10
13.72
10.00
32.4
0.035

Multi-Perf

Multi-Perf

286
2.07
1.49

150
3.5
1.48

1

I

iVm,
fps

v,, in?
Ae/At
A/At

105 nm M27

840
1.88
1.47

106 mm M40

444
1.79
1.38

*See Table 11-3, Chapter 11, "Ammunition", for Propellant Parameters
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similitude relationships. These methods are
discussed in the next section.
Table 5-1 presents design parameters and
performance details for a series of existing
recoilless rifles to aid the designer of new

5-10

systems in scaling the ballistic parameters.
These data are useful also for checking the
accuracy of an analytical solution or of a
digital computer program of the ballistic
equations.
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SECTION II
EMPIRICAL AND GRAPHICAL METHODS
FOR QUICK APPROXIMATIONS

5-6 SOLUTIONS BASED ON EFFICIENCY
CONSIDERATIONS
5-6.1 INTRODUCTION

The methods of this section are based on
the observation that if an existing gun yields a
certain projectile muzzle energy pei unit
charge, then other gulns of the same efficiency
can be designed to meet different requirements of performance and size. These methods do not provide detailed gun design data
but are useful for rapid estimates of the gross
dimensions (weight, length, volume) and propellant requirements.

eb

(5-1)

= Co/Ci, dimenasionless

where

C, = hypothetical charge
that contributes
to the energy of the projectilo. and
the gases balancing the recoil forces,
lb
Ci = initial propellant charge, lb
Considering the "ideal" rifle system, the
conservation of energy and momentum can be
written, respectively, as
- 1)
(5-2)
mnVn/2 + mV•/2
-

5-6.2 THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
and
For conventional guns, thermodynamic ef.ficiency e is defined as the ratio of the
projectile kinetic energy to the available
energy of the propellant. In the recoilless rifle
system, however, some of the useful available
propellant energy goes into balancing the
rifle-i.e., preventing recoil-so that in cornparing fairly identical recoilless rifles by using
the conventional efficiency definition one
rifle will appear more efficient and require a
smaller charge when it recoils rearward, and
less efficient when it recoils forward. Therefore, in order to compare effectively the
ballistic performance or potentiality of recoilless systems, the efficiency of a recoilless
rifle is now defined as the ratio of useful work
obtained from the system to the available
propellant energy (Ref. 1). The useful work
from the system is the kinetic energy of both
the projectile and nozzle gases. Considering
the case of an "ideal" rifle, i.e., a rifle in
which there are no energy losses, the ballistic
efficiency eb of the recoilless rifle can be
written as

mnVn +Im Vm

m~m

(5-3)

where
y

specific heat ratio, c /cv, dimensionlesw

F

propellant impetus, (ft-lb)-lb"

I

fractional momentum
factor, dimensionless

m

projectile mass, slug

unbalance

mn = mass of gases flowing through nozzle, slug
V,,

= velocity of gases flowing through
nozzle, fps

Vm = muzzle velocity of projectile, fps
The term CF/(ty-1) is the total available

5-I1
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propellant energy of the ideal propellant
charges and Im Vm is the momentum of the
rifle and accessories; I is defined as the
fractional momentum unbalance factor which
is positive for rearward recoil and negative for
forward recoil.

Solving Eq. 5-3 for V,, and substituting into

it follows that

IdV\
P(L)A = 2mV -i
\dL

(5-5a)

Evaluating the integral of Eq. 5-5

LM

VIA

Eq. 5-2, and then solving the resulting qua-

= 1 APL)dL V" V

dratic equation for CO, the ballistic efficiency
eb of a recoilless rifle becomes as shown in

Ref. 1.

(5-5b)
Substituting Eq. 5-Sb into Eq. 5-5, we obtain

-1 12-, r<

vP

(5-6)

(5-4)
It should now be noted that for a closed
breech weapon I = 1 and eb reduces to the
conventional thermodynamic efficiency definition ec,

MV2-(y _ 1)
e

F

-

(5-4a)

where
P

= space mean pressure at any time, psi

Pp

= maximum pressure, psi

Lm

= gun barrel length, in.

5-5.3 PIEZOMETRIC EFFICIENCY
A

bore area, in?

Piezomeiric efficiency is the ratio of the
"equivalent constant pressure (average pres-

Peak pressure is a significant design param-

sure) of the ballistic cycle to the actual peak
pressure of the system. Hence, piezometric

eter affecting gun weight, blast, and flash.
Thus, a characteristic piezometric efficiency

efficiency p is

provides a quick estimate of tube length given

a required projectile weight and velocity, and
pAy

!1

J

Cm

P(OdL

(5-5)

From the equation of motion, force equals
mass times acceleration
P(L)A

ddV.
mkdt

and from

12V=(-)
(CIL)/

a specified allowable maximum pressure. The
larger the piezometric efficiency, the shorter
the travel tequired for a given muzzle energy.
Hence, an important consideration in the
determination of the propellant charge and
gun design is the maximizing of the area
defined by the pressure-travel relationship,
while attempting to minimize both tube
length and peak pressure.
6-5.4 EFFICIENCY TABLES AND GRAPHS
Table 5-2 lists values of thermodynamic
and piezometric efficiencies for some existing
recoilless rifles. These efficiencies correspond
to the systems identified in Table 5-1. This
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TABLE

5-2
PIEZOMETP.iC, BALLISTIC, AND THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCIES
OF SOME EXISTING RECOILLESS RN:LES

Comnvonional
W..pon

Piezometric
Efficiency p

Round

57 mm
75 mm
105 mm
106 mm

M10
M20
M27
M40

M306A1
M30A1
M323
M344

Thwrnsozynamic
Efficeiy ef

0.52
0.55
0.56

table indicates that a typical, well designed
recoilless system should have a ballistic efficiency eb and piezometric efficiency p of
about 0.50, and a conventional thermodynamic efficiency ec of 0.06.

WIaIustic
Efficiency eb

0.052
0.058
0.071

0.44
0.50
0.54
0.47

hence
12 x
L, = 1
.

90 'a'

Assume that a 105 mm, 8-lb projectile is to
be launched at Vm = 2000 fps with F=3.3 x
10ý ft-lb/lb and that peak pressure Pp is not
to
exceed 10,000 psi. Applying a convention-

It is often convenient to use dimensionless
coefficients instead of the ballistic parameters
themselves. Fo: example, by review of empirical data, the dimensionless propellant weit;ht
coefficient (propellant weight per unit projectile weight) is found to be closely approximated by a single valued function of projectile velocity. This relation appears in Fig. 5-2

al thermodynamic efficiency ec of 0.06 and y
= 1.24, one calculates from Eq. 5-4a

with the two curves representing two values
of ballistic efficiency eb (0.4 and 0.5).

5-55 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Fig. 5-3 shows the relation between
chamber volume and both projectile travel
and propellant weight through the use of the
dimensionless coefficients--extpansion ratio c

(y- (0.1)(4)mV,
06)F
=(0. 24)](,)(4)(2000)2
(0. 06)(3. 3 x 105)

and loading density A,.

6 lb of propellant

Fig. 5-4 is the projectile travel L, required

A piezometric efficiency 1 of 0.5 yields, using

to obtain a specified muzzle velocity for given
values of peak acceleration based on Eq. 5-7.

Eq. 5-6,
12 V,

in.

t5-7)

112~j

AL

where

12P#o. 5)

V,= muzzle velocity. fps

(0

Jin?12

x 100

=

peak

acceleration

of projectile.

ft-scC"
A 5(1)
=

13.4 in.

pu
Gor 105 mm projectile)

piezmetric efficiency, dimensionless

Piezometric efficiency

1

is assumed to be 0.60.
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•

volume, barre! length, and peak pressure to
produce a specified muzzle velocity. Note

TABULATED DESIGN DATA

•,•5-6

METHOD

5-6.1

that

there

are

three sets of calculations

In Retf 2, a series of interior ballistic
calculations have been made and the results

corresponding to propellant loss of 0. 10, and
20 percent. The choice of most appropriate

tabulated. These data are shown in Table

data will be at the discretion of the designer

5-3(A). If the projectile weight and bore area
are

specified,

this

table

can be used

to

estimate various combinations of chamber

5-14

o

IE

based on the nozzle design and the point
where propellant burning ends. The method

for using the table follows:

AMCP M-6230
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O00gs

(6) Tabulate results L,,, and vC versus A
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Lpn
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0
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TABLE 5-3(A)
ON SiMPLIFIED THEORY
GFNFRAL BALLISTIC DESIGN DATA B/MED

)~__
1500
0.45
S10000

6000
30000

799
638
2022
478

129.
932
55
622

10000
15000
20000
30000

1309
950
713
695

5758
3581
2270
1722
1136

3000

15000
200

1261
¶053

6699
4867

1500

6000
10000
15000
20000
32600

1311
848
617
501
375

3299
1962
1298
965

6000
10000
15000
20000

1548
1020
757
626

5682
3270
2183
1626

3000

15000
20000

1029
873

7227
5447

1500

6000
10000

99
653

3170
1917

20

4000

15000

"2000

6000
10000
15000
20000
30000

1708
1113
815
668
521

5267
3132
2065
1537
1010

2000

3000

15000
20000

1035
874

6605
4966

1500

6000
10000
15000
2DO31
30000

1139
729
528
334

2991
1682
1177
83
571

6000
10000
150W

5201
3148
2087
1572

2000

"20000

1209
812
613
513

13000

1500

832

7253

1500

6000
10000
15000

805
538
404

2895
1722
1146

6000

910
630
490

6140
3670
2430

S15000

581
403
314

3429
2067
1391

6000
10000

701
503

8922
5442

6000
10000

421
307

4938
3018

2000

S10000
15000

1500

2000

0.65

1500

1238
926
600

S20000
0.60

0.45

1500

6000
10000

337

in,/smhg
in? Mug
Powder Loss " 10 percent
3392
1758
6000
19W.
1114
10000
!psi

2-6

717
574
431

2000

0.55

)*/lu

15000
20000
30000

• ',

0.50

itiIigh?/Slug
psi
Powder Loss - 0 percent
3180
1575
6000
1997
1003

2000

0.50

0.55

841

0.60

0.65

9

595

950
350

2000

6000
100W0
15000
20000

1172
795
605
511

C428
3845
2555
1929

1500

6000
10000
15000

767
518
394

3573
2102
1406

2000

6000
10000

"15000

919
639
504

8SW
5145
3525

1500

6000
10000

577
404

4425
2685

2000

10000

534

7402
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TABLE 5-3(A)
GENERAL BALLISTIC DESIGN DATA BASED ON SIMPLIFIED THEORY (CONCLUDED)

-•

pi

_p_

inI/Slug

Powder Loss
6000
10000
15000
20000
30000

1927
1231
882
708
533

4013
2401
1558
1132
760

6000

2348

6812

15000
20000
30000

1101
893
686

2669
1971
1289

3000

15000
20000
30000

1516
1257
996

8134
6063
4054

1500

6000
10000

1473
954

4017
2386

15000
20000
30000

695
566
436

1575
1164
756

6000
10000
15000
20000
30000

1805
1188
880
725
571

6775
4102
2710
2025
1339

15000
20000

1234
1041

7537
5687

1500

0.45

•2000

10000

0.50

2000
N

3000

1516

X

in.3/Sug
=

P

fps

psi

In./Slug

6000
10000
15000
20000
30000

1220
800
590
485
380

3860
2280
1530
1141
759

6000

1492

7278

15000
20000

750
626

2818
2199

3000

20000

917

7082

1500

6000
10000

993
658

3937
2392

15000
20000

492
410

1592
1193

6000
10000
15000
20000
6000

1224
832
637
539
788

7762
4852
3262
2462
4497

10000
15000

538
413

2772
1868

109W0
15000

707
553

6440
4400

1500

0.55

2)00

0.60

10000

2000

1500

0.65

2000

5-6.2 EXAMPLE

m1

4363

997

= 0.34 slug

m'/A = 0. 05 slug/in!

From Table 5-3(A) for X = 0.5 and zero
propellant loss

Consider a 75 mm gun with a round which
has the following parameters:

PP = 10,000 psi

A

= 6.85 in?

Vm

=

5-18

2000 fps

in./su-

20 Percent

4014

The ratio C 2 /M' of charge burned C2 to
effective projectile weight M' is obtained from
Table 5-3(B).

m,

VVm.
v,.l

v
and

812 in? /slug

=/m'

Lm(rn'/AY'

-

3148 in.l

/slug

AMCP 706-238

and, since zero propellant loss was assumed,

TABLE 5-3(B)
TABLE OF PARAMETERS BASED ON

10002

C

SIMPLIFIED THEORY
_

C

Y1000

100

1- 0 499)=4.99lb

A complete table of combinations of chamber

0.45
0.50

0.316
0.314

0.55

0.310

volume and barrel length is then obtained by
repeating these calculations for the other
values of X, and for 10 and 20 percent
propellant loss.

0.60
0.65

0.305
0.301

5-7 GRAPHICAL SOLUTIONS

Vm. 1500 fps
t

=

Vm

2000 fps

0.460
0.456
0.450
0.440
0.436

0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
3000 fps

Vm

5-7.1 INTRODUCTION
In this paragraph a step-by-step procedure
is described for determining recoilless rifle
design parameters graphically. The bases for
these graphs are described in Ref. 3.

0.45

0.788

0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65

0.777
0.757
0.745
0.723

This graphical method does not permit a
calculation of pressure and velocity as a
function of projectile travel but it does
provide recoilless rifle and propellant paramwill yield a specified muzzle
eters that
energy ana peak pressure. In general, these
graphs are based on the simplified Ffirschfelder Theory as found in Ref. 4. It is
assumed that Vm, m, A, and the type of
propellant are specified. Then A,, Ae, and
AC are chosen and determined as dimensionless quantities such that the rifle will be
recoilless (A/At usually taken as 1.45, and
-A/At close to unity). For these conditions
Ae is nearly double At.

The propellant charge corresponding to these
values is determined in the manner that
follows.

Figs. 5-5 through 5-13 contain several
parameters (represented by the following
symbols: X, 0,
4, , and 0,o) that are dis-

therefore
V, = (812)(0.34)

=

276 inD

and
Lm = (3148)(0. 05) = 157 in.

cussed in Section V of this chapter. Most of

From Table 5-3(B), C 2/14' = 0. 456
Therefore, since M'= m

1C[\.
C2 =

")

m'g

= 4.99 lb

=

(0.456)(0.34)(32.2)

these parameters are of no special interest to
the weapon designer, however, the factor ). is
of special interest. It is defined as X
kAt, W0 /(C2 B) which shows that a specific
value of X determines the propellant charge.
C2 . The use of Figs. 5-5 through 5-13 enables
the weapon designer to estimate a value of X
based on previous experience and then, per-
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forming a minimum number of limiting calculations, obtain the optimum value of X
which will lead to a practical loading density.
The curves in the figures that follow indicate
the exact value of' charge and peak chamber
pressure which correspond to the desired
loading density. With this information, the
chamber volume and propellant web can be
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determined, respectively, from the definition
of loading density A. and X where
A =27.7Cj/vc,

g-cn-

where
C1

=

initial propellant charge, lb

(5-8)
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Although the burning rate determined from
the definition of X~ is not very accurate and
must be determined by experimental firing of
the particular weapon, the ratio WIB can be
determined from the definition of 7. with
reasonable accuracy, where W is the web
thickness of the propellant grain in hiches and
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B is the effective burning rate constant in
in.-(sec-psi)-'.
Figs. 5-5 through 5-1 3 are plcts of the
equations of Ref. 4 and are based on the
assumption that the projectile velocity Vb, at
the instant the propellant is all burned, is

AMCP 706-22
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= 3.31 X 10s(ft-lb)-Ib-'

F

(4) Determine m'/Pp from Fig. 5-11 or
Fis. 5-12. The scales in these figures may also
be sirmultaneously multiplied by a constant
factor as in Step (3).

= 1.24

S= 17.09 in?-lb 1

(5) Determine m' from Fig. 5-13.

~~~(6) Compute Pp

•=

()

CThe

K

=m/m/P)

results of the calculations performed based on these parameters are
plotted in Figure 5-14 which shows that for a
loading density (0.6 g-aCM 3 ), the factor ?
would be 0.585; the charge C1 , 9 lb; and the
peak pressure P., 7500 psi.

(7) Compute chamber volume vY

"v,AY + C1 p (where p is the density

of solid propellant in

"lb-in73)

5-8 SIMILITUDE RELATIONS

(8) Calculate the loading density Ao

5.8.1 INTRODUCTION

27..7 Cv,

S-

= 6.46 X 10" sec-

The basic interior ballistic equations as
derived in Section III can be written in
dimensionless form by use of the following
dimensionless variables:

(9) A set of recoilless rifle and propellant
parameters has been determined corresponding to a particular value of X.The process is
repeated with a change of )Xto yield another
set of parameters consistent with the required
muzzle velocity and tube length. By tabulating and plotting the results of these calculations a suitable choice of X will result in an
optimization of peak pressure, chamber
volume, and propellant charge under the
constraints of the weapon system.
S~T'

.

N/C'
=

-

N'/N
:TIT,,.

,5-7.3 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

V= P(v

- Cj~p)/(12CjF)

Given the following parameters for a 105
mm M27 Recoilless Rifle using an M323

=

A

=

13.72 in?

"At

=

9.31 in?

M

12 lit
- CT/p;\Wo ]

Substitution of these variables into the basic
equations of par. 5-16 and assuming that 017p
= 1 in the equation of state, yields the
following dimensionless governing equations:

1.473

A/At=

= 32.4 lb

"(1) Equation of Motion:

Vm = 1120 fps
L,

U

Ax/(vý - C 1 /p)

Projectile and MIO Propellant:

SQV

(5-9)

d(9=

= 106 in.
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where

Q=C_

- /
B2

F

(2) Gas Production Equation:
Sv
=coefficient

Sd

(5-10)

(3) Gas Discharge Equation:

S(5-11)
where
a = kAtW0/(C 1B)

known, the performance of a similar gun can
be piedicted through the use of the similarity
relations developed by maintaining the same
value for Q and X. In practice, Q is held
constant by preserving the charge to bore area
ratio Ci/A, the relative quickness B/1W,
impetus F, and projectile sectional density
MIA. If Q is constant and the ratio of bore
arra to threat area is also unchanged, then the
gas discharge equation is also unchanged. The
specific heat ratio -1 is not a widely varying
and can be assumed constant
w"ithin
the
accuracy
of heat
this interior
ballistics
model. The ratio Pl of
loss to projectile
kinetic energy also must be constant for
similitude conditions, which is expected, since
similar guns are expected to have similar
fractions of heat loss to projectile kinetic
energy.
Identifying the known system parameters

(4) Continuity Equation:
(1

-

2)

9'

(5-12)

(5) Equation of State:
IV1 YU + C)

(5-13)

with a subscript 1, the parameters for the
model system should be as follows in order to
obtai& the same pressure-travel and velocitytravel solutions:
rA =
c/

(6) Energy Equation:
A/At = AllAg

X0
-

(df

1)(1
)( + 0) d_1

2Q

)/w

It is seen from these dimensionless governing
equations that if the numerical value of the
coefficients Q, X,y, and t remain constant the
solution to the governing equations is the
same; i.e., systems for which thcse coefficients are the same will have identical
theoretical ballistic performance.

"5-8.2 CHARACTERISTIC SIMILITUDE RELATIONS
If the performance of a particular gun is

X01
/w

=

2v

= Ti

F

F,

5-9 EFFECT OF BALLISTIC VARIATIONS
5-9-1. ;NTRODUCTION
In many cases, it is desirable to determine
the effect of the variation of such ballistic
parameters as flow factor, impetus, and burning rate on the ballistic performance of a
recoilless rifle-especially as affecting peak
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= (1 + PXj - I) + 1, dimensionless

j

= ratio -f heat loss to burning energy of projectile, dimensionless

pressures and muzzle velocity. For example,
an increase in throat area due to nozzle
erosion will cause a significant increase in
forward recoil and may affect the muzzle
velocity to such an extent that the rifle
becomes useless for operation after a certain
amount of usage. Therefore, it is necessary to
be able to estimate the life of the gun nozzle
based on the variation of muzzle velocity with
thr-oat area. The approximations for peak
pressure and muzzle velocity that follow as
given in Ref. 5 are differentiated with respect
to the designated ballistic parameters and the
effects evaluated in subsequent paragraphs.

The quickness factor is defined as B/Wo.
The effect of quickness factor on peak pressure is obtained by differentiating the log

-15)

pressure given in Eq. 5-15 with respect to the

12m'e
.. = 1

P

U)

(- C0 , psi

(5-15)

fps

(5-16)

2e(1 _-a -w),

V.

Cd

discharge coefficient of nozzle,
dimensionless

5-9.2 EFFECT OF QUICKNESS FACTOR
B/Wo

quickness BIW

"._

-

e2

PP

where
:•

_

(u + 1) 2 J

2

0 )
×d(B/W
(B/wJ

.

12

"f(u) (1 + u)(lu)/v"/(1 + 2u)( #2)I/,
dimensionless
•"'

€5= (c -- a)i(1
a

--

a), dimensionless

=

Ci/(pv,), dimensionless

=

expansion ratio, total volume/
chamber volume, dimensionless

The parameterse

e2=

andu are given by

2

C(I +

For the usual range of parameters a I percent
change of quickness factor produces a change
of peak pressure of 1.5 to 4 percent.
The effect of quickness factor on muzzle
velocity is found by taking the derivative of
the log Vr,. as given in Eq. 5-16, with respect
to BIWo as shown in Ref. 5, Chapter 11,

[

dV,

.•

r]_ fps

"e2-

1

+ - 2__-I

+ 2(u

--

l)ln

d(B/w,)

I,

x T-6(I--T)
U

(

2

1) + (__•(C2
1\L]

1 N,B
W.)/\ FM'
1

As a ty1 .;al example of the effect of quickness, the 57 mm M18 Recoilless Rifle has a
change in muzzle velocity of 0.8 times the
change in quickness.

dimensionless
where
r, flow
r, flow
to

CaK

see"t
T
.w(_..Il•dK
Tjj),T
ec

5-9.3 EFFECT OF IMPETUS F
The change in peak pressure due to a
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change in impetus is, taking the derivative of
P. with respect to F,

+ 1. 5)1 dF
J F7

~1 i.1(u

dP,
pp'

+ 1) 2

2 (

taking the derivative of P. with respect to
WIL,

dP ..=

2

(5-19)

S1[C2f(BfF
e2
((u+1.

(5-22)
For small values of WIL, the term

The variation in muzzle velocity is

dVm-

rT
L

2

1i+

Ir

FC2F (B.

1

5

'•

-- F"

For the 57 mm M18 Rifle, it is found that the
change in muzzle velocity is about one-half
the change in impetus.

Propellant regressiveness is defined as a
fictitious web to length ratio WIL and, in the

__

"caseof single perforated grains, is given by:
L-,

.

#rW

S*"T=

C"I
Ys

L

- c/

--

dP

(0
(0. 8) d(W/L)
w/-

cj (1o_ O

of solid

(2) WoL

1

d(W/L)

(-3

7

For the M 18 Rifle this term is negative and
approximately one-half. For longer rifles, i.e..
larger values of 6, the effect of regressiveness
becomes negligible.
5-9.5 EFFECT OF FLOW FACTOR F

0Q = initial propellant grain length, in.
weight

-.-

u In 5

= initial web thickness, in.

= total

T

(5-21)

where

C,

The equation relating change of regressiveness
to a change in muzzle velocity is:

2+
f"

3J0

Wo

_i

is close to unity and u is close to(
0-l)/2,
therefore, the effect on peak pressure may be
negligible. A typical value of this coefficient
as given for the 57 mm Ml18 Rifle is

5-9.4 EFFECT OF PROPELLANT REGRESSIVENESS W/L
F,

\

1ý In 61'2[A]

u\+

(5-20)

""

/
5) d(W/L)

2

Substitution of typical numerical values indicates that a 1 percent change in impetus
results in a 1.5 percent change in peak

"pressure.

\W.

propellant

The flow factor r is a significant factor
defined by a combination of ballistic
parameters as follows:

"ejectedfrom rifle, lb
Ci

=

initial propellant charge, lb

A change in net regressiveness WIL causes the
following change in peak pressure as found by

r

vYCdK

s ed--,se"t (5-24)

The effect of flow factor on peak pressure is
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determined by taking the dLrivative of P.
with respect to r and given by,

di%_

2/_r\dr
S-

(-5

(5-25)

For a typical case of the M 18 Rifle, F rle2

0.75, so that a corresponding change in peak
pressure varies inversely about 1.5 times the
change in flow factor.
The effect on muzzle velocity is deter-

5-34

mined by taking the derivative of V,,, with
respect to r and is given by,
dd(5-26)

7,-

r

Since FT/e 2 is, for example, = 0.75 for the
M18 Rifle, the ch:;ige in muzzle velocity will
be about 0.75 times the inverse change in
flow factor.

AMCP 706453

SECTION III
BASIC INTERIOR BALLISTIC EQUATIONS

5-10 EQUATIONS FOR PROJECTILE AC-

P,= pressure at projectile base, psi

CELERATION
Ci
In the absence of friction, the equation of
motion of the projectile
dV

6

=

(c - a)/( 1- 0 %3

= kA, W/(CIB), dimensionless

(5-27)

AP.

propellant charge, lb

k = KCa, sec-'
where
V

= instantaneous projectile velocity, fps

P,

= pressure acting on the projectile
base, psi

A

=

m

= mass of the projectile, slug

t

= time, sec

bore area, in?

The factor 6 is plotted as a function of MICi
in Fig. 5-15.
Eq. 5-27 can now be written as

dl (

P
.4i+

It is obvious that there must be a greater
pressure in the weapon chamber since the
propellant gas itself must be accelerated by
the difference in pressure between the
chamber and the base of the projectile. There

is an additional, usually smaller, pressure drop
required to overcome the effects of gun-wall
friction against the motion of the gas. This
real drop in pressure is effected by artificially
increasing the mass of the projectile in order
to produce the correct acceleration. The
relation between the space-mean pressure and
the pressure at the base of the projectile is
estimated as

r

)

)_)c
6MI52

(

(-9
8-)

(5-29)

By defining an effective mass mi' as

F
m'

=

1. 04

(1• - X)C
(1.

(5-30)

where the factor 1.04 accounts for friction.
Eq. 5-29 can now be written
dV
dt

AP
n'

(5m1)

It is seen from Fig. 5-15 that for values of
MICt larger than one the value of 6 is
approximately 3, and this is the value nonral,y
l used for calculations of in'.
5-11 EQUATION OF STATE FOR PROPELLANT GAS

where
P

The equation of state for the propellant gas
can be taken with sufficient accuracy as

space-mean pressure, psi

5-35
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-V

P

')

(5-32)

12NRT

where

N' - quantity of gas in the weapon, lb

=12N'FT/T,

R

gas constant, (ft-lb)-(lb-° R)"

v,

free volume in gun, in?

(ft-tb)-

PEA(L + x.) - (C: - N)/p - vN']

0

"R

constant

(lb-PR-'
With these substitutions the equation of state,
Eq. 5-32 becomes

il - gas covolume, in?-Ib"f

T - gas temperature,

gas

univeral

R

(5-35)

It should be noted that the difference (N-N')
is the amount of gas discharged through the
nozzle.

The gas covolume q is the space occupied
by the gas when it is compressed to its limit,
The free volume P, in the recoilless rifle is
defined as the total volume behind the projectile less the volume occupied by the unburnt propellant and can be expressed as

&-12 EQUATION FOR RATE OF PROPELLANT BURNING
The rate at which propellant gas is produced is given as
_(

O

(5-36)

where
where
density
lb-in.3

p
x= equivalent chamber length, in.

"=
V,/A

N
,•...,•

=

r

=

instantaneous burning surface area,

"in?

projectile disp!-cement, in.

L

F

S

of solid propellant charge,

=

instantaneous burning rate, in.-sec"

quantity of gas produced, lb

The instantaneous rate r is expressed in
of the solid propellant,
density
3

p
.,,lb-in;

general form for propellant burning as

".•r=a + C"P
,4

(5-7)

Introducing the propellant impetus F
1
F = RT,, (ft-lb)-lb"

(5-34)

where
T,

=

isochoric (constant volime) flame
temperature, 'R, and is the temperature which the gases would attain if
all the propellant energy was convetled into the formation and heating of gases

where a. C", and n are constants depending
upon the specific propellant composition. For
the pressures encountered in most recoilless
rifles, the value of c' pn>>> a and as a result
the burning rate equation is used with a = 0.
Also, it is found that in recoifies rifles, the
value of n is close to unity and therefore as a
useful approximation the burning rate may be
considered linear and is expressed as
r

G'P, in. -sewl

(5-38)

5-37

with the value of the burning rate C';in..
(secpsiY1 chosen to give the best agreernent
with Eq. 5-37 for the range of pressure
considered for the specific pr~opellant. The
linaizerae bunin
Eq 5-8 i sh~flIn
plotted in Fis. 5-16 for two different pressure
ranges for MI10 Propellant that has the followingnoninerbunlgrae pr~q ~and
r 4.53 X 10-3PO

where
t
C" =4.53 x 10-' in. ase-1-psr'-7
= 0.7
the case of the shnge perforated grI&
where burning occurs normal to all the
racouesrfcpfrtinufae
both ends, the surface area Sfor a clbrge
comprising asingle-rain is

(12

I.

1

0

-

4 x 103 8 x10

12 x 1 x 1

0320 x10 324 x10 3 28 x10T 32 x10 3

Average Pressure P

pat
",

figure5-16. B5-ning Rate a a Funcon of Avtra Presure
h for Mpro
Composition
sropelacsn,
Lot FAP 81
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nr.me
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2[(D.
_ ciwd
+w•[(D. -wW.)

S

X(t -

2

+ W)]where
+ (d + uWd]

6

-(d

,p

density of the solid propellant,
lb-in.-3

d
C2

(5-38)

or
1+1
Sr(Da+
S1+d)t1 +

propellant charge burned, lb

Substituting Eqs. 5-38b, 5-38a, and 5-38 in
Eq. 5-36, one obtains

/

(5-38c)
The surface area can be obtained from Eqs.
5-38b and 5-38a as

where
DO

= outer grain diameter, in.

d

- perforation diameter, in.

W,

a (D, - d)/2 - web, the minimum

w

S

in.(S-38d)

For the condition of constant burning surface

propellant, WQ/oQ = 0, which is a good
approximation for a single perforated grain,
E~q. 5-38d can be written as

- initial length of grain, in.

and Eq. 5-38c as

It should be noted that as long as Q. > W, the
grain will be consumed when hbIf of the
web W0 is burnt because the grain is burning
from the perforation outward and simultaneously from the outer surface inward. Obviously, for the same burning rate, the flame
fronts will meet when half of the web is
consumed.
The corresponding density for the single
perforated grain is
C2
-ness

(Do-

d2) o.

r

2•.

P =-

(-2
W) W,

distance the flame front can bum
through and consume the grain, in.
dimen= fraction of web consumed,
sionless
=o

or

+2E

+b.
[ 7(D.71+d)Wo1.

(5-38b)
-

3

S = 2C 2/(pW 0 ), in.2

dN
d"

BCZP lb.sec-"
W0 '

(5-39)

(5-40)

where
B = 2C', in. -(sec-pst)"!
The quantityB/Wo is known as the propellant
quickaaess with dimensions (sec-psi)"'. Values
of B as a function of peak pressure for M1O
Propellant are plotted in Fig. 5-17.
For multiperforted grains the web thickis the actual measured minimum thickness of propellant between perforations. A
factor F 7 is shown in Fig. 5-33 which relates
the seven perforated web thickness to an
equivalent single perforated web thickness.

Thus, the equation for gas gener

seven perforated grain is estimated aL

on of a

5-39

-ý7

7m

v-4

Cq

V-4

-

00

V-4
.4

.

0M

cl
CQa

V-4

-4

_____

10,___

CDo
_

5-40

_4

W4_

V_

_

_4-

I
dN

C 2BP

"dt FW

1

lb..seeI
' l

(5-40a)

For further information on specific propellants and propellant geometries, reference is
made to the propellant section of Chapter 11,
"Ammunition".
5-13 EQUATION FOR DISCHARGE OF
PROPELLANT GAS THROUGH NOZZLE
The amount of gas discharged through the
nozzle is equal to the amount of propellant
burnt minus the gas in the recoilless rifle. The
rate of nozzle discharge in pounds per second

is

of throat blockage by ejection of solid propellant is taken into account, a discharge coefficient of approximately 0.9 is used hi order
to satisfy the mass balance equation.
5-14 EQUATION FOR ACCUMULATION
OF GAS IN GUN
The rate of propellant gas being generated
minus the rate of propellant gas dichargd
through the nozzle is the rate of gas accumulation in the gun. From Eqs. 5-40 and 5-41
the rate of gas accumulation in the gun
becomes
'W

_

dt

Wo-

IP,

kAt

lb-.seel

(5-t2)
d(N - N ')
S

kAt

P
)(5-41)

(5 -41)
Define the following dimensionless parameters

where

N°

X
=

propellant gas accumulation in recoilless rifle, lb
n

k

= Cd K, see-

K

= nozzle coefficient

and
112
=

nozzle throat area. in0

A

kA,/(CIB), dimensionis,

, dimensionless

-

then the rate of gas accumulation in the gun

becomes
S[ygl

2

P)A(-"1)1/2,

0

s.

w°

(5-43)

and from Eq. 5-40. Eq. 5-43 can be written
Cd

=

nozzle
sionless discharge coefficient, dimen-

sines(5..44)

P

= space-mean pressure. psi

y

= ratio of 6pecific heats, dimensionless

LN_•
= 0 (4N

dt

\t!

5-15 ENERGY EQUATION

For an isentropic nozzle, the discharge
coefficient is taken as unity by definition,
However, due to losses in ar actual nozzle,
the discharge coefficient is 1 than one. In
short nozzles the friction ar weat losses are
usually small but, wýn the additional effect

The total energy available by burning N
pounds of propellant is Nc, To where cq. is the
specific
heat
at
constant
volume.
(ft-lb)-(lb- 0 R)'.
The total available energy is divided among
the following four applications:

5-41

AMWec
7OoWS38

(1) Kinetic energy of the projectile:

The total energy balance equation is then:
VNcT. -

Nc,'T

+ "vchk(T."' 1 At

v

(2) Heat los to the Sin:
+•
+i'

-•M.V,

(5-47)

22
where

is estimated as shown in Ref. 4 as
S.

(2M

516 SUMMARY OF EWUATIONS

(___. - 300)_/,

Use the re•ation

S-DI

V

dimmnatiooleas

)

(-,("

(5-48)

and the average value of O
T -

isocbhoric flame temperature. *R

D -

bore diameter. in.

=

A rough approximation of P is sufficient.
Values of range from about 0.4 for 57 mm
nfles to about 0.2 for 105 mm rifles. A more
detailed discussion of heat transfer is given in
Section IX.

P

--

The basic interior ballistic equationsx thcn can
be urmnarizd as
(I) Equation of Projectile Motion
From Eq. 5-31I

,oE.3

(3) Nouzle discharge energy:
It is shown in Ref. 4 that the energy

dissipated in the nozzle discha-r is

•',,

V,'

Tf)t/
(t •,V

-

P m

and the definition of velocity

(5-46)
A

dx

dL

where

(550

represents the average value of
7
(ToT)"
(T" 7V 2 over the discharge time.
(4) Internal energy of gas remaining
weapon:
N'c.T

"A,
5-42

n

P = 12

V

(2) Equation of Burning
From Eq. 5-44 and considering the
start condition

AMCP 706-238

rifle is obtained from Eq. 5-47 as

where
NN No'cT
N

(NC 5T,

+ (1 + p)m' V2/2

o

(5-52)

N' = IN + (I - O)No
(4) Equation of State

where
NO

-

weight of propellant burnt at projec-

Eq. 5-35 yields

tile start, lb
(3) Energy Equation:

"The energy remaining in the recoilless

II[

12F(I)

=L A(xo + L)-(

-)AN
(5-53)
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SECTION IV
DISCUSSION OF SOLUTION TO EQUATIONS

In Section 11, four equations were obtained based on :he assumptions indicated
and relate the chamber pressure, projectile
motion, gas temperature, and propellant gas
accumulation in the recoilless rifle. This handbook will not present the detailed analytical
solutions to these equations as obtained by
Hirschfelder or Comer and others who have
simplified the equations by choosing values of
certain propellant, projectile, and weapon
parameters such as X, v., and W, in order to
obtain analytical solutions of the ballistic
equations. Since these methods involve
lengthy calculations, it is not recommended
that they be used.

By making the simple approximation that
the ins, intaneous gas temperature T can be
replaced with an average value, the ballistic
equations can be solved by a simple integra
tion that is discussed in detail in= Section V.
The solutions obtained by this method give
results within reasonable accuracy so that, for
first approxiinatlons, this simplified solution
or the graphical solutions presented in par.
5-7 should be used. For more accurate solutions to the ballistic equations, a digital
computer program for the numerical integration of the basic equations should be
employed.

5-45
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SECTION V
SIMPLE SOLUTION BASED ON CONSTANT AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

(-

5-17 INTRODUCTION

the avere

T

In order to make the system of ballistic

value of To/T
value of

verate

(./)

equations derived in Section III readily integrable, a gis temperature averaged over the
integration limits is used in place of the

instantaneous gas temperature. With this assumption, a solution of the bJlistic equations
is obtained as shown in the discussion that
follows. The method of solution presented
herein serves as a general procedure for
solving these equations since similar solu:ions
also can be obtained after making certain
assumptions about other ballistic parameters
and using the outlined procedure.pA

A5-di
ol
A
kAtW 0 /(C2 E), dimensioless
-

At
q

rnP

1

'

i

(

(5-54d)
(5-54e)

2in

The resulting solutions are simple and
displayed in such a manner that the qualitative effects and relationships of the ballisticq
parameters are seen clearly. The resulting
simp?!'ied equations are readily optimized for
determining minimum volume and minimum
weight rifles, and are used with little 'oss of
accuracy when compared to the more cornplicated solutions.

The general solution of the differential Eq.
5-54 is

5-18 METHOD

Solving for K, and substituting into Eq. 5-55,
the specific solution becomes

The equation of state, Eq. 5-35, can be
written as
dx = O(

dV
where

+ qV - r'), in. -(fps)-'

0= K,

x =o

(5-54)

-'- l.n
\Y) At/
=

sec-ft -t

(5-54a)

-. E

+ r'

+ q_.
+exp
+x/-r
q

-

P, N. and N' have been eliminated by the
use of the following substitutions

A

-

q +
(5-55)
7
With the initial condition that at x = x., V = 0
x =Kexp (O'V) - qV

+ r', in.

I

,:
(;'V) -qV

(5-56)

Eq. 5-55 is an exact analytical solution of Eq.
5-52 provided that the correct value ToIT can
be determined. In Ref. 6 it is shown that with
some simplification of the basic energy equation a good approximation of (T,/T)' ,2 is
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1/2

(TyI
\T1

2

(01/2]
2 1+ +U

(T
557
(5-57)

found that for the usual range of parameters
=

where

1/'4

(5-58a)

where
I

-_

dimensionless
(5-57a)

\T

2a

U

I - b, dimensioaless

(5157dm)
dimensionless
(5-57d)
1 )/2, dimensionless
(5-57en

= 1 - V/(217),

b
A

= A(T

((1 += 2hF

sec-ftrd
(A
1) \At]X,
(5-570
2kF

The expressions for x and dV/d:: are substituted into the equation of motion, Eq. 5-50,
to give the resulting equation

and

p'o

A-

L1X 0 o

ri

X exp(O'V) -

psi (5-58)

Pressure as a function of projectile travel can
now be determined parametrically.
The maximum pressure PP that cccurs
is of particular importance since it strongly
affects rifle chamber aid tube design, nozzle
blast damage, and muzzle flash effects. Maximum pressure is derived on the basis
that aP/a V = 0 at VP (provided that VP is less
than Vb) where Vp is the projectile velocity at
the time when maximum pressure occurs in
the recoilless rifle. Differentiating Eq. 5-58
with respect to V and solving for VlP it is

5-48

Vt

+

2+

(fps)"

and ý'b refer to the values of 4" for V

equal to 0 and Vb, respectively.
5-19 EXAMPLE
The following is a demonstration of the
method of par. 5-18. Given:
•
y

0.2
=

7=
U/p =

P 12m'V

j

(5-57b)

1 - XyU/2 - t V, dimensionless
a

=

1.24
28.6 in? -1b-1
17.99 in?-b-'

k =

6.46 X 10-1 seC-1

F =

3.3 X l0' (ft-lb)-1b'

B =

6.46 X 10-' in.-(psi-sec)" 1

The following gun and projectile vaiues have
been chosen:
A =

13.72 in?

At =

9.31 in?

M

1.0 slug

C2

10 lb

x.

50 in.

-MP70-238

Required:
Vm

1120Ofps

U

I

a

1-

-

0.%,64

0.936

0.537

[Eq. 5-57b]

0.713

[Eq. 5-57d]

(2)(0. 936)

Find:
Lm

2(6.46 x

"The calculations that follow are made

=0.

10

S) (3 . '11)

1CT)

[Eq. 5-5741

535 x 10'4 sec-ft"

according to the steps outlined in par. 5-18.
1-(0. 537)(1. 24)(0. 936)
2

"The value of W usually is chosen such that
the propellant wiil be "all bLrizt" about the
time the niuz~ie velocity is attained o', siightly
before. A longer burn-ing time results in loss
of unburnt propellant, and a shorter time
causes excessive peak pressures given in the
saine tarameter set. The relation between the
web and muzzle velocity is then estimated as
W,= rn'EVmA

(0. 535 x 10-4) (1120)

1. 093

(56)=_L

if

0

M=1.04(11 + (3)(32.2)050
095 slugs

~

[Eq. 5 -3 01

WO13.72

n.

The value of X~ is then calculated from its
definition
(6.46 x 1903)(9.31)(0.058)
0)(6.5 x( 10-4)ad
(±B
0.537(1.

b1(0~1.4
57)

1

9)

1 - (0. 537)(1. 093)

.1
=

0.413 [Eq.

5-491

T equals the average temperature T and correspondingly
(T)l/2

=

[Eq. 5-571

.84

(a
\T/

Re f. 6 shows that for V =0 the gas temperature

then by Eq. 5-60,

kAtW,

629
[Eq. 5-57c]1

0. 0644
2(0.713)-0.4
(Eq. 5-57a)

(T. \~(0629
v
\TO
\0. 713/

After a reasonuble value Of 172 has b~een (c60h(ose(n~
and a value of 0.5 assumed for X the web W
can be calculated from Eq. 5-60.

=1.

=0.

=

=(1)1/2=

0.O5
0537

.2

Since propellant is assumed to be all burnt
at time of muzzle exit
Vb =Vm
19)(1. 474)(0. 537)

0b6
[Eq. 5-57e1

(0. 413) (3. 31 x 101) (6. 46 x103
1. 067 x 10-3 (fps)-'1 [Eq. 5-54a]
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=

(1. 174)(0.537)
(0. 936)2(0.42f1(3.31 x 105)(6.46 x 10-3)

L1 ,

0.992 x 10-3 (fps)-l

V0 =Ax,

S=*(0. 992 x iO-)

[Eq. 5-54a1

+ [(0. 992 x 10O') 2

VP

xm -,x
=

-50

= 90 in.

(13.72)(50) = 685 in!

1. 0

=

= 140

55

x 1 0O- = 947.9 fps

S2
+ 1.0672-0.992)×
11.20
k
1

(Eq. 5-58a]

1/2
10-3
(12)(1. 095)(947.9)

= 1.055 x 10"- (fps)-'

[Eq. 5-59 1

= (13. 72)1. 055 x 10-3
00"+-3445

1[(5
(1. 095)(6.46 x i103 ) (1372)2

.53

x [17.1 - 28.6(0.413)]

= 3.445 x 10"3 in.-sec-ft-1

[Eq.

5

1

-64d]

= (10)(17. 1) _ 12.46 in.
13.72
Sx
3.445 X
1
2.46
L
1.067x 10-3

3. 4405 x 1
[Eq. 5-581

7993 psi

(12)(1. 095)(1120)
. 7 2 ).1 . 0 6 7 ) x 10-3

.
P=(

13

x

x .1-6874o0(1120) - 3.44,9 x 10"3(11120)

0

0

3.454 x 103
1.067 x 10-3 + 12.46
= 140 in.

12.46)

x
X 10

3445x103

1..067 x u0r

12.46

1.

106
x e
[Eq. 5-56]

=

1.4067
4 x IF
10-I
--1.

7647 psi

[Eq. 5-58]
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SECTION VI
ANALYTIC EQUATIONS FOR OPTIMIZING CERTAIN GUN PARAMETERS

5-20 THE
LICH
GUa
FOR
SSFECIFIF.D IUZZLE ENERGY

A

vlue orEST
of xm, it is satisfactory to neglect small
quantities that vary slowly. Therefore. the following simplifications are introduced.

In Section V, meiods were presented for
calculating pressure-travel and velocity-travel
functions from a given set of ballistic parametets. By variation of these ballistic parameters, it is possible to calculate families of
gun design alternatives from which an opt'mum configuration may be chosen. It is
desired to design the iightest gun of specified
caliber, projectile weight, and muzzle velocity. Neglecting certain auxiliary equipment oi
approximately fixed weight for all calibers,
tht weapon weight is primmily a function of
the recoilless rifle volume and peak pressure.
It is desirable to select a peak pressure and
determine the ballistic parameters that result
in the minimum volume weapon of specified
A, m, and 1V ..

(1) q

0

(2)

p = a 20', where a. is an
undetermined constant

(3)

=V
function of V alone.

With these assumptions Eqs. 5-56 and S-61can
be combined as shown in Eq. 5-62
12

m' exp (0•*"),1
+
PjAeaj(0•2

(5-62)

For a given bore area the weapon volume is
determined by Eq. 5-62 and for a given
muzzle velocity and peak pressure is a function of 0' and C 2 alone.

In Section V, Eq. 5-56 showed that
X

As shown in Ref. 7, the vzlue of V/' which
minimizes the recoilless rifle volume can be
determined from

+_ r')
"\ exp (0' V,,,) - qV.

of

e

Sin.

and from Eq. 5-58 and Eq. 5-58a

12 m'r

SL

e- 7
-roe+-

(563)

=0

pi

Vpsi

(5-61)
where
'p is defined in Eq. 5-59.
For a specified bore area, the minimum
we;ght rifie corresponds to the minimum
value of xm. In determining the minimum

The condition for min;mum volume as
determined from Eq. 5-62 is
,=2/V,
(6 --A)
In order to determine the cha-ge associated
with the optimum value of ' 'in, it is necessary to determine a value of ), for a given
I'm. The value of X•is determined from the
following equation:
0
(A\

GT

=

f(X, V,), dimensionless

(To'
\

=

(5-65)
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The function of f can be evaluated as
shown in Ref. 6 and, by plotting f as a
function of X, a family of curves is obtained
with 1'm as a parameter. For a given Vm there
is only one value off and X which satisfies Eq.
5-65. The fanily of curves then reduces to a
single curve of f as a f--iction of X which
satisfies the optimui- condition. This curve is
plotted in Fig. 5-18 where ft applies to
minimum volume guns. The value of C2 can
then be deturmined, knowing the value of X,
as follows
o.(9)
C 2 = kAtWI/X3,

The complete method of solution for the
minimum volume recoilless rifle, which for a
specific bore area and chosen value of Pp
corresponds to the minimum weight rifle for a
specified muzzle velocity, is as follows:
A,

m,

Vm , A,,

propellant

"•constants

'2•

(7) C2 = kAtWI/(XB)
If the estimate of Cj in Step (4)
was poor, Steps 4 through 7
should be repeated. (Note:
C 2 = Ci - Cs)
(8)

4b

=

g&(zp.) determined from Fig. 5-19.

x., =xO +Lm -

12m'
00

!

x exp (zPVm)+ Ap
-11

1m' [exp(¢O,.V,.)
(10)
(10) Lm .
[ep(44()
'..

-e

(11) v, =Ax,
12 m'

C+"

(12
X +r. _PrA(4,) 2 +pA
+__

(12) x_____

(13) P.

Assumptions: (1) Vb =V
(2) N 0 =0
Solution
1 =2V
(1
(1) $,b= 2/Vm
(2) f(Vm ,X,)= 0'kF/(AAt)
(3) A determined from curvef! of
Fig. 5-18,
'
r
(4) m" = 1.04,

+

Mc,1
-31

At O,ts point Cj is estimated.
(5) B is determined from Fig. 5-17.
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#'BVm/A

p (0) 2 V. 4e
exp ( '4V',)

PP

Chosen:

•!

=

(5-66)

lb

The chamber volume Axo then can be
determined from Eqs. 5-62, 5-64, ana 5-65.

Given:

(6) WO

(14) A,

27. 7Ci/v

It can be shown that for high muzzie
velocities the desirable minimum volume rifles
occur at high loading density. If the required
loading density is impractical, there are two
possible remedies. The loading density may be
reduced by using smaller values of X or
smaller values of Vb. in the usual case, it
would be better to use smaller values of X
than to use smaller values of Vb. In general,
however, some calculations for smaller Vb
should be made to determine which procedure for reducing the loading density yields
the smallest final weapon %olume. For calculations involving V < Vb, the equa'tions of Ref.
6 can be used up to V = Vh. For V > Vb an
"after burnt" solution such as given by
iirschfelder (Ref. 8) must be used.
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5-21 THE SHORTEST GUN FOR
SPECIFIED MUZZLE VELOCITY

A
Thie following gun and projectile values
have been chosen.

The barrel length can be obtained from

SA =12 in!
m = 0.5 slug
8
At = 8 la!

Subotituting x. from Eq. 5-62, xo from Eq.
5-61 for the condition q - 0 into the above
obtain
alb)

L ==Pa~

=1 0 fp

[exp (4j/,Vm) - 11 (5--67)V,

i(It

is rcquireO to determine the barrel length

'Me minimum barrel length is determined
when

i,

a8L*. = 0
lknc•

_2[exp

¢

- 1+
01

L, for minimum volume rifle. For the first
calculation, a peak pressure of !0,000 psi is
chosen

0)

-

f(V,, X) = (1.33 x 10"3 )(6.5 x 10"3)

(5-68)

The solution to Eq. 5-68 yields
0 = 1.594/V,
The complete solution for the minimum
barrel length rifle is then the same as outlined
in the preceding section with the exception
that tor a calculated f. the corresponding
value of X is determined from the f 2 curve as
shown in Fig. 5-18.

x (3.3 x 105)/(12/8) = 1.92
A= 0.58 (from Fig. 5-18)
Ci

6 1b (estimated)
1..104 .5 + (1-0.58)6
3(32.2)
L

]

0.546 slug

6.5 x 10-4 in.4psi.,ecT1
(from Fig. 5-17)

B

5&22 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
The following is a demonitradon of the
method
of par. 5-20 applying the indicated
steps.

250- 1.33 x 10"4 (fps)"t
150

(0.
( 546)t6.5 x 10"')•1500) = 0. 044 in.
12
(6, 5 x 103)(8) (0. 044) = 606 lb

C2=(0.58)(6.5 x 10-4)=6.6b

Given the following propellant values:

1.28 x 10,3 (from Fig. 5-19)

= 28.6 in,-1b-

1/p = 17.1 in? -!b-•'

k

=6.5 x104o~iccr1

F

= 3.3 x 101 (ft-%b)-lb 1

xM

-

12(0.546)(2. 71828)2
1(12)(1.28 x 10.4)2(2.71828)
(oe

,

2

=90.6 + 8.6 =99.2 in.
5-55
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12 (0.546) 1(2.71828)2 . =10(12)(1.28 x 104)2(2.71828)
= 78.3 in.

M= 10'(1. 28 x ILO-)2(1500)(2. 71828)
1.33 x 10"3(1500)(2.71828)2
= 6830 psi

VC = 12[99.2 - 78.31 = 250.8 in?

12(0.546),

LP = 101(12) (1. 28 x 104i )
+ (6.06)(17.1) -- 250 8

-33.3

12
12
+ 8.6 - 20.9 = 21.0 in.

The rifle weight can then be calculated by the
method of par. 5-35.

The piocess is repeated for several choices
of peak pressure and a plot of weapon weight
vs peak pressure results.

I
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SECTION VII
INTERIOR BALLISTIC SOLUTION USING DIGITAL COMPUTER

The digital computer is an excellent tool
for solving the interior ballistic equations
without *he need for additional simplifying
assumptions.

[C2 B

'T\•t'21"
kA-)
Atj PAt, lb
(5-72)

NM
N't + ,I-2

An actual computer program will nol be

where a value of T is obtained from solving
the,,uergy equation, Eq. 5-47.

presented in this handbook since it is simple
to write a program given a thorough uwiderstanding of the physical principles. It is
important, however, that the user of the
program determine that the program indeed
.. rpresents his physical problem, or requires
modification.

(3) The pressure P' at the end of the time
increment can then be calculated from the
equation of state, Eq. 5-35, as follows:
A
P2 =12FN2' A(x +L)
To

A basic rationale employed in writing the
program follows:

A

(1) An initial shot-sort pressure as discussed in Chapter II is chosen.

(5-73)
( P, +
The calculated average pressure F'
P2)/2) is then compared with the assumed
average pressure.

(2) Over a short interval of time, e.g.,
0.0001 sec, the pressure in the gun is assumed
to be constant. If P1 is the actual pressure at
the beginning of the time incr-inent and P2
the pressure at the end of the time increment
then it is assumed that an average pressure P
(PI + P2 )/2 is constant over the time increment. The error of this assumption is
negligible over a sufficiently short time iicrement. The velocity V, travel L, propellant
burnt N, and propellant gas accumulation N',
based on the assumed average pressure are
then
V2 = V1 +A-P(At), fps

x2 =x + T (Vt.+ V2)A4c,in.
N2=i +"1

At, lb
-7P

- NA

P

(4) If IF' - y I > 100 psi, for example,
repeat the calculation using the value of Y' as
the assumed average pressure. After a few
iterations the assumed and calculated values
of average pressure will c.onverge toward a
true value and
IP' - P I< 100 psi
At this point the calculation is sufficiently
accurate and the next time increment can be
calculated.

(5-69)

P is
(5) For the first time increment, 1
with
pressure
shot-start
of
value
taken as the
x, = 0 and V, = 0. As a first approximation
presthe initial
equal toaverage
as assumcd
be taken the
canincrement,
sume
in each
pressure of the increment.

(5-70)
(5-71)
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(6) A running tabulation of all variables is
kept and, when the amount of propellant
burnt equals the propellant chzxe, the ptvt
gram switches to the governing equations
applicable to the "all burnt" condition.
Sincc the computer program only calcu-

lates P(I), iYt, and x(4) for a given set of
weapon parameters, it is recommended that
approximate values of optimum gun parameters first be calculated by the method of
Stction VI. The parameters then can be usd
as inputs to the digital computer for a more
accurate solution.

I

I

I

I

I8

F

s
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SECTION VIII
SOLUTION FOR AFTER "ALL-BURNr' CONDITION

5-23

INTRODUCTION

In the previous discussions of the interior
ballisdic equations, it had been assumed that
the propellant continued to burn to muzzle
exit so that a solution afte;" "all-burnt" was
not required. This is often the case in the
design of a recoilless rifle since it results in a
high piezometric efficiency and therefore a
light gun.
However, it may be desirable to end propellant burning sooner than muzzle exit. When
the propellant charge is consumed before
muzzle exit, the interior ballistic equations
must be modified Zo reflect simple gas expanion. The projectile velocity coinciding with
end of burning is designated 4. Normally the
Jminimum weight weapon corresponds to Vb =
V,, however, in practice, it is uzually desirable to end propellant burning before muzzle
exit to avoid excessive discharge of unburat
propellant.
5-24 MODIFICATION

OF

EQUATIONS

FOR "ALL-BURNT" CONDITION

The basic equation for the rate of accumulation of gas in the rifle must be modified
after all-burnt. The weight of gas Alb in the
weapon at the end of burning is
Nl4dimensionless
•,Nb

= ýbC2 ,

lb

N'

?L Tb

dimensionless

C2 = propellant charge weight burned,
lb
Thereafter, tae amount of gas in the recoilless

)- lb (5-75)

'b

T

The introduction of this equation for N'
permits a solution for the pressure and
velocity.
5-25 SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS
"ALL-BURNT" CONDITION

FOR

The step-by-step procedure pre.n-ted in
Section V can be continued for the case
where V> Vb as follows:
The equations are
(1) N/C,
dimensionless
(
1)X + 1112, dimensionless
(2) 1'2
(3) g, = (1 - JdX/2, dimensionless
where ,0
0 for Po o
-

(4) gj = 1 -g

0

1r

2,

-

dimensionless

(5) MVC2 =1
where

T

where

S(6)
=b 1

(5-74)

rifle lecreases as gas is discharged through the
nozzle. At this point, the equation for the
weight NI df the residual gas in the weapon is

1/2 = 1/(T
lT 0 /T) 112 for up to "all-burnt"

(6

02= 2

z 2&

-1/c2),

-~)/w;/b'C2 )

dimensionless
(7) q

1/0

+

1, dimensionless
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(8)

i

(9)

92

=

(10) Y'

1 + (1 + p)(v

1), dimensionless

-

go =0.537/2 = 0.268

12m'V2(x)
)
-ve••(
)
(9)

dimensionless

4TT2-

{1

Tt~2 44'~~2cdj

Z2
[v •(VS- lV•
)

}

Pb 02 (z

=268=
0.470

N= 0. 715 - 0

1.093

02

1275-0,470\
4 7

2

1 04Z

1

-Cl(
'/V-I)

(11 xffiY'b
(12) P

= 1 - (0. 268)(1. 062) = 0. 715

g

+ [1 + (2 -

=

1. 062

r 2 = [(1.24 - 1)(0. 537) + 111/2

+ 1 = 1.

'=j1

95 9

. =1 + (I + 0. 2)(1. 24 -- 1) = 1. 288
12(l. 095)(1120)2(

V,)
2-

6 8 5 (7 6 4 1 )( 1 . 04 3

)I1u( 2

-

1.24)

= 1.402

5-26 EXAMPLE
In par. 5-19, a numerical example was given
in which burning ended with a muzzle veloc-

ity Vm of 1120 fps. Assume that nothing is
clianged in the previous example except that
the requiied muzzle velocity is 1200 fps.
Thus, at the end of burning

Y,
r

i + [1 + (2 - 1.288)(1.04$)1(1.043)(''2-2u•)(1.4O2)

(1.402)[1. 959

1.959

-

(1.288

- l)

-

1,406

Vb = 1120 fps
xb = 140 in.

Pb = 7641 psi
The problem is to calculate new values ofxm
and Pm as follows, using the steps outlined in
par. 5-25:

Xm = 1. 406(140) = 197 in.

LM= XM- Xo= 197 - 50 = 147 in.
7641

=

rP

.4 06
4460 psi

/. 959 -.-

1120

5-60
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SECTION IX
HEAT TRANSFER

5-27 INTRODUCTION
The transport of tb-rmal energy from
propellant gases to the bore and nozzle
surfaces of the recoilless rifle deserves serious
coasideration. Heat triisfer degrades interior
ballistic performance, increases the erosion of
nozmie and bore surfaces, may cause pre-t.',
mature ignition of chemical deterioration of a
round of ammunition, introduces difficulty in
the handling of a choulder-fired recoilless
rifle, limits the maximum rate of fire and

length, and (3) convective heat transfer occurs
at the intericr and e;:terior gun walls, the
basic equations for thin walls and little
curvature describing the heat transfer iii the
recoilless rifle are:
±
8(-,t)
(
6
.
j =
(5-76L
with the boundary conditions
(1)

k-,

fimally, but not the least important, diminishes the physical strength of the gun material
as the temperature of the barrel rises. For
example, in the latter consideration, the
strength of some gun steel alloys drops
approximat.-ly 18 percent for a rise in temperature from 700 to 5000F. This loss in strength
assumes even greater importance when one
considers that the recoilless rifle has a very
low overall heat capacity compared to the
conventional closed breech system; this fact is
reflected in a signifi,.antly higher and more
rapid temperature rise.
The problem of estimating the temp-erature
distribution through the wall of the chamber
and barrel as a function of time is challeaging.
The paragraphs that follow provide some of
the theoretical bases upon which a satisfactory method of temperature estimation is
obtained when comnbined with a minimum of
experiment,•' 3upport.

(
(2)

transferred conductively only in the radial
diitction of the gun barrel, since the effects
of longitudinal and circumferential heat flow
are slight, (2)
gun ba':l is of infinite

,j

1

hj[(O,t)

-

ee]

k|80(w=t)
TLb
J

and the initial condition that
0 (w, 0) = 0
where
O(rt)

=

T,,(rt) - T, = wall temperature above ambient, 'F

Tw (r,t)

=

wall temperature at position r
and time t,0 F

Ta

=

r
t

5-28 BASIC EOUATIONS
Based on the assumptions that (1) heat is

!6(O,t)

L

ambient temperature,0 F
outward radial distance into
wall, in.

=time, sec
diffusion constant, in. -seczl

kT

thermal conductivity of rifle,
Btu-(in. -sec-*F/in.)"1

hj

heat transfer coefficient at interior wall, Btu-(in.-sec OF)-1

5-61
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ho

= heat transfer coefficient at exterior wall, Btu-(in?-sec.*F)-'

w

= wall thickness, in.

0,

= propellant gas temperature
above ambient, deg F.

where
(,t))
a,

Q, r)

2-29 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS
The temperature of the recoilless rifle
now will be determined by two different methods of solving the basic equations presented

in

par.

5-28.

The

Since the ballistic cycle of a recoilless rifle
is approximately 12 msec, and the rate of fire
usually does not exceed 20 rounds per mri-ute
(3 sec between rounds), the heat input to the
rifle can be defined as a delta "function", i.e.,
a certain quantity of heat is instantaneously
transferred each time a round is fired. The
entire formal problem can then be described
as follows:

first

method defines an equilibrium temperature
on a single shot basis, and then determines the
round necessary to achieve any particular
percentage of this equilibrium temperature at
a specific rate of fire. The sec( nd method
deals with the determination of the weapon
the
temperature as a continuous function of
number of r')unds for a given rate of fire.

i)

,)

S=•/ W
T

0 <

< lFP'4
1,
T>0

Br

(5-78)
N

8V(0, 7T)
'-

6 Pr - (n-

1)T,,R]

(,-79)

a
Before discussing either method of solution, it is possible to write the basic equations
in dimensionless form by introducing the
following dimensionless quantities which are
referred to as reduced distance •, r.duced
time Y,and reduced temprarature ýp:

O(wtt'7) dimensionless
80

Vp(1, 0)

=

= h" (P(1, T)

(5-80)

0

(5-81)

where
, =
round-W
Q o =k T0 ot, o' n '

t/to

=

heat flux input per round,
Btu-(in. 2 -round.)l

6 d/o

0,

V = hwPT, dimensionless
where 00 = maximum temperature above
ambient at inner wall, *F, and t. is defined as

h

= heat transfer coefficient,
Btu-(ha. 2_oF-sec)"i

to==w 2/a', sec
Substitution of these quantities into Eq. 5-76
yields

i84

=

5-62

J)**

*j

p (,T)(5-7)
8T

6[T - (n - 1)TR] is the delta function
defined in such a manner that

b(x)dx = 1, and6(x) = 0forx *0;
where in this case, x = 7- (n - 1)rR"

wA4P 7•a-u

=

dimensionless time between rounds
= (toRf)-1

where
q0

To determine the temperature of the exterior wall on the basis of pulsed heat input at
the inner boundary and convective heat loss
at the outer boundary, the dimensionless Eqs.
5-77 through 5-81 are solved through the use
of Laplace and inverse Laplace transforms as
outlined in Ref. 9. The final solution of the
reduced temperature at the exterior is written
as

heat transferred
to
weapon per round,
Btu-ronnd -1

=

the

rate of fire, rounds min-1

R=
qoRf

=

heat transferred to weapon
per unit time, Btu-min-'

60hAw 0

=

heat loss by cooling per unit
time, Btu-miz-'

f

$1;,T)dO

R)~wxW-~
Rf
- (n
=

S~Mt

--

where

W

=

Nweay on weight, lb

c$

=

specific heat of weapon, Btu(lb

at exterior
p(l, r) = reduced temperature
wall for reduced time r, dimensionless
=

net gain rf heat in weapon
per urit time, Btu-mii- 1

-

(-82)

H

=

AW

Heaviside function which has the
followiag property

H(t=)= (0, t < S
1,1 S

surface area of weapon being
heated, in.

dO
dn

change in weapon temperature per round, 0F-round"'

=

The solution to Eq. 5-83 may be written as
0(n)

IIM1 interpreted as initial, reduced

=

OJ[1 -. exp

nhl)], OF

(-

(5-84)

where

temperature rise
M,

"F)-0apon

qR

temeraur r)/(2)
ei o
s
(h"' + 1)/(2Q' ), dimensionless

=o hA

(5-82a)

(5-83)

equilibrium temperature, OF

60hA
Ih.,

In the determination of an equilibrium
temperature by the single shot analysis the
assumption of convective cooling at the
exterior surface still holds with the additional
assumption that the heat transfer coefficient
h is constant with change in temperature
From an energy balance, the following holds:
dO
ca~
= q"
- 60hAteA Btu-mirr t

=

round

W

t

The initial temperature rise 01, i.e., n
then expressed as

01

=

0(1) - 0(0)

=

1, is

0[1 - exp (- h,)I (5-85)

Solving Eq. 5-85 for 0O
81

exp

h,
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The temperature decay 0 d after th-1 initial
temperature rise is given by
Od = 01 exp [NA, t/(cwW.])
Therefore, the temperature rise
before firing the second round is

(

6

0hAw

012

just

0

-

or
0AL

(...

h,)

Substituting into Eq. 5-85 and then Eq. 5-84,
the equilibrium temperature 0. becomes
01
o2
J, 0 t - 0t
(5-86)
01

oi2
LOi

The solution to the single-shot analysis kasS
been plotted in the form of nomograms as
shown in Figs. 5-20 and 5-21. !rig.5-20 is a
nomogram of equilibrium temperature as a
function of initial temperature rise B1 , and
subsequent temperature decay 0d until the
second round is fired. The quantities 01B0, Rf),
n, and h' are paired, respectively, with an
indexing axis drawn between 0/10 and Rf
(Fig. 5-21). In order to determine 0/0 .- given
h '= 0.033, n =40, and Rf = 2-the following
procedure is used.
(1) Construct the straight line determined
by the points h 'and n, and extend the line to
intersect the index (Fig. 5-2 1).
(2) Construct the straight line determined
by the point of intersection on the index and
the point on the Rfaxis determined by the

and the temperature, of the weapon at round
"n" given by

0

5-30.1.1 Single-shot Analysis

1

.

5-30 TEMPERATURE
DATA

612V 1

rate of fire. This line intersects the O/Oe-axis
at the correct value (0.5).
The results obtained by using these results
from the single-shot Pnalysis have proven

(5-87)

successful, being within the experimental errors shown in Table 5-4(A).

DISTRIBUTION

5-30.1.2 Determination of Temperature as a
Function of Round Number and
Rafe of Fire

5-30.1 THEORETICAL CALCULATION
The solutions for both the single-shot
analysis, Eqs. 5-86 and 5-87, and the multiple
number of rounds for a given rate c fire, Eq.
5-82, methods have been determined and
described in graphical form, Ref. 9, and are
presented in pars. 5-30.1.1 and 5-30.1.2.
Given the round number n, rate of fire Rf,
cooling factor h: the maximum temperature
at inner wall T,', and the temperature of
inner wall after first firing TI, the exterior
wall temperature easily is calculated by either
of the procedures outline.1 in pars. 5-30.1.1
and 5-30.1.2.

The solution for the exterior wall temperature as found in Eq. 5-82 may be interpreted
as discussed in the paragraphs that follow.
After the initial temperature rise, the ternperature begins its decay in such a manner
that when the second round is fired, its
contribution to the exterior surface temperature is added to the residual effects of the
first round. In a similar manner, immediately
after firing the third round, the temperature is
calculated by adding the contribution of the
third round to the residual effects of the first
and second rounds. This process continues
until no further rise in the peak temperature
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Figure 5-20. dquilibrium TeMperature as a Function of indtial
Temperature Rise and Decay
occurs, i.e., the equilibrium temperature has
been attained. In other words, the contribution of the last round is exactly negated by
the decay of the preceding rounds.
T
MFigs.
may also be interpreted
The quantity I/IM1

A

as the initial, reduced temperature rise
M=

insofar as Q, and H are functions of caliber.
Therefore, the dimensionless quantity M, is a
generalized quantity not only with respect to
temperature, but also with respect to caliber.
through
5-31 hare'=-0.02
graphs
M,10
vs
mLi-!
0.20
to cf
conditions
surfacw
n for 5-22
A typical "calculationwould be

(5-88)

Swhere 0o is the maximum temperature rise a.
the inner wall. This quantity is independent
of the rate of fire and is a function of caliber

Given:
=50 °F
V, = 500°F
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TABLE 5-4
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED TEMPERATURE DATA
(A) Based on Single-shot Analysis
Rate of Fire
Caliber, mm
57
57
105
105

Equilibrium Temperature 0., OF

Rf, rd/min

0,

0.5
2.0
0.5
0.5

45
46
29
28

0

d

Calculated

Observed

Erro, %

9
5
7
6

225
423
120
130

213
443
127
133

6.0
4.5
5.5
2.2

(B) Comparison of Observed and Calculated

4.

Ron o.

Results for the 57 mm, T6GE2 Recoilless
ture as a Function of Round Number
Dtriaonof
Temnpara.
and Rate of Fire

acuae1Rifle bsdo

Temperature, OF

Round No., n

Calculated*

1
2
3
4
_4ý
5
6
7
8

85
121
149
171
188
202
213
221

85
120
O15
170
190
200
215
220

80
114
140
161
177
190
200
208

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19

233
237
241
243
245
247
248
249
250

235
240
240
245
245
250
250
250
250

219

20

251

250

236

9

19

228

250

Observed*

230

25()

Theoretical***

215

*,23
"•-,7

2,
233
234
235

235

The initial temperature rise alone is taken from empirical data.
Observed temperatures are recorded to within 5 deg F.
The initial temperature risa is calculated on the basis of Eq. 5-82a.
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where
T,

R! = 0.5 rd/min
h'
0. 12 min t

air ambient temperature, OF

T,

='maximum temperature at inner wall,

Ti

= temperature of inner wall after firing
first round, F

OF

T., = 85*F

T. = 41-F
T,

=

0,

-= 0. 078

450

From Fig. 5-30 ibr h'=0.18

Mt = 0.096
min

1

with•

Rf 2and n = 15

-

5-30.2 EXPERIMENTAL PHASE

M1915 = 8.60

5-32 shows the experimental exterior

.Fig.

(5

J

=

= 500OF (assumed)
0

865 0
M

9P15

= 8.60 X 0. 078 =0.67

015

= 0o50, (remembering vp

015

= 0.87 x 450

015

= 302 deg F

T15

= 0t5 + Ta = 302 + 50

T5

5 352 deg F
=
=
dknown

surface

=

0/0o)

Table 5-4(B) also contains a comparison of
obse: ,ed and calculated results for the 57 mm
T66E2 Recoilless Rifle for the following
conditions:

temperature

distribution

obtained

during firing tests of a 57 mm T66E2 Recoilless Rifle. The rifle was outfitted with firing
stand and ten Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
of 40 gage wire spot welded into minute slotsalong the barrel as indicated in Fig. 5-32.
These thermocouples measured the rifle
temperature as a function of time for various
rates of fire. In this case, as described in Rqef.
10, the output from each thermocouple was
recorded on a muftichantiel galvanometer
type recorder. The recorder is calibrated by
substituting an equivalent resistance for the
thermocouple circuit. impressing on it a
millivoltage, and recording the deflection obtained. Since the deflection of each
galvanometer is not ( cactI" hinear, the calibration is accomplished in steps at approximately
1-in. intervals up to 4-in. total deflection tc
establish a calibration curve.
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SECTION X
SPECIAL TOPV S

5-31 LOSS OF UNBURNT PROPELLANT
If unburned propellant ejection through

the rifle at any time iýý
C, - aim' V/A - N

C - N

(5-90)

the nozzle is W, at any time and the initial
charge is C4, the following relation exists:
From the defini~io,. of ile propellant web
C - N

Ci - W, - N, lb

where

C
N

(5-89)

whereWW
=

thickness W
ly

-

o2t
2jr'dt

(5-91)

effective propellant charge weight,
lb
weight of propellant burnt, lb

From experimental investigations of the
powder loss from a 57 mm M18 Recoilless
Rifle as reported in Ref. 3, it was found that

and from the approximation of a Uinear
burning rate r
the follo-,ing expresion is obtained for the
unburnt propellant web

dW
-= alp

f

dt

W

Wo - 2C'

Pdt

=m'[dV•from the equation

Substituting P A Odt f

or in dimensionless form
of projectile motion and integrating up to
time of all burnt, the value of a, is found to
be

2C,,t
f

AC8
=rn'-•
at

f Pdt

(5-92)

iF•' "sec-l

where
where C, is the total unburned propellant
charge ejected through the nozzle. The value
of W, at any time t is then
ft
Ws

f

W/Wo = fraction of web unburnt

Since the amount of unburned propellant
ejected is proportional to the pressure

alJ Pdt =naim'V/A, lb

By substituting this result into Eq. 5-89, the
weight of unburned propellant remaining in

d'V
dt

=

alp

then from Eq. 5-92 the amount of unburnt

5-81
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A
propellant ejected at any timetis
"'.

W

L

n

2

n'
•

=

(5-9 3)

-- •"-2s

3
1

the amount
of unburned
propelby
in the gun
at any time
is obtained
lentTh.;refore,

+ 2sf

R

7)

--

•3

(5-97)

using Eq. 5-89.

"
C -N
Ir,•.

,r:,

Ci - N - ajWo(1 -f)/(2C')
(5--94)

Since the surface area Sg of single-perforated
grain at any time is given by
2
W'P
2C 2
. W + R') - 2R'(1

S~where
.'*

f)]

whee-

(5-95)

= no' - a 2VW,(1 -f)/(2C')

I

Se =4-•--2(1 - R' + 2R'f)

If we let n'be the number of grains in the gun
at any time and n', the initial number of
grains, Eq. 5-94 can be written es

By knowing the fraction of propellant loss,
s = C/Ci, the constant a 2 in Eq. 5-95 can be
determined from the following relation

*

the total surface area S of the number of
grains in the rifle at any time t can be written
as the product of the number of grains in the
isrifle and the surface area per grain. The result
-tA

S = -- If'°

dNdf

*C i•",

~(5-96)
SWop
whie e p
dngx
R1 -

to ) f] f

',,•:
.,represents

S

R/\

the ratio oi"
ejected charge

S~the

initial length of the propellant grains. The
of integration yields

,- 2s(1 -f

RI/ +R') -2RC(1 -)J 1
(5-98)
The burning rate equation may be written in
the following form

volume
":,to
the total initial charge volume, and R2ois

.•,,result

-

)

r

-2W d

and substituting this value of r into

~ni

,

~which upon substituting into Eq. 5-96 and

"

R'= W.o/Q1

Sdefining

obtain

N
C"2-

5-82

W

*-

W f'
2C2 1tSd

(5-99)
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Substituting Eq. 5-98 into Eq. 5-99 results in
the following integral

equation of projectile motion in terms of the
chamber pressure as follows
AP

dV

N
C2

2s

_

1I-

m'

dt

(1-f
f] -

5-33 FORM FACTOR FOR PROPELLANT
BURNING

x [1 +R' -2R'(1 -f)ldf
Tue integration of this equation yields a
cubic in f which is reduced to a quadratic
expression by the following substitution

In par. 5-12 the rate of propellant burning
was given as
3C2

&

_dt

l

Wo
and upon integrating

From these operations, it follows that

N
C2

-N 1
L

C2

where W/L is the charge regressiveness zonsidering propellant loss and is found to be

L

s~

-s [R~

or

1 1

+

the burning surface of the
constant (single-perforated
discussed in par. 5-12 for
grains

N
C2

L-

7 1o
JL

WL

assuming that
varopellant is
grains) or as
seven-perforated

f

L

ci

CL 0fraction

Brn'V
AW.'

.Bm'V
AW7F 7

where the factor F7 is shown in Fig. 5-33.
This approximation can be improved by

byth
oanthat
be expresses
imract ed the
auseThisapproximauntion
of a form function

of propellant charge burned N/C2 as

aquadratic function of the fraction of the
(5- 100)
5-32 PRESSURE GRADIENT IN GUN
The complete derivation for the effective
projectile iaass is found in par. 5-10. The
purpose of the effective projectile mass is to
compensate for the difference in the chamber
pressure and the pressure acting on the base
of the projectile and the additional pressurc
drop caused by friction at projectile-barrel
interface. With the introduction of effective
projectile mass mn' it is possible to write the

unburned web f. The following function fits
accurately the common propellants in use

72k

-ktf+kzf 2

(5-101)

where k,. k 1 , and k2 are constants that
depend upon the propellant granulation.
The values of ko, k 1 , and k2 are given in
the subsequent paragraph for the following
granulations with no unburned propellaat loss
through nozzle injection.
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(1) Single-perforatedGrain:
l

_N
S-(5-102)

(5d 4

(2) Seven-perforated Grain:
The form function of the seven-perforated

+

r

grain to splintering can be written in slightly

different form in terms of the fraction of

propellant web burnt.

k,

1•,D
2

_(

__

_____

jr

L

-

D

_A

(5-105)
N
C

5W

k3W k4

w2

+k

3
(5-103)

k 5 =T -

-

1
to

(Rd-106)

where
where
w= --f = fraction of propellant web
burnt

The constants k3 , k4 , and ks are as follows:
5-84
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DO

= initial diameter of grain

d

= perforation diameter

o

=

initial length of grain
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(3)

Cord and Sheet Propellants:

and is recimpressed adiabatically through a
shock. This recompression raises the gas

(a) Cord or Cylindrical Solid:

-

N-

1+(•.f+ 2. ,

wduring
+.
f2

tempeiature and the gas becomes luminous

(5-107)

(b) Sheet Propellant:
N = 1 +f
,C2

(5-108)

5-34 MUZZLE FLASH
5-34.1 BASIC THEORY
When a recoilless rifle is fired, the hot gases
discharged from the muzzle and nozzle are
luminous, resulting in a visible flash. Since
flash reveals the location of the weapon, it is
an undesirable effect that should be minimized or eliminated. The flash resulting from
gases issuing from the nozzle of a recoilless
rifle is siniilar tc muzzle flash, but is of much
greater intensity because of the larger amount
of gases discharged. A study of flasn
phenomenon reveals three regions of luminosity (Refs. 11, 12, and 13):
(1) A small region of low luminosity at
muzzle or nozzle called primary flash.
(2) A region 'f high intensity just beyond
the muzzle or nozzle and separated from
primary flash known as intermediate flash.
(3) An ill-defined region of high intensity,
beyond but not well separated from the
intermediate flash, called the secondary flash.
Although the flash mechanisms are not
understood fully, it generally is agreed that
the propellant gas emerging from tlte gun is
sufficiently energetic to be self-lurninous. The
gas imm-diately expands and cools below the
luminous temperature, resulting in a dsrk
zone. Following this, the gas is overexpanded

again. The propellant gases have entrained air
this process, thus forming a combustible mixture. If the recompression has
raised the nixture temperature to the ignition
poi-t, it will form a secondary flash.
Most of the luminosity in fLsh is due to
metallic impurities in the propellant gases.
The specirum of the emitteJ gases reveals
vsrong radiation from sodium, potassium, and
calcium, and the oxides of calcium and
copper which are expected since these materials arc, used in propellant manufacture with
copper originating predorinately from the
rotating bands.
5-34.2 FLASH SUPPRESSION
In princip!e, flash can be partially suppressed by the elimination of metallic impurities. However. this approach is not
ecunomicaliy feasible. It has been determined
experimentally that flash can be partially
suppressed by the addition of propellant
additives or suppressed mechanically by the
insertion of flow spoilers.
Chemical suppressors inhibit combustion in
the secondary flash zone only. Many of the
additives that have been effectve include the
following compounds of potassium: iodide,
bromide. oxalate, acid oxalate. and sulphate.
Mechanical nmethods have been more suc-

cessful in suppressing flash. The general effect
of mechanical suppressors is the inhibition of
combustion since the gas dynamics are suitably perturbed. For example, when steel bars
are introduced into the gas stream, the flash is
reduced significantly.
Experimental studies also have been performed to determine the effect of gun design
on flash. This work indicates that flash
intensity is suppiressed with reduction of peak
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chamber pressure and increase in nozzle expansion ratio. Flash intensity reductions of

whee-e the factor 1.15 represents a 15 percent
safety factor. The pressure in the gun is

50% were achieved by this means but only by

estimated to be P;,ax

using a nozzle expansion ratio of seven which

then to decrease linearly from P' to P; for

is not usually optimum.

x

5-35 CALCULATION
WEIGHT

for 0 c. x 4 x., and

and then with a linear decrease
Sfrom< xPb'< xb
1o Pin for Xb <• x < Xmwhere
OF

"BARE"

GUN
P;

An important impact of interior ballistic
design is the effect upon the minimum
weighted gun. The calculation of "bare"
weapon weight suffices since ancillary equipment, gun sights, and spotting rifle, are
approximately the same weight foi most gun
designs.

1. 15Pb

1. 15mgP,,
(g

+

The wall t;.c-nesses w corresponding to these
pressures are determined as
W6•, 0 -!x "-- xt

One proceeds to estimate weight considering the recoilless rifle a cylindrical tube
of length x, cross-sectional area A \ -Ath wall
w, required to sustain the internal
thickness
gas pressure,

/\
tWp w w(x)

=

)

The required wall thickness is
wV= P'R 2 /o",

in.

\Xb -- ,
PXt - X5 b
wb

XP,

(x

-M
WC(Xb

X)

b

(5-109)
Xb • X : Xm

(5-I11)

where
P'

= pressure at point in consideration,

The tube weight IV,is then given by

psi
R2

= radius of tube, in.
= allowat1e tensile strength of material, psi

P'then is expressed in terms of P, the space
average pressure ii the weapon. At the instant

P=P,. any point of the tube up to x=xp
must withstand a maximum pressure P,'aax of
S+~

P

max

/M +

£ )

II,
IVt

IT'R[WX,•.VO+ + 2 IVA (Xbb- --~
21rp'R2
XP)

/__\1
+

/

(Xn Xm
-

+ 1rP,[ux, + (U,.++
4-(z

(5-110)

b+

+wbu,, +olb)

+ 2) (xb - xP)

y
o

+ "'

(5+1 2)3
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where p' = density of gun mrterial.

TABLE 5-5
NUMERICAL CONSTANTS USED IN

li the case that Vb is less than V,,P
and xb =
which eliminates the second and
fifth terms of Eq. 5-112. In the case that
Xh =Xrn, the third and sixth terms of Eq.
5-112 are eliminated.

5-36 LIST OF NUMERICAL CONSTANTS

USED IN INTERIOR
CALCULATIONS

INTERIOR BALLISTIC CALCULATIONS

For M10 Propellant:
71
1/p
TO=
F
r,

=
=

28.55 in?-lb-1
17.09 in.?-1b28590 K
3.31 x 10' (ft-lbI-4.53x 10-3P "in.-secd-

BALLISTIC

1.24
Other Parameters:

Table 5-5 is a list of the numerical values of
the constants for M10 Propellant and othier

psrameters used in the interior ballistic calculations.

A/Ar
A2.At

=

1.5
2,3
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CHAPTER 6
CANCELLATION OF RECOIL

6-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

specific heat of propellant gas at
constant
pressure,

cp

(ft-lb).(lbL° F)-

cross-sectioanal area of nozzle at

A

arbitrary location, ft 2
specific heat of propellant gaz at

cv
Ab

cross-sectional area of bore of
rifle, ft2

A=

cross-sectional area of chamber
of rifle, ft'

volume,
constant
(ft-lb)-({l.F)-F
bore diameter of rifle, in. or mm

DB

DA,A~,Dt = throat diameter of nozzle, in.
Ae

=

F

= thrust force of nozzle, lb

cross-sectional area of nozzle at
(also
called
nozzle
inlet
approach area, or nozzle entrance area), ft2

FR

= recoil force (rearward) of rifle,
lb

cross-sectional area of nozzle at
reference location, ft2
= cross-sectional area of nozzle at

G'

A,

A0
A

cross-sectional area of nozzle at
exit, ft2

=

G

G'

1
= mass velocity, slug-(ft 2 'ylc-

= mass flux (mass flow, or mass
flow rate), slug-sec-1
actial mass flow rate, slug-sec-'

throat, ftI
AH
a=

acoustic velocity at arbitrary
section of nozzle, ft-sec-1

a,

icoustic velocity at throat section of nozzle, ft-secd-

b=

subscript which refers to bore of

= theoretical specific
change, (ft-lb)-slug-'

enthalpy

h, hl, h2 = heat transfer coefficient from

propellant gas to nozzle surface,
cal-(cm 2 -sec-*CQ-

thermal conductivity of nozzle
material, cal-(cm 2 -sec-°C/cmy'

k

rifle

molecular weight of propellant

CF

=

thrust coefficient, dimensionless

M'

[c

=

specific heat of nozzle material,
cal-(g-°C)-P

M = v/a

=

Mach number at arbitrary location of nozzle, dimensionless

subscript which refers to chamber of rifle

Me

=

jet Mach number, dimensionless

c

=

gas, dimensionless

6-1

A/cP76-I38
oMP

p

Pa

ATt

-= percent of melting point

temperature rise of propellant

gas at nozzle I•roat (with
reference to nozzle initial tern-

= pressure at arbitrary location of
nozzle, lb-ft-2
=

external to
ambient pressure
2

peiature), OR
t

=

time, sec

t

=

subscriyt which re'r s to throat

rifle, lb-ftP

=

chamber pressure of rifle, lb-ft
pressure
at2 exit
nozzle, lb-ff-

P,
PO

=

P,

2

of nozi~e

section of

=

time for projectile to leave
muz7...-- rifle, sec

pressure at inlet tection of
nozzle, lb-ft 2

V

gas velocity at arbitrary location
of nozzle, fp'i

ideal reservoir pressure (pressure
at reference location), lb-ft-r
pressure at throat section of

ve

gas velocity at exit section of
nozzle, fps
gas velocity at inlet section of

v=

2

nozzle, fps

nozzle, lb-ft-

p/

= jet pressure ratio, dimensionless

Po/Pe

=

gas velocity at throat section of

v=

nozzle, fps

R

=

r
r'=AI/A,=
ATm

TO

AT,

6-2

=

pressure ratio, dimensionles.v
vel1vt

=velocity rat.io, dimensionless

x

=

abscissa of a point on jet
boundary

radius ol e-it section of nozzle
(jet radiusj, in.
to rifle
ratio of chamber area

y

=

ordinate of a point on jet
boundaryI

bore area, dimensionless

a

constant
gas
2
2 0

ft -(sec - R)"

(

1$9,709/M'),

melting
between
difference
temperature of nozzle material
and initial temperature of nozzle, OR

=

ideal reservoir temperature of
propellant gas (temperature at
reference location), oR

=

temperature rise of inner surface
of nozzle throat (with reference
to nozzle initial temperature),
OR

2a

divergence angle of nozzle (angle of inclination of diverging
nozzle wall to nozzle axis), deg
=

cone angle of nozzle (nozzle
expansion angle), deg

= angle of inclination of converging plug wall to nozzle axis, deg
-y=Cc Ic

ratio of specific heats of propellant gas, dimensionless

E

expansion ratio of nozzle, dimensionless

-4

I
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e1 , e2

=

fractional increase in nozzle
throat area, dimensionless

=

overall

efficiency

of nozzle,

= divergonce correctica factor, di
mensionless
P'

=

g-cn-

dimensiunless

'

=

discharge correction factor of
nozzle, dimensionless

pr

=

kinetic energy efficiency
nozzle, dimensionless

of
w

A=velocity coefficient of nozzle,
dimensionles-

of

nozzle

material,

3

=rdensity
=

QKE

density

ofv prOpelant

gas in

density of propellant gas at
nozzle throat, slug-f- 3

= Aimensioaless recoil (momenturn ratio parameter), dimen-

sionless
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

6-1 CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

Sof

Spopularly

The so-called "Recoilless Principle" is
derived from the general "Momentum Theorem" for a system of particles. This theorem
states that the time rate of change of the
momentum of the system is equal to the sum
all the external forces acting cn the system.
Accordingly, in the absence of external
forces, the momentum of the system
undergoes no change. This result is known
as the principle of "Conservation of
Momentum". When applied to a gun discharging a projectile forward, this principle shows
that tho gun will itself be driven in motion in
a direction opposite to that of the projectile,
a phenomenon well known as recoil. In the
event that the gun is to experience no recoil,
"it is evident that an equivalent amount of
rearward momentum must be generated by
use of a scheme in which the recoiling mass is
something
thanguns
the dogun
consequently, theother
recoilless
not,and,
in general,
have
the breech
closed as in the case of
conventional
guns.
Am ong the various schem es proposed, one

of the first was a gun that used a single
straight tube to simultaneously fire projectiles
of equal mass from both ends. A similarly
awkward scheme was employed in the Davis
gun that ejected simultaneously a projectile
with
the muzzle and a
heavy high
lumpvelocity
of lead from
with low velocity from
the breech of the weapon,
•,
A simpler, though somewhat less obvious,
way of obtaining the recoilless effect is t-)
"permit the transfer of a large portion of the

propellant gas to the rear, so that the
rearward momentum of the gas escaping from
the breech is employed to balance the
forward momentum uf the prcjectile. A
constriction of the gun tube at a point behind
the propcelant charge was employed in the
Cooke recoilless gun. The constriction of the
rear passage increases the velocity of the
escaping gas, raises the internal pressure, and
also increases the muzzle velocity of the
projectile. Recoillessness then becomes a
function of th~e ratio of the bore area to
exit-port area, ratio of the projectile mass to
charge mass, loading density, powder granulation and compositions, burning temperature,
and other factors.
6-2 THE SUPERSONIC NOZZLE
In actual practice, the constriction in the
rear passage is realized by having the
propellant
open somewhat
into a rearward
orifice of achamber
cross section
smaller
than
the bore and then into a divergent
nozzle. The convergent-divergent (de Lzval)
nozzle thus formed allows the passage of a
large
propellant
as o iportion
t d moof ethe
t m
t
he gas
r a and
. U its
o
associated momentum to the rear. Upon
ignition of the charge, the propellant gases are
generated at a greater rate than can be
maintained in the efflu,: from the nozzle. The
rising pressure in the chamber then exerts a
force on the projectile to set it into motion,
and finally establishes a state of approximate
pressure
equilibrium in the chamber during
the -emainder
of propellant combustion. In
this process the rearward momentum acquired
by the gas escaping through the nozzle is
controlled by the size of the nozzle throat
area and the expansion ratio (defined by Fq.
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6-1) of the nozzle. By proper selection of
these quantities, the forward thrust exerted
by the reaction of the escaping gas on the
chamber and nozzle walls can be used to
neutralize the rearward thrust (recoil) which
otherwise would be communicated to the gun
by the reaction of the Vu~ pressure driving the
projectile~ forward. Ideally, the nozzle will
maintain the weapon motionless during the
frncyl.Hwvrpefcininosogt
since slight variations in performance from
round to round are unavc,idable. In the long
run, the progressive wear in the tube and
nozzle will aggravate these variations, and a
slight amount of recoil is tolerated. In fact,
some initial recoil is deliberately planned in
the rearward direction at as high a level as can
be tolerated, since this is desirable for longer
nozzle life. As the nozzle throat wears,
rearward recoil diminishes to zero and
ultimately becomes reg-.nerated in the forward direction. Newly designed nozzles
should, therefore, have the throat restricted
more than necessary in the test gun to assure
a substantial rearward recoil.

results from the helical motion. nf the
spin-stabilized projectile inside the gun tube.

recillss ofgivn nozle
Thuswapos
deinadgeometry, to a certain extent, can
be adjusted to the desired recoil balance by
increasing the throat area to decrease
rearward recoil, or by decreasing the nozzle
length to increase rearward recoil. Increasing
the throat area is simpler than decreasing the
nozzle length and is most commonly used.

temperature.
Additional information on nozzle theory is
contained in par, 6-7 dealing with nozzle
design.

To recapitulate, the forward momentum of
the projectile, together with tuat of the small
amount of the propellant gases accompanying
it, is to remain practically equal to the
rearward momentum of the greater fraction
of the gases that issue from the nozzle in
order for the rifle to be recoilless. Strictly
speaking, however, impulses due to such small
factors as projectile friction and engraving, gas
drag, and the resistance of any diaphragm
initially restraining the exit of the propellant
gases from the nozzle must be compensated,
along with the elimination of the rotary reccil
(torque neutralization) of the rifle which

6-6

For a given amount of recoil to be
eliminated, less mass of propellant gas is
required by use o~f high-velocity gas. The
convergent- divergent nozzle can produce
supersonic gas velocity. When the flow
completely fills the nozzle, exit pressures
below the critical level (defined by Eq. 6-6)
cannot exist in a convergent nozzle, and the
exit velocity can never exceed the sonic value.
In a convergent-divergent n')zzle, however,
the pressure along the nozzle can be less than
the critical value at any point past the throat,
and Gupersonic; flow results in the dive.-Sent
portion of the nozzle-provided that the ratio
of the chamber pressure to the exit pressure is
sufficiently high to induce supersonic flow-since the exhaust velocity of the nozzle is a
function (see Eq. 6-14) of this pressure ratio.
Very high gas exhaust velocities can be
obtained in this type of nozzle, the increase in
the kinetic eiiergy of the gas being derivedi
from a corresponding decrease in the

6-3 EFFECT ON INTERIOR BALLISTICS
The efficiency of a nozzle is based upon

the thrust it can produce. The thrust F isI
proportional to the thrust coefficient CF (see
Eq. 6-20) which is a function of the
expansion ratio e as shown in Figs. 6-4 and
6-5. A large expansion rati:) nozzle is highly
efficient and permits the use of a smaller
throat area for a given recoil balance and,
consequently, requires a smu'ller amount ofI
propellant charge. On the other hand, a large
expansion ratio nozzle is larger and heavier
than a low expansion ratio nozzle to the
extent that expansion ratios greater than 3
have not been worth the increased weight
they incur. Past practice has been to use
iiozzle expansion ratios between about 2.0

AMCP 706.238

A•c

and 3.0. In general, a value of about 2.5
represents a good compromise between
Ticiency and weight. For this value of the
expansion ratio, the ratio cf the area of the
bore to that of the throat required for
recoillessness is about 1.45 (refer to par.

6-11). For recoilless rifles, the ratio of the
area of the bore to the area of the throat
varies, in general, between approximately 4/3
and 3/2. This corresponds to a nozzle
approach-area to rifl- bore-area ratio of
approximately 1.5 or greater.

'I

1

3

j
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SECTION il
THEORY OF THE DE LAVAL
(CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT) NOZZLE

The propellant gas enters the nozzle at the

6-4 ASSUMPTIONS

inlet section i.
The de Laval nozzle is of the "convergentdivergent" type and has axial symmetry. In
the simplified, one-dimenzional (hydraulic)
theory of nozzles, the following assumptions
are made:
1. The propellant g,.s is homogeneous
throughout the chamber and nozzle.

The minimum nozzle area is called the
throat area. The section at which the gas
leaves the nozzle to enter the suriounding
atmosphere is known as the exit e, and the
associated area of cross section is called the
exit area. The nozzle area expansion ratio e
or, simply, the expansion ratio is defined as
E =Ae/At, dimensionless

2. The propellant gas is ideal, i.e., it obeys
the perfect gas law.

where
Ae

3. The gas has no viscosity.

6. The flow is axially

symmetric, the

veiocity being axially directed.
7. The velocity and pressure of the gas are
uniform across any circular cross section of
the nozzle.
8. Chemical equilibrium prevails,

S(ft-lb)-(

Based on these simplifying assumptions, the
calculated ideal values of performance are
usually within 1 to 10 percent of the
measured values, so that the theory still gives
good prediction of results.

=

nozzle exit area, ft 2
nozzle throat area, ft 2

At

4. There is no heat transfer across the
walls.
5. The gas flow is steady und irrotational,
with no shock, discontinuity, or separation.

and the reciprocal of e may be calculated by
Eq. 6-12. The pressure at the throat for which
the gas flow per unit area of the throat is a
maximum is called the critical pressure: The
ratio of the critical pressure to the pressure at
the inlet (or, more precisely, the constant
pressure p0 of a large reservoir from which
the flow in the nozzle LJuld have arisen by
purely isentrepic flow) is called the critical
pressure ratio. This ratio is a function of y
where
'

p

=

ratio of specific heats, dimen(6-2)
sionless

=

specific heat of propellant gas
pressure,
at
constant
lb-°F) 1

=

specific heat of propellant gas
at constant volume,

6-5 DEFINITIONS
Fig. 6-1 is a schematic of the de Laval

r~o~zle showing various design parameters.

(6-1)

cv

(ft-lb)-( lb- 0 F)-
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A

Ae
I)

exit

throat

inlet

Figure6-1. Schematic of Noz~ie Showing Design Parameti.-s
6-6 BASIC EQUATIONS
6-6.1 RATE OF FLOW

r

Fron, the assumptions of par. 6-4, it
follows that isentropic expansion relations
can be used in the de Laval nozzle flow. By
use of the energy equation, the equation of
continuity, and the assumption of the
isentropic flow of a perfect gas, it can be
shown (Ref. 1, p. 120) that the velocity v and
the pressure p at any section are related by

less
y= ratio of specific heats, dimensionless
A0 = cross-sectional area of nozzle at a
reference location, ft2
po = gas pressure at A0 , lb-fr-2
TO =gas temperature at A0 , *R
Selecting the conditions of the reference

7y

,)
1 \A)-,](\P' 2

/,

(L
2\ r
xJ(.Jlj)RT0 [1 --

gas constant (
49,709/M'),
f
".M'=mclecular weight of gas,
dimension-

v-lv/•I"

J ,fps

location to be those of an infinite reservoir
maintaining the isentropic flow in the nozzle,
one obtains from Eq. 6-3 the simpler
expessien

(6-3)
2 -yf.J'RTo [1

v

o

where

(6-4)
A =cross-sectional area of nozzle at
location under consideration, ft2
p
v

=

gas p~essure at A, lb-ft-:
gas velocity at A, fps

where p0 and T, now refer, respectively, to
the pressure and the temperature of the gas in
the inlet reservoir. In Eq. 6-4, p is the only
variable and it, in turn, governs ,;he magnitude
of the velocity.
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The man Mlw rate per unit area A of the
nozzle (or, mass velocity G) is obtained from
Eq. 6-4, the equation of continuity, and the
ijprfect pas law, as

/

( L( 2l' [I
G"

-

A W'

'1''.I

PP.Js

'-D"

_
1
slugWft'-sc)t

(6-5)

G =mass velocity, slug-ft2 -scCT'
G'= constant rate of flow of mass of gas
(mass flux), slug-seepo = density of propellant gas in reservoir,
slug-frt
The value of the pressure ratio Pt/P0 for
which the mass velocity G is a maximurm,
occurs at the throat and is obtained from Eq.
6-o as

/2\I~I
Po -•T-"'/

1Pt

Pt

.

(VIt

(6-7)

and

TO

2/(-/ +1)

of the ideal nozzle i therefore, unity
povided that the critical pressure exists at the
throat. It will be seen shortly (3ee Eq. 6-14)
that if the exit pressure p. is suchi that

then, the divergent portion of the nozzle
permits a further decrease in pressure below
that at the throat and a corresponding
increase in velocity above the sonic throat
velocity; supersonic flow results in the
divergent portion of the nozzle.
Theoretically, the maximum possible value
of the nozzle exhaust (exit) velocity (ve)m~x
iLreached by letting pe/po - 0 in Eq. 6-4, i.e.,

(V*)m__

O 'Y+

Tt

prevail. The Mach number v,/a, at the throat

(6

)

,dimensionlefss

(6-6)
This is known as the so-ca led critical pressure
ratio and depends on the specific heat ratio y.
The density pt and the temperaturn Tt at the
throat are given by
_

Since vr-'T" , at represents the acoustic
velocity at the throat, Eq. 6-9 indicates that
the critical velocity (throat velocity) v, is
always ei•ual to the local acoustic velocity in
the ideal nozzle in which critical conditions

(6-8)

The gas velocity at the throat vt Is obtained
from Eq. 6-4, with p = Ft, :nd Eq. 6-6 as
..
(6-9)
= RýTt
R
2yj )RT.
Vt
..7+1)

lThis corresponds, for example, to the case of
the nozzle exhausting into a vacuum. The
maximum value is never achieved in actual
practice because the temperatwe falls below
the point of liquefaction during the expansion
of the gas.
is seen from Eq. 6-4 that the exhaust

velocity v, of the nozzle is a function of the
piessure tatio p0o/pe and the specific heat
ratio -yof the propellant gas. Furthermore, v,
is proportional to the square root of the gas
constant R and the square root of the
absolute tem-perature ol the ideal reservoir.
The gas constant R is inversely proportional
to the molecular weight of the gas. The exit
velocity v. increases with the pressure ratio
P0 IP, and decreases slightly with the upecific
heat ratio y. The influence of either of these
two factors on v, (or v, in general) is,

6-11
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however, less pronounced than that of the
absolute combustion temperature divided by

[o

a result already cited previously, following
Eq. 6-9.

the molecular weight of the gas.
The area ratio for the divergent section of a
supersonic nozzle can ba expressed, by use of
Eqs. 6-5 and 6-6, as a function of the pressure
ratio and the specific heat ratio, as
At

-expan~sion

\
(6-11)
where A is the downstream area where th.,
pressure is p. At th(' exit, A = A, andp =p,,
so that the expansion ratio e defined by Eq.
6- 1 is given by
At
A, -

-7+)1/
-2

0-tIfp.\l,

k7j
/V

'y+(pl(-1)

~=
(8-12)
The ratio of the velocity v at any point
downstream of the throat with pressure p to
the velocity v, at the throat follows from Eqs.
6-4 and --9 as
V=

vt

7 +i

1

-

-

and the velocity ratio

r

vc/v

l37•-7)

Y in the event

of the

"~61
-. 2 MASS FLOW

)~(+1'fP/

1

y -'(y

exhausting into a vacuum, while both the
ratio e and the pressure ratio Po/P,
are iafinitely large.

1/6+1)

.=

The expansion ratio e given by Eq. 6-12
together with the velocity ratio of Eq. 6-14
are tabulated in Table 6-1 versus the presence
ratio p./p, for y = 1.23. Note that the
velocity ratio has the finite value of

1

-the

(6-13)

The rate of flow of mass of gas G' is
obtained, by considering the flow through the
throat area, as
G' =AtvtPt, ,t1ug-see-t

(6-16)

From Eqs. 6-16, 6-7, 6-9, and the equation of
state of the perfect gas, it follows that the
mass flow through the critical section of a
supersonic nozzle is

Gr

(Y~)(-l

Ap

+tP1'
slug-see"'

(6-17)

Eq. 6-17 shows that the mass flow through
the de Laval nozzle is proportional to the
throat area A,, the reservoir pressure po;
inversely proportional to the square root of
absolute temperature o°€ the reservoir, and
is a function of the properties of the gas. Note
that Eq. 6-17 is independent of the exit
pressure p,, provided the latter remains below
its critical value of p, (2/y + I)t 7 -7-1). In
other words--provided that the flow in the

is

(6-14)

divergent portion of the nozzle is supersonic--lowering the exit pressure will not
increase the throat velocity or the mass flow,

In a supersonic nozzle, v, ;' vt V=
From this and Eq. 6-14, it follows that
/ 2 .•v/(''j)which
e.
2(6-15)
T +/perfect

and Eq. 6-17 represents the maximum value
of the mass flow. In fact, this maximum value
is obtained more directly by use of Eq. 6-5 in
A = A, and p = Pt, and Eq. 6-6,
together with the equation of state of the
gas.

v
Vt

6-12

, +1

vA(=.\)-1]

7P
]J

TABLE 6-1
'IEtPiCITY RATIO AND EXPANSION RATIO AS
FUNCTIONS OF PRIO''JRE RtATIO (,y - 1.23)

integral of the pressure forces acting on-the
nozzle in the x-direction. In the event of
steady flow, the magnitude of the thrust force
can be shown to be (Ref. 2, p. 54)
F =G've +.A4(p@ - p.), lb

y- 1.23

)

516

4

Rato.
Ratio
2

~

~4

1.0856M

~~~1.008103-rtG'adteextvlcyv
1.292250
the mass flow raeG

1.487956

n h xtvlct e
relative to the nozzle, is called the momentumn
thrust. The second, which is the product of
the- cross-sectional area of the exit of the
nozzle and the difference between the jet exit
pressure and the ambient pressure, is called
the pressure thrust. Since G' = AIvt ~ Eq.

1.609248
1.911414
2.199208
3.44IQ333
4.6318883
5.687256

1.661412
1.767347
8
1.841766
10
20
2.031;213
30
2.136047
40
2.198073
502.248356.884566-18
2.277429
60
2.328697
so
2.36M83
100
Go

where p, is the amibient external pressure.
thiust F, which is the exter.,a1 force
acting on the nozzle, is seen to be the sum of

Ratnio,
RtioThe

Ratioit

PReti,

(6-18)

may be rewritten in the general form of

7.632444
9.431303
11.129566

.

F =Atpttiqv, +A,(p, -p&1,

lb

value of y during nozzle
expansion, Eq. 6-18 is rewritten by use of
Eqs. 6-17, 6-14, and 6-9 as
IF-or constant

3.113784

6-6.3 THRUST GENERATED flY NOZZLE
When a fluid in P duct experiences a change
tumhrust issaid tobe developed.
in moe
- -- the axisymm~etric and unidirectional flow

_

F

=

"Jugh the no;,z'e of Fig. 6-2, the thrust is
axial and its minwitude is equal to the surface

PC

Pj

_

Atp,
+A *(Pg

_

_

.I

-P,),

)

lb(6

Pte

Figubre 6-2 Disribtio ofFre

cin

enNzl
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Figure6-3. Thrust Coefficient CF as a Functionof FressureRatio p./p,
It is seen from Eq. 6-19 that the thrust
generated by the nozzle is proportional to the
throat area A,, reservoir pressure po, pressure
thrust; and is a function of the pressure ratio
P1/P
,
uid the specific heat ratio -t.
'Sth the

definition of the thrust coefficient

Cy by
C, = F/(Atpo), dimennionless

(6-20)

Eq. 6-19 leads to the expression
2

(/ '+1)/(v'-i)

•

#t~. (v-1)/

''"L+

(
I

tX•P

0

(6-21)
( 2

where A/At is the nozzle expansion ratio. By
use of experimentally measured values of the
6-14

A!

reservoir pressure p., throat diameter, and
thrust F, the thrust coefficient is determined
from Eq. 6-20. This coefficient represents the
amplification of the thrust generated by the
expansion of the gas in the nozzle as
compared with the thrust that would be
generated were the reservoir prcssure to act
over the throat aroa only.
If pe is less than Pa, the pressure thrust is
negative. Nozzles awe usually so designed as to
have the exit pressure Pe equal to or Jlightly
higher than the ambient pressure P0. In the
case of Pe - p, Civ is known as the optimum
thrust coefficient and the nozile is called a
perfect
It should
however,
that thisnozzle.
ideal case
can be
be recalled,
valid only
in the
event of irrotational, steady, isentropic flow
with no viscosity and no heat conduction.
Fig.

6-3 shows the variation of the

optimum thrust coefficient with the pressure

I
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Nozzle Expansion Ratio C , dimensionless
Figure6-4. CalculatedOptimum Thrust Coefficient CF as a Functionof Nozzle
Expansion Ratio e (,y = 1.3)

ratio po/p, for "y= 1.2 and 1.3, while Figs.
6-4 and 6-5 show C4 as a function of Al/At - e
for -y = 1.3 and y - 1.2, respectively. In all
of these curves, CF refers to theoretical values
not incorporating any losses,

pressure ratios Po/Pe. For example, a straight
tubular chamber has approximately 22
percent less thrust than the equivalent ideal
chamber with infinite cross sectien. For a
chamber with an area ratio of 2, the loss in

thrust is only 6 percent. These figures are for
Because of the finite size of the chamber

a chamber pressure to nozzle exit pressure

area of cross section A,, a loss occurs in the

ratio of 10, and the influence of variation of

amount of the thrust generated by the nozzle.
In the event of an infinitely large reservoir, the
situation corresponds to a theoretical case of
ideal thrust generation since the thrust is
proportional to the product of the exit

the specific heat ratio on the loss h, thrust is
considered negligible.
6-7 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

velocity and mass flow of the gases. The losses

In designing nozzles, various losses and the

in thrust ure progressively larger for succes-

associated correction factors are to be taken

sively smaller ratios of chamber to throat
,ross ,rctions and for successively lower

into account for adapting the "one-dimensional" or hydraulic theory (0. Reynolds 6-15
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Figure 6-5. Calculated Optimum Thrust Coefficient CF as a Function of Nozzle
Expansion Ratio e (,y = 1.2)
1885)' of compressible flow to real nozzles.
These losses are due to the effects of such
factors as nonaxial and nonuniform flow,
imperfect gas.-s, heat transfer, and friction,
In the convergent 2 2,ction of the nozzle, the
kinetic energy of the gases is relatively small
so that losses are very low, almost independent of the convergent nozzle shape provided
that the wall contour is symmetrical and
well-rounded particularly at the entrance and
throat sections. This is because discontinuities
give rise to shock waves in the nozzle.
In the divergent section of the nozzle,
however, nozzle losses depend markedly on
the configuration, shape, and angle of

6-16

divergence for a given expansion ratio e. Since
the rounding of the edge of the exit section of
the nozzle would lead to over expansion and
flow separation, this section customarily is
made to have a sharp edge. With increased
divergence at the exit, the radial component
of the velocity also is increased to result in a
reduction of the thrust generated by the
nozzle. Furthermore, in the event of a largeI
divergence at any single cross section of the
nozzle, losses due to separation, turbulence,
and divergence may become excessively high.
On the other hand, short nozzles with large
divergence give rise to low friction losses.
Contoured nozzles designed to give parallel,
uniform exit flow usually are excessively long

AMCP 706-238

and heavy and, in rwost instances, conical

means of a conical plug (of cone angle 20) and

been found

conical nozzle section, the flow may be

satisfactory bzcause they are simple and
relatively easy to manufacture. The potential
flow in such a nozzle may be represented
closely by the flow due to a point source of
suitable strength and located at the vertex of
the cone. If 2a is the angle of the cone, a is
called the divergence angle of the nozzle.
,Since thrust is based on the axial component
of momentum acting against the exit area
normal to the nozzle axis, the thrust of a
conical nozzle will be less than that of a
contoured nozzle. Simple geometric considerations give the ratio of the momentum flux in
the conical nozzle to that in the contoured
nozzle as
= (1 + cos a)/2, dimensionless
(6-22)

assumed to be emanating from a source
situated at the hypothetical intersection of
the plug and nozzle surfaces. With this
approximation and the additional assumption
that the vertex of the central conical plug lies
in the nozzle cxit plane, the exit momentum
of such a flow can be evaluated by integrating
across the exit plane to give the divergence
correction factor as

shapes

of divergence

have

(sin a + sin p)2
2[(a + 0) sin P + cos p - cos a ]
dimensionless

(6-24)

where

Sa

angle of inclination of diverging
nozzle
wall to axial direction (nozzle divergence angle), deg

The factor X is called the correction factor for
divergence angle 2 or, simply, the divergence

factor. The validity of Eq. 6-22 has been
confirmed by experiment for values of a up

to about 25 deg (Ref. 3). For a conical
nozzle, then, the thrust coefficient of Eq.

CFI
chthe
(CF)Co.•.a,

=

A

x//2v2

+At
.

6

2

2

/•--11V+1I

)_(yv+-0

=

arngle of inclination of converging plug

wall to axial direction, deg
0 Eq. 6-24 reduces to
It is seen that when = 0,
Eq. 6-22. When the outer wall is parallel to
nozzle axis, a = 0 and Eq. 6-24 reduces to

6-21 becomes modified as

i

p

[ (p_--1'*l"
J
L \P'1

dimensionless

(6-23)

Another method of producing axially
aligned flow is by means of a plug nozzle.
Dependent on the particular plug configuration the expansion may be completely or
partially internal expansion (converging central plug); the performance is similar to that
of the conventional convergent-divergent
nozzle. In this configuration the nozzle length
is decreased by use of the plug, without
increasing the flow inclination; however,
because of the extra area, the skin friction is
increased. For complete internal expansion by

Ssin 2 P
= Fif2( fsin P+ cos P- l)

(6-25)

A
It may be seen from these expressions that
conical plugs of large vertex angles can be
used without undue loss from flow divergence. In addition, the volume 'and weight)
of the nozzle required to generate comparable
thrust can be less for a plug nozzle than for a
conventional nozzle, and cooling problems
may also be simplified. Plug nozzles of types
designed to create completely or partially
internal expansion have the added advantage
that the throat area can easily be varied to
compensate for changes in operating conditions (Ref. 4). Further information on the
performance of plug nozzles may be found,
for cxample, in Ref. S.
Although many nozzles use a divergence
6-17
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angle of about 15 deg experience has shown
that the divergence angýe a can be as great as
40 deg without incurring flow separation.
Consequently, the conical nozzle may be
reasonably short, quickly designed, and easily
produced. However, when a is 40 deg, Eqs.
6-22 and 6-24 show that a loss in thrust of
about 12 perceit is incurred and, in many
caes, the advantage of short length is more
than offset by the thrut lows. A nozzle
accurately designed to give parallel flow at the
exit is theoretically more efficient than a
conical nozzle of the same -.xpansion ratio
operating at the same exit pressure. The
design of such a nozzle (contoured nozzle)
involves an expansion section, in which the
flow deviates from the axial direction, as well
as a straightening section in which the flow is
redirected along the axis. In order to provide
shock-free flow axially aligned at the exit, the
nozzle contour must be designed accurately
by means of the method of characteristics.
Details of this method for axially-symmetric
Pow are given in Refs. 6 though 9. Ref. 10
gives an approximate method for determining
the contour of the optimnum-thrust nozzle by
purely geometric means. Nozzle contour

overexpanded nozzles. With a plug nozzle
where the plug is used so that all or most of
the expansion is external, the ambient air
behaves as the outer wall and thus gives this
type, of nozz!e the advantage of an automatic
adjustment of the exhaust expan&on to
ambient pressure and prevents loss due to
over- or underexpansion.

design and performance are also covered in
Refs. I Iand 12.

efficiency ?7

One of the disadvantages of the contoured
nozzle is that thrust loss is experienced when
the nozzle operates at pressure ratios and gas
compositions other than those for which It is
designed. In the event of an underexpanding
nozzle, exit pressure is greater than the
ambient pressure. In the case of an overex-

IKB = 2
where

As for the convergent section of the nozzle,
losses are usually very low. In the event of
relatively steep convergent sections and
comparatively
small
radius-of-curvature
throats, however, losses are no longer
negligible, and the influence of the entrance
contour on the performance of such nozzles is
discussed in Ref. 13.
Mhe overall efficiency of a nozzle is based
upon the thrust it can produce and usually is
defined as the ratio of actual thrust to ideal
thrust, and is denoted by q. The ideal thrust is
based on the assumption of the one-dimensional Pow of an ideal gas. Ameasure of how
closely an actual flow approaches the
condition of an adiabatic expansion of a
perfect gas is given by the kinetic energy
defined as

M" dimensionless

ve = nozzle exit velocity (average value

over the cross section), fps
WH

theoretical specific enthalpy change

panding nozzle, the exit pressure is smaller

of gas from chamber to nozzle exit,

than the ambient pressure. The effect of
either overexpansion or underexpansion is a
reduction in the exhaust velocity and a
corresponding loss of energy and thrust. In
highly overexpanded nozzles flow separation
occurs with the result that a large and,
usually, heavy portion of the nozzle is not
used; thus the nozzle is longer and bulkier

(ft-lb)-.slugThe values of efficiency have the range
0.90 < rKE < 0.99. The efficiency of a
nozzle may be affected by the nonuniform
distribution of both the magnitude and direction of the velocity across the exit, and an
associated velocity coefficient % is defined as

than required. In the absence of separation,
Eq. 6-21 is in good agreement with measured

results for underexpanded and for slightly
6-18

limb

(6-26)

=

(v_)______
(v)tmensionless(6-27)
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where the effective velocity (1)deffective
could properly replace (ve)jh etiW in the
one-dimensional equations. The discharge

reason that 17d is usually greater than one is
based on the following facts:

the actual mass flow rate G, in a real nozzle
to the ideal critical flow rate G' at the throat
of the nozzle working with the same inlet
conditions and the same exit pressure, i.e.,

increases slightly when flowing through a
nozzle, thereby changing the density.
2. The heat transferred to the
lowers
the gas temperature and raises the walls
density.

correctionfactor ?)d is defined as the ratio of

7-

Gd/G', dimensionless

(6-28)

=
\

) /(v-1)

overall nozzle efficiency r, may be expressed

"P/

dimensionless

3. The change in y down the nozzle is such
In summary, for a nozzle operating with
p, = p,, since the thrust is given directly by
the momentum of the exhaust gases, the

GaI V-,
]/' 2

molecular weight of the gases

as to increase ld.

From Eqs. 6-28 and 6-17 it follows that

AtpoVy J

1. The

by
(6-29)

The value of qld varies from 0.98 to 1.15. The

('1k) 1 /s(Th)(•d)
(6-30)
In general, the value of •i can vary from 0.85
to 1.10, depending on design parameters.
=
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SECTION III
THEORY OF RECOIL CANCELLATION

6-8 DEFINITION OF MOMENTUM RATIO
PARAMETER

A
FR =AbPcjl--

/P/

"Ihe analysis of flow of propellant gas with
entrained

solid

propellant

grains

is very

complex and beyond the scope of the present
handbook. In all of the standardized recoilless
rifles in the US, the perforated cartridge case
helps to confine the propellant grains so that
most of the charge is consumed in the
chamber (or rifle). In the 57 mm M18
Recoilless Rifle, the solid propellant ejection
through the nozzle was experimentally
determined to be approximately 0.3 lb (or
about 30% of the total charge). The amount
of unburnt propellant does not vary appreciably from round to round at a given
temperature so the performance of the rifle is
not affected. It should be pointed out that
from the logistic staidpoint, elimination of
solid propellant ejection would lead to a
smaller and lighter round. However, even in
the recoilless rifle with nozzles in front of the
chamber and initially closed by the projectile
(Front Orifice Recoilless Rifles such as 105
mm T135), approximately 10 percent of the
propellant charge is expelled unburnt. In the
Battalion Antitaak Weapon (BAT), the M40
Recoilless Rifle unburnt propellant ejection is
about 20 percent.
From a design standpoint, the nozzle of a
recoilless rifle zan be designed in accordance
with this chapter. The unburnt propellant
ejection does not affect appreciably the
dimensions of the nozzle designed on the
basis of gas flow on'y.
Denoting by /R the instantaneous total
force on the rifle, which produces the recoil,
and assigning to it the positive sign for
rearward recoi!, Ref. 14 derives the following
expression for FR

2y2

2

.VV+D1/(r-1,D

+1'
px .

pe (-1,/v
Pco]
P-04

(6

A)Pa 1

+

1

where
Ab = bore area of rifle, ft2
Ae = exIt area of nozzle, ft2
At = throat area of nozzle, ft 2
FR = force of recoil, lb
Pa = ambient pressure

external to rifle,

lb-ftr2
pc =chamber pressure, lb-ft-2
Pe = pressure

Po

=

at exit section of nozzle,
lb-ft-2
pressure in a large reservoir from
which the flow in nozzle could have
arisen by purely isentropic flow,
lb-fr-2

y

c Ic ratio of specific heats, dimensionless

The last term (Ae - Ab) Pa, in Ea. 6-31,
which is the force contribution due to
ambient pressure, is generally small and
usually can be neglected. This expression is to
be considered approximate in the sense that

P

c

i

p

e

l

Preceding pate biank

r

-
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its derivation is based on certain simplifying

assumptions. For practical purposes, however,
it is of sufficient accuracy consistent with
those of the forejoing. It is noted that Eq.
6-31 can be recovered more directly as
FR = Ab(pC -

pA) - F

(6-32)

where F is the instantaneous thrust generatedr
by the nozzle and given by Eq. 6-19. It is_
apparent from Eq. 6-32, that one of the
the
in
simplifying assumptions employed

derivation of Eq. 6-31 is that of the projectile
base pressure being equal to the chamber
pressure.
In order to estimate the total impulse

6-9 EQUATION FOR MOMENTUM RATIO
AS A FUNCTION OF GUN AND
NOZZLE PARAMETERS
Neglecting the term (Aw - Ab) pE. in Eq.
6-31 and combining it with Eq. 6-33, and
using Eq. 6-12, one obtains

4
At

Pc
po

(1-

-, (\ 2+,Y1/ +0

ct/-u]

+1P.

2+1

-

(-1

'-v)eZ

delivered to the rifle, Eq. 6-31 is integrated
• !

i

from t = 0, when it is assumed that the
projectile is free and the nozzle open, to time
tm when the projectile leaves the muzzle. 7'he
dimensionless recoil (momentum ratio parameter) wis then introduced by the definition
f
=

fo
o =t(p

(6-33)
)dt

By referring to this definition, it is seen thai
the numerator is the impulse delivered to the
rifle while the projectile is in the barrel (i.e.,
rifle momentum of recoil). For a large class of
recoilless -rifles, i.e., thome in which the
precoessuries, projetlebse
ieh,
isnewchtheu
pressure on the projectile base is nearly equal
to the pressure of the chamber, the
denominator of Eq. 6-33 is nearly equal to
projectile momentum at the muzzle. Thus w,
the dimensionless recoil, is for a large group
of rifles equal to the ratio of rifle momentum
(positive to the rear) to projectile momentum
at the instant of projectile ejection; hence, the
t%,.m "momentum ratio parameter".

6-22

-a
(6-34)

where the ratio p~/p0 must satisfy Eq. 6-15.
weeteratio Ae/A iusotsatined
Eq.6-.
For each value of P, /po, a value of the nozzle
expansion ratio Ae/At is obtained from Eq.

FRdt

0

L

6-12, and a value of the ratio
(Ab,/At) " (p,/p) is obtained from Eq. 6-34 for
a given value of w. Thus, the dependent variable of Eq. 6-34 is a function of the expansion
ratio e of the nozzle, the quantities 0 and y
being parameters. The curve represented by
this function is called a line of constant dimensionless recoil For -y= 1.25 and for values of w
from - 0.10 to 0.10 at increments of 0.01 Fig.
6-7(A) gives the lines of constant dimensionless
recoil.
ro

6-10 EQUATIONS FOR RATIO OF CHAM,
BER PRESSURE TO IDEAL RESERVOIR PRESSURE
The momentum equation in steady flow

AMCP 70&.238
between a postulated plane of zero gas
velocity in the cylindrical chamber (see Fig.
6-9) and the plane of intersection of the

A /At. The curve representing this function is
shown in Fig. 6-6 for = 1.25.

nozzle with the chamoer-inlet section of the
nozzle-is

6-11 GRAPHICAL
EQUATIONS

6

Gvi = A0 (pQ - p )

-

j

Th/-

I"

L

"s]J

As in the case of Eq. 6-11, use of Eq. 6-5

"leadsto
"note

____,__
_

*'i.

_

2
2ET)

At
A. =[(,
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Swhere the subscript i refers to quantitios at
the inlet of the nozzle, and the mass flow rate
G' is given by Eq. 6-17. Substituting into Eq.
6-35 the value of v, from Eq. 6-4 in which
"p= pl, one has
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the problem of design where the throat
area At is sought, the relation between bore
cross-sectional area Ab and chamber cross-sectiona'areaAc usually is known. LetAC =r'Ab,
where the dimensionless constant ri = AC/Ab
is known (typical values of ri may vary
between 2.0 and 3.0). Fig. 6-6 then gives the
relation between pc/po and r' (Ab/At), and
one can obtain the corresponding values of
Pc/Po and Ab/At = r' Ac/At. By use of this
relationship, the factor p,/p, appearing in the
ordinate of Fig. 6-7(A) can be eliminated to
obtain the corresponding A b/At versus Ae/At
curves of constant dimensionless recoil w, all
for a particular value of r'. This set of curves
is presented in Fig. 6-7(B) for the special case
of r' = 1 (bore cross section being equal to
chamber cross section). It is interesting to
that for zero recoil (w = 0) and with
Ae - AI, Fig. 6-7(B) gives the required r4tio of
Ab/At = 1. This is the straight tube, open at
both ends, which often is cited as an example
of a recoilless rifle.

.(6-37)

If at any point on a curve of Fig. 6-7(B) the
[abscissa is divided by the ordinate, one obtains
the ratio A /Ab. The relation Ae/Ab = constant

and the substitution of this into Eq. 6-36
results in

appears as a straight line in Fig.
6-7(B) where these are shown in dashed lines
for A,/Ab = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0. Along such
a line, the throat cross-sectional area varies
while Ab and A , each can be considered
constant. Nozzle erosion results in an increase

/ 2-

j r/pi )v t/
D

-

/ -• l
(L)(6-38)

PO

in A, with little, if any, chiange in Ab and A,.

where
Pi
;07

2 \vlv--)
+-1]

If pi/po is eliminated between Eqs. 6-37 and
6-38, pc/p0 is expressed as a function of

Obviously, then, the change in recoil which
accompanies nozzle erosion may be predicted
by moving down the line of constant Ac/Ab
starting at the initial (uneroded) values of At
and w for the rifle. The AC/Ab = constant
type of a straight line is also useful in

estimating the change in throat area necessary
to eliminate excessive recoil.
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Figure 6-6. ChamberPressure/IdealReservoir Pressureasa Functionof Chamber
Area/Nozzle Throat Area (i = 1.25)

To sum up, by use of Fig. 6-6 and Fig.
6-7(A), a corresponding set of curves (as in
Fig. 6-7(B)) is constructed for a given value of

nozzle for a given expansion ratio and, hence,
a corresponding saving in nozzle weight. In
some front orifice recoilless rifles (see Ref.

r' = AC/Ab and for a selected range of values
of w. The resulting figure, together with the
appropriate lines of AelAb = constant, is
valuable in actual problems of recoil considerations of guns.

26), a long nozzle is required to carry the
gases beyond the rifle breech. Hence, a small
expansion angle is desirable to obtain a small
frontal area and minimum weight.

6-12 NOZZLE PERFORMANCE FACTORS
6-12.1 VARIATION OF NOZZLE THRUST
WITH NOZZLE EXPANSION ANGLE
An important consideration in the design
of a recoilless rifle is the nozzle expansion
angle 2ae which is twice the divergence angle
treated in par. 6-7. In rear orifice recoiliess
rifles, a larger expansion angle means a shorter
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The effect of the angle a on nozzle thrust
F, which is given by Eq. 6-19, is represented
by the divergence correction factor ), of Eq.
6-22. As expressed by Eq. 6-23, nozzle thrust
varies linearly with A. For a perfect nozzle
(Pe = p.). F becomes proportional to X for a
given expansion ratio. lhe percentage loss in
thrust then becomes 100 (1 - X). For a
conical nozzle, Table 6-2 shows the variation
of this loss with the angle 2ot.
It should be noted that, since Table 6-2 is
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Figure 6-ZTLines of ConstantDisunsionless Recoil

based on Eq. 6-22, the validity of which has
been confirmed by experiment (Ref. 3) for
values of wup to about 25 deg, this table is
valid for 0 < 2a < 50 deg. It thus is
concluded that the decrease in nozzle thrust
due to expansion angles not exceeding 50 deg
is less than 5 percent.

FRe(Ax pfnl (a00)
essentially the same b2a or 45 deg, there
of
event
the
value but, in
decrease.
is a significant
6-12.2 VARIATION OF NOZZLE THRUST
WITH EXPANSION RATIO

As to the influence of the expansion angle
on unbalanced fiorward recoil force -FR,
given by Eq. 6-32, results of tests (Ref. !15, p.
63) conducted in the differential thrust bomb
on nozzles with expansion angles of 5, 15, 30,

The results of a study (Ref. 15, p. 65) of
the effect of nozzle expansion ratio on the
recoil force of nozzles are summarized in
Table 6-3 where both experimental and
theoretical values are given for the variation
of percent rearward recoil force imbalance

45, and 60 deg, and expansion ratios of e 4.5
indicate that angles less than 45 deg give

[FR/(Abpc)I (100), with nozzle expansion
ratio. Various nozzles having circular throat
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Figure 6-7. Lines of Constant

.•sections
•rexpansion

and radial e::pansion cones with
ratios of 1.0, 3.15, 6.77. and 9.68,
and ide,ntical throat areas were tested in the
differentiai thrust bomb. Except for the case
of e = 9.68, the experimental and theoretical
data (based on a discharge coefficient of 0.94)
of Table 6-3 are in good agreement. The
discrepancy ini the event of e =9.68 is, in
part, due to flow separation, and increased
friction and heat losses,
In a recoilless rifle, as previously notei, the

•)
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dimensionless Recoil

0

increase of the forward recoil force imbalance, which results from the erosion of the
nozzle throat, shortens the useful life-span of
its nozzle. The nozzle life is determined by
the acceptable level of augmentation in recoil
force imbalance, and can be predicted
provided that the erosive properties of the
nozzle material and the change in recoil force
imbalance with change in throat area are
known. Fig. 6-8 shows the close correlation
between the experimental and theoretical
results (based on a nozzle discharge coeffi-
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TABLE 6-2

TABLE 6-3

VARIATION OF NOZZLE THRUST WITH
NOZZLE EXPANSION ANGLE 2a

VARIATION OF RECOIL FORCE IMBALANCE
WITH NOZZLE EXPANSION RATIO

Noa•, Expani=
Angle 204 deg

Loss In
Nozzle Thrust, %

Percent Rearward Imbalance of
Recoil Force
Expetrimental

0
10
20

Exfrnsion
Ratio

30
40
50

0.00
.0
0.76

1.70
3.02
- - - - - - - - - - -4
.6 8

1.00
3.15
6.77

+ 4.0
-18.6
- 2 6.5

+ 4.0
-18.6
- 2 7.0

60

8.70

9.68

-29.2

-30.6

70

9.04

so

11.70

90

14.64

cient of 0.94) on the variation of recoil force
imbalance with nozzle throat area (Ref. 15, p.
68).
6-123 EFFECT OF NOZZLE APPROACH
AREA AND CHAMBER CONFIGURATION ON RIFLE PERFORMANCE
In order to study the effect of chamber
configuration on recoilless rifle opertion, a
series of firing tests was conducted on the 57
mm Recoilless Rifle, M18 (see Ren 15),
employing various internal chamber configurations and nozzle entrance areas of cross
section. The M18 chamber was modified by
use of P variety of five liner inserts described
in Ref. 15. For these tests the chamber
volume was kept constant at 80 in?, and a
charge of M2 Propellant, Lot RAD 459, was
contained in a standard 57 mm perforated
cartridge case. The nozzle used had a throat
area A, of approximately 3.0 in? with an
expansion ratio of c = 2. The ballistic data
obtained for the rifle fired with the liners are
given in Table 6-4. This table indicates that, as
the nozzle approach area A, is decreased, the
rearward recoil imbalance increases. A plot of

(overage of four
rounds)

Th-reticaI

this variation versus the ratio of nozzle
approach area to nozzle throat area is shown
in Fig. 6-9. It is seen from this plot that, for a
given nozzle throat area, percent recoil
imbalance is an inverse, nonlinear, function of
the nozzle approach area, the imbalance
increasing at a progressive. rate with decreasing
approach area.
The experimental plot in Fig. 6-9 is
correlated by a theoretical plot also shown in
the figure and obtained from Fig. 6-6. It is
noted
that the
two
plots have a
close similarity through the range of
AI/A, = Ac/A, the divergence of the curves
occurring at area ratios lower than 2. This
divergence is explained by the difference of the
"effective" nozzle approach area, attributed to
chamber configuration and heat losses.

It is seen from Table 6-4, that chamber
configurations such as employed with chainber liners Nos. 2 and 3 do not give
satisfactory recoil compensation, and it is
concluded from Fig. 6-9 that the ratio of
nozzle approach area to throat area should be
equal to, or greater chan, 2.0. For recoilless
rifles, the bore area to throat area ratio is, in
general, approximately equal to 4/3. This
would give an approach-area to bore-area ratio
of aporoximatcly 1.5, or greater, as used, for
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xperimental data
A throat area of 0. 196 in.
(diameter = 0. 5 in.'
taken as reference area.

-2 0

or

Figure6-8. Percent Recoi; Force Imbalance as a Functionof Nozzle Throat Area

exampie, in ti. e design of the 75
Recoilless Rifle, T41.

considerablv higher with liner No. 5 than with
liner No. I, which has a fully tapered
"configuration, even though they both have
the same geometric approach areas. The
maximum pressure is approximately 30%
greater and the recoil imbalance is 2.5%
greater for the configuration of liner No. 3.

mnin

Du. to the close radial confinement of the
burning charge in the front portion ()f the
chamber, the chamber design given by liner
No. 5 results in chamber pressures higher than
for an equal volume chamber with a uniform
annular space as exemplified by chamber liner
No. 3. Liner No. 5 also gives the highest
ballistic efficiency (i.e., ratio of projectile
kinetic energy to total propellant energy)
when compared with liner Nos. I and 4.
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the

el01

Results of similar studies repeated with the
57 mm Recoilless Rifle, M18, fitted with a
centrally-located circular nozzle (in lieu of the
annularly-locqted kidney nozzle) indicate that
(see Ref. 15):
1. The expansion of gases in tWe central

maximum pressure and recoil imbalance are
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Experimental Data from Table 6-4
'ri

216aD
12 -

Theoretical Plot from
Fig. 6-6

1.0

2.0

3.0

Nozzle Approach Area/Nozzle Throat Area Ai /At

4.0

or

Chamber (Uniform) Area/Nozzle Throat Area Ac
/At
Recoiqess
Figure6-9. Effect of Approach
Rifle,
Area A,
on M
Recoil
18 Imbalance of the 57 mm
nozzl is ssap,
.nozzle is sightly more efficient than in Jhe
kidney-shaped nozzle.

4

"2.'Ihe recoil compensation is less sensitive
to change in geomtetric approach area for the
central nozzle as compared to the kidney-

shaped nozzle in the critical region between
ratios of approach area to throat area of one
to two.
3. The ballistic efficiency of the rifle is
slightly greater for the central nozzle than for
the kidney-shaped nozzle.
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TABLE 6-4
BALLISTIC DATA FOR THE 57 mm RECOILLESS RIFLE, M18, FIRED WITH
VARIOUS CHAMBEf, CONFIGURATIONS (Ref. 15M
Rearward Nozzle
Liner Charge,

No*
1
2
3
3
4
5

Istrunant Maximurn
Velocity, Pressur,

9
426
360
405
446
426
426

fps

Pi

1232
1282
1282
1366
1272
1294

7200
7450
7900
9100
8050
94C2

In

Recoil

~~nce,

%
4.5
36.0
17.7
17.4
8.6
7.0

ApirCch

Propellant

Bafiict

In.?

%

%

A/A,

9.0
3.05
4.37
4.37
6.0
9.0

25.2
20.0
23.0
21.8
23.6
24.2

3.46
4.43
3.94
4.22
3.66
3.82

3.00
1.02
1.46
1.46
2.00
3.00

Area,Ai

At - Nozzle throat area - 3.0 in!
Chamber volume - 80 in?

Loss,

Eff icienay

Propellant: M2, Lot RAD 450
Cartridge Case: 57 mm, M30

*Uner No. 1: srmilar to conwntionI tapered chamber rifles with a nozzle approach area 3.0 times throat
area
Liner No. 2: reversed taper and a nozzle approach area of 1.02 times throat area
Uner No. 3: constant cros section, with a novzle bp•ioach was 1.46 timas throat arme
Liner No. 4: tapered, with in approach area 2.0 times throat was
Liner No. 5: constant cross section, but only oný-half the chamber length. The nozzle approach area
equals that of the 67 mm, M18 chamber, or 3.0 times the throat area

I

6I
Jýl

A1

6

?1
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SECTION IV
NOZZLE EROSION

6-13 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Of all phenomena unfavorable to long
nozzle life, nozzle erosion is the worst
offender. Erosic3 fs the progressive wearing
away of the inner surface of the nozzle as the
gun is used. It is gmatest at the throat section
and, as the bore of the throat tends to
become enlarged, the effect is to diminish the
rearward recoil to zero and even ultimately
generate forward recoil.

form of damage to the nozzle as a result of
firing is that of the large thermal and
mechanical stresses developed. The result is
that the nozzle surface develops a characteristic pattern of cracks which lead to a
deveJoping roughness that increases the heat
transfer to the nozzle. Tl.ese cracks erode
locally, and the surface ultimately becomes
quite rough. In contrast, low-energy weapons
using cool propellants erode very slowly.
6-14 THEORY

The erosion process is very complex and its
details are not fully unde.-tood. The process
involves mechanical, chemical, and thermal
effects which are interrelated. Erosion is
primarily a physical activity although chemical action can increase its rate. The abrasive
effects of propellant gases and particles
impinging at high velocities on the nozzle

recoilless guns. The phenomenon of erosion
has been studied quite extensively, but only a
portion of the literatare is useful (Ref. 16).
Many articles written on the subject of
erosion in guns elaborate the theories that
have been advanced, although there is little

surface are highly damaging because they
sweep away some of the nozzle surface
material. This phenomenon is known as gas
wash. Erosion is particularly sensitive to the
heating of metal surfaces. By melting a very
thin layer of the nozzle surface, and thereby
making it easier for the gases to carry off the
nozzle surface material, intense heat con-

reliable experimental data available.
n
One method of study of the eroon
process has been to allow the hot propellant
gases to flow through a hole or vent in a block
or known weight and determine the weight
loss. This method is applicable to weapons
using nozzles, and the results show hatI

tributes ind;rectly to the process of erosion.
At high temperatuyes, some constituents of

erosion in vents is of two types: (1) a melting
type found above a mmum density of

the propellant gases may undergo chemical
combination with the rozz!? surface material
to form brittle compoux' " that may crack
and peel off under the action of propellant
gases.

E-

Erosion is pakticularly severe if hot-burning
propellants are used. Under these circuinstances, the erosion induced by the gases is
most significant. As the flame temperature is
increased, the erosion rate increases much
more rapidly than the rate of increase of the
flame temperature to such an extent that the

loading, and (2) a chemical type (ound helow
this minimum. In the chemical type of
erosion, chemical composition of the ingredients, particularly of the primer, is found to be
of importance. A comprehensive study
concludes that erosion is due to the melting
of the surface and shows that this melting
starts at a definite pressure independent of
the size of the chamber in which the
propellant is burned. Above this pressure, the
rate of increase of erosion per unit of added
charge is independent of chamber size.
However, correlation between weight of
eroded material and charge weight. appears to

thermal effects become dominant. Another

be better.
6-31
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The vent plug test--either as a cylindrical
plug with a hole, or as two flat plates of
different material with the gas passage
between, or as several rings of metal forming
o-ie tube-appears most analogous to erosion
in nozzles. Increasing the pressure in the

6-15 EROSION RESISTANCE
OUS METALS

vented bomb at first causes but slight erosion
up to a critical pressure, while further
increase causes a rapid increase of erosion in a
linear manner. Increasing the area of the hole
causes a decrease in erosion, approximately
proportional to the area. This is an indication
of the effect of the length of time of contact.
Increasing the flame temperature of the
propellant increases the erosion in a linear
manner, roughly - 10 percent increase in
erosion per 100 deg C increase in flame
temperature.

material, configuration, and dimensions of the
nozzle for a projected performance of the
gun. In line with this objective, the results of
a comprehens've program of study on nozzle
erosion are summarized in Ref. 17. Included
in this study is a theoretical analysis of the
transfer of heat to nozzles, which leads to a
useful classification of engineering metals and
metallic alloys on the basis of the surface
melting under conditions of gun firing,
followed by an extensive experimental program to evaluate the erosion of nozzles
mnanufactured from all of the known promising materials in order to correlate the
experimental data wiLh the thermal properties
of the materials.

The erosion of metal by the hot gases
produces a characteristic appearance of the
metal surface. In ferrous metals, the surface
takes on a checked appearance, while in
nonferrous metals the surface has a streaked
""washed-out
appearance. Metallographic exam-r

O= VARI-

In the design of the nozzle of a new
recoilless rifle, the designer must be supplied
with reliable design data with respect to

The nozzle erosion tef.ts described in Ref.
17 were carried out in a vented bomb,

ination of ferrous alloys shows several layers,
beginning with one or more white layers at
the surface, of martensitic structure, with

constructed from a 37-mm breech with a
chamber volume of 19.5 in?, with a standard
shape nozzle. The rate of increase of nozzle

lower layers
structure.

throat, rather than the weight loss per round,
was adopted as a criterion of erosion. By use
of the Ml, MI0, and M2 Piopellants-the
isochoric flame temperatures of which are
2580 0 K, 3040 0 K, and 3510'K, respectivelythe experimental results pertinent to erosion
resistance of various materials are summarized
as follows:

of

troostitic

and

sorbitic

Nonferrous alloys show some changes in
grain structure and, of course, mere of the,
martensitic appearance. While the checked
structure vsually accompanies erosion, it is
not certain whether or not it is a cause of
erosion. One theory is that the checked
structure results from the rapid cooling of the
metal surface following the heating by the hot
gases.

"The two main theories of erosion, then, are
the surface fusion theory, and the chemical
reaction theory. Supporting the surface fusion
theor*, is the relation among the melting point
of the metal and the amount of erosion, and
the agreement with heat transfer theories.
Chemical reaction theory may apply in vent
plugs only below some critical pressure at
which melting starts.
6-32
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1. Molybdenum:
Pure molybdenum possesses the highest
erosion resistance of all the materials tested.
This is in agreement with predictions by the
theoretical classification of metals based on
their thermal properties.
Porosity in molybdenum increases the
relative erosion rate appreciably. Erosion of
pure molybdenum is characterized by deep
radial cracks and some spalling. Localized
melting along the cracks is apparent.

AMCP 706-238

2. Sintercast:
Nozzles of composition of 60% ?Mo and
40% Cu and with a throat lining of either
molybdenum or chromium behave in much
the same way as pure copper does, incilcatiiig
that-after the throat line is blown off--erosion is probably caused by the melting of the
copper and subsequent spalling of the
molybdenum particles. The nozzles have a
roughened appearance characteristic of this
type of erosion.
Nozzles of composition of 80% Mo and
20% Cu and with a throat liner of either
molybdenum or chromium exhibit approximately the same relative erosion rates under
continued firing conditions. Before the
chromium liner completely erodes away after
15 rounds at 35,000 psi, the chromium-lined
throat walls are somewhat superior to those
with molybdenum liners.
3. Tantalum:
The erosion of tantalum is found to be
higher than expected on the basis of the heat
transfer theory alone. The surface of the
tantalum liner becomes darkened under firing,
pointing to a change of chemical nature.
Unlike molybdenum, however, no signs of
spalling or cracking exist. Undur conditions of
rapid fire at 35,000 psi, the rate of erosion of
tantalum is found to be more than twice that
of molybdenum.

i4

4. Tungsten Carbide. Tungsten carbide
nozzles employing approximately 5% Co as a
binder exhibit appreciable erosion at the
entrance section and along the extenal edges
of the nozzle because of the melting of the
cobalt binder, while undergoing less than one
percent increase in the throat area at pressure
levels of up to 30,000 psi. At 35,000 psi,
however, complete shattering of one and
serious damaging of another nozzle has been
recorded.

S;:+!.6-31
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5. Copper and Copper Alloys:
Pure electrolytic copper compares very well
with gun steel and possesses excellent erosion
characteristics at pressures below 20,000 psi.
After 40 rounds at this pressure and with the
M2 Propellant, no appreciable erosion is
observed, as compared with gun steel that
erodes 10% after 15 rounds at 20,000 psi.
Because of its relatively low mechanical
strength, copper is not recommended for use
at pressures in excess of 20,000 psi. While thu
change in throat area is not excessive at
30,000 psi with the MIO Propellant, the
extrusion of the copper-lined nozzle and the
deformation of the solid copper nozzle are
appreciable. Below 20,000 psi, however, the
deformation of copper is less than that of gun
steel.
Alloys of copper erode somewhat more
rapidly than pure copper but, unlike copper,
do not erode appreciably at 30,000 psi. Thiis
is; to be expected because slight amounts of
alloying elements cause a reduction in the
thermal conductivity while increasing the
strength.
6. Gun Steel. Undei tests with the M2
Propellant, gun steel (SAE-4150) exhibits
negligible erosion at 10,000 psi. At 20,000 psi
and 30,000 psi, the increase in throat area is
3.4% and 8.4%, respectively, for five rounds
of firing. These figures are higher, approxinately by one order of magnitude, than the
corresponding ones for copper.
7. Cast Steel. A cast steel having a
composition comparable to SAE-4340 exhibits the same ordcr of magnitude of erosion as
that of gun steel, when subjected to the
standard erosion test with the M2 Propellant.
The actual figures are somewhat lower in the
case of cast steel. Furthermore, this steel is
exceptional in that the amount of erosion
with the MI Propellant (flame temperature
2580'K) is almost identical to that with the
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MI0 Propellant (flame temperature 30100K).
This is confirmed by a theoretical analysis
(Ref. 17) based on heat transfer and surface
meltiag considerations, showing that a cornbination of conditions can exist under which
the erosion rates will be the same despite the
different flame temperatures.
8. Stellite. This is a cobalt-base alloy used
for facing valves and high-speed cutting tools.
Stellite maintains a high tensile strength even
at red heat. All four alloys of stellite tried as
nozzle material suffered extreme erosion. The
thermal conductivity of these alloys is so low
that the surface tempeiature of the nozzle
probably reaches the melting point,
9. RAF Styria Stainless Steel. Results of
tests with the best of these atainless steels
indicate that this mL:terial does not have good
erosion characteristics. Nozzles made from a
sample of the best RAF styria stainless steel
can undergo an erosion of 26% when
subjected to the standard test procedure at a
pressure of 30,000 psi.
10. Titanium Carbide. Titanium carbide
nozzles also appear to have considerably less
erosion resistance than gun steel. A sample of
a cobalt-bonded titanium carbide with smaller
amounts of other ingredients to promote
oxidation resistance is reported to have
undergone an erosion of 11.5% after 5 rounds
at 10,000 psi and 5 rounds at 20,000 psi with
the M2 Propellant.
11. Timken Alloy. The principal alloying
elements in Timken alloy are approximately
16% Cr, 25% Ni, and 6% Mo. On the basis of
weight loss, the erosion of Timken alloy
nozzles fired with the M2 Propellant at a
nominal pressure of 20,000 psi is reported to
be 0.42 g/round. The corresponding figures
for gun steel, cast steel, and cast molybdenum
are 0.165, 0.08, and 0.002 g/round, respectively.
12. Graphite. It is reported in Ref. 17 that
a nozzle made from pure carbon-bonded
6-34

graphite shattered after one round of testing
at, 10,000 psi. Graphite does not possess
sufficient mechanical strength for this applicaLon.
13. T.tanium. When a pure titanium-lined
nozzle is tested at 15,000 psi with M10
Propellant, it erodes very severely. The type
and degree of erosion indicate the occurrence
of a chemical reaction between the titanium
and some of the constituents of the
propellant gases.
14. Ceramics. The mechanism of erosion in
ceramic nozzles is quite complicated. Two
theories of the erosion of ceramics have been
advanced. spalling, and thermal shock. Spalling is caused, at least in part, by the
penetration of gases into small cavities and
their subsequent expansion after the pressure
is released. Consequently, porosity is an
important factor in these nozzles. In the
thermal shock theory of erosion, localized
failure of the material occurs because of the
sudden rise of the surface temperature of the
nozzle throat. The surface temperature of
ceramic nozzles will reach practically the gas
temperature in 2 to 5 insec. For adiabatic
flow with M2 Propellant, the gas temperature
is approximately 2300"C at the throat and
may even exceed 3000'C should combustion
occur there. Even in the best ceramics,
erosion is characterized by spalling and
apparent melting at the surface, and the best
of the ceramic nozzles are found to be
inferior to gun steel.
15. Coated Materials:
In the coating of nozzles, a thin liner or
inner surface coating, usually of some
material with a high melting point or
particularly desirable chemical r"sistance
properties, is backed by a material having
good thermal properties. Experimental studies
of the possibility of using composite nozzles
to reduce nozzle erosion have been very
t'.nited. The results of tests on sintered
molybdenum nozzles with oxide-resistant
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coating indicate that it is doubtful that the
coating has any more than a temporary effect
in reducing erosion, since the increase in the
average radius at the throat is considerably
greater than the thickness of the coating.
Aluminum alloy and magnesium alloy nozzles
equipped with special coatings are reported
also to have undergone complete and severe
erosions, respectively (Ref. 17).
theretcaly te
In order to estimate theoretically
the
amount of erosion of the nozzle due to
surface melting, the following approximate
expression, derived in Ref. 17, for the
temperature of the surface is useful:
2(ht"'?

AT&

(
=Tt

S(erosion-resistant
'
(6-39)
dimensionless

where
AT =-temperature rise of inner surface of
nozzle throat (with reference to
nozzle initial temperature), 'R
ATt = temperature rise of propellant gas at
nozzle throat (with reference to
nozzle initial temperature), *R
h

=

k

=thermal

p'

= density of nozzle material, g-cm- 3

c

= specific heat of nozzle material,
cal-(g-eC) 1

t

=-time, sec

heat transfer coefficient from propellant gas to nozzle surface,
cal-(cm 2 -sec-C)'conductivity of the nozzle
material,
cal-(cmn2 -sec-°C/cm)

Eq. 6-39 has the advantage of showing the
surface temperature rise as being practically
proportional to the heat tramsfc•r coefficient
for small values of time. For t = 5 to 10 msec,

which is the case in gun vents and barrels, the
deviation of Eq. 6-39 from the exact solution
is reported to be less than 2 percent (Ref. 17).
If ATm = difference between melting
temperature of nozzle material and initial
temperature 'R of nozzle, and %MP = percent
of melting point, then
MP

0

10
=100!

/ATt
-7L'

2ýht'/2)
(6-40)

On the

basis of Eq. 6-40, a theoretical

classification of metals io made for their use as
materials. For heat transfer
coefficient values of h = 2, 4, and 6
cal - (cm 2 - sec -'CVT, and for an exposure

time to the hot gases cf 5 msec, Eq. 6-40 generates the curves of Fig. 6-10. This figure indicates that the pure metals tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum, iridium, chromium, and
copper are the most promising mctals since
they exhibit lower %MP values for the magnitudes of h and t considered. This conclusion is
in agreement with experimental results of erosion studies.
Since the surface temperature rise of these
nozzles is approximately inversely proportional to (kp'c) 1'2 , ceramics to be used in
making the nozzles should have a large kp 'c
product. Although the product p ' for
ceramics may be of the same order of
magnitude as for metals, for most ceramic
materials k is 10 to 100 times smaller than for
metals. For an advantageous application,
then, the constituents of the ceramic nozzles
must have high melting points preferably of
the order of 3000 0 K. This would minimize
the major cause of the severe erosion of
ceramic nozzles believed to be due to the
melting of the throat suiface where the
temperature rise reaches the level of the gas
temperature in a very short period of time.
In summary, nozzle materials fall into two
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Figure6-10. Theoretical Classificationof Metals en the Basis of Heat Transfer Properties

general classifications: the heat-absorbing
type and the heat-resisting type. To the
heat-absorbing class belong the simple metals
and alloys which, because of their higher
thermal conductivity, are able to remove the
heat from the st'rface of the nozzle. To the
heat-resisting class belong materials like
ceramics, having low thermal conductivity
and high melting points. Ceramics as a class
have been found to lack sufficient mechanical
strength to withstand the erosive forces of the
gases.
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6-16 SIMILITUDE RELATIONSHIPS
For the purpose of extending the experimental erosion results obtained on nozzles
with a 0.5-in. throat diameter to the larger
size nozzles used in recoilless rifles, a
similitude relation in nozzle erosion is
required. For two nozzles of throat diameters
D, and D 2 , and working with the same
pressure-time curve it follows, from the
Boelter-Dittus equation for forced convection
heat transfer in a pipe, that
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h,
h-

/D 2 \'/
--

(6-41/
-4,

1. Effect of Isochoric Flame Temperature.
The three types of propellant-Mi, M10, and
M2-used to study the effect of propellant

where h, and h 2 are tho respective heat
transfer coefficients. Denoting the fractional
increase in the throat area by el = 2(AD1 )/DI
and e2 = 2(AD2 )/D 2 , and assuming the
respectiv(w increases in throat diameters to be

flame temperature on the rate of erosion of
metals have the isochoric
flame temperatures
of 2580°K, 3010 0 K, and 3540'K, respectively. Results of the tests with seven metals
indicate (Ref. 17) that, in general, erosion is
reduced appreciably through the nue of a

proportional to the surface conductance, one

propellant with a lower flame temperature.

finally gets

One exception to this is found in the tests
with cast steel (approximately SAE-4340) for
which the erosion with the Ml Propellant was
almost identical to that with the M10
Propellant. This has been confirmed theoretically by an analysis based on considerations
of heat transfer and surface melting. The
results show that a combination of conditions
can exist under which the rate of erosion will
be the same despite the different flame
temperatures.

4E

/D
S
2 \ 65
.)
\D•I

(6-42)

On the basis of this relationship the erosion of
nozzles of recoilless rifles with tore diameters
from 15 mm to 381 mm (15 in.) have been
estimated for various materials, and the
results are shown in Table 6-5 for the case of
the ratio of the bore area to nozzle throat
area being equai to 1.5 (Ref. 17). Furthermore, erosion data given in Table 6-5
correspond to a duration of gas flow of about
10 msec, the average chamber pressure during
the cycle being approximately 20,000 psi. For
longer duration o, gas flow at the same
chamber pressure and gas temperature, the
erosion figure in Table 6-5 must be multiplied
by a correction factor. Based on heat
conduction theory, it is suggested that for
nozzles of less than 5 in. in throat diameter
this factor be the time ratio, and for nozzles
having a throat diameter greater than 5 in. the
multiplying factor be the square of the time
ratio in order to estimate erosion for flow
duration longer than 10 msec.
6-17 OTHER FACTORS THAT AFFECT
EROSION RATE
The effects of other factors on nozzle
erosion are discussed in Ref. 17. These
include such factors as the isochoric flame
temperature of the propellant, the shape of
the nozzle, the initial temperature of the
nozzle, and the test history. A summary of
these effects follows:

2. Effect of Nozzle Shape. Four nozzle
shape characteristics were investigated (Ref.
17) to determine their relative effects on
erosion rate. The results are
a. The erosion rate of nozzles with
cylindrical sections at the throat 0.25 in.,
0.50 in., and 0.91 in. long showed that
cylindrical throat sections of the lengths
considered had no appreciable effect in terms
of throat area increase when compared with
standard test nozzles of the same material
(SAE-4150).
b. Tests with a nozzle having a square cross
section indicate that no discernible erosion
takes place at the corners. As anticipated
from gas flow and heat transfer patterns,
sharp corners have practically no effect on
erosion.
c. In order to quantitatively compare
oblong nozzles with circular nozzles of the
same cross-sectional area, oblong nozzles with
cross sections having length-to-width ratios
equal to 1.875 and 4.33 exhibited a spread of
less than one percent in the measured
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TABLF 6-5
ESTIMATED EROSION OF GUN NOZZLES AS A FUNCTION OF BORE
DIAMETER (Ab/At - 1.5) AT 30,000 pi MAX PRESSURE
Erosion per 100 Rounds
(percont tmot wo increase)
,g.
mu

in.

in.

/D-.
Va )t

Cupuloyawd
Tantalum

Gun
Elkaloy A

15

0.59

0.482

1.0460

62.8

12.10

23.40

30

1.18

0.963

0.4560

27.3

5.30

10,20

45

1.77

1.448

0.2790

16.7

3.20

6.30

60
75
105

2,36
2.95
4.13

1.936
ý.410
3.375

0.1980
0.1510
0.1010

11.9
9.1
6.1

2.30
1.75
1.20

4.40
3.40
2.20

150
200
250

5.91
7.87
9.5

4.820
6.390
8.050

0.0680
0.0463
0.0357

4.0
2.0
2.1

6.77
0.54
0.42

1.50
1.00
0.80

300

11.80

9.620

0.0290

1.7

0.34

0.66

381

15.00

12.250

0.0215

1.3

0.25

0.50

Dbore diameter of rifle; D, - throat diameter of nozzle
At 30,000 psi (MI0 Propellant) erosion of cast molybdenum, sintared molVbdenum (sp gr 10.0), or molybdenum copper (sintretd) should be negligble for al1sizes In Table 6-5.

increases in throat area after 50 rounds at
15,000 psi with the M10 Propellant. The cross
section shape does not appear to have a
critical effect on the erosion rate.
d. Tests with nozzles having divergence
angles of 7.5 deg, 15 deg, and 30 deg indicate
that the divergence angle has no appreciable
effect on the conditions of gas flow affecting
the rate of erosion at chamber pressures of up
to 15,000 psi.
3. Effect of Initial Temperature. In a
recoilless rifle with a high cyclic rate of firing,
the effect of an elevated initial temperature
on the erosion of nozzles is expected to be
appreciable. Tests have shown that when the
initial temperature 6s 225 0 C, the erosion of
gun steel at 30,000 psi (M2 Propellant) is
twice as high as the erosion at an initial
temperature of 25"C, as predicted on the
basis of heat transfer and surface melting
considerations.

4. Effect of Test History. To study twe
effect of test history on subsequent rate of
erosion, three cast steel nozzles using the M 10
Propellant were tested. FiRing on one was
started at the 10,000 psi level while the firing
on another was begun at the 20,000 psi level.
The subsequent rates of erosion of these
nozzles at 35,000 psi were compared with the
erosion rate of the third nozzle on which
testing was initiated at 35,000 psi. All were
found to erode at very nearly the same rate.
This indicates that the lower pressure portion
of the firing schedule is not a severe test for
the cast steel, and it is to be expected that the
subsequent rates of erosion of other metals
superior to gun steel at the higher pressure
levels would not be significantly affected
either. This was shown also to be true for cast
molybdenum tested with the M2 Propellant.
No general conclusion applicable to other
metals may be drawn on the basis of these
results alone.
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SECTION V
BORE-SIZE NOZZLE

During the course of stu~dy (Ref. 15) of the
feasibility of a recoilless rifle that permits rear
leding without a breech mechanism, the 57
mm Recoilless R3fle, Ml 8, was modified to
have a concentrically mounted nozzle that
simply consisted of a straight pipe of uniform
cross section with an inside area of about 1.02
times the bore area of the rifle. The study was
initiated in recognition of the obvious
practical advantages of the straight-pipe
nozzle over the conventional de Laval nozzle.
These advantages are simplicity; ease of
fabrication, which is of greater importance
when the nozzle must be replaced after
erosion has changed rifle performance beyond
a desired level; and the elimination of a costly
breech mechanism.
On the basis of the experimental data
obtained, it is concluded that a perforated
pipe of length less than 5 in. will meet the
requirements of negligible recoil imbalance
with reasonable ballistic performance. In the
event that a higher ballistic efficiency is
desired, ',he bore-size system of internal rings
and external perforated pipe can be used and,
with the application of a combustible
cartridge case and the improvement of
ignition conditions to diminish the propellant
loss, the total charge required can be reduced
considerably.
Use of several types of the bore-size nozzle,
including perforated and nonperforated pipes
as well as combinations of externally located
pipes with internally located rings, was made
in the series of tests conducted.
The first series of tests consisted of firing
the M18 Rifle with a 4 in. long straight pipe
located externally at the rear of the chamber.
[he recoil imbalance recorded was approximately 16 percent in the forward direction.

This correlates well with the theory when a
nozzle discharge coefficient of 0.72 is
incorporated to account for the further
decrease of the stagnation pressure and mass
flow rate at the sharp-edged entrance of the
straight-pipe nozzle (Ref. 15). In order to
obtain a balanced rifle with a bore-size nozzle,
the forward recoil imbalance was reduced by
diverting a portion of the rearward momentum of the gases away from the rifle axis,
thereby reducing the momentum transfer to
the rifle. This was accomplished in two ways.
One, by adding a device similar to a "muzzle
brake" to the end of the straight pipe; and
two, by perforating the wall of the straiglt
pipe. In both of these systems, the amount of
momentum change is a function of the
amount of gas diverted and the angle of
diversion. Experimental data indicate that the
effect of the brake is greater if the slot width
is increased to gain bleed-off area, compared
to simply increasing the number of slots,
when the wider slots are used. Also, the
influence of the "nazzle brake" on the
interior aallistics of the rifle is negligible, so
that the net effect is to reduce the forward
thrust on the rifle without measurable effect
on the mass flow entering the straight-pipe
nozzle.
As nozzle
to thewith
use of the perforated, straightpipe
perforations at 90 deg to the
axis, an obvious disadvantage is the spraying
of hot gases in the immediate region normal
to the rifle axis. A conical shield or deflector
employed as a device to deflect the bleed-off
gas flow toward the rear of the rifle did not
prove to be satisfactory because it gave
unacceptable recoil imbalance. Consequently,
a bore-size nozzle was designed with perforations at angles of 45 deg and 65 deg to the
bore axis. Fa;.tax pictures indicated qualitatively that there is less eddying of gases into
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the gunner's area with the holes at 65 deg to
the bore axis than with the holes at 90 deg.
A straight-pipe, sharp-edged entrance nozzle with an expansion cone was tested in the
with
bomb
for compason
differential thrust
diffrenial
bob hrut
fr
coparson ith
a straight-pipe, sharp-edged entrance nozzle
without an expansion cone. The net difference of thrust imbalance between the two
nozzles was about 20 percent, which is 7
percent less (in the forward direction) than
the value predicted by the theory. The

igher
w
resu ofste
i
nt diss
propellant loss with these systems, it was
obvious that the ballistic efficiency of the

efficiency of the nozzlc due to a discontinuity
of surface slope, which could cause formation
of oblique shock waves and vortex flow, with
resulting lossofforward thruste

perforated pipe could bo used and, with the
application of a combustible cartridge case
and the improvement of the ignition conditions to reduce the propellant loss, the
required amount of charge could be reduced
considerably.

difference is attributed to decreased thrust

In the series of tests employing straightpipe nozzles located internally, several other
types of bore-size nozzles were employed for
location inside the chamber of the M18 Rifle.
This was an effort to achieve mass flow
control by effecting th, dynamic flow
contraction of' a main gas stream by the
intro!uction of a second high-velocity gas
stream at right angles to the main stream.
Thus, the net effect is, in general, entropy
increaw, or total pressure decrease of the
coinbust;on gases in the nozzle. When
compared with the results of the externally
located, perforated, bore-size nozzles, the
bballistic results are, in general, favorable,

•

However, in order to maintain a balanced
rifle, it was found necessary to use the
externally located straight-pipe nozzle with
with thf-se
in combination
65-deg perforations
ftehge
sarsl
itra
ecs

i 8 Rifle was lowered by the use of a
bore-size nozzle, as compared with its
a standard convergentoperation "ith
divergent type of nozzle. !n the event that
higher ballistic efficiency is desired, the

bore-size system of internal rings and external

Lastly, in connection with the erosion rate
of the straight-pipe, bore-size nozzle with
sharp-edged entrance, investigations performed in the vented bomb indicated the
eroding of the entrance to a radial contour
shape and the uniform erosion of the inside
pipe surface over the full Icngth. The total
erosion rate was about one-sixth that of a
convergent-divergent nozzle throat and there
was little change in the thiust of the nozzle
when tested in the differential thrust
bomb-in good agreement with the theoretical
prediction when the very low expansion i2tio
of the nozzle is taken into account.
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SECTION VI
RECOI L COMPENSATORS

The effectiveness of recoilless rifles can be
increased considerably if tile effects of nozzle

shapes and sizes, located at various positions
in front of the nozzle. The effects of size,

erosion

be

shape, and position on rifle imbalance and

com$ ensated for continuously during the life
of the rifle. This is achieved by use of recoil
compensators for nozzle erosion.

projectile muzzle velocity were determined.
The results indicate that the change of
percent imbalance in recoil is, in general,
greater than the percent change of the
projectile muzzle velocity. This effect is
greater with a ring of square cross section, a
ring of circular cross section having the least
effect. Test results also indicate that, with
rings of square cross section, the ring with a
larger cross section provides greater compensation throughout tile entire range of axial
adjustment, and also, for an adjustment less
than 0.5 in. from the nozzle, its effect
increases at a faster rate. This generally
superior effect of the square ring with a larger
cross section is due to the greater restriction
of flow provided.

on rifle

performance

could

It is reported (Ref. 15) that during the
investigation of tile effects of chamber
configuration and nozzle approach area on
rifle performance, tests were performed
whereby the average muzzle velocity was
maintained approximately constant by variation of the charge weight. it is noted that, had
the charge weight remained constant during
these tests, muzzle velocity and chamber
pressure could have been maintained constant
by enlarging the nozzle tlroat, which would
also have brought the rifle closer to a
balanced condition. Thus, these tests indicated that compensation by means of flow
throttling was entirely practicable. however, a
mechanical set-up using a set of chamber
liners is impracticable. Rather, such throttling
devices as tested in the study of' the internally
located bore-sized nozzles in the 57 mm Rifle,
M 18. are incre practical if the chamber design
permits variable throttling by variation of the
axial position of the compensator from the
nozzle. "[he opportunity tfor this type of
correction would not exist it' the rases were
not so much underexpanded in the production rifles,
Devices that have been de iigned and tested
in the 75 mm Rifle, M20. to compensate for
nozzle erosion are describcd in Ref. 15. These
devices were rings, of' various cross-sectional

er ao conded
leeroio
nz
Ste or
with the 106 mm Recoilless Rifle. T170.
Results of tests reported (Ref. 15) indicate
that a conical recoil compensator in the 106
nim Rifle appears to be more efficient, since
the change of percent rifle imbalanLe is nearly
equal to the percent change of projectile
muzzle velocity. This is attributed to its
throttling of gas against a forward chamber
wall instead of the nozzle entrance, as in the
ring compensators.
Complete and detailed information on
rotational recoil compensators for nozzle
erosion is given in Ref. 15.
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SECTION Vii
BLAST EFFECTS

6-18 INTRODUCTION
The nozzle blast from recoilless rifles
contains seve.ral componeits that are potentially damaging or dangerous. These include:
the nozzle ,r back jet -,f high-velocity air and
gases; the unburned propollant grains ejected
from the breech at high-velocity; the flame
illuminating the surrounding area; and the air
blast, i.e., the airborne shock weve or blast
pressure pulse.
When a re"oilless rifle is fired, a very large
volume of propellant gas streaniv from the
nozzle aw supersonic speed and cumpresses the
surrounding atmosphere, thas initiating a
shock wave. The shock wave is bounded by an
extremely sharp front, ca3led the shock front,
wl~ch represents a discorntinuity in density,
pressure, and temperature of the atmosphere.
As the shtock front continues to move
outwar ", the peak pressure, the velocity of
propnation, and the impu!se of the shock
wave decrease while the transient duration of
th. shock increases. When its velocity
decreases to ilie sonic level, the shock wave
becomes simply an impulse sound wave.
The phase where the pressure first rises
very sharply from atrv'spheric to a peak value
and xhen Acclines ".o the atmospheric level i;
known as the positive or pressure phase of the
shock wave. Immediately after the pressure
phase, the pressure continues to decline to
subatmosphtfic levels and then retunes to
normal. This second phase is known as the
negalive or suction phale and lasts consider3bly longer than the positive phase, the peal,
negative pressure being only a fraction ol'the
peak pressure of the positive phase.
The effectiveness of a blast wav'e -nay be
measured by the peak o'erpressure and the

impulse of the positive phase at various
distances from the origin of the blast. The
peak pressurm is the pressure jump at tae
s!,ock front, which is the lighest pressure in
the shock wave. As a measure of both the
intensity of the pressure and its duration, the
impulse of the positive phase is of basic
imFortance. This positive impulse is equal to
the area under the pressure-time wave of the
positive phase, ant is approximately equal to
one-half the peak pressure multipiied by the
duration of the positive phase. For highlv
elastic structures, the positive impulse of the
wave will be effective; for brittle structures,
the damage is generally determined by the
peak overpressure.
6-19 VARIOUS DAMAGE MECHANISMS
In the design of a recoilless rifle, an
important factor to be considered is the
damaging effect of the huckblast ca personnel
and Aructures behind the nozzle of the gun
and, since the early 1950 s, the characterisiic
blast zone behind the re,.'cilless rifle has been
the object of extensive analytical and
experimental investigations, with a view
toward determining blast dar.ger zones and
establishing techniqies of blast reduction or
diverting. Strictly analytical solutions to the
blast problem have been found inadequate in
determining the characteristics of the shock
structure, and a combined empiricai-onalytical
approach usually is employed (Ref. 18).
Bia,-.t studies usually consist of the
experimental mapping of the blast pressure
field (Refs. 19, 20, 21 ) and the determination
of the rzsponse of structur,-s to the blast
loadings. The objective of the first part of the
study of blast is to determir e the degree to
which recoilless rifle and ammunition design
can influence the blast envelope in terms of
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both intknsity and location of the overpressure. The second part of the study treats the
effects of the blast overpressure on nearby
objects, both structurally and from a control
aspect, in order to explore the possibility of
optimizing the rifle for iboth zero recoil and
minimum blast effects. However, a minimum
blast field requirement may not be realized by
designing breech nozzles for a single steadystate flow condition obtained for the single
set of values of chamber pressure, nozzle
expansion ratio, and nozzle length that will
balance the total impulse. In order to
optimize nozzle design for both recoil balancm
and minimum blast field effects, a detailed
evaluation of the time-dependent flow f:eld
may be required. To date, such a study has
not been available in the literature.

high pressures associated with the back jet
usually occurs only in regions where the
effects of the back jet and ejected propellant
are very large so that the blast wave pressure
factor is overridden in severity by the other
two. Consequently, the pressure wave is not a
primary source of danger to life, but is a
possible complication added to the other
already severe injury mechanisms. Injuries to
the lungs and the auditory mechanisms ýRef.
29), and damage to the nervous sy-temn are
the most common and easily produced effects
oi the blast pressure. Detailed information on
the effects of nozzle blasts is contained in the
experimental investigation of Ref. 22. Other,
less frequently occurring, blast induced
injuries have been reported by the National
Research Council in Ref. 23.

In addition to structural damage due to the
blast from the nozzle of t recoilless rifle, the
danger of physiological damage also exists.
The extent and nature of the damage caused
by the concussion produced by the b'ast wave
depend on the intensity of the bla&st, its

Apart from causing physiological effects,
blast from recoilless rifles also creates
psychological factors which may be significant. Ref. 23 renorts that blast intensities that
are too small to induce serious physiological
disruption often cause psychological effects

impulse, the position of the subject with
respect to the blast, angle of incidence of the

of extreme lethargy and feelings of fatigue. It
is not possible to derive concrete conclusions

blast, and the presence of reflected blast
wave. At close range, the nozzle jet (hack jet)
is very destructive especially along the axis of
the gun. Generally, a significant amount of
unburned propellant is also ejected during
backbiast, ranging in size from whole grains
down to small slivers. This is a most serious
component of backblast danger, since its
irJfile effect extends over wider angles and to
greater distances behind the rifle tham any of
the other injuring factors. The amount of the
solid propellant ejected is a function of the
chamlxr, nozzle and cartridge case designs,
the ignition of the propellant, and the
pressure level at which the riflv operates; the
nigher the operating pressure, the smaller tht:
percentage qui.ity
.
f w..
u.c..
propeilu"at
ejected. Inasmuch as the back jet and
propellant missile effects are severe in regions
where the flame causes only the minor
damage of singeing the hair, the flame
component of backblast appears to be
negligible. The blast-type injiury caused by

that define the limits of blast pressure which
can be tolerated by humans and animals;
there i& much disagreement on these limits
since there have been only very few
experimental studies conducted under controlled conditionts.
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6-20 BLAST AND FLASiH PATTERNS
Since the early stages of the development
of the recoilless rifle, backblast has been
considered the prin'ipal objectionable byproduct of the recoil-balancing nozzle. The
tremendous Llast that results from the escape
of propellant gas to the rear of the rifl, is an
inherent characteristic of the desigi; of the
weapon, and constitutes the main drawbdck
to the use of recoilless rifles. The magnitude
of the blast is determined by the projectile
energy, and studies have indicated that it is
incapable of considerable reduction. Personnel and materiel therefore must be adequately
protected for many yards to the rear. In the
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event of the 57 mm rifle, for example, the
danger zone is a cone extending 50 ft to the
rear and 40 ft wide at its widest point,
Because of the danger of flying particles
thrown up by the blast action, personnel
within 100 ft of the rear of the breech must
not face the weapon. Another, but much less
serious, effect of the blast is that it may be
the means of enemy observation of battery
locations. Obviously, it would be desirable to
have this disadvantage reduced or eliminated,
Studies have indicated that the backblast
levels developed by a recoilless rifle can be
reduced by firing at lowered maximum
operating pressures. A propellant grain that
provides a high piezometric efficiency (nentral pressure-time characteristic) will permit
attaining a high muzzle velocity with the
lowest maximum operating chamber pressure.
The structure of the high-velocity nozzle
jet and the major factors influencing it are
discussed extensively in the experimental and
thearetical studies reported in Ref. 24. These
studies pertain to axisymmetric free jets
exhausting from sonic and supersonic nozzles
into still air and into supersonic streams. For
jets exhausting into still air, ,he primary
variables considered are jet Mach number,
nozzle divergence angle a, jet pressure ratio
Pc/Pa, and the ratio of specific heats of the
jet. The effects of most of these variables
upon jet structure, primary wavelength, and
the shape and curvature of the jet boundary
are studied in Ref. 24. The gaseous jet
exhausting supersonically into still air has
been known to exhibit a periodic or chain-like
structure at least as early as the observations
of Lord Rayleigh in 1879. Since then, several
theories have been advanced for the prediction of the primary wavelength (iength of the
first periodic segment of the jet) and the
secondary wavelength (length of the succeeding periodic segments) which is known to
differ from the primary, particularly at the
higher jet pressure ratios. At a constant value
of pc/pg and a, the experimental results showi
that the primary wavelength incrc.ases withi
incr,,asing Mach number. Divergence angiea is

indicated to be of secondary importance
within the range from 0 deg to 20 deg. When
a jct exhausts from a nozzle into still air, it
will undergo a two-dimensional expansion if
P/Pa > 1. The amnunt of this expansion can
be measured by the resulting initial inclination of the jet boundary. In the event of
extreme jet pressure ratios, results indicate
that large initial inclinations will occur.
Preliminary calculations based on the methodi
of characteristics to determine the shape of
the jet boundary and to observe the
formation of the jet structure indicate that
the effect of increasing a is to promote the
formation of shocks within the jet. The effe,-t
of increasing 'y from 1.2 to 1.4 is also to favor
the formation of shocks within the jet.
Approximately 3,000 calculated boundaries
are presented which cover Pc/pa ratios from I
to about 42,000; values of 'y of the jet from
1.115 to 1.667; values ofa from 0 deg to 20
deg; and the jet Mach numbers from 1.0 to
3.0. Most of these boundaries (2,960)
comprise a systematic study in the jet
pressure ratio range from I to 10 for conically
divergent nozzles.

3

Typical curves of the calculated jet
boundaries for a jet Mach number M. of 2.0
and -1 = 1.2 for the jet ar.ý presented in Fig.
6-11 fora&= 5 deg, and in Fig. 6-12 for a = 10
deg. In these curves, x is the abscissa and y is
the ordinate of a point on the boundary of
the jet, and r is the radius of the exit section
of the uozzle; the origin of the coordinate
axes being at the center of the nozzle exit
section. The effect of increasing the jet
pressure ratio is obvious from these figures.
Effects of the other variables at a jet pressure
ratio of 5 (arbitra•ily chosen) are shown in
Fig. 6-13. The effect of increasing M. is to
decrease the initial inclination of the boundary, to increase the maximum diameter of
the free jet, and to move the maximum
diameter farther away from the plane of the
jet exit. The effect of increasing -y is to
decrease the initial inclination of the boundary, to decrease the maximum diameter of
the free jet, and to move the maximum
diameter closer to the plane of the jet exit.
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Figure6- 11. Jet Boundaries for Jet Pressure Ratios from 1 to 10
( = 5 deg, -Y 1.2, Me = 2.0)
all other jet pressure ratios. It is also apparent
that, for a particular value of y of the jet,
there are a number of combinations of Me,a,
and PeIP. which produce essentially the same
boundary. At large values of Pe/Pa, the
calculated jet boundaries also are presented in

The effect of increasing the ,tozzle divergence
angle a is to increase the initial inclination of
the boundary, to increase the maximum
diameter oi the free jet, and to move the
maximum diameter closer to the plane of the
jet exit. These effects appear to be typical of
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Figure 6-13. Jet Boundary Patterns for Various Parameters (Example of the effects of

jet Mach number, ratio of specific heats of the jet, and nozzle divergence

angle upon the shape of the jet boundiry, p./p. 5)
Ref. 24 for values of a~ and 'y larger than those
Indicated also is the elimination of the jet
shown in Figs. 6-1 1 and 6-12. The enormous
shock with increasing pl/p. at large values of
size that the free jet may attain at large ratios
the latter.
of jet pressure is apparent, pai-ticularly for
-y= 1.20, when the initial inclination of the
The analytical method of Ref. 18 for
boundary approaches and exceeds 90 deg.
predicting the backblast overpressure field to

,~

4
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the rear of the recoilless rifle is based on the
assumption that the solution of the spherically symmetric blast problem due to a point
source can be made aprlicable to the nozzle
blast problem by incorporating an empirical
factcr to account for the directional effect of
the nozzle gases. This factor, called the
directional coefficient, is a function of the
angle included by the rifle axis and the line
joining the center point of the nozzle exit
plane to the point under consideration, and is
given in Ref. 18. While this procedure does, in
general, correlate reasonably well with the
experimental results of nozzle blast studies, it
is not applicable at positions close to the
nozzle (less than 5 ft away from nozzle)
where the shock is only partially formed and
the flow apparently is undefined,
Recent observations of a series of highspeed movies indicate that the behavior of the
overall nozzle blast phenomenon associated
with the firing of standard recoilless rifles is as
follows. The initial shock front, driven by the
hot gas to cold air contact surface, emanates
from the breech nozzle exit and appears to
diffract about the nozzle exterior, forming a
bubble which expands and translates aft. The
bubble is rendered partially visible due to the
intense radiation field directed to the aft. The
radiation is scattered by multicomponent and
mnultiphase efflux, becoming more isotropic
and less intense with increasing efflux density
and distance from the exit plane of the
nozzle. It is concluded that:

Mach 2 intensity befcoe decreasing aft to
transonic intensities.
3. The existing data indicate that overall
backbl&st damage may be due to a composite
of two recoilless rifle overpressur consisting
of the initial shock front wita its reflected
overpre~sures and the quasi steady-state jet
plume impingement overpremsmwes.
Another important and objectionable
by-product of the recoil-balancing nozzle of a
recoilless rifle is the nozzle flash that results
from the luminosity of" the hot gases issuing
from the nozzle. Muzzle flash in recoilless
rifles is negligible in comparison with nozzle
flash which is of much greater intensity and
longer duration. For example, the flash from
the nozzle of the 75 mm M20 Recoilless
Rifle has an integrated intensity of the order
of 104 candle-seconds. Its shape is approximately that of an ellipsoid of revolution with
a diameter of about 10 ft and a major axis of
about 30 ft. Obviously, nozzle flash is
detLimental from the standpoint of detection
by thK. enemy and, to a lesser extent, due to
the dwager of impairment of vision of the user
of the rifle. If adequate flash suppression
moasures are not taken, the flash problem can
become very serious.

1. The initial shock front from a recoilless
rifle emanates from a finite "line-source" that
directs the blast so that it does not possess
spherical symmetry. The classical, "point-

Wfile the mechanism of flash is not
understood in complete detail, the long
duration of nozzle flash has enabled the
examination of its structure and time-development in greater detail than has been possible
in the case of conventional gun flash. The
details have been recorded by means of
high-speed motion pictures. Studies of the
flash structure over a range of variables-in-

source" blast r'ave theory does not allow for

cluding noz.le shape, chamber pressure, and

directivity of the blast field nor for the
continuous addition of energy to the blast
field produced by such a source.

propellant composition --have led to a clearer
understanding of the rnechanism of the flash
and the methods of reducing ýt. Qualitative
results indicate that, for a given chamber
pressure, the flash decreases as expansior,
ra'io increases and, for a given expansion
ratio, flash decreases with chamber pressure
increase (se- Re-f. 14).

2. The arrival of shock phenomena as
measured by pressure transducers located on a
plane containing the axis of the rifle yields a
Mach number distribution that builds up to
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the study of slash, three regions of
I',uminsos~ity have been observed. As the
propellant gases exit from the nozzle of a
rifle, they are sufficiently hot to be
and constitute a samll1 region of
luminosity at the nozzle.
SlowThis is called
primary Thisah Upon exitSthe
from the nozzle,
gases rapidly expand and cool and the
luminosity disappears forming the dark zone.
the gases are overexpanded and subseare recompre~ssed adiabatically

recoilless rifles has been experimentally
determned (Refi. 18, 19, 20).

to
hc.ii
a level almost
rcsequal to
assteei.Terslso
that of
nozzle exit temperature, so that the gases
atre again luinomus and form the intermediate
flash. In the meantimie, the gases have
aiand a om.bustible mixtwre has
formed o•. the unburned hydro~gen and
carbon monoxide in the nozzle gases. When
the recomnpression process raises the temperatwa~e of this mixture above its ignition level,
the combustible rnixture will ignite and burn
as a diffusion flame constituting the secon-

genecally, that the pressures
hs il build
et iniate
up tothog
peak at about 4 or 5 ft fromn the nozzle exit
followed by quasi-steady-state pressures thereafter. Until thc maximum peak pressure is
eahie.atpsiosclose
to he nozzle

dary flas'h.
Such• metaUic impurities as sodium, potassiurn, and calciumt-which are always present in
propellants-au' responsible for ni~st of the
lu,,inoslity in flash. However, it does not seem

,'•can
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In the experimental study reported in Ref.
18, the 57 mmn Rifle 1418, the M18 with
central nozzle adapter, the 75 mm Rifle T2 1,
and the 105 nun Rifle 1427, were fired and
the peak pressures to the rear of these rifles
were measured at angiec, ranging from zero to
70 deg from the nozzle axis and at dista~lces
up to approximately 22 ft from the no,-zle

(less than 5 ft away from nozzle'), the flowI
phenomenon appears to be undefined for all
the rifles fired. The major experimental
problem in these pressure measurements is in
the design of pressure gages which can
withstand the blast without damage.
The experimental results indicate (Ref. 18)
that, while the standard 57 mm Rifle M18
yields a maximum peak overpressur'e of 41 psi
at 4 ft from the nozzle exit along the axis of
the nozzle, the corresponding maximum peak.

possible to elimfinate flash by eliminating
these inipuritLies. It has been found that flash
be greatly reduc., d by either' the adoiition
such salts of potassium as iodide, bromide,
oxalate, and sulfatL to the propellant, or by
use of" a mechanical device on the nozzle.
Chemical suppressors act by inhibiting combustion in the s' condary flash and h ~nce
suppress only the secondary flasht. Mechanical
suppressors reduce the intensity of the shocks

overpressure in the evcnt of the central-nozzle
adaptation of the Ml18 Rifle is 14 psi at the
same dis•tance. The standard 57 mm rifle
burns ~approximately 0.76 lb 'if charge
producing a peak chamber pressure of about
6500 psi, while the central-nozzle 57 :'•mi rifle
burns about 0.67 lb at a peak chamber
pressure of approximately 4800 psi.

and therefore suppress both the intermediate

indicated (Ref. 18) that the maximum peakI

and the secondary flash. Extensive treatment
of gun flash and its suppression can be found
Refs. 25, 28, and 29.

overpressure to the rear is approximately 50
psi at 4 to 5 ft away from the nozzle, and thet
the pressure wave along the nozzle axis
fluctua.tes considerably. The charge weight for
the rifle was 2.90 lb.

6.•21 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
6-211
PE•REONTURSThe
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"The

blast field behind several types of

Extensive firing of the 75 mmn Rifle T2 1

experimental results (Ref. 18) obfrom the l05 mmn Rifle M27 show that
the corresponding

peak overpressures

are
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lower titan those obtained from the 75 min

distances

Rifle T21. In particular, the maximum peak
overpressure measured from the 105 mm rifle
is about 25 psi at 7 to 8 ft from the nozzle,
while that from the 75 mm rifle is
approximately 32 psi at about the same
distance. The charge weight for the M27 was
7.9 lb and for the T21 was 2.9 lb. The
number of the nozzles for each rifle was 4.
Fig. 6-14, given in Ref. 20, is a contour map
of the peak pressures for the backblast of the
105 mm M27 Recoilless Rifle. It is seen from
this figure that the pressures behind the M27
are very high at distances of 1nss than 15 ft
from the breech, near the line of lire. Twelve
feet to either side of the line of fire and to

pressures rise to more than 5 psi above
ambient. For pressures greeter than 10 psi,
these distances are 5 ft to either side of the
line of fire and 30 ft along the rifle axis.
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Correlation of the wide range of experimental results oj such blast studies with a
theoretical model, which is based on shock
sphere energy (and, ultimately, on chamber
pressure and nozzlc size) and which also
includes a factor to account for the effect of
directivity, appears to be reasonably good
except in regions close to the nozzle (see Ref.
18).

jAMCP
6.21.2 DANGER AREAS
Both personnel and materiel in the
immediate vicinity of a recoilless rifle must be
protected from the dangerous effects of the
pblast from its nozzle. Results of an experimental investigation of the physiological
effects of such blasts on goats have been
reported in Ref. 22. The following are the
conclusions of this investigation,

7. Improvement in efficiency of propellant
burning should result in reduction of the
extent of the danger areas.
8. Flame (flash) present in backbrast
presents an extremely minor hazard for the
animal body, whether clothed or unclothed.

1. The danger areas behind reccilless rifles

9. Blast pressure waves may cause injury to
the unprotected ear even in those locations
near the rifle that are outside the danger areas
found in Ref. 22.

have roughly a tear-drop shape; the danger
decreases as one goes farther behind the gun
and farther off the gun axis.

10. The danger region extends from the
ground to a height of at least 6 ft.

2. The maximum backward extent of the
danger zone occurs on the gun axis and
extends to about 30 ft for the 57 mn, and to
about 80 ft for the 75 mm and the 105 mm
rifles.
3. At its widest extent, the danger area
reaches about 8 ft on either side of the axis

for the 57 min rifle and about 15 ft on either

side of the axis for the 75 mm and the 105
mm rifles,
4. The most important single injuring
factor is the missile effect of unburned
propeUlnt expelled at high velocity from the
breech of the rifle, and it is this factor that
determines the maximum extent of the
danger areas.

11. The danger areas for the 75 mm and
the 105 mnm recoilless rifles are closely similar
in extent. The danger zones for the 57 mm
rifle extend over a region the dimension of
which is about half as large in any direction as
the corresponding ones for the two larger
caliber rifles.
It

is

recommended

that attempts

be

continued to improve the efficiency of
burning of the propellant since unburned
propellant is the most important single factor
in determining the maximum extent of danger
regions.
6-21.3 DUCTING

S6.During backblast, conditions are probably incompatible with life on the axis of the
rifle within about 5 ft of the 57 mm rifle and

Apart from physiological damage due to
the blast from the nozz'-• of a recoilless rifle,
there is the danger of structural damage. In
certain recoilless rifle applications-e.g., in
such enclosed installations as aircraft and
helicopter fuselages, and tank turrets-it is
necessary to devis', methods of conducting
and diverting the backblast of the nozzle gases
out of the inclosure. These methods usually
consist of the channelling of the nozzle gases
through metal ducts and are known as
ducting. The purpose of ducting is to divert

mm rifles. Here, back jet and propellant
missile effects combine to cause extremely
serious injury or death.

wave of the blast in such a way as to protect
personnel and structures in the immediate
area of the rifle. Ducting of the recoil

5. The back jet of high velocity air and
gses is very dangerous within about 10 deg
either side of the gun axis up to distances of
about 30 ft for the 75 mm and the 105 mm
rifles, and up t'-,i ibout 10 ft for the 57 mm
lifne.

Swithin

70,231

about 20 ft of the 75 min and the 105

the flow and also tend to dissipate the shock
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Figure 6175. lypical Ducting Configurations
compensating gases is emnployed also in
front-orifice type of recoilless rifles (Ref. 26)
that differ from the conventional type of
rear-orifice rifles in that the propellant gascs
used to achieve recoil balance are bled from
the forward end of the chamber, thus
providing for simple breech mechanisms as in
the case of the closed breech guns.
Typical ducting configurations include the
Y-exhaust, the gooseneck exhaust, ard the
reverse curve Y-x•xhaust which are illustrated
in Fig. 6-15.
The principal effects of ducting are on the
recoil and performance of the rifle, and on
the structural integrity of the ducts. In the
event the gas flow from the nozzle into the
ducts L subsonic, the disturbances of the
ducts are propagated upsticam and, through a
time lag, are felt at the chamber. The result is
a direct influence of ducting on tae
pressure-time history of the rifle chamber.
"This, in turn, affects the motion of the
projectile in the barrel and, ultimately, the
muzzle velocity.
In the event the gas flow through tie ducts
6-52

is supersonic, flow disturbances cannot be
propagated upstream and the ducts call only
influence the pressur,-time history of the
chamber if shock waves develop and travel
toward the chamber and render the flow
subsonic. The prediction of the formation of
shock waves in ducted flow and that of the
influence of the subsonic duct flow, requiring
unsteady flow analyses, on rifle performance
are far from being developed in sufficiently
for handbook use. In order to
simplified tonr
determine these factors and the effect of
ducting on recoil, use must be made of
rigorous gas dynamic analyses together with
experimental data. However, as a reasonable
guide, some simplified results for the Y-duct
configuration given in Ref. 26 can be used to
determine the effect of ducting on recoil.
Obviously, a minimum quantity of gases need
to be bled from the rifle if the forks of the
Y-ducting are parallel to the rifle axis. In the
event of an included angle between the forks,
an additional amount of gases is required to
be bled off in order to insure recoillessness of
the rifle. These additional gases come from an
increase in the amount of thc propellarit ,sed.
Table 6-6 (see Ref. 26) shows the p, cent
increase in the weights of ammunition and

'
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charge ast "iated with the Y-duct as compared with the case in which the included
angle is zero.
The structural integrity of the dat
is
determined by the geometry of the duct and
the characteristics of the ammunition interior
ballistics. In addition to the possihility of
bursting due to high pressures, a curved duct
can be subjected to moderate tensile snd
shear loads, and large bending moments as a
result of the centrifugal a,'tion of the mass
flow through the duct and has the tendency
to straighten itself out. This holds true
whether the curved duct is composed of
continuously smooth or piecewise smooth
curves. In general, evaluation of the dynamic
loading in curved ducts is a difficult problem
because the flow is of a complicated nature.
In addition to the axial flow along the duct.
there arises i secondary flow in each plane of

cross

section

of the

duct,

called

circulatory motion. This vorticity, the existence of shock waves, and effects of viscosity
and of heat transfer contribute to the
complexity of the flow pattern. However, a
rough theory of the effects of the changes in
the direction of gas flow-which impose
centrifugal thrusts on the duct systems, thus
producing shearing, tensile, and bending
stresses--is outlined in Ref. 27 to deal with
the problems of loading and induced stresses
itn the system. In this simplified procedure,
each of the components of the more complex
shapes- which may consist of such elements
as a nozzle, straight-pipe section, curved
sections, abrup! changes of direction, increases in pipe sections, diverging pipes-is
considered separately with respect to the gas
thrusts introduced by each of the elements.
'nd these separate pieces are then combined
to obtain the load on the entire system. The
stresses induced as a result of the loading due
to gas thrusts are determined at various
sections of interest by nethods of the
elemertary theory of strength of materials.
Some safety factor for the effects of impact
loading, shock comp-ression, and nonstationary flow should be included.
Ref. 27 also gives illustrations of this
procedure in dealing with the stresses induced
in a gooseneck exhaust and a reverse curne
Y-exhaust, together with a discussion of a
Y-exhaust design. It is concluded that the
Ilevel of these stresses can be very high. and
adequate structural strength must be incorporated in the design of ducting.
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CHAPTER 7
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS

7-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

V

=
-

A

2
= presented area of target, in.

w

A,

= vulnerable area of target, in.'

x

E(K)

= expected number of personnel

y

incapacitations within an area

=

angle of fall, deg
horizontal target coordinate, ft

target, dimensionless
LA

muzzle velocity, fps

=

vertical target coordinate, ft

=

mean values of target coordinate,
ft

2
lethal area, in.

mismatch between main and
spotting rifle in horizontal direction,ft
mma•hbtenmnad
mismatch between main and
rifle in vertical direc-

-

PH
Ph

total hit probability, PH = PPh,
dimensionless
= ~horizontal hit probability, di-

v

6 ~,

hspotting
n
mensionless

tion, ft

PKIH

=conditional probability of a kill
abilty ofmankill
conditiona

given a hit on target, dimension-

o2

= ith variznce of the n independent
f ro nhoiina
sources of 2error in hoeiziontal
direction, ft

o•

=

Viore

less
p

-;vertical hit probalility, dimensionless

p(x)

Gaussian hit probability density
function in horizontal direction,

o=

p(y)

Gaussian hit probability density
in vertical direction,
function
1
ft-

s

p (vey)
R

probability of kill function for a
hit at point (xy), dimensionl"°s
range, ft

total variance in horizontal direction, ft2

=

kill probability, dimensionless

total variince in vertical direction, ftW
ith variance of the n independent
sources of error in vertical
direction, ft2

=

standard deviation in horizontal
direction, ft
in vertical

oy

deviation
-standard
ft
direction,

•txyv)

targets with=density of nersonnel
in area A, in,-2
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I

SrSECTION

INTRODUCTION

A comparison of similar weapon systems is
made by examining the effectiveness by
which each weapon system defeats a specific
type of target. There are several ways to
measure
in damage
most cases
it is
defined aseffectiveness,
the ratio of but
target
to unit

Single shot kill probability is defined as t! a
product of hit probability and conditional
probability of kill given a hit, and can be
expressed as the probability that a particular
weapon
system
a prescribed
method
employment
willwith
inflict
a specified
level of
of

cost. This chapter will
which target damage
determined. Unit cost
dollars for munitions
target.

dz:3 'age on a particular target. The determination of hitting and killing with a single round
will depend on making certain assumptions
and the type of target and gun-ammunition
combination employed.

discuss the manner in
(kill probatility) is
usually is measured in
expended per killed
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SECTION II
HIT PROBABILITY

7-1 GENERAL
Hit probability is defined as the probability
of a hit or hits on a target occurring out of a
given number of rounds fLed at the target and
thus, for a given weapon system, depends
only on the target size and the overall weapon
dispersions (scattering of shots due to
unavoidable variations). In determining the
Sprobability
of hitting a particular target, it is
assumed that the distribution of impact
points about the aiming point is a Gaussian
(normal) distribution. It also is assumed that
the vertical and horizontal dispersions are
statistically independent so that the probability density functions of a Gaussian distribution in the horizontal and vertical directions
are (Ref. 1):

-

a(x)

-)

=

er

(-

2--,

(horizontal), ft1
i_ z
p:y)
p (y) %••exp
7- 1
OLA1.

2 px)d,

The square root of the variance is the standard
deviation a.
The standard deviation for the weapon
system is usually a combination of various
sources of error. If a2 is the variance of one
of n independent sources of error in the
horizontal direction, then the combined
standard deviation a, is
2

a-n=

1/2

07
and, similarily, in the vertical coordinate oy
n
a.r,
(7-5
7-2 SOURCES OF ERROR

7-1)

Sources c rerrors that must be considered
in determining bit probability are described
briefly in the following pa-agraphs:
Vertical jump. Vertical deflections

•

(vertical), ftit

-

(7-2)

where
r,y = mean values, ft
= variances, ft- 2

0c2,o

The variance ao2 is the mean-square value of
x about the mean .: and is given by the
following equation:

(jump) are caused by an upward flip of
gun tube as it ieacts to the motion of
projectile while in the vicinity of le-tving
muzzle.
2. Lateral jump. Lateral jumps are

the
the
the
the

horizontal deflections caused by the ;ame
reactions of the gun tube to the projectile as
it leaves the gun muzzle.
3. Nonstandard conditions. Nonstandard
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conditions are the variations ia ambient
weather conditions-such as temperature, ahr
pressure, humidity, and wind.

7-3 CALCULATION OF HIT PROBABILITY

4. Cant. Cant error is the horizontal
deflection of the projectile due to a leaxing or
tilting to one side of the gun (i.e., the gun
does not elevate in the true vbrtical plane).

Based on independence of the lateral and
vertical dispersions and a rectangular target,
the equation for calculating the total hit
probability PH i•

S. Determination of target range. In the
case of unaided, visual observations (no
rangefinder), estimation of the tarpet ranges
causes deviations from the actual range.
6. Variation in wuzzle velocity. Variation
in muzzle velocity caused by gun tube wear
and lot-to-lot variations in propellant performance result in vertical deviations in the
trajectory,
7. Zeroing error. Zeroing errors, cauttd
by both changing conditions during zeroing
and firing for effect and observation error in
zeroing, result in horizontal and vertical
variations. Variations in cant, jump, and
crosswind and range error are r'xamples of
changing conditions from round to round;
while observation errors include tle errors in
estimating the center of impact of a group of
shots and the error resulting from the fact
that a finite number of rounds are used to
establish the center of impact.
8. Gun laying error. Inability of the
gunner to place the crosshairs of his sight
precisely on the center of target results in gun
lay.ng errors.

7-3.1 GENERAL

PH = PAPi.

(7-6)

where
p,= vertical hit probability

The overallerror in ech of the lateral and
vertical directions in the target plane is then
the square root of the sum of the individual
component errors in their respective dire-ctions.
In order to calculate J-"* orobabil'ty, certan
assumptions have to , made as to what
sources of error are present and how they are
distributed for the specific wezepon system.
Sources of error as discussed in par. 7-2 can
be categorized into either fixed biases,
variable biases, or random errors:
I. Fixed biases. Defined as those errors
inherent in a s-recific gun-ammunition design
and implies that the nature and zharacteristic
of the fixed bias are known. While a fixed bias
may %arywith target range, it is constant for a
given target range and does not vary froma
occasion to occasion or round to round. An
example of a fixed bias would be projectile
drift.

9. Wind deflection. Wind dDflection that
results from day-to-day variatioa in wind.
10. Roy id-to-round dispersion. R,.und-t,>
round dispersion is the irreducible residual
error that remains.

7-6

2. Variable biases. Defined as those errors
whose magnitudes are constant from round to
round durLig a given firing but vary from
occasion to occasion, such as crosswind and
cant.

-MC 706-2
3. Random C,Tors. Defined as those errors
that vary from round to round di~ring a given
firing, gunner aiming being a prime example.

source of Table 7-1 is assumed to occur at
random and follows a normal distribution.
2. With Spotting Rifle. Inherent in the
employment of a spotting rifle on a recoilless
weapon is the elimination of errors due to
ranging, and the addition of jump variation,
muzzle velocity variation, and round-to-round
dispersi )n of the subcaliber spotting ammunition. With the assumption of an "idea!"
spotter system (no trajectoty mismatch) the
errors due to cant, range estimation, and
crosswind are eliminated. This assumption is
reflected primarily in zeroing error since the
errors due to cant and crosswind a,-e
differential in nature if trajectory mismatch
does exist.

7-3.2 ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE
OF FIRE CONTROL SY-STEM
As to the types of fire control that are
employed in the weapon system, recoilless
rifles can be divided into two groups-either
with or without a spotting rifle. Depending
upon the type of fire control used, certain
asVumptiuns are made in ..'der to perform the
necessary error analysis.
1. Witkout Spotting Rifle. The total
standard deviations fcr lateral and vertical
directions of the mounted recoilless rifle
without a spotting rifle become
•r~total) =(oY_ + ajJ +a2W
2 +oa2x
+recoilless
t C-) + g +
1

where

RRV ZA

(X

2

(7-7

QJw.4

The total standard deviations for lateral
and vertical directions for a mounted
rifle with a spotting rifle become
ar~toWaU=('oy,2

+
ZJS

0C

+

2
iRS

+

use spotting

(7-9)

Tmand

÷t/2

(7-8)21/

whei e

Y+Z
YM
ions)for.

the magnitudes of
aiso contains
Table
errors 7-1
associated
with recoilless rifles which
use spotting rifles.

Table 7-1 gives numerical values and definitions for the individual component errors for

3. Linearization of Error. As stated pre-

recoilless rifles without spotting rifles. The

viou~ly, in order to breakdown the errors into

numerical values listed in Table 7-1 are
believed to be descriptive of actual firing
conditions. This group of error sources is
fairly complete for describing first round
accuracy, and the probability of hitting which
is premised on the combination of these
errors should be realistic (Raf. 2). Each error

their components along the lateral and
vertical directions, it is necessary first to
convert all errors into linear errors. For
example, some cf the linear standard
deviations of the errors in the vertical
direction on the target plane are :omputed as
follows (Ref. 2)ý
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TABLE 7-1
MAGNITUDE OF ERRORS FOR CALCULATING HIT PROBABIUTY (R".2)
Ssierd De•
9yeos

810eaes

ORE

Roun-oIrmd, main w'apon

0

Round.0.rIinad. spottin weapon

oRRS

21% R . c
0.35 mril
0.5 mdi b
0.5 milb

RRM

Horizmntal x

Vartke Y

Rangse stirmatin

ion

0.35 mil a

0 milb
0.5 milb

OUrv

10 ts'A b

Muzzle vokcty, spotting weapon
Cant
Wind

oaVs

10 fps b

Aim point
Fire control

QAP
0FC

1 .25 fta. b
0.1 rail a, b

1.25 ft , b
0.1 rmil I,b

;ump, main weapon

OJM

0.1 railm b

0.1 mril' b

Jump, spotting weapon

7J$

0.1 mil b

0.1 milb

round-to-round, main weapon
round-to-round. spotting weapon

0

UM/RRM/I"
bor
a

jump, main weapon

Ozim

main weapon

Muzzle wekwr.

0
0

dg
11 fosa
I fpsb

W

ZPRM
a

aZ(i
jump. spotting weapon
M18, M20 and M27 Rifles, i.e,, rifles having no ranging device

/

I'

a, b
b

0.1 mile, b

0.1 mile, b

0.1 milb

a.,mil b

"bMdOandM67 Rifles. i.e.. rifles having a ranging device
cR "rang

0

whe~re

a vrE = qRs tan w
a

W -'-cRit"

=

0

x R

RRs X R

ay ýV-)q
=
(.8.)
_

"vsms

7-8

(7-11)
(7-11
y

w

angle of fall, deg

R

range, ft

V = muzzle velocity, fps
7-3.3 LATERAL AND VERTICAL SINGLE
tSHOT HIT PROBABILITIES
delivery
stated earlier
It has
beingthe
distributed
as that
error
can been
be characterized
normally in two dimensions, iateral and
vertical. The single shot hit probabilities for
the two fire control systems are presented.

"
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I. Without Spotting Rifle. With the assumption of no fixed bias errors, in the case
of the weapon without a spotting rifle, this
establishes that the mean of the errors in the
lateral and vertical directions will be at the
center of the target (r = 0, y = 0). For the
recoilless weapon without spotting system,
the lateral pt and vertical p, single shot hit
probabilities, assuming normal distribution of
errors, for a target that extends from -- a to
+ a along both x- and y-axes are
exp
-"

(7-12)

dimensionless
S~weapon.

IThe

T__•)dy

f

7-4.1 GENERAL
As in all weapon systems, it is desirable to
obtain a high first round hit probability when
using recoilless weapon systems. In some of
the antitank recoilless rifles. the trajectoriLs
are considerably arched and tend to reduce
the first round hit probability unless the
target range is known accurately. In order to
supply range information, many recoilless
rifles make use of a spotting system that
consists of a small caliber semiautomatic
spotting rifle rigidly attached to the major

purpose of the spotting rifle is to fire a

2. With Spotting Rifle. In the case of the
recoilless rifle with spotter system, the lateral
Ph and vertical py single shot hit probabilities,

projectile containing a tracer in its base and
an incendiary or spotting mix in its nose so
that both the flight path and impact point are
visible to the gunner. In operation, the gunner
fires the spotting rifle until a hit on the target
is obtained, whereupon the major weapon is
fired. If the major projectile follows the same

again assuming a normal distribution of

path as the spotting rifle, the target will be hit

errors, can be expressed as

provided there is small disperson with respect

-V

A

exp(

74 USE OF SPOTTING ROUND

dy,
(7-13)

dimensionless

to target size. Ideally, the major weapon and
1
P
v•"d
t- 'a

P --,=

1

f

J***4h
-

eu(-

2E

(7-14)

r

/

2

y \

dy

(7-15)

where
mismatch between main and spotting
rifles in lateral (horizontal) direction,
ft
= mismatch between rmiain and spotting

rifles in vertical direction, ft
The total single shot hit probability PH is
then the product of the separate single shot
hit probabilities in the lateral and vertical
directions, i.e., Eq. 7-6.

spotting systems should be designed to obtain
the same trajectory. The process of adhieving
this correspondence is known as matching.
The difference between trajectory heights or
horizontal positions is defined as mismatch.
One of the basic matching problems is
caused by the difference in the exterior
ballistics of the major and spotting rifle
ammunition. Since the sm-ll spotting projectile decelerates more rapidly, it will fall below
the major projectile trajectory if both
projectiles are given the same muzzle velocity.
In order to comper.sate for the difference in
caliber, the spotting projectile often is fired
with a higher muzzle velocity and at an
elevation slightly less than the major weapon.
The difference in elevation is built into the
spotting rifle mount and i• called bias. While
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somewhat effective for short ranges, this type
of fix becomes marginal for larger ranges and
inadequate in the presence of moderate
crosswinds.
One method that helps the smialler spotting
projectile better maintain its original velocity,
so as to make its flight velocities and times
more equal to the major projectile, is to
increase the ballistic coefficient of the
spotting projectile. The ballistic coefficient of
the spotting projectile can be increased in
four ways: (I) better streamlining, (2) the use
of higl.,r density materials, (3) longer
projectiles, and (4) larger caliber spotting
projectiles.
The remaining matching problems are
associated with recoilless rifles that employ

fin-itabilized projectiles. Fin-stabilized major
projectiles with a slow right hand spin have a
slightly nose-up attitude to the left of the
projectile path, whereas most spin-stabilized
spotting projectiles have a nose-up attitade to
the right of the projectile path. In order to
compensate for the aerodynamic forces that
cause the spotting projectile to curve to the
right, it is necessary to introduce a small bias
angle in azimuth between Lhe major and
spotting rifles.
74.2 MAGNITUDE OF MISMqATCH
Tables 7-2, 7-3, and 7-4 contain the
calculated matching velocities, vertical and
lateral bias angles, and the residual vertical
and lateral mismatches for three major
recoilless weapons with spotting rifle systems.

TABLE 7-2
MAGNITUDE OF MISMATCH SYSTEM I (Ref. 31
S

Velocity,
Anmnitiobn

fps

105 mm, HEAT, T119E11

1650

Cal .50 ST. T189E1

1723

106 mma,
HEP, T13SE44

1635

105 mm, HE, T268

1606

Ange, nil

Vertical

Huuiasti

-0.48

10.33

MWatch in Indcs
T119IEI1
Minus TIVEI
Raow. yd
400
500
600
700
800
900
I(10
1100
1200

V
0.4
-0.4
-0.8
-0.9
-0.4
0.7
1.9
1.2
-l,1

H
3.3
3.6
3.5
3.3
2.5
1.4
0.1
-2.0
-4.5

T189E1
Minus T13RE44
V

II

T189E1
nnA. 1"268
V

H

1.0

- 7.9

4.5

- 8.0

3.5

-14.8

10.6

-14.9

4.4

-24.1

12.7

-24.2

1.4

-36.9

6.5

-36.3

-4.7

-52.6

-13.0

-51.4
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TABE 7-3
MAGNITUDE OF MUrIATCH SYSTEM 2 (Ri. 3)
No Ane*, MR

Vdmft.
fps
1650
1816
1691
1660

Ammltim
106 rm. HEAT. TI11EI1
Ci.50 ST. TI9E1
105 mm. HUP. T13KEi
106 mm. HE. T=

NwlaW

VW*mI

10.30

-1.27

Miansub in 116".
TiIEll

amp.d
40
SI0
600
700
BOO
9
100
1100
1200

T19E1

TIME1

Mkm T20

MWAm T1 2644

M

TIUE1

V
-4.1)
-2.2
-0.4
1.4
2.5
2.4
1.1
0.6
-2.0

H
3.
3.1
3.2
2.9
2.3
1.1

V
-6.0

H
-73

V
-3.7

-5.3

-13.7

2.0

-13.9

-2.1

-22.5

6.3

-22.7

0.0

1.0

-34.2

5.4

-34.1

-1.6
-4.1

2.8

-49.4

-5.2

-48.3

7-6 PROBABILITY OF HIT WITH RECOILLESS RIFLES
7-&61 COMPARISON OF SIMPLE SIGHT
AND SPOTTING ROUNDS
probability vs range
Fig. 7-1 shows the hit
of a typical recoilluss rifle with and without a
spotting system. This fipgre definitely indicztes the advantage of using a spotting riflbeyond the range of 400 yd.

first group consists of first generation
recoilless weapons that do not have a spotting
device. This group of recoilless rifles firing
spin-stabilized ammunition follows:

Rifle
57 mm M 18
57 m-n M18
75 nun M20

7-6.2 PROBABILITY OF HIT FOR STANDARD WEAPONS
Figs. 7-2 through 7-9 show the results of
first round hit probability computations for
the ret of error sources described in par. 7-3.2
as a function of range for eight standard
recoilless rifles which can be divided into two
groups according to their fire control. The

H
7.4

75 mm M20
105 mm M27
105 mm M27

Ammunition
M306A I HE
Projectile
M307 HEAT
Projectile
M309 HE
Projectile
M310 HEAT
Projectile
M323 HE
Projectile
M324 HEAT
Projectile

kig. No.
7-2
7-3
7-4
7-5
7-6
7-7

The second group of' rifles consists of

7-11

TABLE 74
MAGNITUDE OF MISMATCH SYSTEM 3 (RMd. 31

Velmity.

, ,.,,t
Orn ~AV41b wA

ti

Ammatim

V

c

Hfwrai

16"0

105 mm. HEAT. TI19E11
Cid .50 ST. T189E1

1626

10 mm. HEP, T139E44

1596

105 mm, HE. T268

1522

7]

-

10.72

2.44

MW std i Inmdm
19EIS
l19ul
T11
Minu TISOEI

V

H

v

iWW. yd

Minus TI39E44

H

TU1M1
Mhws T20

-V

H

400
500

-26.4
-29.0

8.6
11.1

33.4

- 13.5

45.0

- 13.7

600

-28.9

114

44.7

- 23.2

67.4

- 23.6

700
800
900
1000
1100

-25.5
-18.8
- 9.0

12.2
12.8
12.9

47.3

- 35.3

85.2

- 36.2

3.4

12.5

38.8

- 50.6

93.6

- 51.6

16.8

11.6

1200

28.8

10.5

23.7

- 70.3

88.8

- 70.3

130n

33.9

1400

27.8

6.2

- 93.4

6d.6

- 92.4

1500
1600

19.3
9.0

8A
6.4
3.6
0.0

- 8.9

-122.1

32.0

-118.1

1700

2.0
- 9.1

--

4.1
8.6

-14.6

-156.4

- 22.3

-147.5

-21.4
-30.7

-13.9
-19.6

-11.5

-197.4

-100.7

-180.8

1800
1900
2000

-

newer recoiless rifles that fire spin-stabilized
ammunition and are equipped with a spotting
rifle, i.e.,

As shown in Figs. 7-2 through 7-9 the
weapon systems which employ spotting rifles
have much higher first round hit probabilities
than those rifles which rely on visual range

Ammunition

Fig. No.

estimation. Figs. 7-8 and 7-9 also show that

90 mm M67 M371 HEAT
Projectile

7-8

spotting rifles remain high even up to their
maximum range.

106 mm M40 M344 HEAT
Projectile

7-9

Rifle

the hit probabilities of those weapons with

7-12

U'

'I,'--g

I

AMC 7M2=
1.0

0.
0.6
PH

1

Spotter

0.4
Simple $12

0.2

_

400

800

1200
Range, yd

1600

2000

2400

Figure 7-1. Comparison of Total Hit ProbabilityPH
for Different FireControl Systems as a Function
of Range (Ref. 4)
1.0

4

0.8
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TABLE 7-6
HIT PROBASIUITY-VISUAL RAN4GE ESTIMATION (RafL 5 AND 6)

Aý-1-1,SINGLE-SHOT

Single Shot Hit
Weapon

Velocity, vps

Ran~ge, yd

57 mm

1200

200

75 mm

1000

90 mm

I 0cmm

Proabdky pNt
0.99

200

0.99

400

0.37

600
800

0.11
0.03

700

100

0.99

1600

200
300
400
200

0.7.9
0.30
0.11
0.99

400
600
B00

9.62
0.24
0.12

1000

0.07I

A

12W0
1400

0.04
0.02

TABLE 746

SINGLE-SHOT HIT PROBABILITY-CRUDE RANGE FINDER (Raft. 5 AND 6)SngehtHi

57 mm

1200

76m

90 mm

108 mm

-41

0.55SotHi

20D

0.99

600
800)

0.26
0.10

400

0.99
0.57

00

0.11

100

0.99

300
400

0.45
0.26

200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400

0.99
0.65
0.39
0.23
0.14
0.09
0.06

00200

~16

'I200

400

700

0.81
1600
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TABLE 7-7
SINGLE-SHOT HIT PROBABILITY-SPOTTING RIFLE (Refs. 5 & 6)

Single Shot Hit
Probebility PH

Weepc,

Velocity, f4

Range, yd

57 mm

12010

200
400
600
800
1000
1200

0.99
0.95
0.74
0.4
0.26
0.15

75 mrr

1000

200

0.99

90 mm

106 mm

700

1600

PROBABILITY OF HIT AS A FUNC'
TIO!O
V00RIOU5 CONDITIONS
\F

,P7-5.3

400

0.95

600

0.77

800

0.53

1000
1200

0.28
0.16

200

0.99

400

0.92

600
800
1000

0.56
0.15
0.10

200
400
600
800
1000
1200
WO4CWO
1600
1800
2000

0.99
0.97
0.88
0.72
0.50
0.37
0.26
0.18
0.12
0.09

"

single shot hit probability, the toL'al probability of at least one hit in two shots, and the

total probability of at least one hit in three
shots, respectively, as a function of muzzle
vewcity. Then. figures are based on calculations for a meduum sized recoilless rifle with
spotting rifle firea at a 7.5 ft by 7.5 ft vertical
target. The indpenden* and normally distributed quasi-combat en'ors assumed to cause
impact deviations at the target are shown in
Table 7-8. The quasi-combat errors listed in
Table 7-8 are the errors cxpected in a typical
combat situation.

Tables 7-5 through 7-7 list typical single
shot hit probabilities for several hypothetical
recoilless rifle systems with either visual range
estimation, crude raj.ge finder, or spotting
rifle fire control systems.
A7-.4
PRGSABILITY OF HIT AS A FUNCTION OF MUZZL
M VELOCITY
Figs. 7-10 through 7-12 show the total
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Figure 7-9. Probcbility of Hit - 106 mm M40 Rifle;
M344 HEAT Projectile (Ref. 2)

TABLE 7-8
INDEPENDENT A)JD NORMALLY DISTRI=BUTED QUASI-COMBAT ERRORS
ASSUMED TO CAUSE IMPACT ERRORS (Ref. 7)
Stmndard DewbLtion
Cause

Vuticsl

HorizontW

0.5 mil

0.5 mil
0.5 mil
0.25 mril
0.25 mil

Muzzle Velocity, Main Weapon-to-Weapon

0.5 mil
0.25 mit
0.25 mil
7.5 fps

Muzzle Velocity, Spotting Weapon-to-Weapon

7.5 fps

-

Aim Point

1.25 ft
-

1.25 tt
lltp
11 fps

Round-to-

und, Main Weapon

Round-to-Round, Spotting Weapon
Jump, Main Weapon
Jump, Spotting Weapon

.iCrosswind
Cant

40 mils
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KILL PF41111MLITY

74 WTINROO&CTFJ

4

.!Cd r,,*-.,plity P
ias derinmd as the
product V- total hit probability PH And

armorted target is destroyed and is dependent

to a preat extent on the ignition of fuel or
amnunition.

w"ondilioal probability of a kill tiven a hit
PKMS
, where kill meats to destroy the targ~t
to the degree defined in par. 7-7.2. From,this
genvarl definition it is seen that, given a Lit on
target, tie calculation of kill probability
depends only on the type of warhead used
against a specific type of target. In this
genera! sense, kill probability is a measure ot
the effectiveness of the weapon system in that
it involves the delivery accuracy of the
weapon systew and the lethality of the
warhead on a parti,-,lar target.

2. F Kill. The type of kill which causes
complete or partial loss of the ability of the
tank to fire its main armament and machine
guns.

7-7 HARD TARGET

7-7.3 VUL.NERABLE AREA

7-7.1 INTRICUCTION

The vulnerable area of a target is defined as
the product of the presented area of the
target and the probability that a hit on the
presented area will be a kill. Since the
presented area of a particular target is known,
the evaluatica of the vulnerable area depends
upon determining a value for the rrobability
that a hit on the presented area -,ill be a kill.
Considering two types of warheads, HEAT
and HEP, which could be used in attempting
to defeat a hard target such as a +ink, one can
see that this probability function will depend
on where a specific type of warhead strikes
the target or if the warlead penetrates the
armor. It will be necessary to know the
probability of the warhead penetrating the
armor at the specific point of the target and,
if penetration occurs, the probability that the
warhfied ;vill cause the defeat of essential
components of thz target. in certain areas of
the tank, it will only be necessary for the

Kill probability is dependent upon the
particular -type of target. The first type of
target to be considered is the hard target that
is typified by the type of target a tank
presents. The hard target ih siiadl in
dimensions in contr., I to an area target over
which per--nnel are scattered and, in general,
requires a hit or. the target in order for a kill
to occur. Most hard targets art' protecteýJ by
some type of armor and gener•ily wMl require
penetrativn of tile armor by a HEAT or HEP
type warhead in order tc, iefeat the target.
7-7.2 T'YPES OF KILL
The three categories or types of kill of an
armored target aie defined (Ref. 8):
1. K Kill. -lr. •ype of kill in which 'he

3. M Kill. The type of kill which causes
immobilization of the tank.
As detailed in Refs. 8 and 9, a list of
standard damage assessments can be establishcd to be able to quantitatively define
which type of kill has taken place.
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projectile to penetrate tie armor in order to
cause a kill, whereas hits on or near
areas-such as the smspension and turret
ring-may be enough to cause an M-type kill
of the target.
Vulnerable areas are ,alculated separately
for each of the three types of kill described in
par. 7-7.2 The general method of calculating
the vulnerable area of hard targets for HEAT
and HE? -type warheads is given in the next
subparagraph.
PROBA7-7A CALCULATIONS OF KILL
BILITY
Kill probability with a single shot as earlier
defined can be written in the following
manner:

expressed a:- the product of the hit probability and the ratio of vulnerabie area to
presented area or
'

= PH

More precisely, the vulnerable area for a two
dimension target is given by the following
relationship (Ref. 1):

pK

kill probability

py

total hit probability

where
x. y

probability of a kill

in Section 11so that upon determining the
value of pK/,q, the kill probability essentiplly
is determined. The definition of vulnerable
area AV is
A= PKI HA

(7-17)

where

A

vulnerable area, in?
presented area, in?

With Eq. 7-17, the kill probability can be
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=

coordinates centered at the center of gravity of the target and in
a plane perpendicular to the
projectile trajectory
of kill function for a
hit at the point (x, y)

=probablity

The probability-of-kill function PK(x, Y)
assigns a probability value that the target will
be killed if there is a hit at the point (x, y).

The hit probability of any point on the
target is determined by the methods described

=

(

,

PK (x,y)
where

AV

(7-1)

(7-16)

PxKPHPxIH

PKH= conditional
given a hit

.4)

A complex target such as a tank can be
considered to be made up of individual
vulnerable components. If the components do
not overlap or mask one another and are no•
redundant, the total
vulnerableareas
area is
h,.
ofmer.!ly
the vulnerable

the sum of
components.

In practice, vulnerability drawings of the
target are prepared, showing the arrangement
of the interior components to the line of fire.
By use of an overlay grid, a conditional kill
probability is entered into each square of the
grid for a given point of aim. This probability
value depends upon the damage that would
result on the component behind the particular
grid square as a result of a specific type of
warhead striking the designated point (x, y)
of the target and is determined from taiget

AMM~706-M

vulnerability studies and existing vulnerability
data on similar components. The vulnerable
area of the whole target for one of tLie three
types of kill then would be computed by
summation of the component vulnerable

areas, taking into account masking and
redundancy.

casualties a projectile will produce upon
detonation under specified conditions. The
basic concept used in arriving at a suitable
lethality index is that of the expected number
of incapacitations E(K) of personnel targets

which is given by
E(KW = f

7-7.5 TYPICAL VALUES OF KILL PROBKBILITY
Fig. 7-13 obtained from Ref. 7 shows the
expected variation of kill irobability with
range galiber,
l
and muzzle velocity for several
hypothetical recoilless weapon systems wherr
fired against a JS 111 tank. The kill potential
of these weapons was made on the basis of
the quasi-combat error conditions as defined
in par. 7-5.4. As shown in Fig. 7-13, the
combined effect of caliber and muzzle
velocity on the expected number of kills is
.'learly evident. As expected, the longer the
range, the lower the kill probability and, for
any selected value of range and muzzle
velocity, the larger the caliber of the weapon,
the higher its kill probability,

orx.y)p(x,,y)dx dy

(7-20)

A

where o(x, y) is the density of the personnel
targets and Px is the probability of a target
within area A being incapacitated from a hit
at a point (x, y). For a constant target density
Eq. 7-26 hecomes
E(W) = a(Xy)

Pxdzdy

(7-21)

A

Lethal area LA is
fjX
LA =dx

dy

(7-22)

Thie probability PK is really the joint
probability of the target being exposed, the
target being hit if exposed, and the target
being incapacitated if hit. The valuation of
the function PK depends upon the following
parameters:

748 AREA TARGET
1. Projectile angle of fall
7-8.1 INTRODUCTION

2. Projectile terminal velocity
The recoilless rifle weapon system also is
employed in the defeat of personnel distrib-

3. Burst height

uted over an area. This type of target is called
an area target and is a definite contrast to the
hard target described earlier. The area target is
usually large in dimensions and, except for
foxholes and cover by the natural terrain,
there is no armored protection for the
personnel within the area. The defeat of
personnel in the area target is accomplished
by the fragmentation of the HE type or
antipersonnel type warheads.

4. Projectile external geometry
5. Projectile internal geometry
6. Projectile casing composition
7. Projectile filler composition
8. Target presented area, which depends
on:

7-8.2 LETHAL AREA
a. target attitude
Evaluating the lethal area of a fragmenting
projectile permits the prediction of how many

b. cove; (natural or artificial)
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c. fragment aspect angle

As seen from this list, the function PA, and as
a resuit L4 , i; only a function of the warhead
and tznýgct a•rca characteristics aad is independent j .,-.capon accuracy.

9. Target incapacitation critera.
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CHAPTER 8
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

8-0 LIS• OF SYMBOLS

N

=

number of cycles of the Doppler

.,aal measured from time equal
A

= borQ area, in?

A,

= piston area, in?
speed, fps
sonic

C

= unit of electrical charge, C

zero, dimensionless

P
P

=

internal chamber pressure, psi
partial pressure of air at temperature T, psi

line capacitance, /aF

Ct.CL
CT

Pb

Pl p

= pressure constant, psi-V-1

==P

atmospheric pressure, psi

= total input capacitaiice, AF

speed of light, fps

c=

=

horizontal displacement of perdulum, in.
D I thr 4

=

partial pressure of water vapor
temperature T, psi

R

= resistance, ohm

Rg

= gage resistance, ohm

Rr

=

spacing between fixed points for

velocity measurement, ft
F

= unit of capacitance, F

fd

=

Doppler frequency, Hz

fR

=

radar operating frequency, Hz

g

=

acceleration due to gravity, ft-

retardation of projectile velocity,

fps-fr 1

= output voltage chaige, pvolt
T

= air temperature, OF

t

= time, sec or psec

t1 , t 2

= time to traversL, fixed distances
for velocity measurement, sec

recoil impulse, lb-sec

V

=

gage constant, lb-(,uC)

V.'

sec-2
gage factor, dimensionless

GF

=

I

= current, A
=

K

= peak Mlast pressure, psi

power supply voltage, V

muzzle velocity, fps
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Vp

= projectile velocity, fps

x

acceleration, g's

VR

= radial velocity, fps

7r=

ratio of specific heats of air

V,

AN

= triggering voltage, V

VI, V 2

=

W

= projectile weight, lb

;

=tweight of pendulum and recoillb

x

=

8-2

average

=

1.4,

dimensionless

=velocity of shock wave, fps

VT

-

e

=

strain, pin.-(in.)-'

projectile velocity ob-

tained from time to traverse fixed
distances, fps

displacement, ft

angle of radar beam with respect
to projectile trajectory, deg

0

=

radar wavelength, ft
,10dimensionless

T

=

period of pendulum, sec
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SECTION I

I

Iii
f

'NTRODUCTION
The experimental studies performed in the
design of recoilless systems require the use of
a vaicty of special purpose instrumentation
to record important test data. Determination
of flight characteristics may require nieasurement of velocity at a number of points along
the trajectory as well as at the muzzle,
determination of yaw, spin rate, and projectile integrity in flight. Interior ballistic
performance studies will require, at the least,
information on pressure-time history in the
chamber, muzzle velocity, and may, in
addition, require information on interior
transient temperatures, projectile displacement-time, and projectile base pressure
measurement. Nozzle throat design will
require information on recoil impulse and
possibly recoil force and velocity-time history. Investigation of firing safety hazards
may require a plot of the blast pressure field
around the system and additional information

tures, and the difficulty of ready attachment

such as muzzle flash and recoil torque also
may be necessary. Design of the gun tube
often will require experimental verifi tion of
stress levels at various points in the weapon
and temperature measurements during rateof-fire tests.

may in some cases have already obsoleted
them in favor of more reliable or accurate
equipment. Use of such equipment is
recommended where one can ascertain that
equivalent or better performance is possible,
however, thoughtful consideration should be
given to the dynamic environment encounterel in the system and assurance made that
the specification on the equipment chosen
will apply in such an environment.

The short duration of the transients
associated with a system of this naturecoupled with the high pressures and tempera-

of measuring devices to a lightweight
system-may make the use of especially
designed instrumentation, recording equipment, and test weapons necessary. Recording
equipment used for tests of rocket devices
and other slow varying phenomena usually is
not suitable,
While most equipment components necessary for the recording of recoilless rifle
experimental results are now available commercially, proper selection and application
will be described in this chapter and
construction of certain special purpose
devices explained. It will be assumed that the
reader has a familiarity with basic principles
of measurements and general equipment
available. The systems mentioned have been
tried and are practical; however, the rapid
advance in the technology of measurements
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SECTION 11
MEASU REMENT OF VELOCITY

8-1 GENERAL
Probably the most important measurement
in the design of the overall system is that of
velocity of the projectile. It is desirable to
know the velocity of the projectile at all times
from i4nition of the propellant to target
impact, however, the most often used
measurement is that of velocity at the muzzle

8-2 to achieve greater velocity accuracy by
permitting lor.ger baselines with a reduction,
however, in distance between velocities and
hence an increased retardation error. From
tl~e arrangement of Fig. 8-2, the following
may be determined:
V,

of the gun.

(D +D
=

(D3 +D 4)/t

2

Muzzle velocity usually is determuned from
the thne taken for the projectile to travel

(8-3)
R,

=

Vm

=

(

between two detectors a known distance
apart.

This

time

is

measured

with an

ejectronic time interval meter or chronograph.
Since this method gives the average velocity
over tho distance of maeasurement, it is
necessary to record two -r more velocities
ahead of the muzzle and extrapolate back to
muzzle velocity. A diagram of a typical setup
is shcwv in Fig. 8-1. From the arrangement of
Fig. 8-1, the following may be determined:

=

2

2

+

V1 +R/.DI + (D2 +Ds)/2]

Errors inherent in both these methods are:
1. Error in distance measurement (usually
in the range of ±0.01 ft)
2. Detectoi error-error caused by time
delays in the detector uncertainty in projectile location at which the electrical pulse

meter.

fps-(ft)"
08-1)
Considering the retardation to be linear,
which is approximately true for short
dist•nces (e.g., 100 ft), the muzzle velocity
Vm is given by the equation

The use of a long baseline (distance
between detectors) can decrease both timing
and distance measurement errors; however, its
length often will be limited by firing range
facilities, especially if a rather high firing
angle is used. It is necessary to make two
velocity measu.ements for accurate deterrmination

Va+= VD + RrD +D 2/2)

t)

3. Error in time measurement-±l psec
with a 1 MHz time interval meter, providing
that electrical time delays do not occur in
transmission lines between detectors and

D 4/t 2 , fps

V1 -V
Retardation Rr:

+

output is generated

Average velocity: V, = D2/t4, fps
Averuge velocity: V2

V 2 /(D

(8-2)

When range space is limited, it may be
desirable to stagger detectors as shown in Fig.

of muzzle velocity; if a linear

extrapolation is used, the two velocity
measuring systems should be close together.
The determination of muzzle velocity, as
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Figure 8-1. Velocity Measuremdnt &S,,emv'•.ic

described, actually gives the velocity at some
point slightly forward of the muzzle since
escaping gases accelerate the projectile after it
leaves the muzzle. In normal recoilless
systems this increase is not significant due to
the reasonably low pressures and velocities
encountered. It is desirable to locate the first
detector some distance fromSvelocity
the
muzzle to prevent muzzle blast or flash from
affecting the detector performance. This
distance may vary from 15 ft for a 57 mm

larger caliber guns. The recommended base2ine for a velc city system is in the nature of
25 to 50 ft to assure an error of +O.1 percent
(I I fps at 1000 fps) or less in velocity caused
by distance measurement and detection error.

gun to as much as 50 ft for high velocity

space. There are several types of detectors

-D1

JLV

8-2 DETECTING DEVICES
The purpose of the detecting device is to
produce an eletrical signal indicating the
passage of the projectile at a known point in

D2

D3

4

Figure 8-2. Velocity Measurement With Staggered Array of Detectors
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R

R

____ V

Counter

Breakwire

Figure 8-a Circuit for Breekwire System

suitable for velocity determinations of recoilless systems, -ach of which have certain

line between the breakwire and the chronograph normally will have a capacitance CL,
the rise to V will not be instantaneous. The

advantages and disadvartages.

approximate value for any value of CL the
line capacitance, and VT the triggering voltage
of the chronograph may ba determined from
the equation

8-2.1 BREAKWIRE SYSTEM
This system consists of a grid of wire, or

paper with a conductive grid strung across a
frame made of an ihtsulating material such as
wood. The wire is broken by the passage of a
projectile through it. Normally, a current is
passed through the wire, and a chronograph is
usO to sense the reduction in current when
the mire is broken. While this is r-ibably the
most simple detecting device, it requires
replavement of the wire after each firing. In
ad'iitior., the wire hzs a tendency te stretch

I = VIR = CzV2,/t, A
(for VT 4C V, CL 4 CAr)

(8-4)

where
I

=

I

current in closed circuit, A

V=

power supply voltage, volt, >'50 VT

before breaking, especially when pointed
projectiles are used, causing an error in
baseline measurement. This erTor may be
iunimized by using hard drawn wire, keeping
it stretched tauL' and using narrowly spaced
g•.d wires. The circuit used wi.;k di.7,Istem is
shown in Fig. 8-3.

R =

ceries resistance, ohm

CL=

capacitance of line, chronograph
input and break circuit, pF

t =

signal deluy time, psc, for creor
permitted

The breakage of the wire will cause the
voltalge across the terminals or !ie chrono-

Vr=

triggering voltage of ckronograph
example, V

graph or time interval meter to rise to V,
ccnsideirng that th;ý i•iout resisance of the

An example of the application of Eq. 8-4

counter is high with resec* to R. Since Jae

follows:
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Given:

8-2.2 MAKE SYSTEM
mI

t

=

I psec

CL

=

0.0050UF

VTr

V

The make-circuit consists in principle of

twc conductors, separated by an insulator,

which are connected by the passage of the
projectile. In practice, the system consists of a
sandwich of sLeets of aluminum foil glued on

I volt

=

Styrofoam about one inch thick. Screen wire
electrodes with hardboard or thin plywood as
a separator also have been used successfully.

50 volts

Determine:

R by Eq. 8-4

0..005
1-

1A
0.20

Since

The nwke circuit is especially useful in the
measurenment of terminal velocity where large
of
are necessary and replacement
screens difficult.
size
breakwires
Make
screens
as
large
as
feet square have been fabricated and used'
fo- many firings before being destroyed to the
point

where

some contact is not made

between the projectile and the two electrodes.
V 2 50VT
V=

5

T 0.0

0

Other materials have been tried including a
sandwich of foil and cardboard; however, it
was found that the insulator tended to

105

extrude over the rear foil and prevent contact.

The use of KA C is to provide AC coupling
into the chronograph if required. This
example considered the value of the breakwire resistance to be low in comparison toP.
Since the length of wire for the two breakwire
circuits usually will be similar, the signal
delays will be similar and the timing error will
be less than that caused by either one alone,
Where long cables or higher triggering
voltages are required, it is desireable to use
pulse-shaping and line-matching techniques
which are well known in electronics, see Fig.
8-4. For example, one might have an
integrated-circuit connected as a Schmitt
trigger feeding into a 50-ohm cable. If the
input and output impedances are appropriately matched, the pulse will suffer little
degradation in shape (or amplitude) even over
fairly long distances. Electronic technicians or
equipment vendors ought to be consulted for
the proper equipment to use. Circuit delays
can be made the same by making the 2 cable
lengths the same, or the equipment can be set
to account for the different delays automatically.
8-8

When using z separator other than Styrofoam,
it is advisable to leave an air space between
the rear electrode and the insulator to provide
good contacts. The circuit, Fig. 8-5, used is
similar to that used with the break circuit.
The circuit has a time delay proportional to
both the series resistance of the line and
battery, and the capacitance of the line. For
V large with respect to the triggering voltage
and the line resistance R, small with respect
to chronograph input resistance, the approximate time required t to reach the triggering
voltage Vr will be
t = CrV 2 R/I', p sec
where
t

time, Asec

CL

=capacitance
circuit, pF

of line

VT

= trigger voltage, V

V

= supply voltage, volt

R

= series resistance of battery and line,
ohm

plus make

-A-P700m
a)

FIRST SIGNAL PATH

IA

W

zComputing

z
•..J*

Tina-~delay
Measuring
Ecii~p ment

SECOND SIGNAL PATH

Figure 84. Masuring ProjectileSpoed

Determine: t

An example of the application of Eq. 8-5
follo;,i:
Given:

cL

.=o.ol pF

VT

I volt

C=

1
O. 01 x1 x 100
=4
a 45

(Negligible compared to other circuit delays).

V

=

45 volts

R

=

100 ohm

I

For long lines or where a high trigger voltage
is required, refer to the paragraph just above
par. 8-2.2.

- --

COUNTER

I

R

Figure R-5. Make Systom Circuit
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Figure M. Solenoid Output Waveform

8-2.3 SOLENOID COIL DETECTORS
Probably the most used method for the
velocity detection of recoilless rifle projectiles
is the solenoid coil system where a mapietized projectile passes through a coil of wire
to produce a current, indicating its passage.
The coil normally is wound about 200 turns
of No. 20 to No. 24 magi~et wire in a loop 20
to 30 in. in diameter, dependent on the
diameter of the projectile. While originally
wound loosely on a wooden frame, it was
found that the excessive blast from a
recoilless system caused enough fibration of
the wire in the magnetic field of the earth to
produce extraneous signals. Latter coils were
tightly bound and rigidly mounted to a
wooden donut-shaped disc.
It is necessaiy to magnetize the projectile
in the proper direction prior to firing, or, if
the projectile is nonmagnetic, to insert a
magnet where it will not be excessively
shielded by the material of the projectile. It is
common practice to mount si cylindrical
magnet in the nose so that at least 0.5 in.
protrudes beyond the projectile nose.
The design of the solenoid coil and the
pulse shaping cirnuit is important to assure
triggering of the cluhonograph at a krn)wn
point in space. As shown in Fig. 8-6, the wave

8-10

shape of the signal from the coil is much. like
a sine wave. As the projectile approacnes the
coil, the increasing magnetic flux induces an
EMF which reaches a maximum and then
rapidly drops to zero As the projectile field is
centered in the coil. The EMF theni rapidly
drops to some negative value and sic .y
returns to zero as the projectile passes out of
the coil. It is advisable to use a shaping circuit
to pick off the point of rapid negative rate of
change, where the signal passes through zero,
as the trigger point for the chronograph. A
shaping adapter is available to perform this
function, or it may be performed on most
universal time interval meters having high gain
amplifiers by setting slope control to negative
and amplitude control slightly negative. To
ascertain the accuracy of trigger point, it is
useful during initial system test to record
concurrently on an oscilloscope the output
signal from the coil and the gate pulse from
the chronograph. Normally, coils are wired in
series and connected to a common ("period"
or "coils") input on the chronograph. A
sketch is shown in Fig. 8-7.
Proper polarity of coils and projectile
magnetization may be checked by the use of a
compass and a DC polarizing current of about
100 mA applied across the coils at the
chronograph input. A rule of thumb prescribes that magnetization of the projectile

-MC 706238

ShIng
Figure 8-7. Series Wiring of Coils
should b* strong enough to~ deflect a compass
45 deg from the magnetic field of the earth
when 4 in. from the nose of the projectile.
This test also may -beused aft..r magnetization
to assure relative consistency of magnetic
field strength between projectiles. Projectiles
normally are mnagnetized by placement in a
coil equal to the length of the major portion
of the, projectile through which a steady or
impulsive high current is applied.

suspend objects at points directly above the
screens (when the screens are pointed
vertically) on the trajectory. A meter
measuring photomultiplier cathode current
will dip when the screen is pointed directly at
the object. Measuring the distance between
objects will give the baseline.

8-2.4 SKY SCREEN

Microwave interference (Doppler radar)
techniques may be used to measure the
velocity and displacement of the projcctile in
the barrel and its velocity over its entire
trajectory. T~he basic system consists of a
microwave transmitter that transmits a signal
of known frequency in a beam along the axis
of the projectile and a rciethtreceives a
signal reflected from the projectile. Transnutted and received frequencies are cornpared, and the difference or Doppler frequency obtained is proportional to the
projectile velocity along the axis of the
microwave beam by the relationship of Eq.
8-6.

Another method of detecting passage of a
projectile in space is the sky screen. It has the
advantages over other systems of not
interfering in the visual path of the projectile,
and permitting a number of velocities to be
taken down range. The device consists
basically of an optical system, collimating slit,
and photomultiplier tube which produces a
pulse when a rapid change in ambient light
level occurs in its field of view. It has a
fan-shaped field of vi-!w which will produce
an error of about 0.2 to 0.5 percent,
on the setup method, due to its
spread. For muzzle velocity, it is normally
positioned directly below the trajectory;
while for time of flight measurement, it is
placed off to one side to increase the field of
view. It cannot be used on dark or h~zy days

8-2.5

RADAR
MENTS

VELOCITY

VA= h261-fps

MEASURE-

(8-6)

where

and and cannot be pointed into the sun.

Extreme care must be taken in positioning the
unit since a small change in angle of the lens
can cause a considerable error in baselines.
One method to determine the sighting point
of the device on flat trajectory firing is to

radial velocity, fps

VR
X

=

radar wavelength, ft

fd

=

Doppler frequency, Hz
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X

c/fR, ft

where
c
f

speed of light, fps
= radar operating frequency, Hz

Since it is difficult to have the angle between
the radar beam axis and the projectile trajectory equal to zero at all times, the radial
velocity measured by the radar, i.e., the
component of velocity of the projectile in the
direction of the radar beam, will be somewhat
less than actual projectile velocity along the
axis of its trajectory. A typical setup is shown
in Fig. 8-8. The velocity VR measured by the
radar will at any point in space equal the
actual projectile velocity Vp, multiplied by the
cosine of the angle 0, i.e., VR = V. cos 0. In
recoilless firing eApcriments, it obviously is
not possible to locate the radar directly
behind the gun. It, therefore, is necessary to
locate the radar as close to the side of the gun
as possible, considering blast effects on the
equipment, to obtain good down range
measurements. For accurate niuzzle velocities
or velocity of the projectile while in the
barrel, the radar may be located just off the
trajectory down range and pointed toward the
gun.
The radar systems produce a sinusoid-lly
varying signal proportional to the radial
velocity of the projectile which may be
recorded by a number of methods. For
recording the velocity over the complete
trajectory, the Doppler signal may be
converted by a frequency meter to a voltage
proportional to frequency and, he-ice, velocity that may be recorded on an optical
oscillograph as a trace of velocity versus time
of flight. The signal also may be recorded
digitally as a series of points containing the
number of cycles of the Doppler signal
occurring in given time increments, i.e., a
number of velocities measured during the
flight of the projectile,

8-12

The microwave system may be. pointed
toward the gun to measure velocity and
displacement within the bore as shown in Fig
8-9. To reduce the effect of radar off the axis
of the projectile, the setup shown in Fig. 8-10
has been applied to advantage. Here a
reflector made of foil backed with Styrofoamr
is placed about 25 ft forward of the muzzle at
an angle to reflect the signal into the gun. The
system is best aligned by placing a microwave
detector connected to a meter in the gun tube
and positioning for best signal strength as
indicated on the mc tr. Since, by Eq. 8-6
V'V

f
2

it also holds that
x=

(8-7)

where
x = displacement of the projectile
rest, ft
N

from

number of cycles of the Doppler signal
measured from time t = 0

By recording the raw Doppler signal on an
oscillograph, drum camera, or similar device,
it is possible to obtain projectile displacement-time information.
In recording Doppler information in a gun
tube, an error is caused by an app-:r-at change
in the wavelength of the mrowave signal
when traveling in a waveguide, which the gun
tube may be considered. The error is
significant when the Jiameter of the gun
barrel approaches the wavelength of the radar
system which is the case when the X-band
microwave equipment is used with normal
size recoilless systems. To avoid this effect,
the system may be calibrated statically by
positioning a piston in the gun Jt measured
amounts equal to null in the microwave

.t

AMCP 708-23r

Figure 8-8. Rader Velocity Meawrement Schematic
signal. In-bore microwave systems are de-

of high speed (Fastex) motion cameras. Ai

scribed more fully in Refs. 2, 3, and 4.
The simplest radar system applied in
recoilless tests is shown schematically in Fig.
8-11. It consists of a highly stable X-band low
power klystron coupled through a "magic
tee" to a 10-in. parabolic 3ntenna and diode

typical setup is shown in Fig. 8-12. A board
several feet long with distance marks painted
on its side is placed parallel to the trajectory
as a distance reference. Parallax caused by the
board being behind the projectile axis will
cause an error in measurement. The correction may be determined by knowledge of the

detector. This system produces a usable

camera to object and camera to reference

Doppler
for (57-280
short ranges
ft or less)
with largesignal
caliber
rmi) (50
systems.
For

distances,
and simple
trigonometry.
marks normally
are placed
on the filmTiming
for a

,

longer ranges (165 to 320 ft) the M36
Chronograph has been used with filter
by-passed. To obtain results over ranges of up
to 10,000 ft, a modified HAWK CW
illuminator radar is applicable.

time reference. While less accurate and more
time consuming than previously described
measurement techniques, photography can
observe projectile integrity and launch characteristics as well as verifying velocity determined by other systems.

I

8-2.6 PHOTOGRAPHIC METHODS
Velocity also may be measured by means

Figure 8-9. Radar Velocity and DispiwreentSchematic
8-13
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Figure 8-11. Simple X-bmnd Interferometer
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Figure 8-12. Photographic Method for Velocity Measurement
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SECTION Ili
r'RESSURE MEASUREMENTS

*

8-3 GENERAL

8-4 COPPER CRUSHER GAGE

Next in importance to the measunmment of
velocity is the measurement of internal
combustion pressures. Measurement o~f
approximate values of peak pressure may be
made with a copper crusher gage, however,
measurement of overall pressure-time iriformation is really necessary for interior ballistic
and gun tube design. In addition to peak
pressure, the pressure-time curve will indicate
ignition -'lelays, poor propellant burning
clipracteristics, ex~cessively high mujzzle exit
pressures, etc.

The copper crusher gage. as shown in Fig.
8-13 provides a measure of peak pressl're
based on the rnitasurement of compression of
a copper sphere or cylinder. It is used mainl7,
in proof firings, in development firings with
prototype weapons that do iiot - errnit
modification fo~r instruments, and as a simple
check on transient presure measuranients.
The pressures meisured by these devices will
be from 5-25 percent below the actual
pressures read by the electronic gages wvhen
the crusher cylinders are calibrated staticaPy.
Closing Cap

Obturating
Washer

Copper Crusher
Cylinder

/.

Rubber or
Neoprene Washer

f
Ai,

Obturating Cup

L~

~Figure

Pressuire
8-713. Copper Crusher Gage
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Crushers are available as internal gages for
direct insertion into the propellant bed, which
are ejected from the gun on firing, and as
externally mounted gages on test guns. While
their absolute accuracy is poor, it is possible
to generate empirically a correction factor for
a given ballistic system for use in routine
firings and as a check and an indicator of
trouble in an electronic system. The correction, however, may change from gun to gun
or ammunition lot to ammunition lot.

firings. The major disadvantages are the high
impedance outpi't that requires a mrtching
amplifier, the transient distortion, and the
poor low frequency response that may occur
if dampness or poor insulation effectively
lowers the output impedance. The lowered
output impedance effectively discharges the
gage circuit capacitance while the transient is
still being generated. A negative final (muzzle)
pressure on the trace is indicative of
excessively low impedance or leakage redistance in the gage circuit.

8-5 PIEZOELECTRIC GAGE

The formula used for computing the
pressure constant PK is

A number ot dynamic systems are in' use
for the measurement if chamber pressures in
recoilless systems. Transient pressures norwally are measured by either a piezoelectric or
strain gage type pressure transducer inserted
in the chamber of the weapon and recorded
on an oscilloscope-camera or a magnetic tape
recording Gystem. For normal recoilless
systems having ballistic cycle times of
approximately 5 to 25 msec, the equipment
should have flat frequency response over the
range of 0.5 to 10,000 Hz with response to
DC (zero Hz) an advantage. In addition, phase
Thift must be low in this range to avoid
distortion of the transient.
The piezoelectric transducer offers certain
advantages for measurement of pressure in
recoilless systems. A piston of accurately
kn-3wn area converts the incident prmssure to
a compressive force on a piezoelectric crystal
or stack of crystals. Piston area of 1/6 in? ih
used for pressures of 3000 to 20,000 psi while
1/30 in? pistons cover the range of 12,000 to
90,000 psi. While barium titanate and
tourmalipe crystals have been used, quartz
offers low temperature coefficient, high
stability, excellent high frequency response,
and reasonably high output. The gage is
produacing a charge proporS.... •;.self-generating,
tional to incidcnt pressure. The calibration
changes little with aging or excessive overloading, and the transducer readily can withstand
the vibrations encountered in recoilless

8-18

A.-

pX = KCTI/AI, psi-V"r

(8-8)

where
K = gage constant, lb-(uC)"
CT = total input capacitance-including ca-

pacitance of gaze, line, and amplifier-pF
A1 = piston area, in?
where the input circuit of Fig. 8-14 is used.
The time constant RCT, where R?is the
leakage resistance of the circuit including
amplifier input ,rnpedance, should be greater
than 100 times the ballistic cycle time to
assure good iow irequency response and low
distortion. Values in the nature of 100 ME2
for R and 0.05 1AF for CT are common for
recoilless systems. Use of a capacitive
feedback or charge amplifier with this type of
gage is also feasible where lines between the
gage and the amplifier are short (100 ft or
less). This amplifier permits the calibration to
be independent of cable length.
8-6 STRAIN GAGES
Strain type pressure gages have the
advantage of being capable of measuring static
pressure and, hence, may be calibrated by
static hydraulic systems. A typical strain tyre

AM' P 706-238

R
T

R

Following
Amplifier

Figure 8- 14. Input Circuit
pressure gage is shown in Fig. 8-15. It consists
of a ferrule or cylinder to which are bonded
foil or wire type strain gages. The cavity
normally is filled with silicone grease that
transmits the gun pressure to the ferrule,
ehpanding it and causing a change in gage
resistance. The strain gage makes up one or
more arms of a low impedance wheatstone
bridge circuit that guncrates a voltage
proportional to its excitation voltage and the
pressure measured. This voltage is usually in
the millivolt range and considerable amplification is required to permit recording. This is a
disadvantage ii, field application where good
signal to noise ratios are sometimes difficult
to obtain. The strain type pressure gage also is
subject to changes in calibration factor when
overloaded by short duration transients. It is
advisable to verify its calibration frequently

A

or to replace the gage whenever excessively
high pressures or bridge imbalance is noticed.
All pressure gages have natural resonance
frequencies that can cau'se errors in measurement if the resonances are low in comparison
with frequency components in the phenomena under study. Step function response of a
gage should be investigated to ascertain that
ringing or overshoot does not occur in the
recorded output when subjected to a high rate
of change of pressure. A rapid pressure rise
for test of an individual gage may be
produced by a high pressure shock tube, by a
small closed bomb in which a primer or
detonator is fired, or by inserting pressure
gages in the barrel of a recoilless test gun
where they will be subjected to rapid pressure
rise as the projectile passes the transducer.
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SECTION IV
OTHER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
8-7 STRAIN MEASUREMENIS
8-7.1 GENERAL
Rezoilless rifle design normally stresses the
minimization ol weight with an associated
reduction in the thickness of chambers and
other components to that essential to safely
contain pressures anticipated. This requires
the accurate determination of dynamic
stresses on the system to assure that safety
margins are not surpassed. The use of strain
gages, brittle lacquer, "stresscoat" and simuilar
experimental techniques are therefore of
importance in the design of the prototype
system.
8-7.2 THE GAGE
The strain gage produces a change in
resistance proportional to the change in strain
in the surface to which it is applied. When a
known current is passed thiough the gage, the
output voltage change across the gage will be
proportional to strain occurring in the metal
as expressed by Eq. 8-9.
VS/e = R,(GF)I,/IA V per

in.-(in.)-1 strain
(8-9)

where
Sv

output voltage change, as expressed
in #V

Rg = gage resistance, 62

GF = gage factor, dimensionless
1
e

= current passed through the gage, A
strain, ain.-(in.)-'

Since the strains encountered are dynamic,
it is not necessary to use a static briýE, citruit

with the gage. A simple divider circuit such as
that shown in Fig. 8-16 may be used. The
capacitor C should be large enough to prevent
low frequency attenuation, considering ti..
impedance of the amplifie: used. To produce
a constant current in the gage, it is necessary
that R be in the order of 20 times the gage
resistance Rg. 120-1" or 350-a gages of the
"advance" wire (copper nickel) type are
usually used, having a foil resistance element
and epoxy backing. Since the gun may be
allowed to cool between rounds in a strain
test, it normally is not necessary to use high
temperature bonding techniques or temperature compensation circuit4. Outputs in the
order of millivolts are attainable for strains
encountered, using an excitation current in
the range of 10 mA. Strain gage application
techniques are covered in more detail in Refs.
5 and 6.
8-7.3 OTHER USES CF STRAIN GAGES
In addition to use in strain measurement,
straii. gages also may be used on a chamber to
indicate pressure-time functions in a thin-wall
gun wl-hre attachment of pressure gages is
otherwise impossible. In some weapons, it is
possible theoretically to determine the relationship between internal chamber pressure
and external strain at a point by knowing
chamber geometry. It is possible to determine
this e::perimentally by hydrostatic pressurization of the system or by the expedient of
firing a group of uniform charges first in
pressure instrumented test guns of the same
internal geometry. The same charge fired in
the strain instrumented prototype should
produce a strain curve of the same shape
which can be related by an amplitude factor if
the average muzzle velocities coincide.
Strain gages also may be used to detect
passage of the engraving band on the
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Figure 8-16. Divider Circuitfor Strain Gage
projectile at cA-rtain points on the barrel for

A

displacement-time on muzzle exit information.

W = projectile weight, I,

8-8 ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT

x

8-8.1 GENERAL
:•,

The design of fuzing or sighting mech-

anisms sometimes requires the measurement

of acceleration on the projectile or weapon
mounts. These measurements have been
accomplished using piezoelectric accelerometers designed specifically for shock applications. Acceleration also may be determined
with reasonable accuracy by relating to
internal chamber pressure by Eq. 8-10.
PA =W

(8-10)

=

=

bore area, in?

acceleration, g's

In most recoilless systems where bore friction
and pressure gradients are low, errors of less
than 5 percent are a*tainable by this method.
8-8.2 ACCELEROMETERS
It has been found possible to make
acceleration measurements by mounting piezoelectric accelerometers in the nose of a
blunt test projectile. A usable signal is
transmitted out the bore over a low noise
coaxial cable and picked up by a cup on the
projectile nose during its travel down the
tube.

where
P

"8-22

I,.

internal chamber pressure, psi

Also, accelerometers mounted in simulated
sights have been used to measure sight

weapon is mounted so that Its center of
grovity is located as close as possible to the
center of gravity (which should also be the

S,•

geometrical center) of the pendulum frame.
8-9.2 MEASUREMENT

OF

RECOIL

IM-

PULSE
Displacement of the pendulum is shown in
Fig. 8-17, and direction of initial movement
may be determined visually using an indicator
mounted to the pendulum and a fixed scale,
or it may be photographed using a movie
camera. Recoil impulse I, may be determined from Eq. 8-11.
l b-see

(8-11)

where!

Figure 3.17. PorablePendulum
Wt
vibrations and, mounted to barrels, to
measure recoil forces as well.I
Doppler radar (interferometer) also may be
used to produce projectile position-time
which may be double differentiated to obtain
acceleration. Some accuracy will be lost,
however, in the smoothing process.

weight of pendulum with recoilless
rfle attached, lb

D = horizontal displacement, in.
g = acceleration due to gravity, ft-se7

2

period of pendulum, sec

8-9 RECOIL MEASUREMENTS

Where visual methods are not suitable for
safety or other reasons, a displacement
transducer may be used to convert the

8-9.1 GENERAL

information to an electrical signal suitable for
recording. The transducer, however, must not
impede the movement of the pt~ndulum.

The measurement of recoil is of primary
importance in the evaluation of performance
of recoilless systems. The most used measurement is that of recoil impulse; however, it is
sometimes necessary to have information on
instantaneous recoil forces. Recoil impulse is
measured by recording the displacement of a
simple ballistic pendulum upon which the gun
is mounted. The triangular suspension system
of the ballistic pendulum reduces the effect of
torque on the pendulum displacement. The

The schematic diagram, Fig- 8-18, shows
another method used with good results for
measuring recoil displrcement. A scale engraved with reflecting marks spaced 0.1 to
0.25 in. apart reflects the light from a light
source to a photocell that produces a change
in current as each mark passes the cell.
Positive and negative directions of recoil are
sensed by a difference in thickness of the
marks producing a diffei ent output signal.
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Figure 8-18. PhotoelectricRecoil MeasuringDevice
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8-9.3 MEASUREMENT
FORCES

.

OF

RECOIL

Recoil force may be measuiad through the
"usc of an accelerometer mounted along the
axis of the gun. Best results are obtained by
using strain gage type accelerometers having
low cross axis sensitivity, natural frequencies
in the order of 2000 Hz, and "g" ranges in the
order of several hundred "g's". The force at
"any time may be calculated approximately
from Newton's law, knowing the mass of the
pendulum anc associated components. The
accelerometer output may be integrated
electrically by operational amplifiers to
obtain recoil velocity and position versus
time.
8.10 MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE

"8-10.1 GENERAL
In the design of recoilless rifles, several
aspects require the need for temperature
measurement at various points on the
weapon. Temperature rise measurements
during high rate of firing studies are used for
weight reduction studies and stress analyses
for barrel, chamber, and head sections of the
rifle. Interior ballistic studies require temperature measurements an the interior of the
chamber wall and at the nozzle throat in
order to relate or determine quantities or
parameters such as mass rate of flow and heat
transfer.
8-24

8-10.2 TECHNIQUES
As previously stated, temperature measurements are required -t various points on the
weapon in several areas of design study. This
commonly is performed through the use of
thermocouples welded to the exteriur of the
weapon. Differential (ungrounded) inputs are
required on the recording equipment to
prevent interaction between thermocouples
and noise pickup. Normally iron-constantan
junctions will suffice.
Measurement of temperature on the interior of the chamber wall and at the nozzle
throat is accomplished by the bore-surface
thermocouple shown in Fig. 8-19. The
thermocouple is made of an imn bolt through
which a nickel wire coated with nickel oxide
as an insulator is threaded. A layer of nickel
approximately I micron thick is plated across
the finely polished surface connecting the
bolt to the nickel wire and forming the
junction. It is necessary to replate the
thermocouple after each fining to insure
reliable performance.
8-11 PROJECTILE MOTION
8-11A1 YAW
Exterior ballistic studies require the measurement of projectile yaw. Precise measure-

AMCP 706-238

Nylon
Insulato

Terminal

1I

Nickel Wire Coated
with Nickel

•

Bolt

j

Oxide Insulator

1 micron thick Nickel Plating
Figure8.19. Bore-surface Thermocouple

ment of yaw requires the use of a series of
spark or motion picture cameras located in
two places at intervals down range. Reduction
of data will produce information on yaw
frequency and magnitude. Yaw may also be
measured with a lesser degree of accuracy by
the use of yaw cards, cardboard targets about
the thickness cf shirt cardboard placed at
intervals down range through which the
projectile is fired. Measurement of hole
elongation in the case of spin-stabilized
rounds and fin impression in the case of
fin-stabilized rounds along with measurements
of length of projectile (base to beginning of
taper or rotating band to fin) will give an
indication of magnitude of yaw while
frequency may be determined by observing
the distance between cards showing maximum
wmplitudes and kncwing the projectile velocity at the cards.

the side of the projectile which pops out
when the projectile leaves the barrel. The
angle of rotation occurring between two
successive targets is measured by observing
the impressions made by the pin in the
targets. It is necessary that two of the targets
be close enough together to assure that the
projectile has completed less than one
revolution between the targets. The spin rate
may be computed knowing the projectile
velocity at that position in the trajectory.
Increased accuracy may be obtained using
another set of targets spaced far enough apart
to permit several revolutions of the projectile
between targets.

3-11.2 SPIN

A method of obtaining spin versus time
makes us'u of a spin sonde in which a
tran,.istor %cillator with a loop antenna is
mounted in the projectile nose. The RX signal

Spin may be measured in much the same
way as yaw. A spring loaded pin is insertd !n

Similar results have been obtained by
stretching thin wires (break circuits) ac.oss
the path of the projectile and noting marks on
a flat nosed projectile caused when it struck
the wires.
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is picked up by an antenna that parallels the

8-12.2 BLAST GAGES

projectile flight. Signal strength is a function
of polarization of loop with respect to
antenna and produces a signal varying At two
cycles per revolution,
The current mehod for measuring spin is
by the induced emf technique. Projectiles are
magnetized and fi-ed parallel to a passivz coil.
This method has proved ver3 successful in
applications where the projectile is ferromagnetic. The method is very low in cost and
extremely accurate.
Spin also has been obtaihed on fin type
projectiles using the Doppler radar mentioned
before. In addition to the Doppler frequency
produced by velocity, a lower frequency in
the order of 200 Hz will be produced by a
slow spinning, finned projectile since the
Doppler return will be at a maximum when
any set of fins is parallel to the polarization of
the antenna. The Doppler frequency will

Pressure may be measured directly by the
use of blast pressure gaps, which are basically
microphones of special design, or by determination of shock velocity at a point and
computing the peak pressure. Gapse are
located at a number of points around the
weapon ,rnder test at various heights, and a
plot is made of blast pressure vArsus position.
Blast pressure as low as 0.03 psi (140 dB) can
bt detrimental to human hearing and, hence,
accurate measurements are of importance.
Pressures in the range of 30 psi (200 dB) may
be measured a few feet from the nozzle of a
recoilless weapon.
It is necessary that the gage used to
measure air blast pressures produce as little
restriction to the flow of the pressure wave as
possible while having a frequency response
high enough (in the order of 20 kHz) to
resp.pnc to the rapid rise of the blast

equal the spin rate times the number of fins

transient. Capacitor microphones having a

on the projectile

small diaphragm (0.25 in.) or pencil-shaped
piezoelectric blast gages have been used for
these me•.rements.

8-12 BLAST
8-12.1 GENERAL
The expansion of exhaust gases of a
recoilless rifle produces a pressure wave in the
surrounding air which is appreciably higher
than the pressure wave or blast from a closed
breech weapon of equivalent size. Pressure
wave measurement is necessary to determine
the boundaries of the zone from which
personnel must be excluded for safety.
The blast pressure curve ideally will be of
the shape shown in Fig. 8-20. The initial
compression wave of a few milliseconds in
duration will be followed by a negative
rarefaction wave of lower amplitude but
longer d.tation. Reflections from objects
surrounding the pressure measurement equipment may cause additional peaks; however,
the information of greatest importance .s the
initial positive pressure peak.
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The pencil gags has produced the most
uniform results at blast pressures over 0.05
psi. It consists a' a ring shaped barium
titanate sensing element mounted flush with
the outer surface of the pencil shaped body to
provide a minimum effect in the air flow
across it. The gage is pointed directly into the
origin of the wave. It must be moutoed on a
fixture that does not resonate when disturbed
by the blast wave, and it should have a
streamlined appearance in the area of the gagp
to prevent reflections from affecting the wave
front incident on the gage. In order to r(duce
the effects of noise in the cable leading from
the gage to the recording equipment, the
cable should be buried, be of a nonmicrophonic type, and it may be necessary to
attach a low microphonic emitter follower
dose to the gage to transform th- signal to a
low impedance for long transmissiox, lina.
The output of the gage is a charge
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proportionafto pressure in the order of 500
pC(lb-in.2 T' or about 0.25 V (psi)-1, if
connected directly to an amplifier by a short
cable. Parallel capacitors may be used, if
necessary, across the gage output tn reduce
the signal level.

used may be oscilloscope, magnetic tape, or
equipment similar to that used for recording
of pressure and acceleration.
8-13 RECORDING EQUIPMENT
8-1&11OSCILLOSCOPE

Blast pressure gages are calibrated in a
shock tube by comparison with a standard or
by nweasuring the velocity of the shock front
at the point of impingement on the gagc and
computing pressure. A field check on
calibration is also possible by setting two
gages a known distance apart (in the order of
one to tree feet) along the direction of

Most of the measurement devices previously mentioned produce as an output either
time-varying analog voltages or pulses that
initiate or stop time interval counters. Where
only one or two channels of analog voltage
information are required, the oscilloscopepolaroid camera method is most economical.

propagation of the wave and measuring the
time for the wave to travel between the gages.
The peak pressure Pb of the wave may be
computed from Eq. 8-12 (see Ref. 7):
py=

2
V
;'•ot)
•k"7)1

t-

For calibration, a series of voltage steps are
applied to the vertical amplifier prior to firng
while the horizontal axis is modulated v.ith a
time reference from a crystal marker oscillator. Such a system is capable of providing
recording accuracies in the order of ±2
percent. The oscilloscope is triggered by an
electrical signal used to fire the gun or may be
triggered internally if the initial pressure rise
is not important for the test copducted. The
trace may be blanked at muzzle exit by a
pulse on the horizontal axis produced by a
muzzle breakwire or a pressure gage located at
. muzzle. A typical record obtained is
the
'shown
in Fig. 8-2 1.

- 1. 1 , psi

-(8-12)

e
where
S
P0 = atmospheric pressure, psi
Vs = velocity of shock wave, fps
-

= 1.40 (specific heat ratio for air)

a, = speed of sound, fps
= (1052

- -I-T
1 +

8-13.2 MAGNETIC TAPE
Where a large number of channels of analog

!

1 + 0. 149

411
ý59

simultaneously,
is to be recorded
information
the FM magnetic
tape system
is more

Pa

Pa = partial pressure of air at temperature T,
psi

advantageous. ThL permits the reduction of
multichannel analog information on pressure,
strain, and other parameters at usable chart
speeds. Accuracies within ±2 percent or better
are attainable if voltage steps and time
,narkers are recorded prior to uirng and
carried through on playback.

The site chosen for the blast measurement
should be flat and free of obstacles that might
cause reflections. The recording equipment

Another item associated with the recording
equipment is a group of analog computer
operational amplifiers which may toe pro-

T = air temperature, *F
= partial pressure of water vapor at
temperature T, psi
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Figure 8-2 1. Typical Pressure-Time Curve

grammed to integrate pressure and accelerometer output to prmit a real time recording of
velocity and displacement time information.

The blast effect of recoilless systenps on
recording equipment as well as safety

considerations normally require that the

practice that mounting of outside termination
pointh in heated boxes will reduce leakage
resistance caused by moisture better than

attempting to seal such terminals from the
environment.

While strain

gage

lines are of low

recording equipment be placed i. rhe distance
away from the test site. This may require
cables of 500 ft or more which are sources of
noise and attenuation of the signal. High
impedance piezoeleztric transducers will require coaxial lines of very high leakage
resistance unless line driving amplifiers are

impedance, care must stiE be taken to avoid
pickup from stray fields that will often
surpass the millivolt signal being transmitted.
Proper grounding of shields can best be
determined by experiment. Where calibration
resistors are used to calibrate strain gages,
additional leads usually are required to bring

used at the test site. It has been found in

the resistance effectively to ýhe gage.
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SECTION V
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In measurement of recoilless rifle parameters as well as those of any other system, it is
essential to make use of redundant measurements whenever possible to indicate existence
of instrument malfunctions. The use of two
different methods of obtairing the same piece
of information is better than merely duplicating equipment to obtain duplicate measuremerits. While velocity, for example, may be
measured by two successive velocity systems
(the one fwreher down range should indicate a
lower velocity), an integration of a pressure
gage record will provide a cross-check as well.
By use of formulas and empirical rmlationships, pressure may be chocked against strain,
terminal velocity against muzzle velocity,
acceleration against pressure, etc.
Equipment should be calibrated periodically and, in addition, a standard round of
ammunition should be fired immediately
prior to a test to check out equipment under

4

dynamic conditions to avoid loss oi data in an
important test series.
Records should be kept during each firing
program of instruments and transducers used,
calibration factors, setup methods, and
unusual results noticed in addition to actual

test data. When at all possible, photography

be used to show test setus
well as
should
awlls
tr as
shudbuedtsowet
being applied as a measuring technique. While
quantitative data are sometimes difficult to
imas high pe
obtain b pta
photos of the weapon and projectile during
firing are an invaluable tool in determining
re an ialunetionsn
fa
Certain aspects of measurements. safety
considerations, test procedures, and the like
are covered in more dctail in Refs. I and 6,
and in texts of test equipment manufacturers'
brochures on measurement equipment. The
reader is encouraged to refer to these for
further information.
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PART THREE DESIGN
CHAPTER 9
BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
SECTION I
INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

4

9-1 ADVANTAGES
RIFLES

OF

RECOILLESS

The major advantage of a recoilless rifle
over closed breech weapons and the reason
for its development are found in the light
weight of this weapon systemI; the ratio of
projectile kinetic energy to system weight is
very favorable for a recoilless rifle compared
to a closed breech weapon. In small caliber
recoilless rifles, less than 100 mm, this
advantage is more pronounced because the
recoilless principle produces a porta:ite gun,
capable of being shoulder fired with a
probability of hit at battle ianges quite
comty 'ible to that obtained by the convention;, ,osed breech gpin. The light weight of
the rtcoilless rifle is •.ade possible mainly by
the cancellation of recoil, and, to a certain
extent, by the high piezometric efficiency
inherent to recoilless rifles.

the rifle is made relatively light in comparison
with the mounts required to suppcrt the
heavier conventional guns.
The weight saving realized by use of a
recoilless rifle is shown in Table 9-1.
The data in this table clearly show the weight
advantage of a recoilless rifle over a
comparable closed breech gun. Comparison of
the 75 mm system shows the closed breech to
be 8.6 times as heavy .,s the comparable
recoilless rifle.
9-2 IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEM DESIGN
APPROACH

Recoil is cancelled in the recoilless rifle by
providing sufficient propellant to produce
gases to accelerate the projectile forward and
to discharge rearward through a nozzle such
that the impulse of gases discharged equals
the projectile momentum. The result is that
substantially no recoil impulse i., imparted to
the rifle, ,.nd the weapon does not require any
of the heavy recoil mechanisms that a
conventional gun would require, i.e., no heavy

The usefulness of the recoilless rifles,
because of their light-weight, lies in the ability
to give infantry the capability of defeating
small fortifications, armored targets, and area
targets. When necessary, it is possible to
"hand-carry the 57 mm, 75 mm, and 106 mm
and even the 120 mm and 155 mm, recoilless
rifles for short distances, over average terrain,
in order to support combat rifle units in any
situation. Accordingly, it is necessary that
human engineering, maintainability, and reliability be considered in the design approach
i.e., these factors together with tie goal of
providing a specific terminal effect form the
criteria which are studied and weigned in
designing the recoilless rifle as a totatly

carriages and no pneumatic or spring recoil

integrated

systems ordinarily present in the weapon
system are needed. ikewise, the mount for

engineering, reliability, and maintcna ace factors play in the design of recoilless rifle,, ane

system. The roles that hun1,n
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TABLE 9-1
COWARISON OF 75 mnn RECOILLESS AND CLOSED BREECH WEAPON SYSTEiMS
Projoectile

MuZZIe

Weapon
Syprm

Ratio Projctle
Khtatic En..-gy to

Weight,

Velocity,
ft-sec1

Weight,
b

Weapon Weioht.
ft

13.1
13.4

1000
1000

168
1440

Weapon
75 rnn,, M20 Recoilless
75 mm, M1A1 Howitzer

discussed in the last three sections of this
chapter. The remaining part of this paragraph
will describe briefly the various components
of the rec-illess rifle and their interrelationship with other components of the system.

t
01

I

9-3 DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS WEAPON
CONFIGURATIONS
9-3.1 BASIC F)RINCIPLE

The two largest components of the
recoilless rifle, which together account for
approx-mately two-thirds of the rifle weight,
are the gun tube (or barrel) and chamber. The
gun tube for the recoilless rifle is similar to
the barrel of a standard artillery gun. The gun
tub? hes a rifled bore and fires a conventional
projectile that incorporates a standard fuze.
The ammunition used in the recoilless rifle is
of a special type in which the cartridge case is
perforated to permit the easy escape of the
propellant gases (sue Fig. 9-6 and 11-9). As in
the case of the ,tandard artillery projectile,
the perfoiated cartridge case remains in the

The basic principle underlying the operation of the r'ecoilless weapon is the principle
of "Consemation of Momentum". Chapter 6
of this handbook contains a detailed presentation relating to cancellation of recoil including the basic principle on conservation of
momentum. In application to recoilless rifles
balance is achieved by producing an impulse
of the gases discharged through the nozzle
equal to the effective momentum of the
orojectile and the gases accelerating the
projectile. After shot ejection, the impulse of
the gases discharging through ihe nozzle may
exceed that of the gases discharging through
the muzzle and a slight forward balance may

chamber during firing, the projectile being the
only component that is ejected from the
weapon. The chamber of the recoilless rifle is
considerably larger than the chamber of the
similar caliber conventional gun and is closed

result. However, it is the practice to select the
nozzle throat area such that the weapon
recoils slightly rearward. Thus, as the nozzle
erodes as a result of successive firing, the
rearward unbalance becomes less and with

only partially at the rear by the breechblock.
The breechblock often contains the nozzle
"which allows for the rearward release of the
propellant gas, and contains part of the firing
"mechanism for detonating the cartridge
primer. The remaining components of the
recoilless rifle are the triggering mechanism,
the mount, and the sighting mechanism. The
design and types of recoilless rifles are
described in more detail in Chapters 10
through 13 of this handbook.

sufficient erosion will become forward. The
contribution of the recoil unbalance after
shot ejection is quite small and is compensated in the initial selection of throat area.

9-2
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9-3.2 I"HL DAVIS GUN
The application of the principle of the
recoilless gun dates back to World War I,
when it was incorporated in the basic patent
of the Davis gun. As shown in Fig. 9-1, the
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Figure 9-1. Davis Gun Mounted on WW I Martin Bomber

Davis gun consisted mainly of a shaight tube
that simultaneously ejected a projectile from
the muzzle and a heavy lead shot with low
velocity frin the breech of the weapon (Ref.
1). Considered for use as a possible weapon
for airplanes, the Davis gun had the
disadvantages of being both awkward and
shooting the lead shot rearward. As a result,
the gun was abandoned by the Army rnd the
Navy.
9-3.3 RUSSIAN AND GERMAN DESIGNS

"The early Russian and German recoilless
guns were different from the US and British
designs in that they did not use perforated
cartridge cases. Instead, they preferred using a
conventional type of cartridge case with a

plastic burst or blew-out disc in its base. As
shown in Fig. 9-2, the chamber is much
smaller than that of a comparable US
recoilless rifle (Ref. 1), see Fig. 9-6. The
resulting difference in operation was that the
early German and Russian rifles operated at
higher chamber pressures with short barrels,
whereas US and British guns employed lower
chamber pressures with longer barrels.
An obvious disadvantage of the German
and Russian guns was the discharge of solid
particles through the nozzle. Another, more
important, disadvantage of these guns was the
reduced efficiency of their projectile. Since
these guns operated at higher chamber
pressures, the projectiles had to be designed
to withstand the higher acceleration forces.

9-3
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systems. Many experimental models were
designed and built. Figs. 9-4 through 9-6
illustrate a representative technology in these
three tube calibers.

When the projectile wais and base are made
thicker to meet the higher strength requirements, the amount of high explosive that
will fit in the projectile cavity is reduced. If
the projectile base thickness is increased to
withstand the higher acceleration stresses, it is
also necessary to reduce the amount of metal
at the nose of the projectile, so that the
accelerstion stresses due to the weight of the
nose are not being transmitted to the base.
The resulting projectile design, with its
uneven distribution of metal and reduced
explosive content, results in a projectile that
is less efficient with regard to both explosive
charge to projectile weight ratio and fragmen-

9-3.5 THE HYBRID WEAPON
It was not until the late 1940's that the
principles of the front orifice recoilless rifles
were studied in detail. The front orifice rifle,
which is shown in Fig. 9-7 (Ref. 2), has the
distinct feature that the projectile covers the
nozzle ports at the beginning of the ballistic
cycle. The propellant charge is confined to
the closed chamber which provides for good

ignition. The advantages of this design as

tation,

compared with rear orifice weapons are:
9-3.4 THE BURNEY GUN
1. Unperforated cartridge cases can be

During World War 11, British designer Sir

used.

Dennis Burney applied the recoilless principle
to a series of weapons which were de Aoped

2. Good ignition characteristics are attained.

for the British Government. The first of the
Burney guns was the 95 mm R.C.L. Twin Jet
Gun which is shown in Fig. 9-3 (Ref. 1, Vol.
VI). Sir Burney incorporated the use of
multiple nozzles with large expansion ratios.
The divergent nozzles were mounted on the
sides of the breech ring. This allowed the use
of a standard Ading block type breech
mechanism, similar to that used on a 95 mm
howhizer, which would accommodate a
conventional cartridge case flange. In this
manner, loading, firing, breech opening, and
cartridge extraction functions remained the
same as for the standard 95 mm howitzer.
Recoil adjustments were made through the
use of interchangeable throat rings of varying
diameters. Although the Burney guns were
recoilless, the total weight saving that couAd
have been made was not achieved. For
example, the 95 mm Twin Jet Gun shown in
Fig. 9-3 weighs 700 lb without any carriage as
compared with the US 106 mm, M40
Recoilless Rifle which weighs only 274 lb.

3. Propellant loss through nr.zzle is negligible.
4. Nozzles of large expansion ratio can be
used without increasing weapon length.
The disadvantages of the front orifice rifle
are:
1. An initial rearward momentum is
generated until nozzle ports are uncovered.
2. Added weight due to heavier chamber
design, longer nozzles, and added gas ducting
system.
9-3.6 SIDE-LOADING

CONFIGURATION

Fig. 9-8 (Ref. 3), comprises sectional views
af a proposed side-loading, magazine-fed,
blow-back operated, repeating, recoilless
system. The basic components of' the system
are the guide tube, the barrel and the
magazine
and spring-loaded
box-type,
mounted below the weapon. A magazine latch

In 1944, a series of recoilless mortars 60
mm, 81 mm, and 4.2 in. applied the current
technology to these high angle fire weapon
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HUM4EY 951W F.C.L. TWIN JET GUN AND CARIIBAGE

(REAR VIEW)

Figure 9-3. Burney 95 mm R.C.L. Twin Jet Gun and Carriage
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Figure 9-5. 81 mm Recoilless Mortar
is provided for openhig and locking the
magazine in the closed position. A detent
handle actuates the mechanism for holding
the round in place during loading. A cocking
lýuidle is provided for initial cocking of the
weapon.

Operation of the -system includes initial
cocking of the weapon, which involves pulling
the.gun barrel forward after the magazine has
9-8

been loaded, closing the magazine, releasing
the mag.azine detent, and allowing the barrel
to return. This action places the first round in
the chamber, and the weapon is ready to fire.
As each round is fired, the barrel automatically cocks, the weapon is loaded, and the barrel
returns to the "ready-for-fine'ng position.

,

After the last round is fired, the barrel is
locked forward and the magazine may be
opened for reloading. Closing the magazine
automatically releases the barrel.
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Figure9-7. T135 Front Nozzle Rifle
71.e important characteristics of this type
of a repeating recoilless system are:
1. Relatively simple and compact mechanism
2. Unusually light weight (total unloaded
weight approximately 300 lb)
3. Va•iety of mounting possibilities
4. Ease of loading for a. automatic use.
The most important characteristic of the
side-loading design is the feature for which it
is named: Side-loading. This feature is

concomitant problems associated with high
rates of fire. It is a semiautomatic, fire
chamber revolver type recoilless rifle capable
of firing 5 rounds of fin-stabilized 105 mm
HEAT ammunition within 12 sec. Total
weight of the system is 710 lb exclusive of
ammunition. Original models of the system
were electrically operated so that power
sources tlih't are normally available on board
full-tracked, self-propelled vehicles could be
used. A gas operated option was developed
along with a mechanical firing system that
could be easily substituted for the electrical
system.
Unique assembly and disassembly features

into the system so that

convenient for vehicle-mounted applications.

were designed

Because of its compactness, it can be enclosed
completely to prevent possible jamming due
to environmental and combat exposure.

assembly and disassembly could be acormplished in minimum time.

The 105 mm, T237 Rifle, Figs. 9-9 through

9-3.7 CONFIGURATION WITH PERFORATED CARTRIDGE CASE

9-11, was developed to provide a vehicle for
investigation of weapon mechanism problems,
sealing problems, ballistic problems, and other

One of the most important features of the
recoilless rifle system is the use of the
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perforated cartridge case. As shown ir Fig.
9-12 (Ref. 4), there are hundreds of small
openings, with a thin cover that disintegrates
to provide for the flow of the generated
propellant gas. As the combined area of these
perforations greatly exceeds the bore or
throat area, there is little resistance to the
flow of gas from the cartridge case. Thus, the
case is made considerably smaller than the
chamber. This, in turn, minimizes fluctuations
in burning by insuring ignition at high loading
density and combustion at correspondingly
low loading density.
In order to be able to use several types of
ammunition in a particular recoilless rifle or
to be able to compensate for the effect o,
nozzle erosion and extreme ambient conditions on rifle performance, it is necessary to
incorporate a recoil compensating dcvice into
the weapon system. Fig. 9-13 (Ref. 5), shows
a recoil compensating ring installed in place in
an M40 Rifle. The purpose of the ring is to
enable the nozzle area to be adjusted until the
recoil for a particular rifle-round combination
is within the allowable tolerance. It is thus
Spossible to adjust for any changes in the
physical characteristics of the nozzle or type
ammunition

"Fig. 9-14 (Ref. 6) shows the use of a
perforatet. cartridge case with a blow-out disc.
TIhe blow-out disc is one of the most
mnportant items ir ,he central nozzle type
recoilless ifle. The blow-out disc controls the
amount of combustion which takes place
prior to gas discharge by confining the
propellant gas until the disc ruptures, and,
,hence, exerts consideiable influence on the
amount of unburned propellant loss through
the nozzle during the initial stages of burning,
The propellant gas generated passes through
the cartridge case perforations into the
annular chamber. After rupture of the
blow-out disc, the gases pass from the
chamber, back across the cartridge case wall,
and out through the central nozzle. Blow-out
discs having a thickness of 1/4 to 5/16 in.

have been made from paper-base phenolic
materials for efficient use of propellant.
9-3.8 SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS
Fig. 9-15 (Ref. 7) snows a typical
configuration of a fin-stabilized projectile
with the propellant attached to the boom.
The propellant in this figure is pimple
embossed sheet propellant in the form of
circular discs with holes in the center, for the
purpose of stacking on the projectile boom.
The tapered stack of discs provides for proper
ignition of propellant charge. The technique
of attaching the propellant to the projectile
also has the advantage that the metal or
frangible cartridge case necessary to contain a
granular form of propellant may be elimnated. This caseless charge then results in
redu 0d round weight, greater economy in
manufacturing, and elimination of case
ejection after firing.
In many weapon systems it is often
desirable to ext.ad the maximum range. Fig.
9-16 (Ref. 8) shows a method of increasing
the range of recoiliess rifles through the use of
a rocket assist. A solid propellant rocket
motor is attached
to the rear of the warhead
compartment
to provide
the added energy for
attaining the extra range.
One of the last series of recoilless weapon
systems to be developed was the DAVY
CROCKETT. As shown in Fig. 9-17, the
DAVY CROCKETT weapon fired a large
caliber projectile 1rom a smaller caliber
recoilless rifle. The main characteristics of this
type of weapon are that the propellant gases
act upon a "pusher" tube (spigot) which in
turn pushes the oversize warhead that is
accelerated completely outside oi tie gun
tube. The use of a large, low pressure gun is
then eliminated along with its associated
problems ofbalisticreproducibility.
9

-4 DISADVANTAGES
The main disadvantages of a recoilless riftn
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Associated with backblast are the undesirable effects of flash and smoke which serve to
reveal the weapon position to the enemy.
Whereas, the magnitude of backblast is
by the projectile energy and,
therefore, is incapable of considerable reduction, reductions in smoke and flash intensity
havre been made by the use of "smokeless"

and "flashless" propeliants.
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are the backblast, its associated flash, and
round-to-round dispersion. Backblast is an
inherent characteristic of the recoilless rifle
design-the result of the escape of propellant
gs to the rear of the Sun. When using a
recoilless rifle, it is necessary to protect both
personnel and materiel for many yards to the
rear of the gun. For example, the danger zone
of the 57 mm M18 Rifle is a cone extending
50 ft to the rear of the weapon with a base 40
ft wide. In addition, personnel within 100 ft
to the rear of the breech should not face the
weapon because of the danger of flying
particles thrown up by the blast action. While,
in some cases, bickblast may prevent the use
of a recoilless rifle, altogether, many of the
requirements can be met without much
difficulty.

Vdetermidned

'

recoilless rifle would require almost 3 lb of
propellant as compared to 1 lb for a howitzer
cartridge (Ref. 13). A 105 min recoilless
cartridge requires 8 lb of propellant as
compared to 3 lb for the same caliber
howitzer. Because of the extra propellant
charge, the recoilless rifle cartridge case is
longer and heavier than the closed-breech
type cartridge case. However, the extra weight
is offset somewhat by the fact that recoilless
rifle projectiles do not have to be designed to
withstand the higher acceleration forces 1o
which a comparable howitzer projectile would
be subjected during firing.
Low thermal capacity of the weapon
system due to the light weight nf the
recoilless rifle, as compared with the heavier
conventional guns of the same caliber, limits
the rate of fire. Consequently, under high
sustained rates of fire, the temperature of the
recoilless rifle rises fairly rapidly to levels at
which the yield strength of the gun tube
material may fall below the safe design value
aud where cook-off of the cartridge may
become a problem (Ref. 3).

Although initial development of recoilless

didvantage
a recoilless
rifle is
the ihefficiency
becauseof of
the additional
propellant charge required to make the

rifles had as their objective in the United
States
givingobjectives
the infantry
power, later
includedantiarmor
adaptationfireto
lightly armored combat vehicles for airborne

weapon recoilless. The ammunition weight
and size per round a-e, therefore, greater for
-the recoilless rifle than for a closed-breech
weapon of similar caliber. For example, in the
case of 75 mm guns, the cartridge for the

forces. These objectives also lead to consideration of automatic and remote feeding, nozzle
gases ducting, and salvo systems. Figs. 9-18
through 9-31 illustrate a variety of fielded and
proposed configurations.
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SECTION 11

HUMAN ENGINEERING

9-5 INTRODUCTION

"Afrom

the first three investigations which

It is imperative that each new weapon
design be studied and tested extensively in
order to insure its safety and efficient
functioning under the control of human
operators.
it

,,i•,o,,

'A

affect the probability of a first round hit on a
selected target and reduce recognition-to-hit
time.
9-6 PRIMARY FACTORS

From the safety standpoint, recoilless rifles
have the unique requirement in that considerable attention must be devoted to the effects
of backblast, noise, smoke, and flash. In
operational effectiveness b; dependent upon other features of the weapon -such
as the lack of recoil, light weight, and the
psychological effects of blast, smoke, and
flash. Also, the tactical and psycholugical
advantages of placing artillery-type weapons

9-6.1 THE MAN USING THE WEAPON

considered,

rifle

Saddition,
4

4. Studies of the human factor evident

In order to make a concerted effort to take
the capabilities of the hunan operator into
account so as to increase the effectivenmes of
recoilless weapons, the Engineering Psychology Division of Frankford Arsenal (Ref. 9)
divided the scope of the problem into four
"areas.These channels of study were

The human engineering design considerations for the man using the weapon can be
grouped into the following areas:
1. Weapon and ammunition carrying
2. Re•aking-out ammunition

4. Loading and unloading rifle
5. Detecting and choosing targets
6. Ranging. laying of rifle, and firing.
Since recoilless rifles are infantry weapons,

"the problem of portability is very important.
,,'
1

A'

'ýA

1. Analyses of the hrtian factor aspects of
previously developed systems, in order to
determine whether any important steps had
been omitted or whether shifts in emphasis
might have produced a better weapon system.
2. Studies of the physical features of
present experimental and standard weapor.s,
bringing to bear upon the-m human factor
data from physiology, anthropometry, and
psychology,
3. Analyses of recoilless rifles and personnel functioning as a weapon system, to
improve safety and efficiency.

The weight of the rifle will determine whetheor
it is capable of being carried by one or two
men and how it is to be carried. A rifle
weighing less thani 35 lb (Ref. 14) can be
efficiently carried high on the back while
heavier rifles are more efficiently carried low
on the back. Rifles weighing up to 70 lb are
capable of being carried by one man for a
short distance but will have to be carried by
two men for longer distances. The type of
carry employed for a specific rifle must be
taken into account in the design of the
weapon. For example, a two-man breechmuzzle carry, which is less fatiguing than a
side-by-side carry, necessitates either per-
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manent rigid handles attached to the rifle or
the use of two web straps encircling the barrel
and chamber of the gun.
A potentially critical situation arises with
the covering and uncovering of r fle, and
breaking out the ammunition. Ii ..e case of a
surprise attack, it is necesw y to rapidly
uncover the rifle and break out the
ammunition even under conditions of inclement weather. An important consideration in
this arma is the ability to perform these tasks
whil i wearing arctic clothing and mittens.
Because of the versatility of the smaller
caliber recoilless rifles-capable of being fired
either from the shoulder, from an integral
mount or from a number of auxiliary
mounts-the gun emplacement task is another
important factor which must be induded in
human engineering design considerations.
Depending upon the type of mount-integral
or separate--different unfolding, locking,
unscrewing, and adjusti% operations may
have to be perfoximed during the emplacement
of the gun. As such, all locking or adjustment
knobs should be easily accessible and large
enough to permit rotation, aud all extension
operations of bipod arms easily made under
all conditions.

round loading, it is also desirable to have the
breech operations performed by horizontal
pushing or pulling movements relative to the
assistant gunner's Ohest since a man can exert
more force by a push or pull than by a
sidewise motion.
A specific human engineering design
consideration relative to the round insertion
operation is to insure that the rotating bands
on the ammunition automatically engage the
lands and grooves of the barrel to eliminute
the deltys that may result from indexing. The
one aspect of the extraction process which
must be considered is to allow sufficient
clearance, so that the loader can make
complete extraction when wearing arctic
mittens, after the positive extraction of the
round by the extractor device in the
breechblock.
Important safety requirements necessitate
that the gunner's safety indicator move
automatically to the "safe" position when the
breech is opened and that it be manually
returned to the "fire" position after the
breech is dosed before the weapon can be
fired. The indents of the safe and fire
indicators, stamped "S" and "F", respectively. should be visible under all light conditions.

Of all the operations of the recoilless rifle,
the loading and unloading of the rifle are the
most critical of the human engineering aspects
that must be considered. The loading and
unloading of a rifle basicatly consists -3f
unlocking and opening of the breech,
inserting the round, closing of the breech, and
extraction of the round. One of the essential

The human engineering design considerations involvcd during the design of a recoilless
weapor, may be subdivided into four areas: (i)
pistol grip and trigger, (2) shoulder rests and
recoil, (3) monopod handle, and (4) sight.
The important design factors of the pistol grip
are the trigger pull force be not more than
about 7 lb per finger and that the trigger

requirements in this operation is that the

travel be not more than 0.5 in. Any travel

handles on the breech be designed so that the

longer than 0.5 in. causes uncertainty on the

assistant gunner (ioader) is not required to

part of the gunner or may require the gunner

have any part of his body pass behind the rifle
when opening and closing the breech. This

to change his grip to exert more pressure on
the trigger.

vill

depend, of course, on the proper

placement and orientation of both breech and
chamber handles, and the manner in which
the breech opens. In order to prevent fatig"e
of the loader and the resulting slowdown of
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Should-: rests should be adequately designed dimensionally for usage with both light
and arctic clothing. Consideration also shoulU
b-. given to the possible use of canvas-covered

pads attached
shoulder.

Of

,N

to areas which contact the

For shoulder-fired recoilless rifles, a desirable design consideration in the position of

inspected for damage or traces of corrosion
and then allow for case of cleaning and
lubricating. All damaged parts should be
capable of replacement with a minimum
amount of hand tools, i.e., removed from the

the monopod handle is that the monopod and
pistol grip be in the same vertical plane. Ths
allows the gunner to brac" the upper part of
"his left arm against his body while grasping
the monopod when the weapon is fired. The
result is increased steadiness of holding the

weapon simply by loosening screws and nuts
or by rotation of a locking knob. it should be
emphasized that even the simplest of these
types of operations should be capable of
being performed while wearing arctic clothing.

rif~e, with consequent better aiming.
"9-6.5 MANUFACTURING PERSONINJEL
It is important that the sighting be
positioned sufficently forward, so that when
the rifle is fired from the prone position, the
Sgunner is clear of the blast area without being
extremely cramped. A secc, td consideration is
the use of a s_ idadized sight, since
variations in sights may lead to a disruption of
"performance when a gunner switches weapons. Sufficient head clearance also should be
allowed between the sight and face shield of
the rifle so that the gunner can fit his eye to
the eyepiece of the sight while wearing a
standard combat helmet. For further information on some of the human engineering
"considerations given to the first recoilless
rifles, the reader is referred to Ref. 10.

The basic human engineering design considerations to be observed during the course
of manufacturing of the recoilless rifle are
similar but not limited to those associated
wil, the operation ard servicing of the
weapon. Additional consideration must be
given to the safety of the personnel loading
and asser. 'fing the round of ammunition, and
to the complexity of the individual assembly
operations. Becaust of the nature of the
round of ammunition. it is necessary that
each assembly operation be as safe as potsible,
and performed under controlled corditions of
environment.

Field servicing, or maintenance, is the
service performed at the organizational level
to keep the weapon in proper firing
condition. This servicing consiats of periodic
inspections, cleaning and lubrication, minor
adjustments, and replacement of parts that
are worn, broken, or othcrwse unserviceable,
Because of the mobility requirements of the
recoilless weapon, the amount of tools, test
equipment, and supplies is limited to the
organizational level. jince the maintenance
skills at the organizational level are of a

In addition, each assembly and loading
operation should be as simple as possible so as
"to avoid any postible assembly error while
keeping the coft of the assembly to a
minimum. The order of assembly operations
also must be given special consideration, since
the effect that one operation may have on
another can result in errors uncontrollable by
the assembly personnel. The early difficulties
encountered in the original design of the
fin-stabilized HEAT anmmunition for the 105
mm BAT wea.-on are examples of some of the
uncontrollable prcblems that can arise because the pertinent aspects and order of
assembly were not considered when me

limited nature, the design engineer must plan

design was established. FLr example, the

appropriate preventive maintenance and servicing procedures.

necessity of positioning and retaining the
propellant to the rear of the cartridge case
complicated the loading p;ocess so that the
loader inadvertently would introduce propel-

"9.6.2 FIELD SERVICING

All parts of the rifle saould be easily
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lant grains in the primer cavity unless he was
en:trewely careful. ThMi placed unnecessary

This result led to the eventual incorporation of automatic indexing devices in the

responsibility on the loader for what is i

projectiles,

normally simple operation. The most important consideration to be given hem is that
there should be close coordination between
the design organization and the manufacturing and loading facilities during the development stage of the weapon in order to insu
that the proper input of the human
engineering factors is taking place.

springs, which reduced the time required to
line up the pre-engraved rotating band with
the lands end grooves of the rifling. For a
round with indexing buttons, it is merely
necessary to place the round in the chamber
so that the projectile is started down the tube
and then drive the round home with the heel
of the hand. The indexing button operates by
compressing into the projectile when it strikes
a land. and then expanding when it hits the
rifling groove. After engaging the groove,
these Uuttons force the round to rotate so
that the pre-engraved band lines up with the
barrel rifling as the round is chambered and
completely inserted. Thus, as a rsudt of these
tests, a slight redesign of the pe-engraved
projectile enabled registaring time to be the
pre-engraved rotating btnd.

9-7 HUMAN FACTORS
EVALUATION

ENGIN•EERING

Since the function of human engineering is
to increase the efficiency of man-machine
system in order to evaluate the superiority of
one design over another, it is eaten necessary
to test the design crncept with the use of a
examples of a human engineering test on a

.Jlk

Ail

i•a

recoilleus rifle was a time study of the
registering of preengraved projectiles in the
rifling (Ref. 1. Vol. IV). A time study was
made of the act of chambering complete
rounds, since there might be difficulty in
lining up the pme-engraved rotating band with
the barrel rifling Twenty rounds of a-nmnunition were divided into two equal lots of 10. In
one of the loMt, the pre-engraved rotating
hband was cut away completely so as to offer
no obstruction to chambering. Three operaton were chosen to perform the test, only
one having had any previous experience with
recoilless rifle. A time study was then
performed of chambering ten pre-engraved
rounds and then ten plain rounds. Each
chambering opeoation consisted of picking up
the round, chambering it, dosing end locking
the breech, opening the bweech, and extract"ing the round. Tuning was done with stop
watch by an independent observer. This
pattern was repeated until fifty rounds of
each lot had been chambered. It wa found
that the use of pre-engraved project ; took
approximately 25 percent longer to c•ister
than the plain rounds.

%40

such

as indexing

buttons and

9-8 AREAS OF APPLICATION
Some areas of specific application of
human engineering have been described in
par. 9-6. However. at any instance oI
man-weapon interface-i.e., during weapon
carrying, emplacing, loading, firing, maintenance, testing, manufacturing, assembly,
etc.-it is necensary to insure personnel tue
safety while trying to attain the highest
efficiency of the recoilless weapon system.
For further infornmition, the reader is referred
to Ref. 10 and Ref. 14.
9-9 SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES
The reaponsibility of the human engineerin& group is to insure that the design engineer
has considered the human factor of the
weapon system, both from the standpoint of
safety and from the standpoint of operational
effectiveness of the weapon. This responsability begins with the analysis of the initial
design and continues with a detailed operational and performance study of the proto-

-

'-

ANP

type wcapon. It coordinates the initial
manufacturing and assembly operations with
the design organization, and comp~es the
feedback of user comments on the weapon
during actual field experience.
In the collection of data from these various
analyses, the human engineering group is
responsible for identifying specific problem

2

areas and identifying the specific factors that
should receive highest priority. By continuously monitoring all phases of the development program, this group assures that the
human engineering function is incorporated
into the design of the weapon system and will
not have to be compromised, "added on", or
"built into" the weapon at a later date with
the resulting high cost.

1

I
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SECTION III
RELIABILITY
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I

9•-10 BASIC PRINCIPLES
Reliability is expressed simply as the
prebability of a successful operation in the
mode for which it was intended. In the case
of a recoilless rifle or other weapon systrm,
this successful operation is the scoring of hits.
While the designi engineer keeps in mind this
main purpose, he must consider such various
constraints of secondary nature as cost, light
weight, low silhouette, portability, and ease
of maintenance and operation -all of which
might affect system reliability. In designing
reliability into the recoilless rifle weapon
systems, the design2r muwt remember that
reliability must be considered in the practical
context of the equipment being designed, i.e.,
in the actual environmental conditions to
which the weapon system will be exposed-including operation, storage, and transportation rather than in any abstract or theoretical sense.
Considering these primary and secondary
purposes of the recoilless weapon system, it is
readiy seen that reliability is an important
factor, in the design of the system, and it is
the design engineer who is in the position to
make the necessary contributions for a
reliable system, i.e., reliability must be
designed into the equipment. it cannot be
built in at a later stage in the system
development. The importance of reliability is
further emphasiz'd by the fact that in
producing a reliable equipment, the manufacturer will have solved simultaneously many
maintainability problems. Equipment that is
100 percent reliable for its intended useful
life requi's no corrective maintenance.
Because reliability depends to a large extent
on both proper manufacturing procedures and
quality control tests, the design engineer is
ogain in the position to make major
contributions to the system reliability

through proper choice of fabrication, assembly, and inspection techniques. Although the
definition of reliability is straightforward, the
application of reliability to the weapon has
become an ever increasing problem, to the
extent that reliability engineering has become
a specialized field in its own right.
If the basic definition of reliability is the
probability of successful operation, the
reliability of the total system becomes the
product of the probabilities of its individual
parts to operate successfully (provided they
are statistically independent). It follows from
this that the more complex a system, the
greater the chance of failure. By using the
least number of subsystems and components
necessary to accomplish the system function,
i.e., by making the system as simple as
performance requirements permit, it is possible to increase the reliability of the weapon
system. One exception to the general rule of
simplicity just described is caused by the use
of redundant (paralle: or back-up) subsystems.
Redundancy--providing back-up or alternate subsystems-provides a direct counter to
the previously defined product rule of
reliability because the higher the number of
alternate subsystems, the greater thM probability that one of them-and the'efore the
system as a whole-will operate satisfactorily.
At first consideration, the incorporation of
redundant subsystems may seem incompatible
with the ideals of light-weight and compact
construction. However, with recent advances
in solid-state electronics, gyroscope technology, hydraulics and other fields, light and
compact components for alternate subsystems
can be added without subsiantial Increase in
total system weight and envelope. The criteria
for determining whether redundancy should
be designed into the system are the resulting
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increase in reliability; increase in weight, sze,

ofter responsible for assisting in the rquired

and complexity caused by addition of the
backup system; and the extent to which the
added component, subsystem, or system is
critical to successful operation.

change in manufacturing or quality assurance
procedures. Reliability also can be increas.
during detail design phases by proper
selection of materials, protective finishes, and
types of lubrication. These are discussed in
pars. 9-11 and 9-12.

Another method of increasing system
reliability is through the use of standard
components and techr'ques, the reliability )f
which has been proven in many applications
and types of operations. If a system is
"designed" (implying that a new product is
being developed) with relatively untried
components and subsystems, the product rule
of reliability will generate lower system
reliability due to the lower reliability figures
of the individual components. Also, when
using new components, relatively little is
known about their behavior in a specific
environmental condition or when two or
more new components are conbined or used
in an interacting application. The specific
condition,
which
a subsystem
is to
operate can under
markedly
influence
its reliability.

9-11 MATERIALS
In the selection of materials for a recoilless
weapon system, several factors influence the
system reliability, namely
1. Stress
2. Impact
3. Friction, wear, and abrasion
4. Corrosion resistance
5. Effects o. high and low temperatures
6. Weight (2ortab:'lity).

r

Standard components or parts are defined
generaPIy as those which are commercially
available, i e., compouents which do not have
to be spec 6ally designed for a particular
application, iind which conform to a Military,
Federal, c." industrial Specification or Standard. Reliability history for these standard
parts is available from various military,
federal, commercial, and industrial trade
association sources, whereas, the necessary
history for a new system or component can
be obtained only through the performance of
accelerated life and environmental tests.

In order to select the proper materials, the
designer must have complete knowledge of
the magnitude and nature of the operational
loads, and the resulting stresses to which the
weapon system will be subjected. Once the
stresses have been determined for the various
elements of the system. it is usually possible
to selec, the materials that provide the
necessary ultimate and fatigue strengths in
order to ensure that the components will rot
ail tinder the action ,of prescribed loadir.g
conditions.

Other factors that contribute to the
reliability of the system as much as those
alreay discussed are the training of production workers to reduce human error, use of
prope- organization to ensure exchange of
information within •ie design and production
facilities, and adequate testing. While these
areas are not primarily the concern of the
iesigi engineer, he is often the first to be
tware of any problems related to then, an,. is

Impact is the second factor to be
c-nsidered in the selection of materials and. is
one that influences the strength of the
material in bending, torsion, compression,
tension, and shear. Because a recoilless rifle is
subjected to impact loads during transportation over various types of terrain and combat
co.,ditions, it is necessary for the designer to
select materials that will provide the necessary
energy absorbing properties. Since it is
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difficult to ascertain the magnitude of impact
loads, the designer often will include requisite
impact loading factors in stress calculations to
ensure that the various components will be
designed adequately.
propellant gaser
Because of the flow of hot
in recoilless rifle operations, it is important to

thermal stresses induce0 and avoid the use of
dissimilar materials having different coefficients of expansion. The use. nf uch dissimilar
metals in contact could cause unequal
expansion and set up sufficiently high stresses
resulting in failure.
In the consideration of all the factors

select materials that do not exhibit high wear

influencing the selection of materials, it is

rates and friction at the elevated operation

often necessary to weigh the relative signifi-

temperatures. These factors definitely are to

cance of each of the opposing or limiting

be considered in the design of breech, nozzle,
and gun tube since continued nozzle erosion
or gun tvbe wear immediately would reduce
the operational reliability of the system.

considerations over the other in order to
achieve an optimnum trade-off. For example, a
design problem involving strength versus
corrosion resistance may lead to the following

considerations:
Recoilless rifle weapon systems are subjected to extreme variation of environmental
conditions, and, in order to prevent deterioration of any component under these conditions, it is imperative to specify corrosion
resistant and fungous non-nuirient materials
in the design of all parts. Further, it is
important to avoid the use of dissimilar
metals in direct contact, since moisture can
promote galvanic action resulting in serious
corrosion. If it is necessary to use two

dissimilar metals in contact with each other,

1. Pure aluminum will meet corrosion
requirements for a particular component but
does nnt meet strength requirements.
2. High strength aluminum alloys meet
strength requirements but are not as corrosion
'esistant as pure metal.
3. Certain alloy stels have good strength
and corrosion resistance properties but will

introduce additional weight.

plastic coatings may be used to provide
electrical insulation, but specification of any

4. A combination of steel and aluminum

electroplating, hot dip, or molten metal spray
should be made with caution since they might
be introducing new sources of galvanic action.

alloy parts may meet strength and corrosion
resistance requirements, but may create
problems of galvanic attack between the two

The mechanical behavior of materials under
conditions of high and low temperatuire is one
of the most important factors to be
considered in the selection of materials for
the weapon system. These conditions can

In order to make the proper choice from
among the given alternative compromises, the
designer must be -ble to make a quantitative
comparison of these alternatives with respect

metals.

cause significant changes in such material
properties as creep, fatigue, tensile strength,

to reliability and, in times of war, availability.

ductility, and cause oxidation, crack formation, and surface deterioration of the
material. In general. strength properties
decrease and wear rates increase with

9-12 ENVIRONMENTAL
TION

increasing temperature. Because of the therreal gradients that exist within the weapon
system during tha course of operation, it is
also necessary to consider the effects of

designing for the adverse effects of environmental conditions to which weapon systems
are exposed. The first of these basic
approaches is to employ effective protective

Therc

are

three

basic

DETERIORAapproaches to
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devices while using conventional components
and materials in the equipment itself. In this
approach, the component would be protected

3. Case hardening processes
4. Phosphate and back oxide chemical

against climatic extremes by use of shielding,
insulating, and cooling. Or, in the event of a

coatings

dynamic environment generating an impulsive
for,:e, the equipment mi&6t employ some
type of shock absorbing mount or support.
While making use of conventional equipment,
this first approach does not preclude the use
of any advanced technique for protecting the
equipment.

5. Numerous organic paints, including top
coats and primers.

The second basic approach involves extrapolating known data on material propirties,
and uses known concepts and design techniques to develop components that will
withstand specific environmental conditions.
The third basic approach, the newest of the
three, attempts to develop new methods of
designing materiel (especially electronic components) and new devices based on entirely
new design concepts.
Recoilless weapon systems are transported
through and used over the entirt spectrum of
erivironmental factors. The process of protecting materiel against the adveise effects of
moisture (including ,alt w,. ter), dust, sand,
snow, fungus, etc., is called weatherproof ng
and is accomplished in a number of ways.
These methods incluae the use of corre ýonresisr&ant paints and finishes, sealing, potting,
wholly or partly enclosing, and the proper
selection of materials an 1 components which
are chosen or adapted to fit the specific needs
of the design.
The various weatherproofing techniques
employ:
I. Mechanical finishing for smooth, polished surfaces
2. Hot dip, electroplating, and molten
metal spray processes using copper, nickel,
chromium, tin, cadmium, zinc and lead
plating, and aluminum and anodic coatings
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The processes furnishing the best corrosion
protection involve the use of an inorganic
surface treatment (chemical or electrochemical) over which an organic finish (primer and
top coat) is applied. Often, some departure
from the optimum corresion protection must
be made because of other required surface
properties For example, a working surface
cannot be painted, but can still be given a
considerable degree of corrosion protection
by a chemical treatment or by electroplating.
In order to protect completely specific
components of the weapon system against the
effects of moisture, dust, and fungous spores,
it is necessary to enclose and seal the
components. Optical and gyroscopic devices
and some electronic components require this
type of protection since direct exposure to
some of the adverse climatic effects can cause
the component to become defective or
inoperable. Even though a part or component
of equipment is enclosed for protection, it
may also be necessary to seal the enclosure in
order to protect the component against
"oreathing". "Breathing", the inward or
outward movement of air from the enclosure
due to variations in ambient pressure, can
cause infiltration of moistvre, dust, and
fungov- sprtes into the enclosure. By use of
good sealing techniques, breathing can be
prevented completely to produce a hermetiz
seal, provided that the nLture of the design is
compatible to perud'i, sealing.
Sealing techniques include impregnating
the pores of the enclosure case, minimizing
the cover contact area and use of gasketing
materials And coatings, use of O-rings and
othe. seal rings on rotating and sliding shafts,

I

I
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and potting. Potting is a special form of
hermetic sealing in which the component to
be sealed is ccated with a special potting
compound that serves to insulate the
component against certain climatic and

e:ctrical environments. Potting finds its
greatest use in the sealing of electric and
electronic components that d', not require
replacement or maintenance and which woul'
not be damaged during the potting process.

Ii
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SECTION IV
MAINTAINABILITY
9-13 BASIC PRINCIPLES
In designing
for the
maintainability
ngieer ofusta
th deign
specficequimen,
specficeqiipmn*,the esin eginer ust

abide by a series of basic principles that are
dictated by the Armed Services maintenance
organizational structure. The first banic
principle is that all preventive maintenance
should be capable of being performned by

unskilled personnel even under adverse
working conditions. Srcondly, in the event of
equipment malfunction, the cause must be
traceable, with a minimum need for special
instrumentation, to a subassembly or component that can be replaced easily as a unit
under combat conditions; or the malfunction
souid be capable of being temporarily
bypassed or corrected by ,inple operations
using simple tools. The third principle dictates
that vital equipment should be so designed
that it can be repaired rapidly by replacement
of defective parts at the field-maintenance
level, for quick return to combat units. The
last principle states that complete disassembly
and overhaul of the equipment need be
performed only at wieely separated occasions
ont
r eued
tepa
atvwid bot
penorder
in
order tony
toshipments
avoid to
both
the depots
frequent
long-distance
remote
and
the overtaxing of depot facilities,

2. Inaccessible or not easil! isolated
equipment that needs to be energized or
oprtndungsvcigadmneane
operating daring servicing and maintenance,
exposes the maintenance personnel to possa-

nel moving
person with
mainal
se
e
andctr hAzard
W
pens, and other hazard
3. Ease of access reduces the probability of
human error

4. Easily accessible parts and components
dcomponents
parin
thessime
4.
reduce the time during whick, maintenance
personnel
and vulnerable
equipment
being serviced
would haveparts
to beof exposed
to
undesirable environmental conditions, if
maintenance must be pertormed under
adverse conditions. The design engineer must
keep these facts in mind during the course of
the design process.
The problem of accessibility can be
properly analyzed by asking the following
series of questions:
1. What routine maintenance will be
required? In answering this question, the
designer
has preventive
listed the maintenance
components orthat
are
used during
which
require frequent replacement.

Maintenance pertains to actions necessary
to mairaiain an item in serviceable condition
while maintainability is a performance characteristic expressed as a probability (see
MIL-STD-778 and MIL-STD-721).

2. What trouble-sitooting will be required
at the organizational maintenance level, i.e.,
under combat conditions to restore the
equipment rapidly to operating condition?

9-14 ACCESSIBILITY
The importance of accessibility in maintenance is reflected in the following facts:

3. Which components, assemblies, and
subassemblies will be removed and -eplaced as
units at the organizational maintenance level
and which will be adjusted at this level?

1. Hard-to-reach components requiring
preventive maintenance or freqaent replacement are more likely to be neglected

4. What trouble-shooting, removal of parts,
and adjustment will occur at the field-niaintenance level?
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In answering this series of questions, the

15) was prepared to guide design engineers in

designer will have generated the data needed
to specify the location and type of mounting
for specific parts or components of equipment and controls; and the location and
geom y of ne
ary access orenings and

the application of standarization to all stages
of design. This resulted in ease and rapidity of
replacing and interchanging pri-ts and components.

the type ofzacss opening covers; i.e., hinged,
screw-fh•ewd, or quick opening.

In addition to standardization, the designer
should aim at maximum interchangeability of

40,
a complete treatm ent of designing for
accessibility in maintenance, the reader is

.....

L

referred to Ref. 12.
9
SA
R

and subassemblies,

i.e.,

for

different par-s of the sam e equipment,
SFor
the
same components should be used wherever

possible
TNassemblies

even though the functions of
in which they are installed may be

S9-15 STANDARDIZATION

quite different. Maximum use of interchange-

As pointed out in par. 9-10, the use of
nonstandard components may decrease equipment reliability. Accordingly, the use of
nonstandard components may also increase
th, required maintenance. The reasons for a
possible increase in maintenance as cited in
Ref. 12 are:

maintenance procedures; (2) fewer repair
parts to support ti" equipment at every
maintenance echelon; (3) fewer failures; and
(4) lower costs. This interchangeability
concept is can.ed out for all subassemblies
and cc nponents (especially at the organizational level).

1. Nonstandard parts usually are stored for
longer periods of time because of their low
demand, a factor that tends to bring about
deterioration,

It is also important to design equipment
that can be maintained and overhauled with
Ps few tools as the end requirements permit,
and with standard tools wherever possible.
I'he use of standard tools is particularly
important in the maintenance lo be performed at the organization anr field levels.
Even at the depot level, the use of elaborate
test set-ups, special jigs, and the like should be

able parts leads to (1) efficient, uniformi

2. The larger the number of different

"fomponents in the equipment, the more
complicated the task of maintenance personnel to install, handle, and maintain the
equipment.

-

components

3. Smal-quantity production of nonstandard items is characterized by lack of
uniformity and makes replacement parts more
difficult to obtain.

avuided. Maintenance tools should :e considered as an integral part of dl design phases,
so that design concepts requiring heavy or
elaborate maintenance and test equipment
can be discarded easily in the design study.
Also, by making small changes in design, it is
often possible t . eliminate unnecessary tools.

Because cf the reliability and maintenance

For example, it will probably be found that

problems encountered in the use zf nonstandard components, the Department of Defense
Standardization Program (see Refs. 11 and

reducing the variety of fasteners used on a
piece. of equipment will also reduce the
number of hand tools required.
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CHAPTER 10
RIFLE AND RIFLE COMPONENTS

10-0 LIST OF SYMBOLS

T = rifling torque, in.-Ib

Ab = bore area, in?

P1 = propellant gas pressure, psi
R

= radius of projectile, in.

=

p

angle of rifling twist, deg
polar radius of gyration of projectile,
in.
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SECTIOK I

OVERALL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

10-1 GENERAL
The functions of the various rifle components are closely interdependent, and, as such,
any variances in the performance of a specific
component affect the overall performance
uniformity of the weapon. Variations in
performance
also can be attributed to human
and environmental
interfaces as well. Items

t_

such as gunner instability, improper maintecenan,
or drastic cilanges in weather or
environmental conditions may affect the
system performance as ;nuch as deterioration
in performance of any individual component.
In Part Two, Theoretical Analysis, of this
handbook, the theoretical background was
"given for both interior and exterior ballislics
"of the recoilless ritle weapon system. With
this background, it is Possible to see how
factors-su'hi as lot-to A variatiozis in the
compositions of igniter, propellant, and
primer compositions or the effects of
temperature and humidity-will cause variations In the peak chamber pressure and thus.
variations in the projectile muzzle velocity,
The last four chapters of this handbook
describe the specific design coniderations of
the major components of the recoilless rifle
weapon system. In these chapters, the effects
of phenomena such as erosion, propellant gas
leakage, projectile balloting, bias, and solid
propellant lo"s on performance uniformity are
described in detail. Upon reading the last four
chapters, it is possible to understand that the
weapon designer is faced with th, fairly
difficult task of selecting the best features of
various components, given certain economic

const-aints and integrating them into a
weapon system that is insensitive to the
factors that affect performance uniformity.
10-2 HAMMER BLOW
Most recoilless rifles 'ise mechanical types
of ignition systems to detonate the cartridge
primer. Since the primer' is designed to be
somewchat insensitixi to shock and rough
handling, it is necessary to transfer a
sufficient amount of energy to the firing pin
for detonation of the primer to wccur. In
order for this operation to be reliably
performed over the intended service life of
the weapon, a fairly stiff hammer spring is
used to accelerate the hammer prior to its
impacting the firing pin. In the 1?0 mm HAW
(heavy antitank weapon) weapon system, the
hammer spring transfers 371 in.-oz of energy
to the firing pin (Ref. I). For reliable
detonation of the primer to occur, it is
necessary to insure that the lubrication used
in the tirin-, mechanism is not fouled by the
propellant gas or fragments from the cartridge, and is not sensitive to temperature
extremes.

I

10-3 FIRING PIN
Firing pins used to detonate percussion
primers are cylindrical in shape, having a
diameter of approximately 0.30 in. and a
length to diameter ratio of 3 to 1. The tip of
the firing pin, which stabs the primer, is
hemispherical in shape with a radius of about
0.044 in. The firing pin, depending upon the
type of hammer used, may be solid or have a
bore on the rear of the firing pin for insertion
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of the hammer m.echanism. To prevent
foulingisofplaced
the fruing
mechanism,
an oversized
flange
on the
forward circumference

10-6 BOOSTER
The type of charge used to ignite the main

of the firing pin. This prevents passage of any
products of the firing from passing by the pin
into the firing mechanism.

propel!ant charge is A I black powder. A
general rule calls for between 100 and 200
grains of powder per pound of main
propellant charge. As an example, the 120
mm Cartridge. HEAT, XM419 for the RAW
weapon requires a 2175-grain charge of Al
black powder for igniting a main charge of
10.7 lb of MS Propellant. The booster charge
is loaded into a cylindrical, perforated igniter
tube positioned in the center of the cartridge
case. Upon ignition, the booster produces a
hot gas that is distributed uniformly to ignite
the main propellant charge positioned around
the exterior of the igniter tube. In fixed
fin-stabilized ammunition. the projectile
boom serves as the igniter tube, with the main
propellant charge loaded around the projectile
boom. Maximum loading density of the black
powder booster charge usually is con'idered
to be 0.8 g-c-f 3 .

104 PRIMER

:

The primers used in recoilless rifle ammunition are generally of the small arms. 0.30 or
0.50-cal, percussion type. For example, the
primer for the 120 mm Cartridge, HEAT.
XM419 uses a 0.50-cal 50M primer. The
percussion primer and 4 supplementary FFFG
black powder charge of approximately 10
graini arc assembled into a metal tube and
this assembly is force-fitted, cemented or
threadrt into the base of the cartridge or
ignit
.ub, assembly. Upon detonation, the
flames of the primer and ignited FFFG
powder charge vent through a flash hole in
the base of the igniter tub,: or projectile boom
to ignite the booster charge.

10-6 PROPELLANT

D

Since tht, primer functions as the link
between the energy source (firing pin) and the
ammunition firing, it becomes a significant
key to the successful weapon operation In
order to define specific input characteristi.,s.
primers are qualified with respect to sensitivity requirements that reflect the amount of
energy that the firing pin is required to
deliver. Primer manufactureis customarily
provide ir their data shleets the 100 percent
"all-fire" level of the primer. This al!-.ire level
is the mean firing height H plus five standard

Both single- and double-base propellants
have been used in recoilless rifle ammunition.
Single-base propellants. of which Ml 0 Propellant is an example. are those in which the
principal active ingredient is nitrocellulose.
Double-base propellants are those containing
nit-ocellulose and a liquid organic nitrate
(nitroglycerin) which gelatinizes the nitrocellulose. M2 and M5 Propellants are (xJnples
of double-bast propellants that were used
almost exclusively in the early stages of

deviations a for a specific weight dropped to
test the primer or (11+ 5o) times (drop
weight). Since this sensitivity data represents
optimum test conditions, it is desirable to
provide an added margin of input energyusually taken as beiug equal to the required
all-fire level. As a general rule, it is best for
aie designer to select the least sensitive primer
available which i,: -c-po~al~ble with firing
mechanism and env,r~nmental iequ-ieinents.

recoilless rifle development. Except in the
case of the DAVY CROCKETT weapon
systen., double-base propellants have not been
used in the later recoilless weapons intended
for repeated firings because they tend to be
excessively erosive in the nozzle and bore
areas. Cooler burning, Propellants such as M 0
and T'28 (M26) were used in later recoilless
rifle systenris such as 90 mm MAW, 106 mm
BAT,n .. 20 ',tn HAW.

104
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Single- and double-base propellants have
been used in both granular and single- or
multiperforated forms. Perforated p-opellant
grins normally have a length-to-diameter
ratio of 5 to I, with web size between 0.020
and 0.040 in. as required to meet specific
performance requirements. Propellant loading
densities vary between 0.4 and 0.6 g-cm-f. As
described fully in Chapters 5 and 11, the
required chamber pressure is controlled by
the ballistician's choice of propellant composition, granulation, and web. Changes in the
burning characterictics can be accomplished
by inhibiting certain surfaces of the propellaIwt grain from burning. For example, a
perforated grain may have its exterior surface
coated with an inhibitor material that allows
the grain to burn only on the surface of the
perforations.
10-7 CARTRIDGE CASE

f06-238

The liner, which may be a Mylarfilm, serves
to confine the propellant in the case and must
withstand environmental and handling conditions while providing a moisture seal.
Crimping the cartridge to the projectile
serves a dual purpose in recoilless rifle
application: first, to "fix" the ammunition
and achieve uniform alignment; and, second,
to provide shot start, i.e., the force required
to initiate projectile motion. Projectiles used
in recoilless rifles usually have either pre-engraved or essentially no engraving bands and
as a result shot start cannot occur while the
band is being engraved, as is the case with
artillery ammunition. Shot-start is a desirable
feature in that it contributes to performance
uniformity of the weapon. Too high a level of
shot-start will produce excessive initial forward recoil while too low a level will produce
undesirable inuzzle velocity variations.

In reccilless rifle weapon systems, it is
necessary to allow for the venting of the
propellant gases into the chamber. To meet

10-8 PROJECTILE

the requiremesits of the different types of
chamber-nozzle configurations. several types

ated after the rrojectile envelope has been
established. A rotating band located on the

Additional design aspects must be evalu-

cases have been used. The

projectile outer diameter is required in order

majority of recoilless rifles use perforated
steel cartridge cases with a line- inside to
cover the perforation and with provisions to
crimp the casc to the projectile to fix the

to center the orojectile in the bore, impart
spin, and to provide obturation for fin-stabi.
lized projectiles. For spinning projectiles with
pre-engraved rotating bands. an additional

ammunition. The perforated case allows the

obturator consisting of a rubber or plastic -ing

propellant te vent radially into the chamber
and rearward threugh the nozzle. In most
cases, cost limitatioiis have required that

is needed. The rotating band may be an
integral part of the projectile or it may be a
separnte copper material band swaged to the

sidewalls of the perforated case be fabricated

projectile.

from rolled, perforated sheets even though

fin-stabilized projectiles. and they are cc-

the use of seailess tubing is much more

mented or ejection molded into place. The

desirable for strength reasons. The cartridge

height of the band is such that a minimum
clearance exists between the band and bore
rifling so as to minimize propellant gas
leakage. The band height must take into
account the degree of strain compensation
present in the tube, see pars. 10-14 and 10-28.

of cartridge

ca

base is then welded or brazed into the

cartridge case. Rupture or excessive case
deformation, as a result of firing, will prevent
extraction of the case. To meet the strength
and deformation requirements, the design
results in a case w'th rather unfavorable
weight characteristics.

Plastic

bands

aic

used

with

Another design consideration is to provide
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a circumferential groove in the projectile
where the cartridge case is crimped in order to
obtain a fixed round of ammunition. Design
of the groove will depend upon the amount of
shot-start force desired for separation of the
projectile from the cartridge case. Two widely
spaced bourrelets (bore rifling surfaces) are
included on the fore and aft outer diameters
of the projectilv, in order to eliminate in-bore
yaw (balloting) of the projectile,
For fin-stabifized projectiles, design studies
will consider several possible choices, fixed
versus semifixed and boattalled versus boomtailed fins. Semifixed fins are generally used
on boattailed projectiles whereas fixed fins
are attached to boom type projectiles.
*•-9 BREECH-CARTRIDGE RELATION
The interrelationships between the breech
and the cartridge, of interest to the designer,
include:

10-10 CHAMBER-CARTRIDGE RELATION
Gas flow from the cartridge to nozzle is a
major factor hifluencing the chamber-cartridge relations. Thui, in an annular nozzle
recoilless rifle sufficient clearance must be
provided between the cartridge and the
chamber wall so as not to restrict the gas flow
to the nozzle. In a central n-ozzle system, the
annular space between the cartridge and
chamber is not reqinted since the case is
cangible. Upon firing, the case niptures and is
ejected through the nozzle. However, it is
often necesiary to extend the chamber length
to reduce solid propellant loss ;r this central
nozzle configuration. The zidney-shaped
nozzle, by minimizing propellant loss, pr-r"ides the configuration with the minimum
chamber volume and offers a resulting weight
savings.
Radial clearance between the projeclile talg
fins and the cartridge case and the chamber
must be provided to prevent scoring the case
and/or the chamber.

1. Installation of the round of ammunition
10-11 TUBE-CHAMBER RELATION
2. Initiation of the round
3. Retention of the case during firing
4. Proper flow configuration for recoil
compensating gases
S. Adequate sealing
6. Extraction of the case after firing.
The distance between the breecliblock to
the seating point of the cartridge, headspace,
is of major importance to the designer as it is
one of the factors determining firing pin
travel. Adequate sealing is essential to prevent
propellant gas from entering the firing and
breech mechanisms and causing erosive
damage and fouling of the components.
Proper clearance between the opening provided and cartridge must exist in order to assure
effective chambering of the round.

10-6

Recoilless rifle ammunition using a perforated cartridge case requires support by the
gun tube at the cartridge case mouth in rifles
with larger than bore sized chambers. The
mouth of the case is designed to minimize
deformation which would prevent easy
extraction of the case after firing.
The bourrelet of the projectile is designed
to give a minimum clearance between the
rifling lands and bourrelet diameters. Present
practice, as described in par. 11-9, requires a
clearance of 0.002 in. plus 0.001 times the
weapon caliber in inches. The clearance
between the rotating band and the rifling is
held to a minimum in order to minimize
propellant gas leakage past the projectile.
10-12 CHAMBER
The chamber configuration depends to a

I
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Screating
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tcontours
i ,pressure

Sfailure,

great extent upon both the desired interior
ballistics and the type of nozzle-breech. The
chamber volume can lie -.alculated, ýs
described in Chapter 5, or -ge basis of a
desired chamber
muzzle energy,
pro•,- CU,.
charge, and
~peak
pressu~r-..
id.ndri.•al
and

certain types of nozzles, it is possible to apply
a counter-twist to the rifle and thus neutralize
any torque imparted to the weapon by the
projectile. Section II of this chapter describes
these
nozzle
designtheconsiderations
more
detail and
describes
enlect that theinvarious

slightly forward sloping coiifigurations have
the most widely used of the chamber
both having; the advantage of
a fairly even pressure distribution
along the length of the cartridge case. In an
attempt to improve combustion efficiency
and to reduce the loss of solid propellant
grains, rearward sloping and baffled chamber
have been studied. However, these
contours led to unfavorable pressure distributions across the cartridge case due to low
areas outside of the cartridge caused
by high velocity gas flows at the narrowing
chambei sections. These pressure differentials
were severe enough to cause cartridge case
and these contours furnished no
better performance than the cylindrical
contour.

nozzle parameters have Oa the control of
recoil.

10-13 NOZZLES
The nozzle is one of the most important
areas of design consideration since, through
the careful selection of tMe nozzle parameters,
the weapon system is made recoilless. The
specific nozzle characteristics to be determined are the throat area, entrance area,
entrance radius, exit area, included ,noe, and
throat contour. The nozzle throat area is the
main determining factor in the control of
recoil since this area limits the rate at -.,hich

*

_,__

the propellant

10-14 TUBE
The length of the gun tube is limited by the
allowable weapon weight. Increase, projectile
travel would permit a decrease in chamber
pressure but would caue an increase in
weapon weight. The length of the gun tube
then becomes a compromise between weight
and ballistic performance.
Because recoilless rifles are designed with
thin walls, the tube dilates greatly during
firing due to the propellant gas pressure and
thermal expansion. In highly stressed rifles,
this dilation becomes large enough to cause
excessive clearance between the projectile and
bore surfw.e, with the result that balloting
(in-bore yaw) occuis as the projectile traiels
through the tube. To compensate for this
phenomenon, the principle of strain compensation is incorporated. A - itnal interference
between the projectile and bcre is provided so
that the clearance achieved dur;ng dilation of
the bore upon firing rcsults in the normal
clearance. Because of the expan.;ion of the
bore during firing, most accessories are
mounted on the tube by the use of thin metal
bands.

gases may be discharged.

However, the other nozzle characteristics also
play a rolF in control of recoil since they
determine the flow characteristics of dhe
discharging gases.

is
as it to
travels
through
it imparts aspin
torque
the rifle.
By
thegiven
tube,a designated

The forcing-cone region of the tube is the
interior tapered portion between the chamber
and bore, including the origin of the lands.
The forcing cone allows the rotating band of
the projectile to be gradualiy engaged by the
rifling and aids ir. centering the )rojectile
within the bore. The rifling may be either
uniform
or increasing inrifling
twist.causes
In general.
the
use of increasing-twist
less wear

properly deflecting the discharging gases in

on the rifling grcoves and lands, and reduces

A secondary role that the nozzle plays is as
a torque compensator. Because the projectile

10-7
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the dangel of stripping the rotating band from
the proj,?ctile. However, the development of
the modem progressive burning powders
permits attainment of the desired muzzle
velocity with lower maximum pressures so
that the use of costly increasing-twist rifling is

performance the same way. For example, the
booster charge in the igniter tube or tail-boom
cavity is often surrounded by a primer foil
liner or a nitrocellulose or cardboard capsule
which is then sealed for moisture-proof
protection. While not immediately obvious, it

not warranted.

was found that certain types of lacquer
coatings will inhibit the burning of the

10-15 SUMMARY

I

booster charge, causing improper ignition of
the main propellant charge and resulting in

reduced muzzle ,nergy. Another considerain the preceding paragraphs of this chapter,
a large number of factors which can affect
weapon performance are described Many
other not so obvious factors will lower

tion in the booster design is the cornbuwtibility of the booster inclosure. The nitrocellulose capsule provides slightly improved
performance at lower temperatures.

I

1
I
I
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"SECTIONII
NOZZLE

10-16 GENERAL
rifles discharge about 90 percent

Information on nozzle performance suggests that the elimination of recoil is feasible
only over a limited range of the bore to throat

of the propellant gases through the breech in
a rearward direction in order to balance the
momentum of the forward moving projectile,
Since the mass of the rearward moving

area ratio. In general, a decrease in the bore to
throat area ratio brings about a decrease in
the rearward recoil, as would be expected.
The point of zero recoil seems to occur at a

propellant gases is small compared to the mass

bore-to-throat area ratio of 1.45, liowever,

of the projectile, a converging-diverging
nozzle is used to give the propellant gases the
high velocity necessary to make the momenturn of the propellant gases equal to and
opposite in direction to the momentum of the
projectile.

this value may not always be practical because
the reduction in recoil obtained by enlarging
the nozzle throat area will be accompanied by
a decrease in muzzle velocity.

;•tRecoil~ess

The caesign of a recoilless rifle nozzle is
based on four interrelated characteristics: (1)
the ratio of the rifle bore area to nozzle
throat area, (2) the ratio of nozzle approach
area to throat area, (3) the divergence angle of

In the design of converging-diverging
nozzles, it is necessary to avoid both the
inclusion of any discontintuities in the contour
of the nozzle and the use of largely divergent
angles. Both of these design characteristics
cause adverse pressure gradients in tle
propellant gas flow and result in a decrease in

the nozzle cone, and (4) the ratio of the
nozzle exit area to throat area (the expansion
ratio of the nozzle cone), The criteria used to

the rearward momentum of the gases being
exhausted. Since the recoil of the rifle is
directly dependent upon L,,, momentumn of

determine these characteristics are based on
rocket theory, with final nozzle dimensions
for a specific weapon design made on the
basis of empirical ,data obtained from
balancing experiments. Empirical data have
shown that the ratio of rifle bore area to
nozzle throat area is approximately 1.45,
provided

the exhaust gases balancing the projectile
momentum, it follows that retarding the gas
flow will result in increased rearward recoil.

1. The nozzle approach area to throat area
ratio is greater than or equal to 1.70
2. The divergence angle (included angle) is
less than 15 deg
3. The expansion ratio of the nozzle cone
is approximately 2.0.

4

10-17 NOZZLE EROSION
Nozzle erosion is the wearing away of the
nozzle inside surface caused by the impingement of high velocity gas. Nozzle erosion in
recoilless rifles affects the overall rifle
performance, since the cross-sectional areas of
the nozzle are one of the limiting factors
controlling the velocity of the propellant gas
discharged. In many of the recoilless ril,,
systems, the erosion problem was serious
enough to cause significant deign difficulties
and serious field maintenance problems. As a

10-9
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result, studies were commissioned during
various recoilless rifle programs to determine
how the erosion phenomenon could be
mL-imized.

the cartridge. In general, it has been shown
that erosion is reduced through use of a
propellant with a lower flame temperature.
However, for a specific nozzle material, there
is an optimum propellant for which little or

One aspect studied was the effect of the
nozzle contour on the erosion process. The
general rule in nozzle design for minimizing
erosion is that the nozzle contour allow the
propellant gases to follow natural lines of
flow while avoiding ,liscontinuities in the
direction of flow. Some of the research done
on the problem was simply performed by
ap,.wing the gas flow to shape its own best
ii zzle shape. Examination of sc',tioned
nozzles, eroded from an initially square
entrance, showed, in most cases, a well
defined circular entrance with the radius
equal to the diameter of the throat (Ref. 2).
More recent results have indicated that the
divergent angle has a negligible effect on the

no improvement will result through the use of
cooler burning propellants.

circular shape (as in a kidney-shaped nozzle)
also has no appreciable effect on the rate of
nozzle erosion (Ref. 3).

tant material because performance, strength,
and cost rcquirements may dictate the use of
other propellant and nozzle materials. In most
cases, the nozzle purposely is dtusigned slightly
undersized so that the rifle has some rearward
recoil for the initial firings. As the nozzle
erodes, the point of zero recoil eventually is
reacbee•. Further erosion of the nozzle under
more firings eventually causes a forward recoil
condition to be reached. However, the life of
the rifle nozzle has been increased by as much
as 50 percent by not .izing the nozzle to given
an initial zero recoil.

erosion process aad that elongating the basic

In addition to nozzle contour, several other
factors also may affect the erosion process.
Studies have indicated that surface melting is
the dominant modc of erosion in the nozzles
of recoilless rifles. As such, the choice of
nozzle material, propellant composition, and
the rifle rate of fire have a eflinite effect on
the erosion rate. Nozzle erosion tcsts with
various pure metals and alloys, both ferrous
and nonferrous, used as the nozzle material
have '."ndicated that the best metals from the
standpoint of erosion resistance were pure
motal, !'zch ac naolybdenum, tungsten, chrominum, 'aryllum, and tantalum. C.dinary
cold-rolled steels have shown the most
"satisfactory performance of all the steels b",t
are much less resistg .t to erosion than the
pure metals ited.
Aaother factor influencing the erosion
proc.ss is the isochoric (constant volumc)
flame temper-ture of the propellant used in

10-10

The rate of erosion also is affected by the
rate at which the weapon is firud. Rapid firing
has an adverse effect on erosion resistance fctwo reasons: the time required for the nozzle
material to reach its melting point is reduced,
and the amount of heat capable of being
conducted away from the nozzle after melting
starts is reduced.
In designing for erosion resistance it
probably will be recessary to make certain
compromises in the nozzle design. In general,
it will not be feasible to use the coolest
burning p,-opellant or the most eresion-resis-

10-13 VARIOUS TYPES OF NOZZLES
10-18.1 CENTRAL NOZZLE
The central nozzle, as shown in Fig. 10-1,
can be considered an optimum design in the
sense that it is the simplest and lightest of the
nozzle designs. The central nozzle concept
geae:ally requires the use of a blow-out plug
oi valve at the rear of the cartridge case. The
blow-out plug assures retention of the
propellant gases in the cartridge case and
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chamber until sufficient combustion has
taken place. The plug then runtures 'nd
allows the propellant gases to escape through
the nozzle. While the central nozzle offers
definite advantager in weight and simplicity,
there are a number of disadvantagcs that must
be considered.
One problem encountered when a spin-stabilized projectile is firea in . recoilless rifle
with a central nozzle occurs because the
central nozzle has complete axial symmetry
about the rifle axis. As a result of this
symmetry, no means are available for
applying a counter torque by controllei gas
discharge on the rifle to compensate for
reaction to the spin of the projectile.
However, vaises were placed in the central
nozzle of early mortar type guns. Another
problem associated with the use of the central
nozzle is that it tends to lose. more unburned
propellant through the nozzle than other
types of nozzles and, therefore, yields less
uniform ballistic performance. Further .iore,
some difficulty is encountered in providing
for both a readily accessible firing mecnanism
and removal of the expended cartridge case.
Accessibility for firing often is achieved by
either attaching a firing line, commonly called
a pigtail, to an electrically initiated primer or
by housinig a centrally located firing device in

the nozzle, such as found in the bar breech
type nozzle described in par. 10-18.2. The,
problem of extracting the spent cartridge case
is eliminated through the use of an expendable or frangible cartridge case.
Geueral design practice with early supersoaic (converging-diverging) nozzles for rockets required a nozzle contour with a
well-rounded entrance section joined to
truncated cones with a 14-deg total livergent
angle. It was not until th-oretical concepts
developed in the fields of aerodynamics and
jet propulsion were applied to the central
nozzle recoilless rifle tiat it was found that an
angle of 40 deg wis the largest divergent angle
that could be u: ed. However, exr -imental
work witn divegent angles has sh,,wn that
angles as large as 45 deg may be employed
with some sacrifice in efficibncy if a
significant weight savings was to be gained
(Ref. 3).
10-182 CENTRAL NOZZLE WITH BAR
As stated in par. 10-18.1, the bar breech
type nozzle is a special configuration of the
central orifice nozzle. The bar breech derives
its name from the bar which is centered across
the nozzle exit and houses the firing
mechanism, as shown schematically in Fig.
10-2. The nozzle throat and exit areas are

II
Fioure 70-2. CentralNozzle With Bar
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adjusted to compensate for the bar interferency. The advantage are much the sme as
outlined for the central orifice nozzle in par.
104.18,, i.e., simplicity and lightness in
weight. The disadvantagas in using th&; breech
bar type central nozzle are fouling of the
firing mechanism by the propellant gases and
the erosive effects of the propellant gases on
the breech bar. Another undesirible feature is
that the rifle loader may have tb pass his hand
in back of the nozzle after the round has been
chambered in order to close the breech bar.
This action may be avoided by the inclusion
of extended handles attached to the breech
bar; however, in doing so, weight is added to
the rifle.
10-18.3 CENTRAL EXPANDING NOZZLE
As stated in par. 10-18.1, one of the
disadvantages in using the central nozzle
design concept is the problem associated with
chambering and extracting the round of
anmmunition. As in all recoilless rifle nozzle
designs, it is necessary that the nozzle throat
area be less than le bore are. in order to
achieve the recoilless co:idition. Therefore,
for the rifle to be breech-loaded, •rovisions
1
must be made for either enlarging the nozzle
or for using a "breech door" or "breech bar"
which gives the necessary openin., for
chambering the round ,nd subsequently

radially outward to permit the larger diameter
projectile to be fully inserted. What makes the
use of the central expanding nozzle possible,
however, is the use of a frangible cartridge
case. Instead of the conventional perforated
metal cartridge case, a thin "powder envelope" is used. This envelope is destroyed
during the ballistic cycle, thereby eliminating
die need for spent-case extraction.
10-18A MULTIPLE NOZZLE AND FRONT
ORIFICE
The multiple nozzle, front orifice type,
recoilless rifle has the distinctiva feature, as
shown schematically in Fig. 10-4, that tht
projectile covers the nozzle ports at the
beginning of the ballistic cycle. There are
several advantages of this design as compared
with rear orifice designs. These advantages
are, as described in Ref. 5:
1. A nonperforated cartridge case may be
used, thus contributing to manufacturing cost
savings.
2. Since the propellant chaige is confined
to the closed ballistic system at the beginning
of the ballistic cycle, better ignition characteristics of the propellant result.
3. The loss of unburaed propellant
the closed system burning at the beginning of

reducing the nozzle area.

through the nozzle is negligible as a result of

The 90 mm Rifle, T234, employs a nozzle
design that can be considered novel front the
stanlpoints of design and of operation. In
order to simplify aid minimize chawbering
and eatracting operations, the T234 Rifle
employed a central expanding nozzle. The
T234 Rifle nozzle is, itself, the breech and is
segmented into eight close fitting sections
which are sprug-loaded to the closed
condition as shown in Fig. 10-3 (kef. 4 j. The
isertion of a round of ammunition causes the
segment
to move forward and expand

the ballistic cycle.
4. Nozzles of large expansion ratio can be
used without lengthening the rifle.
S. The closed-chamber system will permit
design variations to inclLde automatic loading
mechanisms and venting of the propellant
gases through exhaust ducts.
The disadvantages in using the front orifice
system -re:

10-13
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Figure 10,3. Central Expanding Nozzle
1,

slight increase in chamber weight.

2. An increased mount weight. Since there
is an initial recoil of the rifle until the nozzles
are uncuvered, the rifle mount must be
constructed accordingly to withstaid the
recoil forcem
10-18.5 ANNULAR NOZZLE

As shown in Fig. 10-5, the annular nozzle
has the advantage that it is readily adaptable
to most chamber and breech construction,
With the annular orifice, the cartridge case is
supported adequately by a solid base in the
breechblock. Also, the firing mechanism is

10-14

housed witfii, the 1,r¢cchblock, thus oliminating the need for any nonpermanent type
of firing line or pigtail. Tbe animular nozzle is
•iko advantageous in that, for the same depee
of expansion, the nozzle can be madc shorter
than for a central type nozzle. The reason is
that the exit area at ai.y distance from the
throat is larger in the annul ir nozzle design.
Another advantage of the annular nozzle is
revealed in the consideration of rifling torque
compensation. In the annular nozzle doesign, it
is possible to shape and cant the locking vanes
to the breechblock so that the resulting
rutational impulse of the deflected propellaný
gases escaping rearward balances the impulse
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Figure 10-5. Annular Nozzle

due to the reaction of the ri-le to the
projectile spia.

10-18.6 INTERRUPTED ANNULAR NOZZLE

A disadvantage of the onnular nozzle is that
"sincethe locking vanes secure the breech in its
closed position and deflect the discharging
gases for the purpose of torque neutralization,
they are subjected to the full erosive effect of
the gases. The locking vanes also bear the fug
reaction load caused by the chamber pressure
actitrg on the cartridge case and must be
readily locked and unlocked during loading
and unloading,

d-'igns are of the interrupted type as shown
in Fig ! 0.6, since there must be some means
of supporting the breechblock in the locked
position. The interrupted annular nozzle
maintains the same advantages and disadvazitago-s described in par. 10-18.5 for the annular
nozzle.

S....
•In

actual practice,

10-18.7 KIDNEY-SHAPED N•OZZLE
A modification of the interrupted annular

AlA

Section A-A

6
.,

A
Figure 10-6. InterruptedAnnular Nozzle
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nozzle i; the kidney-shaped nozzle that is
shown schematically in Fig. 10-7. It has the
advantage of complete symmetry while
providing the solid center for housing the
firing mechanism. The kidney-shaped nozzle
easily adapts to rifling torque compensation
by canting the nozzle sections or channels.
The disadvantages of this nozzle are its
complexity and extra weight, which make it
the most costly of all the different types of
nozzles to prodace. It also has the tewentRcy
to develop cracks in the webs between th
orifices.

~2.

C

Experimental ballistic data (Ref. 3) also
have indicated that the kidney-shaped nozzle
is slightly less efficiknt than the central nozzle
design. In addition, the recoil compensation is

more sensitive to changes in the approach area
in the kidney-shaped nozzle than in the
central nozzle. Lastly, the ballistic efficiency
of the kidney-shaped nozzle is slightly less
than that for tho central nozzle. However,
because of the ca tridge case support it
furnishes, the kidney-shaped nozzle has found
much greater use. Rifles that have used
kidney-shaped nozzles are:

1
75 mnm Rifle, M20
3. 105 mm Rifle, M27
4. 106 mm Rifle, M40.

Figure 10-7. Nozzle With Kidney-Shaped Orifices
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SCTION III
BREECH

10-19 GENERAL

The breech is the rear part of the recoilless

of a lightweight breech mechanism. If t'e rifle

rifle through which the projectile is loaded
into the chamber and through which the
rearward dischare of pats usually occurs.
The breechblock contains the fuing pin, and
locates and holds the head of the cartridge
case. A breechblock operating mechanism
unlocks and withdraws the breechblock from
the breech, swings the block clea-, and returns
it to the firing or closed position.

is a repeating type used in ar. enclosed
application, a front orifice rifle may be used
so that the breech design is concerned only
with the cbambering and extracting of the
ammunitiop.

The breechblock components are a locking
device, a cartridge extractor and ejector,
safety devices, a percussion mechanism, and a
nozzle throat adjuster. The operation of the
breechblock consists of opening, extracting,
rand ejectin the expended
i
or fred cartridge
case from the chamber, chambering the new
round of ammunition, closing the brecchblock, and firing the round.
•t

"• !.

4

limitations on the breech design. In general, a
shmulder-fired rifle design necessitates the use

10-20 CHARACTERISTICS
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It is necessary to determine that the critical
parts of the breech and firing mechanisms
have been protected from the erosive and
fouling effects of leaking propellant gases. In
par. 10-21, the various means of sealing or
directing the flow of leaking propellant gases
are discussed more fully. It is also necessary
to insure that a good seal is obtainrd between
the breech and chamber if they are joined. A
leakane path be sieen the chd ber and breech
will be expanded rapidly due to erosive
effects and will result in a decrease in weapon
performance and an increase in safety
hazards.

breech design, human engineering and

The type of I .ech used will depend on
what the requirements arc for supporting the
chambered round, the size of the rifle, the
type of fruing mchanism, and the type of
a.ununition. With the use of a frangible
cartridge case envelope, it would be possible
to incorporate the unique expanding nozzle
type breech described in par. 10-22. In
another rifle, the strength requirements for
supporting the perforated metal cartridge case
may dictate the use of an interrupted lug or

safety cnaracteristics must be considered. The
breech mechanism should be easy and quick
to operate. If the breech is manually
operated, it must not delay the rate of fire.
During continuous firing, the loader should
not become unduly fatigued.

interrupted-thread type breech to provide the
necesary strength.

pass his hands or any poztion of his body
behind the nodsle while locking the breech. It
should be impossible for the firing mechanism
to operate until the breechblock is locked

The size of Yhe rifle also will place

For safety, several chara.teristics of the
breech design must be considered. Handles
mounted to the breeciblock should be
located so that the loader does not have to

10-19
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paths should
securely in phace. No gastlck
be present in the breech-chamber interface,

paragraph have been designed, built and
tested for use in recoilless rifle systems.

10.21 SEALNG PROPELLAMT GASES
In the design of the breech mechanism of a
recoil'et riftl, it wsht scem that since tbe,!
"is such a large zscap: of gases througi the

,n the interrupte, thread breech, the
breech recess and the breechblock are cut
with a series of stepped threads so that when
the breechblock is inserted and turned in the,
breech recess, matching sections of threads

nozzls that there would be no concern about
gs leakage. However, gas leakage can be

engage. The interrupted thread type of breech
gives a large threaded surface or holding area

extremely important becaue it can result in
the erosion of locking surfaces and other

which provides the necessary strength for
holding the cartridge case in position during

important parts of the breech mechanism.

fruing. The interrupted lug breech is similar to

easily can be seen in the original

the interrupted thread type ot breech except

blow-out disc type recoilless rifles designed by

that interrupted lugs replace the threads on

the British and Germans in which leaking
propellant gases caused continuous malfunctions of the firing mechanisms as well as

the breechblock and chamber.

causing considerable e-osion damage.

weapon system, several recoilless rifle weapon

This

In larger conventional artillery weapons,
thd use of obturating pads, obturating rings,
and the expansion of the cartridge case by the
propellant ga•w are employed to form a tight
eal against the walls of the chamber. In
recoilless rifles, this type of gas leakage
prevention cannot be used. With the use of
the perforated cartridge case, the gas pressure
inside and outside the cartridge case is
essentially the same, and the case cannot be
expected to expand in order to effect sealing,
To prevent the propellant gases from reaching
critical parts of the breech and firing
mechanisms of recoilless rifles, annular
grooves or leakage paths are designed to direct
the leaking pronellant gases away from critical
areas by providing small expansion chambers
in which the pressure of these leaking gases is
reduced.
10-22 BREECH TYPES
A variety of breech mechanisms and
breechblocks have been or are being used. The
most widely usid breechblock types are the
interrupted lug and interrupted thread types.
However, all the breech types and mechanisms described in the remainder of thls
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In order to reduce the weight of the overall
concepts have incorporated the cartridge case
as a portion of the chamber and breech
closure. This is achieved, however, by a
considerable penalty in ammunition cost and
weight. The 90 mm Rifle, T149 is an example
of such a weapon. To hold the cartr~ge case
in place, the breech mechanism is a rotating
cam ring as shown in Fig. 10-8, the cam ring
locks the round in place, cocks the firing
mechamiisn, and actuates the extractor. The
cartridge case base has two diametrically
opposed projecting lugs that, upon proper
chambering of the round, firmly seat in
corresponding sockets in the rear of the
chamber. Counterclockwise rotation of the
cam ring brings two locking lugs on the ring
into register with the cartridg: base projections to secure thi round.
In further efforts to reduce the weight of
the breech mechanism and also to eliminate
the manual operations for operation of the
breech, one of the initial designs of the 90
mm Rifle, T234, employed a central expanding nozzle, which is itself the breech,
segmented in:o eight close-fitting sections
that are spring-loaded to the closed position.
Insertion of the round of ammunition causes
the segments to expand radially outward to
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permit insertion of the larger diameter
projectile. The incorporation of such a breech
mechanism was made possible in this specific
case because the cartridge case was of the
frangible type being destroyed during the
baJiistic cycle and not requiring spent case
extraction,
Another type of breech mechanism studied
during the 90 mm Super-PAT (pl.toon

S4Laccomplished
.o•

antitank) Program employed the idea of
inserting a cylindrical bar through the nozzle

In later recoilless rifles, the breechblock

of the weapon (Ref. 6). The purpose of the

operating mechanisms were designed so that

bar was to piovide 3 sarface that the

the loader's hands would not have to pass

propellant gases would strike in order to

behind the nozzle, as is the case when the

establish a condition of no-recoil. Reco:
would be eliminated by varying the diaieter
and thus the area of the nozzle. This design
was intended to simplify the mechanics of
loading. Loading of the round would be
by first sliding the breech bar
out, inserting the loaded projectile into the
chamber, and then replacing the breech bar.

breechblock handles arm rigidly attached to
the braechblock. For example, the breechblock operating handles for the 105 mm
Rifle, M27, and 106 mm Rifle, M40, are
connected to the breec2hIock by a set of
cams and coupling rings which permits
rotation or translation and opening of the
breechblock without passing the handle
behind the breech. The handies are attached
at the side of the breech and are operated by
only a counterclockwisa rotation at the end
of the handle above the rear of the breech.

10-23 BREECH ACTUATOR
The breech actuator or operating handle
mechanism of the breech contains the
mechanisms for performing the locking,
unlocking, opening, a'id closing operations of
the brech. In most of the early design
recoilless rifles, the handles were connected
directly to the breechblock. Opening of the
breech consisted of first rotating tie breech
handle abomt the bore axis until the
interrupted lugs or interrupted threads in the
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breechblock were disengaged from their'
matirg parts in the breech housing and then
swinging the breechblock outward about
some qpe of hinge. The 57 mm Rifle, M18,
and the 75 mm Rifle, M20, are examples of
rifles with thos type of breech operating
handle. To close the breech, these operations
are performed in the reverse order. In many
r Mless rifle designs, these operations also
.ase the cocking of the firing mechanism.

Operation of the breech actuator also
functions a cartridge case ejection mechanism.
The extractor usually consists of a finger type
projection that sits under the lip of the
cartridge case base. When the breecý is
opened, the extractor hooks the cartridge case
base and slides the case partly out of the
breeech so that the case can be removed easily
by the loading personnel.

AMCP 7#040-

SECTION IV
CHAMBER

10-24 GENERAL
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The section of the recoilless
houses the round of ammunition is called the
chamber. The chamber contains a rear
opening or breech mechanisin tht ugh which
the projectile is loaded and a front-opening
leading into the bore of the tube. After
chambering of the round, the part of the
projectile forward ol the rotating band rests
in the bore. The remainder of the round rests
in the chamý,•r with the cartridge case base
supported at the breech and the cartridge case
Smouth supported at the forcing cone.
t
gdesigns,
mp
The function of the chamber and its
relation to the cartridge case will depend
upon the type of nozzle-breech design used in
the rifle. If annular or kidney-shaped nozzles
are used with a perforated cartridge case, it is
necessary to provide a sufficient annular
volume around the cartridge case to allow for
the venting of the propellant gas and the
resulting flow of gases to the nozzle. h. the
central nozzle rifle, the large annular chamber
volume is not required. The contour of the
chamber is either cylindrical or forward
sloping, since both of these configurations
give a uniform pressure distnoution across the
cartridge case.

Ballistics, contains detailed analysis relating to
the effect of chamber volume on performance
and design of the weapon. Ref. 5, Chapter 5,
indicates that the variation in peak pressure
and muzzle velocity are irversely proportional
to a change in chamber volume. Peak pressure
varies inversely less than twice the change in
chamber volume while the muzzle velocity
change is only about 0.2 times that of the
inverse in the chamber volume variation.
10-26 EJEC'TION OF PROPELLANT
In firing tests of the first recoilless rifle
it was learned that the amount of
unburut propellant grains ejected through the
nozzle was roughly inversely proportional to
the average distance the nropellant grains
must travel to be ejected. Thus the first
attempts at the prevention of propellant loss
investigated the concentration of the cartridge
case perforations at the mouth end of the case
so that, on the average, the propellant would
travel a greater distance before being ejected.
However, the resulting uneven pressure
distribution on the cartridge case led to many
cartridge case failures and the eventual
abandonment of this approach.

10-25 SIGNIFICANCE OF CHAMBER VOL-

Experience with standardized US recoilless
rifles has shown that solid propellant loss can
be maintained below ten percent when a

The chamber volume is a major characteristic in a rmcoilies. rifle design in that it is
directly related to the pressure level and
muzzle velocity and, corresponiingJy, to the
weapon weight and length. Chapter 5, 'ntenor

cartridge case is incorporated in the weapon
design. The 106 mm Rifle, M40, has this type
of nozzle in combination witn the recoil
compensating device described in0 .-r. 9-3.7 to
prevent solid propellant loss. The problem
with this type of nozzle arrangement is that a

UME

kidney-shaped nozzle along with a perforated
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large, annular area about the cartridge case
must be provided so that propellant gases
have an unrestricted path to the nozzle. The
larger annular area increases weapon weight.
Weapons can be designed employing a
central nozzle and a frangible cartridge case,
as in tiie 90 mm, M67 Recoilless Rifle. With
this combination, it is not necessary to
provide a large annular area about the case

Sless

*

4,nce the case ruptures and is blown out of
the gun upon firing. This type of recoilless
weapon offers apparent promise of lower
chamber weight than a rifle with a comparable kidney-shaped nuzzle; but, the solid
propellant loss is on the order of 30 percent
of the total charge. Because of this factor, a
la,'ger chamber volume is required, the weight
of which tends to counterbalance savings
achieved by the use of a central nozzle and
frangible case. It is, therefore, desirable to
reduce the propellant loss in the central
nozzle system to a level comparable with or
than that of the kidney-shaped nozzle.
This not only will reduce the ammunition
weight but will further reduce the weapon
weight, since the chamber volume can be
decreased as the propellant loss is reduced.

5
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In principle, achievement of simultaneous
nozzle-start and shot-start can provide for
reduction in solid propellant loss in a central
orifice recoilless rifle. Simu'taneous nozzlestart shot-start occurs when a means for
mutually sealing the nozzle and holding the
projectile is provided in the ammunition
design. Thus, when the holding member fails,
gas flow out of the nozzle and projectile
motion are initiated simultaneously. Further-

more, the magnitude of the start can be
controlled by adjusting the force required to
part the holding element. In the event
simultaneous start occurs at "all burnt",
propellant loss must be zero due to the
corresponding closed-bomb burning resulting
from start occurring at "all burnt".
Ideally, a central orifice recoilless rifle
could be designed to yield a zero propellant
loss by merely providing that the simultaneous start occur at or slightly below "all
burnt". However, the resulting weapon will be
longer and heavier than one designed for
zero-start, and the advantage of reducing
proellant loss to zero will be overshadowed
completely by the increase in weapon weight
and size.

AMCP 706-238

SECTION V
TUBE

10-27 GENERAL

M

The tube gives the projectile direction and
a rotating motion for th.- purpose of
aerodynamic stability. The tube may be a
separate member attached to the chamber or
may be integral with the chamber. In either
case, the tube will require the same material
properties az. outlined for the chamber.
Since the tube represents the largest
member of the recoilless rifle, it is necessary
to assure that the tube weight is a minimum
while still maintaining the required strength.
The minimum r ,ssible wall thickness at the
point of maximum pressure must be determined (Ref. 11F).

A[sighting

principle of strain compensation. If a tube
uses either a high strength steel stressed to its
high limit or a material having a low modulus
of elasticity, the tube will be highly strained
during firing. The possibility arises that the
projectile could be completely disengaged
from the tube rifling. Use of the strain
comipeiisation principle requires that the
projectile fit the tube during, firing, rather
than prior to firing, as described in par. 10-14
and Ref. 7.

Becat-se of the geometry of the tube and its
accessibility, it would seem that the tube is an

Rifling is the term given to describe the
helical grooved pattern cut in the bore
throughout th.. gun tube. The surfAces
between the grooves are called the lands.
Through intera,.tion of the projectile rotating
band with the rifling, the rotation requiredA
for flight stability is imparted to the
projectile. The twist of the rifling at any p~oint

ideal member for attaching the various

is the inclination of the groove to the eleiment

arid spotting accessories. In many of
the recoilless rifle applications, this is true.
However, in rifles in which the tube is made
from a high-strength steel stressed to its high

of the bore through the point. The twist may
be uniform, increasing, or a combination of
the two, and is expressed in terms of the
number of calibers of length in which the

limit. the tube is highly strained during firing,

groove makes -ne complete turn. The exactI

As a result, at a specific point, the tube
expands and contracts as the projectile passes
this point, causing difficulties in designing the
bands for mounting the various other
accessories to the tube. There are many
specific design considerations that need to be
made in the design of the tube, and these
factors are discussed in the remaining
paragraphs of this section.
10-28 DESIGN CUhNSIDERATIONS
In the design of the recoilless rifle tube,
one of the first factors considered involves the

shape of ',he rifling will depend on ballistic,
strength, and wear factors. The rifling twist
depends upon the desired rotational velocity
of the projectile at the muzzle.

One of the main purposes of recoilless rifle
development was to provide infantry with a
lightweight, armor defeating weapon. To meet
this requirement, it is necessary to use high
strength materials for the tube so that the
tube wall thickness and, thus, weight is
minimized.
Another important tube design considera-
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tion is eccentric.y. Sinre the recoilless rifle
"tubewall !s de.igned to te as thin as strength
xewuirements a8ow, any deviation from the
trw; circular path of the tube results in the

10-29 OTHER SUBJECTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DESIGN

loss of metal thickness at the particular roint
that the eccentricity occurs. Even if the tube
has an eccentricitr o,' only osveral thou-

minimi.e tLe weapon weight, a problem arises
with the rifle overheating during sustained
rapid firing. In the recoilless rifle, this heating

sandths of an inch, an appreciable fraction of

is moie rap2id than in a conventional gun due

the actual burel strength would be lost.
Consequently, all tube designs require specifi-

to the low heat capacity of the rifle tube. For
a given weapon-round combination, a specific

cation of the permissible eccentricity,

~~~~Another factor of the tube design requiring

•.

(5

consideration is the forcing cone and
boresight grooves. The forcing cone is tLe
interior tapered portion of the tubi; between
the chamber arnd the bort, inrluding the
origin of the lands. Tht forcin, cone aca
allows the pre-engraved rotating band of the
projectile to be engaged gradually by the
rifling and aids in centering the projectilb

,•factors

,,$from

amount of heat is transferred to '. unit area of
the tube per round. The temperature rise in
any section of the tube is then inversely
to the masftateco.
mass of that section.
~proportional
prptinloth
Th., any ,ttempt to reduce the tube weight
results in a higher temperature rise per round
and a faster approach to the temperature at
which the yield st-ength of tube material
'apidly decreases. Since the design stre ses

often 1approach the yield point of the tube at

norma temperatures, it is possible for the
yield strength to be exceeded L'nder condiof sustained or rapid firing.

Swithin the bore.

utions

A small but important consideration
concerning the tube design is the incorporation of boresight grooves on the muzzle.
ob
t
suand
ehand-loaded
Toe
The design of some recoilless rifles requires
the joining of the tube to the chamber. The
that will determidne the method by

Cook-off is the deflagration or detonation
of a round of =mmunition ou, to the
autoignition of either primer or propellant
booster charges. In the coase of the
recoilless rifle, the chance of
cook-off occurring is negligible since the rate
of fire is not high enough to cause a sufticient
increase in weapon temperatue and there is no

which these two rifle components are joined
are the chamber and tube materials, and their
wall thicknesses. Threading the tube into the
chamber wili depend on the ability of these
components to resist distortion under application of installation torque. It is essential to
provide sufficient torque to prevent the tube

n-eed to keep the round chambered for any
length of time. In automatic recoilless rifles,
cook-off becort.es more of a concern but is
still not likely to occur because the low heat
capacity of the gun tube will limit the number
of rounds that may be fired in a rapid burst.
The primary danger of cook-off of a

is to be brazed to the chamber, material
"properties need to be considered. If they are
joined by brazing, it will not be necessary to
maintain quite as close manufacturing toler.,
vices since a gas tight seal between chamber

equipment in the line o4' tire and behind the
weapon.

and the barrel will be formed,

rifle. For a single firing of a 57 mm Rifle,

rotating
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As the recoilless rifle designer endeavors to

loose during firing. If the tube

chambered round will be to the personnel and

Ref. 8 gives an indioation of the bore
temperature expected after firing a recoilless

;
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T170, it wis found that the maximum
attained bore temperature occurred at the

easier for gas to carry the metal away. The
high heat also causes some of the propellant

origin of the rifling and aveaged about
470*F. Along the barrel, the bore temperature dropped in an almost linear manner,
reaching only 160*F at the muzzle. In tests of
the 106 mm BAT Weapon System, it was
found that the maximum rate of fire was
limited to two rapid bursts of four rounds
each before the upper temperature limit of
the rifle was reached (Ref. 9).

gas constituents to combine with the metal of
the bore surface. This newly formed compound-normally a nitride and, therefore,
brittle-may crack and peel-off under the
action of the rotating bands and propellant
gases. At the origin of rifling, the temperatures are ýhe highest and, thus, the erosion
rates are the highest. The rotating band has
two contributing influences on erosion; the
first induced by gas wash, the second by
ordinary sliding friction. However, these
influences are relatively insignificant to the
damage caused by propellant gases.

During projectile travel through the bore,
the un tube rifling offers considerable
resistance to the projectile rotating band. This
rec.stawice apmars in the form of a radial force
acting on the riflng and is distributed

A significant amount of attention was

unifri ,nly around the bore. These radial

originally given to the problem of gas leakage

forces or band pressures progress along the
tube with the projectile. Although the band
pressures may be large, the area of application
is local and small with a very short duration,

past the pre-engraved rotating band (Ref. 10)
and the erosive damage that could result. The
indicated problem was not received with
alarm, however, as the added clearance due to

so that immediate damage is not always
apparent. However, repeated application of
such band pressures may ultimately damage
the bore. Small, imperceptible cracks develop
first and thert steadily grow larger as firing
continues. T1hi progressive stress damage
finally results in tube rupture or in the
spalling of rifling h&-ds. When spalling occurs,

the pre-engraving amounted to only one
percent of the bore area. As far as interior
ballistics is concerned, this clearance area was
equivalent to increasing the throat area by
approximately 1.5 percent, which is of the
order one would expect in variations of
manufacture. Further proof was substantiated
in the initial firings of the 57 mm Rifle, T15.

little effort from the projectile is needed to

In the first 3,000 rounds for firing of a 57

remove the spalled i.ction from the bore.

mm Rifle, TI5, no evidence of erosion was

Such progressive stres "aamage limits the
longth of the service life of the gun tube to a
prescribed number of firings.

found in the rifling.

Another phenomenon that is unfavorable
to long tube life is erosion, the wearing away

As defined in par. 10-27, the tube is the
means for accelerating the projectile. The use
of a smooth bore definitely eliminates the
problems associated with a rifled bore such as

of the bore suelace. Erosion is primarily a
phy'zIql activity ,oaused by the abrasive
effects uf the provellant gases and of the
rotating band acting on the bore. The high
velocity propellant gases impinge on the bore
surface and sweep away some of the metal.
The intense heat of tb gases contributes
indirectly to erosion by iAtlting an extr:eaely
thin layer of the bore sur.ace, thus making it

high friction, abrasion, and high resistance to
the projectile. However, the use of a smooth
bore requires a higher muzzle Yelocity in
order to maintain the necessary aerodynamics
ivr the required projectile accuracy. But, in
considering the problems of gas leakage and
erosion which are still nresent in the smooth
bore rifle, the use of a smooth bore has found
very limited use in US recoilless rifle weapon
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systems, despite the fact that other nations
use them.
Once the decision to use a rifled-bore has
been made, it will be necessary to consider
the rifling shape and type of rifling twist to be
used in the tube. The shape of the rifling will
depend upon the type of rotating band to be
used. For projectiles with pre-engraved metal
rotating bands, it was found, duing the 57
mm Rifle, Ti5 program, that shailow-groove
rifling will cause considerable shearing of the
rotating band and give a shorter accuracy life
of the tube. However, for rifles firing
fin-stabilized projectiles with plastic xtating
bands that are engraved during firing, shallow
groove rifling is used. In the U-BAT,
Super-PAT, and PAT rifle programs, for
example, a shallow groove rifunm with a depth
of 0.006 in. is used. The use of shallow groove
rifling in these applications was made possible
by the use of fin-stabilized projectiles with
plastic rotating bands which are fired into a
rifle tube that has a slow rifling twist of
300-480 cal per turn. With this slow twist and
the use of plastic bands, the stresses on the
lands arc considerably reduced so that a
shallow groove rifling is possible.
In most recoilless rifle weapon systems,
uniform rifling twist is used since it meets the
desired requirements and is less expensive to
manufacture than a rifle tube with multitwist
rifling. However, multitwist rifling does
exhibit certain advantages over uniform twist
rifling. One advantage of multitwist rifling is
that, through the proper selection of the rate
of twist, the maximum stress on the lands and
rotating band of the projectile will be less.
This advantage is somewhat offset in recoilless
rifles as compared with conventional guns,
because they operate at lower maximum
pressures and muzzle velocities. Disadvantages
of multitwist rifling are: (1) higher and more
concentrated pressure on the driving edge of
the land and forward part of the band, (2)
increased friction and abrasion, and (3) higher
manufacturing costs. Weighing the appareut
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advantages and disadvantages of both types of
rifling twist would seem to indicate that
uniform twist rifling is preferred for use in
recoilless rifles. For further discussion of
uniform versus multitwist rifling, die reader
is directed to the material found in Refs. 11
and 12.
During firing, the rifle tube is heated and
tends to droop as the temperature of the tube
approaches the tempera, are at which the
yield strength of the tube material begins to
decrease. The longer and thinner the tube, the
greater the droop of the tube. The extent of
the temperature-caused droop also will
depend on the elevation angle of the tube; the
higher the elevation angle, the lower the value
of the temperature at which droop begins.
The rifle tube also may bow to either side due
to differential heating during firing. If the
rifle tube is cooled on one side by action of
the wind, the bore axis will warp toward the,
sido from which the wind blows. The amount
of bowing will depend upon any warpage
initially in the tube, variations in wall
thickness, and the wind velocity.
As the projectile is accelerated through the
rifle tube, a torque is imparted to the rifling.
For uniform twist rifling, an approximate
expression for the rifling torque T is given by
Eq. 10-1 taken from Ref. 11.
)(2A
P(
T

R

an a,

in.4b

(10-1)

where
p

= polar radius of gyration of projectile,
in.

Ab = bore area, in?

I

Pg = propellant gas pressure, psi
A• = radius of projectfie, in.
a

= angle of rifling twist, deg

•
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SECTION VI
FIRING MECHANISM

10-30 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

10-31 EXAMPLES

The major components of the recoilless

The firing mechanism operations of three

rifle fining mechanism are the firing pin,
haimmer, hammer spring, firing cable, triaker,
and safeties. The firing pin is a small diameter
rod with a hemispherical nose that generally is
stroked under the pressure of a stiff spring to
strike the primer of the chambered round of
ammunition. Some designs use the stored
energy in the spring to accelerate the firing
pin before striking the primer. Other designs
transaer all the stored energy in the spring to a
hammer. The hammer is accelerated and
strikes the firing pin that is positioned right in
front of the primer of the chambered round.

recoilless rifles are discusved in this paragraph.
In the 57 mm Rifle, MI8, squeezing of the
trigger causes the firing cable to be pulled
forward (toward the muzzle). The firing cable
is connected to a sear lever (see Fig. 10-9) by
a safety spring. As the firing cable is pulled
forward, the safety spring causes the sear lever
to rotate. The forked end of the sear lever
grasps the headed end of a sear which
prevents the striker assembly from striking
the cartridge primer. As the sear lever rotates,
it retracts the sear from a hole in the striker
assembly. When the sear is free from the
striker assembly, a compressed firing spring
drives the striker assembly (composed of a
h'mimer and firing pin) forward to strike the
nrimer of the chambered round (Ref. 10).

The firing pin generally is held in place by a
sear that is retracted or cammed away from
the firing pin to fire the round. The sear is
connected to the trigger of the rifle through
the use of a push-pull type control cable. The
stroking of this firing cable by the trigger
mechanism provides the necessary action for
releasing the sear from the firing pin.

The operation of the firing mechanism of
the 106 mm Rifle, M40, is similar to that just
described. Pushing the firing knob in the
elevating handwheel fires the rifle. The knob
is ronnected to the firing cable by a firing

The trigg xr designs for recoilless rifle use

transfer tang. Rotation of the tang actuates a

have ranged from the fairly simple sear type
lever found in the 57 mm Rifle, M18, to the
fairly sophisticated trigger design found in the
120 mm Rifle, XM 105, which provides for
the firing of the major and minor rifles from
the same trigger grip. Regardless of complex-

firing cable operating lever that strokes the
firing cable. At the breech end of the rifle, the
firing cable is attached to a trigger that rotates
as thtL firing cable is stroked. Attached to the
trigger is a sear that prevents the firing pin
from stroking. When the trigger is rotated, it
causes the sear to turn and disengage from a
notch in the firing pin. Accelerated by a
spring, the firing pin strikes the primer of the
cartridge to fire the round (Ref. 13).

ity, the design considerations to be made are
the ease in which the trigger is gripped and
the trigger pull squeeze force required to fire
the rifle. Human engineering requirements call
for a trigger pull of less than 40 lb, preferably
around 20 lb.

The firing mechanism of the 120 mm Rifle,
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XMI05, incorporates a trigger mechanism
that serves both the major caliber rifle and
minor caliber spotting rifle. By twisting the

to be fired without endangering any equipment or personnel behind the rifle. In general,
two types of safety devices are incorporated

trigger grip shown in Fig. 10-10, the selection

into the recoilless rifle design. The first safety

of the rifle to be fired is made. Figs. 10- 11
and 10-12 show the interior of the trigger
mechanism with the top plate removed and
indicate how the link is made to engage one
or the other bell-cranks which pull the firing
cables.

device is generally a part of the trigger
mechanism and consists of a lever or button
which when depressed unlocks the trigger.
This safety feature prevents firng of the
weapon by any accidental contact with the
trigger.

Operation of the trigger to fire the major
calil'.r rifle pulls the major caliber firing cable
(shown as the right cable in Figs. 10-11 and
10-12) forward. The major caliber firing cable
in turn, is attached to a firing trigger (shown
in Figs. 10-13 and 10-14) located at the
breech. Thz sear is engaged by the slot in the
firing trigger and is rotated by the firing
trigger to a fire position when the firing cable
is pulled. At the fire position, the sear releases
the hammer, which then is accelerated under
the action of a hammer spring to strixe the
firing pin which, in turn, strikes the primer of
the chambered round (Ref. 14).

The function of any type of safety used in
recoilless rifles is to prevent the gunner from
being able to fire the rifle until (1) the round

The second safety generally is located at
the breech end of the rifle and is for the
loader's personal safety. The safety devIce
usually is in one of two forms. One form of
the safety device consists of a simple
switching type device that is connected to the
firing cable. Whien the switch is in the "arm"
position, the firing cable is free to move as the
trigger is depressed by the gunner. In the
"safe" position, the firing cable is locked and
prevented from being stroked by any trigger
motion. The loader is then able to say, by his
choice of the safety position, when he feels
the gun is ready to be fired. A second form of
this type of safety is incorporated into the
breech mechanism. When the breech is open,
the firing mechanism is disconnected from the
firing cable. Not untii the breech has been
closed and locked completely will the firing
cable come into contact with the firing

has been correctly chambered, (2) the breech
closed, and (3) the loader has given some type
of mechanical indication that the rifle is ready

mechanism This type of safety is found only
if the loader can close and lock the breech
from a position at the side of the rifle.

10-32 SAFETY DEVICES
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CHAPTER 11
AMMUNITION

11-0 LIST OF

total area of primer tube perforations, in?2

"

, •;.
As
a

"

=

=

F

(ft-lb)-(lbT

surface area of propellant, in?

distance between two adjacent
perforations as shown in Fig. 11-15,
in.
'•+:,'rhown

a,

constant

g

=

h

Sbe

as

= thermal
conductivity of propellant,
(ft-1b)-(in0-sec-*K/in.)-'
= length of propellant grain, in.
(R/d)

= length to diameter ratio of projectile, dimensionless

Mo

= maximum
(in.-lb)-in.-

NP

= number of perforations in igniter
tube, dimensionless

Nt

= weight of igniter gas produced up
to time t, lb

case thickness, in.
= constant burning rate
in.-se- I -psi-n

b,

between perforations
ýn Fig. I11- 15, in.

burning rate equation,

= cartridge case thickness, in.
o
aL
en
= equivalent unperforated cartridge

b

acceleration due to gravity, ft-sec-=
length

in.secd-

i• [

*

energy required to rais surface of
the propellant to its ignition ternperature in time ti, ft-lb
material,
= impetus
of igniter

Ez

SYMBOLS

equation,

C

= propellant charge weight, lb

Ci

= igniter charge weight, lb

C2

= propellant charge burnt, lb

end

moment,

cp = specific heat at conitant pressure
of propellant (ft-b><lb0 XY'
(cp),

= specific heat at constant pressure of
igniter, (ft-lb)-(lb-* K•'

(cy),

= specific heat at constant volume of
igniter, (ft-lb)-(lb- K)X'

= weight of igniter gas discharged
from igniter tube vents up to time
t, lb
n

combustion index, dimensionles

Snp

= number of perforations in propellant grain, dimensionless

P

= instantaneous space-mean
tube pressure, psi

of propellant grain, in.
= diameter
"D
EA

= igniter gas energy made available to
Sthe propellant charge, ft-lb

A'-I

A•
. .•. • ., . ,

,

. .

.

. . •• .

:

•

, . . . . = ..

:..

. , . . .. . • . - ..

igniter
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P

= effective pressure acting over hex-

6>
P,

agonal area, psi

g~lal5ft,

t

= time, sec

igntion delay time, msec

51=

on inside of car= pressure acting
tridge case, psi

P.

= pressure acting on outside
cartridge case wall, psi

PP

= peak pressure, psi
= chamber pressure, psi

of

V

= internal volume of igniter tube, in?

V,1

= muzzle velocity, fps

w

= propellant web, in.
=

'rb

2

V. J /

end shear, lb-in: 1

S=

r

= perforated cartridge case radius, in.

r,

= linear burning rate, in.-sec-1

(r,),

= linear burning rate igniter, in.-sec-'

rp

= perforation radius, in.

Si

= instantaneous igniter surface area,
in.a

differential pressure across webs of
perforated cartridge case, psi

AP

=

y

= specific heat ratio of igniter material, dimensionless

v

= Poisson's ratio, dimenisonless

v*,Pi,= constants from Ref. I

T•

= ambient temperature,°K

T,

=f effective nozzle thrust, lb

T,

= ignition
temperature of propellant,
0
K
OK

T
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= isochoric flame temperature
propellant or igniter, 'K

of

p

= density of solid propellant, lb-in:3

PI

3
= density of igniter material, lb-in.

iagv

= average stress, psi

O/oop
a
x

= hoop stress, psi
=
=

hoop stress, psi
maximum stress, si
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SECTION I
GENERAL
11-1 INTRODUCTION
The major components of a round of
recoilless rifle ammunition are shown schematically in Fig. 11-1. The complete round
consists of the same basic elements as other
artillery ammunition; i.e., a projtuctile assembly, cartridge case, igniter assembly, and
propellant. The projectile consists of a
warhead for producing a destructive effect on
the target, a fuze for initiating the warhead at
the target, an aerodynamic envelope, and
either a rotating band to engage the gun
rifling if the projectile is spin-stabilized or fins
if the projectile is fin-stabilized (or both if the
fin-stabilized projectile requires slow roll at
launch).
The design of a recoilless rifle projectile is
similar to designs for closed breech weapons,
with the exception of lower stresses due to
reduced pressures, accelerations, and engraving loads. Also, the recoilless rifle cartridge
case differs from the conventional case in that
the wall is perforated to allow the efflux of
gases to a nozzle. There are some exceptions:
the 90 mm M67 System uses an unperforated
case that is supported by the chamber, and
the propellant gas path to the nozzle is
di,•.ctly rearward. Another exception is the
frangible plastic envelope used in one
approach to the 120 mm HAW project.
11-2 OVERALL
TIONS

DESIGN

CONSIDERA-

In addition to designing recoilless rifle
ammunition for its terminal effects, consideration has to be given to the overall problems
associated with the assembly, loading, and
packaging of the round. Because of the
necessary close tolerances involved in recoilless rifle weapon systems, it is important that

the assembled round fit corrc,.tly in the rifle.
In orler that the rotating band of the
cartridge engage the barrel rifling effectively,
the correct alignment of the zartridge case
and the projectile must be maintained during
handling and final seating in the weapon.
During assembly of the projectile into the
cartridge case, it is possible-by crimping part
or all of the cartridge case mouth into a
groove machined into the projectile-to
maintain the necessary alignment between
cartridge case and projectile, and at the same
time, ensure that the cartridge case and
projectile will not separate under rough
handling conditions prior to and during
loading operations. The length of the crimp
may vary from a full crimp arciund the entire
periphery of the case mouth (ring crimp) to
small interrupted crimps made at equal
intervals around the circumference of the
cartridge case at a short distance from the
case mouth (stab and multiple dimple
crimps).
Before assembly of the projectile into the
cartridge case, a rubber-base cement may be
applied to the mouth of the cartridge case
prior to crimping the case to the projectile.
When the cartridge case is crimped to give the
assembly the necessary rigidity, the rubberbase cement provides a reliable moisture seal
between tlhe case and projectile.
After assembly, painting, and marking, the
comp te round is packaged to withstand
conditions usually found in the field. A round
is packed in an individual cylindrical
moisture-resistant asphalt (fiber) container
which in turn is packed in a sealed metal
container and then placed in a wooden box
for shipping.
p
Some of the more difficult problems
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related to loading have been encountered in
the assembly of fin-stabilized HEAT ammunidon. In most cases loading of the propellant is
accomplished through the mouth of the
cartridge case, but in most fin-stabilized
projectiles, it is necessary to load the
propellant thiough the base. Loading the
propellant through a single hole in the base
causes problems with packing the propellant
evenly around the fins of the projectile and
preventing any of the propellant grains from
entering into the primer retainer of the
projectile. When a base containing three holes
is used, the propellant can be loaded more

in the primer-igniter tube. For fin-stabilized
HEAT rounds, it is desirable to position the
propellant at the rear of the case; whereas in
spin-stabilized rounds, it may be desirable to
position the propellant along the perforated
section of the igniter tube. Plaster or cotton
and cardboard have been used to position the
propellant in the cartridge case.

uniformly around the projectile fins. A more
uniform flow of the propel!Rnt grains during
loading of the fin-stabilized round is obtained
by vibrating the complete round as the
"propellant flows into the cartridge case.

cartridge case liner that retains the propellant
in the cartridge case and acts as the
moisture-proof barrier for the propellant.

At times, it is desirable to be able to
position the propellant in specific areas of thur
cartridge case because of the specific configuration of the boom of a fin-stabilized
projectile or due to the position of the holes

Loading of the cartridge case should be
performed in the shortest time possible so as
to avoid the possibility of moisture absorption by the propellant. On the other hand,
care must be taken to avoid damaging the

I
,

I

11-3 LIST OF EXISTING CARTRIDGES
WITH CHARACTERISTICS
Table 11-1 is a list of some existing
recoilless rifle cartridges with pertinent design
data.

I
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SECTION I1

N)

PROJECTILE
114 INTRODUCTION
The modem projectile used in recoilless
rifle weapon systemq is cylindrical in shape
with a fairly long ogival nose. The projectile
will have either a boattailed (tapered) or
cylindrical (square) base and may be designed
with fins, depending upon the type of
stabilization required. The specific projectile
design depends very much on its function,
i.e., the type of target it is to defeat. As
discussed in Chapters 3 ana 5, the physical
characteristics of the projectile design contribute directly to the determination of both
the exterior and interior ballisdcs of the
weapon and to the dimensiors of the overall
weapon system.
The relationship between the projectile
characteristics (mass, diameter, and shape)
and the overall weapon system is seen by
considering a weapon system in which it
desired to extend the projectile range. Since
requirements specify the defeat of a certain
target, the projectile characteristics are not
changed. Thus, the only means of achieving
the increased range are by increasing the
chamber pressure, increasing the barrel length,
--r using a combination of the two. it is
evident that any of these changes will result in
a largcr, heavier weapon, if the designer is
limited to the use of specific weapon
materials.

diameter on the exterior ballistics. From this
short discussion, it can be seen that in the
projectile design, it will not be possible to
consider only the desired terminal effects;
how the projectile can be dimensioned to
achieve a minimum weight gun while still
uffectively defeating the specific target must
be considered also.
11-5 PROJECTILE TYPES
Projectiles commonly are classified accordin, to the type of warhead employed and the
tactical use for which the projectile is
intended. The various types of warheads have
bean described in detail in Chapter 3. Figs.
11-2 through 11-7 show simplified cross
sections of various types of projectiles that
are described brietly as follows:
I. High Explosive Antitank (HEAT), Figs.
11-2 and 11-2. Designed for the defeat of
armor, this projectile uses a hypervelocity,
shaped-charge jet formed by interaction of
explosive charge and liner to penetrate tank
armor. Since spin degrades penetration by
"defocusing" the jet, this projectile commonly is fin-stabilized.
2. High Explosive (HE), Fig. 11-4. Designed for defeat of personnel, materiel, and

If it were possible to change the projectile
characteristics while achieving the same
terminal effects, it is evident that compromises would have to be made in other aspects
of the weapon performance. Increasing the
diameter of the projectile while maintaining a
constant weight may result in a lower
chamber pressure to achieve the same muzzle
velocity, but will result in a shorter trajectory

field fortification through blast and fragmentation, the HE projectile consists of an
explosive charge contained in a thin-wall, steel
envelope. Depending upon the terminal
ballistic requirements, various combinations
of fragmentation and demolition effects can
be obtained by proper selection of wall
thicknesses and explosive charge size. Projectiles designed for fragmentation effects have
thicker walls and smaller bursting charges
than projectiles designed for demolition use.
The standard envelope consists of a 2- to

because of the effect of increasei projectile

3-caliber tangent ogive and a 2- to 3-caliber
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Figure 11-2. Folding Fin HEAT Projectile

7pre1-3.
Fied Fin HEA T Projectile

ft

Figure 174. HE Projectile

Figure 71.5. HEP Projectile
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Figure I I.A wPPrq*cti/e
cylindrical body. Depending upon the exterior ballistic requirements, the projectile
may have a 0.5 caliber boattail.
3. High Explosive Plastic (HEP), Fig. 11-5.
The IEP projectile is designed to defeat
armor through the spalling of the rear face of
the armor by action of shock waves produced
by detonation of the projectile explosive
charge on the armor front face. The fuzing
consists of an inertia type, base-detonating
fuze timed to detonate the explosive after it
has spread out (squashed) on the front face of
the armor. The projectile design consists of a
I-caliber tangent ogive and a 2.5- to
3.5-caliber cylindrical "c~y with a threaded
base plug con mining the base fuze.
4. Incendiary or White Phosphorus (WP),
FR& 11-6. Designed to provide smoke
screening and incendiary effects, the WP-type
projectile usually consists of HE projectile
metal parts redesigned to accept a press-fit
central bunter tube with an enlarged mouth
diawcter threaded internally to accept the
fuze.
5. Antipersonnel (APERS). The antipersonnel projectiles include all types of
projectiles designed to release lethal subprojectiles upon actuation or detonation. Canis-

ter and beehive projectiles are examples of
antipersonnel type projectiles.
The canister type projectile (Fig. 11-7) is
designed for the defeat of personnel in mass
attack by functioning immudiately in front of
the weapon to release a large number of lethal
subprajectiles. The projectile consists of a
cylindrical container filled with small slugs,
balls, or flechettes with a thin closure crimped
on the forward end. The walls are extremely
thin so that they will fail due to centriugal
force upon emerger-e from the weapon.
Longitudinal grooves are machined on the
outside of the wall to assist failure of the
walls. Dispersion of the payload is achieved
by centrifugal force and, therefore, is a
function of muzzle velocity, subprojectile
masses and spin. The lethal masses appear in
the form of a cone with its apex at the muzzle
of the weapon.
The beehive projectile, designed for the
defeat of personnel in mass attack from range
zero to maximum range of the weapon
through the release of flechettes at the desired
range, is basically a canister projectile fuzed
to function at specific ranges beyond range
zero. The fuze is a mechanical time (MT) fuze
that can be set for either muzzle action or
time increments of 100 m,

Figure I1-7. CanisterProjectile
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11-4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

.

11-6.1 ENVELOPE
In the design of the projectile envelope, the
designer must consider the different effects
that the firing, trajectory, and impact stages
of the mission have on the projectile. These
considerations will involve ihe structural
strength, aerodynamics, and the terminal
ballistic effects of the projectile envelope.

aa-

I. Aoility To Withstand Stress During
Firing. Regardless of the function of the
envelope as determined by "he type of
projectile, the envelope must show the ability
to withstand the stresses sustained during
won

*

"0,,
Ag

tation effect. In the case of WP projectiles,

a result of the propellant gas pressure acting
Son the base and thc wall behind the projectile
rotating band, and the acceleratien and
rotational forces acting on the entire envelope. Since the maximum rated pressures of
recoilless rifles are considerably lower than
for closed breech systems, the designer has
greater latitude in the choice of steel and
aluninum alloys, and also in the use of othcr
materials such as plastics, reinforced plastics,
and Fiberglas. A stress analysis on the
envelope configuration will establish the
specific strength requirements of the materials
to be used and confirms the adequacy of the
sections to withstand the firing stresses.
'i•-•following

the envelope makes a secondary contribution
in that the dispersion and burning effects of
the WP are controlled by the manner in which
the envelope fragments upon detonation.

2. Aerodynamic Stability. The second area

floigifrain
a
eemnd
b
analysis
of the specified performance
requirements:

"Once the type of stabilization has been
established, satisfactory aerodynamic stability
can be achieved by proper mass distribution
within the projectile envelope. In the absence

"11-10
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3. Terminal Ballistic Effect. The envclcpe,
while being structurally sound and dynamically stable, also may be a contributing factor to
the terminal ballistic effect and is a third
consideration in projectile design. In the case
of canister and beehive-type projectiles, the
envelope serves only to carry the warhead
from the launchin& weapon to the target,
whereas the warhead of a hi,$h explosive type
projectile contributes directly to its fragmnen-

firing (metal parts security). These stresses are

of projectile design is making the projectile
aerodynamically stable in order to provide a
controlled and predictable flight to the target.
The method or type of stabilizatiom-either
spin or fin, or a combinatium of both-is based
on the primary warhead type and configuration, and the effect of spin on the warhead.
For spin-stabilization, twists of rifling of I
turn in 18- to 30-calibers of travel are used.

(

of aer:dynamic stability, the net effect of the
aerodynamiz, inertia, gravitational, and gyroscopic (for spin-stabilized projectiles) forces
acting on the projectile will be to increase the
oscillatory motion of the projectile until it
begins to tumble.

The optimization of all three areas of
projectile design discussed in this section
usually is not obtainable, and leaves the
designer faced with the choice of making
trade-offs to achieve the specified military
characteristics.
11-6.2 REQUIRED INFORMATION
In order to prepare Ln initial projectile
design, the designer
must be
with the
information
as supplied
determined
by

1. Warhead Type. The designer is informed
of the category of primary target to be
Jefeated in order to determine the type,
configuration, and quantity of explosive or
chemical charge.
2. Caliber. The caliber of a recoilless rifle is
the diameter of its bore. The term caliber also
may be used as a unit measurement in
expressing the rifle length. Specifying the
caliber of the rifle determines the projectile
diameter

AMCP 706.238

3. Projectile Weight. As determined by an
overall system analysis to achieve the lightest
weight system compatible with range and
ternunal ballistic requirement;;, the projectile
designer will b- supplied with a maximum
projectile weight. This information, along
with the maximum chamber pressure, will
enable the designer to properly size the
projectile wall thicknesses and choose materials with the necessary strength requirements.
4. Maximum Chamber Pressure and Rifling
Twist. Specification of the maximum chamber pressure and rifling twist enables the
projectile designer to perform the necessary
stress analysis, to establish strength requireme',ts, and to assure that the projectile will
withstand the stresses sustained during firing.
5. Muzzle Velocity. In order ýo evaluate
aerodynamically the projectile design and
show that the projectile will meet minimum
trajectory requirements, the designer must be
provided with the muzzle velocity. Given the
muzzle velocity, the designer can determine
the necessary aerodynamic coefficients needed
to perform trajectory and stability analyses.
11-6.3 METHOD OF STABILIZATION
The method of stabiliza ion is based on the
primary warhead type and the effect of spin
on this type of warhead. As stated in par.
11-6.1, spin-stabilization is preferred because
it provides the best accuracy and is the most
economical round to manufacture. However.
if defeat oi armor is the primary purpose of
the system, a HEAT warhead is then required,
i.ecessitating the use of fin-stabilization,
Fin-stabilization is preferred for the HEAT
warhead since the jet is affected adversely by
spin. Even with flow-turned liners producing
spir compensation up to approximately 30
rev per sec or with fluted designs (up to
approximately 100 rev per see). a certain
amount of penetrLtion is lost compared to a
nonspinning warhead.

In recoilless systems with the exception of
the original 55 mm and 75 mm systems, the
HEAT projectiles are fin-stabilized to obtain
maximum armor penetration for minimum
caliber and weight. However, to improve
accuracy even the fin-stabilized rounds are
given a slow spin comparable to I turn in 160
to 250 calibers of travel. In imparting spin to
a fin-stabilized projectile, the spin must be
high enough to avoid resonance and low
enough to avoid magnus effects. Generally, a
spin rate between 10 to 20 revs per sec will
avoid either of these conditions.
If tWe purpose of the system is both
mntiarmor and antipersonnel for which finand spin-stabilization, respectiv'-ly, are preferred-the latter particularly for canister- and
beehive-type projectiles---the designer must
make a choice in favor of one or the other.
Generally, spin-stabilization is chosen and the
effect of spin on the fin-stabilized HEAT
round minimized by designing the HEAT
round without an obturating band. Thus, spin
transmission to the finned round is only
through friction o0 the obturating band on
thl projectile body against the rifling which is
usually equal to oi less than 30 revs per sec for
which a flow-turned liner can provide
adequate sp: i compensation.
11-7 METAL PARTS SECURITY-STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY WITHIN THE
BALLISTIC ENVIRONMENT
11-7.1 GENERAL
Upon completion of the
,aesign
layout that establishes thu .,, , ,io.figuration that satisfies the w' Ja,
veight and
material requirements, a
analysis is
conducted. This analysis establishes the
strength requirements of the materials and
confirms the adequacy of the section
thicknesses chosen io withstand the firing
stresses. Based on the resLlts of the analysis,
the envelope (section thicknesses) may have

11-Il
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to be redesigned to bring the stre3s levels into
practical limits for the commonly used
m'terials, Le., steel and aluminum. The
desired limits for steel are yield strength of
60,000 to 90,000 ps" for which low to
medium carbon steels can be used; the limits
for aluminum are yield strengths of 40,000 to
70,000 psi for which, in order of descending
preierence, the following alloys can be used,
6061-T6, 2024-T3, 2014-T6, 7079-T6, and
7075-T6.

3. The capability of the wall immediately
forward of the rotating band, the intersectici
of the bourrelet and the ogive, and the thin
section of the ogive to withstand the forces of
acceleration and rotation of the body and the
filler

Since the maximum rated pressures of
recoilless rifles are considerably lower than
for closed breech systems, the designer has
greater latitude in the choice of steel and
aluminum alloys, aný also in the use of other
materials sudh as magnesium, plastics, reinforced plastics, and Fiberglas. In choosing
materials, the designer should always keep
cost in mind and use the most economical
mater~als that will satisfy the structural,
aerodynamic, and warhead requirements. For
fixed-fin rounds, the fins usually are extruded
aluminum. Additional material considerations
are included under aerodynamic a. d warhead
design.

Althoug"- no analysis is conducted for the
forces applied during the engraving of the
rotating band, it iý recognized that these
forces exist and that temporary and/or
permanent deformation of the body can
occur due to band engraving. Particular
attention must be paid to this during the
initial metal parts security tests and if
excessive deformation is evident (greater than
or equal to 0.005 in.), the design must be
modified to eliminate it

"11-7.2 OTRESS ANALYSIS
i.- accepted nt ;thod of stress analysis is
based on thin-wan shell theory specifically
to the conditions of projectile design.
The analysis i-i conducted at specific critical
points based on 115% of the maximum rated
pressure and minimum metal conditions to
ensure an adequate factor of safety under all
temperature and pressure extremes.

Sadapted

The critical points are:

o

S1.The capablity of the center of the base

"andthe intersection of the wall to withstand
the ptopellant gas pressure and the setback
pressure of the filer
2. The capability of the wall immediately
behind the rotk ".g band to withstand
Spropellant
gas pressure, and the acceleration
and rotation forces of the body and the frier

4. The capability of all threaded joints to
withstand, in addition to the forces of
acceleration and rotation, those forces due to
relative distortion of the mating parts.

To avoid this body deformation problem
and the associated problem in the weapon
design, pre-engraved rotating bands generally
are used for recoilless projectiles. However,
when a pre-engraved land is used, it presents
two other problems; i.e., lack of obturation,
(propellant gas leakage past the band) and the
need for indexing the band into the rifling
during loading. The first problem is of direct
concern in the stress analysis in thai the
critical sections forward of the 'jand are
subjected to the propellant gas, a factor that
must be included in the stress analysis. This
problem can be alleviated by the use of a
plastic or rubber obturator. However, these
materials are quite sensitive to the effects of
temperature extremes, and therefore, are not
100 percent reliable. Consequently, even
when an obturator is used, it is good practice
to assume leakage will occur, thus applying
propellant gas pressure to the body sections
"forward of the pre-engraved rotating band
and/or obturator.
The formulas, as corrected empirically,
presently used in projectile design are given in
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Pef. 11. The formulas will give the longitudinal, radial, and tangential stresses of each

is always the very real (anger of an
inadequately inspected projectile being loaded

section and are nombined to give the resultant

and fired. An in-bore detonation of the HE i3

Gtress in accordance with the Hencky-Von
Mises theory of failure,

too high a price to pay for the design
alternative. Projectiles should not be designed
with joints in a-, area to be occupied by HE.
Press-fit joints are used on US Army
projectiles to seal WP within the projectile

11-8 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

a

"ratio

Upon establishment of the design parameters including method of stabiliation, the
initial envelope can be designed by methods

body; the British use threads coated with a
sealant for the same purpose.

of stress and aerodynamic analyses. Detailed
definition of the aerodynamic design parameters, criteria, requirements for stability, and
method of analysis are given un Chapter 4.
Generally, for either spin- or fin-stabilization, satisfactory stability can be achieved by
the proper distribution of the mass. For a
spin-stabilized projectile che designer should
attempt to maximize the axial (polar)
moment of inertia and minimize the trans'verse moment of inertia. This usually can be
achieved with a one-piece steel envelope with

2. Bourrelet Design To Minimize Balloting.
Another design consideration is the projectilerifle relationship during the travel of the
projectile through the tube. In-bore yaw
(balloting) should be held to a minimum
because it results in excessive yaw at muzzle
exit (aerodynamic jump). Two widely spaced
bourrelets (bore riding surfaces) fore and aft
of the rotating band are desirable with
minimum clearance between the land and
bourrelet diameters. Present practice defines
minimum bourrelet clearance as 0,002 in. plus
0.001 times the caliber in inches, with a

properly contoured walls. However, if the

minimum of 0.004 in. for 37 mm and smaller

of length to diameter (21d) exceeds 4 to
4.5 calibers, this may not be possible and
multipiece construction employing lightweight materials for the ogive and base may
be required. Beyond 6 to 6.5 calibers even
multipiece construction will not provide
sufficient gyroscopic stability, and fin-stabilization will have to be used if the warhead
requirements dictate a longer projectile. Ref.
14, even though quite old, can be used to
good advantage.

projectiles. A tolerance of plus zero minus
0.005 in. is specified for all projectiles. Thus,
projectiles may be designed for a maximum
clearance of 0.007 in. plus 0.001 times the
caliber in inches; or for 37 mm and smaller,
0.009 in.

11-9 OTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

3. Avoidance of Abrupt Surface Irregularities. Abrupt surface irregularities also should
be avoided. At any joint, the forward section
always should be flush with or slightly larger
than the mating part. This should be
maintained under all conditions of tolerance
and ovalify to prevent sharp, flat, drag-pro-

Within the general design considerations

ducing projections into the airstream (coin-

discussed in par. 11-8, there are several
specific considerations which deserve mention
in this paragraph.

monly referred to as the "reverse umbrella
effect").

1. Joints When HE Is Used. Multipiece
construction with joints exposed to the high

4. Prevention of Flow Separation. Ideally,
there should be. no separation of the airstream
over the projectile envelope during flight. If

explosive

never should be used in the

erratic flight does occur at some point in the

projectile

design.

alone

trajectory, it is most likely due to airstream

would dictate against this practice, but there

separation, or spin-yaw resonance, and/or

Inspection

costs
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magnus instability. This is particularly true
for fin-stabilized projectiles,
5. Boom Design for Fin-stabilization. In
the design of fin-stabilized projectiles, the
length of boom connecting the fin to the
projectile body is limited by the gun chamber
configuration. In many instances, use of the
boom to contain the igniter tube requires a
longer boom than necessary for projectile
stability. In addition to placing the fin in a
more rearward position than required for
stability, and emphasizing the attendant yaw
and pitch perturbation effects during launch,

irb

the tube also is subjecte-d to bending stresses

rotating band and then slowly rotate the
round until the proper location was found
before the round was driven home. In order
to chamber the round in one uninterrupted
motion, a means for automatically idexing
the projectile is needed. Automatic indexing
of the projectile is accomplished by the use of
two buttons located 180 deg apart on the

configuratiua (also referred to as an end
plate) is used to maximize the effectiveness of
the fin by deterring the movement of air over
the edge of the fin from the high pressure to
the low pressure side. The end plates also add
to the torsional rigidity of the fins, providing
a larger bore riding surface during launch and
preventing fins from entering into rifling,
In the use of foldng fins, the designer
should design the mechanism for opening the
fins to ensure simultaneous opening of all of
the blades. In the 106 mm Projectile M344,
the fins are opened by the entrapped gas
pressure acting on a piston geared to all fin
blades.

-

""

S": .....

8. Automatic Indexing Device. Experience
with recoilless rifles has indicated that in
loading a round into the weapon, difficulty
often was encountered in registering the
engraving of the rotating band with the lands
and grooves of the rifling. Therefore, it was
necessary to enter the round up to the

(flexure) due to unequal in-bore pressure
distribution and vibrations at launch and
during flight,
6. Typical Fin Design. For full caliber
fixed-fins, six-bladed extruded T-section fins
have been ,ised successfully. The T-section

,

dual flow generally can be avoided by the
placement of a trip ring approximately 1.3 to
1.4 times the spike diameter and located
approximately 1/3 caliber from the tip of the
spike. A trip ring is a sharp expansion in the
diameter of the spike, i.e., a ring or a flange.

'7. Spiked Nose. If the range requirements
are sufficiently short and the muzzle velocity
high enough that a spiked nose configuration
can be used, particular attention must be paid
to spike diameter and length to avgid a dual
flow condition. Dual flow is defined as the

reattachment of the shock wave off the tip of
the spike to the cylindrical portion of the
spike. Dual flow significantly increases drag
and is usually an inconsistent phenomenon
from round to round. Experience indicates
11-14

projectile bourrelet with their center points
on the centerline of the rotating band tooth
helix. The buttons are machined of brass or
similar material to the proper diameter in
order to engage the groove in the rifling. The
buttons are then crimped into holes in the
bourrelet and provided with a spring or
cushion that permits the buttons to compress
into the projectile if they first strike a land
before expanding into the rifling groove.
After these buttons engage the rifling grooves,
they force the round to rotate with the rifling
and thereby properly register the pre-engraved
rotating band into the rifling. The indexing
button also mey be a simple flat (leaf) spring
fastened to the body in line with a given land
of the rotating band ,oo that the spring will
expand into the rifling groove when loaded
into the rifle.
9. Avoidance of Mass and Configurational
Asymmetries. As stated
preiiously, a slow
spin is desirable for fin-stabilized projectiles
to reduce the effects of asymmetry. Although
initial spin can be imparted by the rifling, it is
often necessary to maintain the spin throughout the flight of the round. This can be done
by -ither beveling the leading and/or trailing

W

l,
,f

edges of fin blades or by canting the fin

on the forward portion of the projectile body

blades. The major difficulty in employing
either of these methods in mass production is
controlling the degree of bevel or cant within
the closely toleranced limits 'equired for spin
control.

may be used. If the complete round length is
short, as in the 57 mm and 75 mm systems,
this is not required. However, in 106 mm or
larger calibers, it generally is required.

11-10 WARHEAD DESIGN
In general, in order to achieve a desired
terminal ballistic effect, the designer is faced
with the problem of packaging the lar&,est size
warhead in an envelope that is structurally
adequate and aerodynamically stable. Specification of the projectile type usually dictates
the warhead size, shape, and type of explosive
"charge or chemical filler to be used, but also
will present design problems inherent with a
projectile type. Detailed design parameters
and criteria for terminal ballistic effects for
the various types of projectiles are given in
Chapter 3.

11-11 ROTATING BAND
The purpose of the rotating band is
threefold: to center the projectile, impart
spin, and provide obturation. However, for
recoilless projectiles, a pre-engraved band
normally is used for spin-stabilized projectiles,
i.e., the band is machined to match the rifling
in the tube. Consequently, the band provides
only two of the functions and if maximum
efficiency is to be obtained, a separate
obturating band is required.
o
i
d
qthe
The pre-engraved rotating band may be
machined directly from a raised projection of
steel integral with the body or machined from
another material which is swaged, threaded,
or welded to the body prior to machining,
For example, on the thin-wall HEP projectiles, the band is machined from a copper
overlay welded onto the body. Clearance
between the band and the rifling is held to a
-minimumto minimize propellant gas leakage.
To facilitate engagement of the pre-engraved
band into the rifling when loading the
cartridge into the weapon, an indexing button

A pre-engraved band is not used for
fin-stabilized projectiles fired from rifles
having a slow twist. Instead, a thin plastic
band, Geon or nylon, shrunk into a shallow
smooth seat is used. The forces applied to the
projectile wall during engraving of the plastic
band are minimal and usually can be ignored.
In addition to transmitting spin, the plastic
band serves as an obturator. An example of
this is the M371 HEAT Cartridge for the 90
im Recoilless Rifle..
By considering the advances
plastics, it may be possible for
to use plastic bands for
projectiles, thus eliminating

being made in
future systems
spin-stabilized
the cost of

pre-engraving and associated problems of gas
leakage and indeying.

11-12 OBTURATORS
Since the pre-engraved bands do not
provide obturation, it is often desirable to use
an auxiliary obturating band. This band
usually consists of a rubber or plastic ring
located behind the rotating band. The rear
edge of the obturator may be flared outward
to assist the propellant gas pressure in forcing
material into the rifling. However, this
generally is not required to achieve an
effective seal.
Many bai.d geometries are satisfactory, and
a groove or seat may or may not be required
to position the obturator while in the tube.
This is left to the discretion of the designer
based on test results. Of particular concern,
however, is the choice of materials that will
perform satisfactorily over the temperature
extremes of -65* to 140"F. One hundred
percent reliability under all temperature and
pressure conditions rarely can be achieved.

11-15
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11-13 STRAIN COMPENSATION
Because of the extremely thin walls of
recoilless ifles, deformation of the rifle due
to gas pressure and the attendant increase in
bore diameter are of considerable concern to
both the projectile and rifle designers. To
compensate for the expansion of the bore, the
diameter of the rear bourrelet is increased to
maintain the desired fit between the reojectile
and the bore during travel through the tube.
If an obturator is used, it also is designed for
the oversize bore condition. Consequently,
even when a plastic rotating band is used in
lieu of a pre-engraved band, it may still be
necessary to use a separate obturating band.
The amount of expansion usually is determined by the rifle designer and supplied to
the projectile designer. The 90 mm M67 Rifle
and M371 Projectile combination is an
example of a strain compensated system.
11-14 SHOT START
This is the force or chamber pressure
required to start the projectile moving A
minimum shot-start pressure is required to
achieve proper ignition of the propellant
particularly when pre-engraved rotating bands
are used. Generally, sufficient shot start can

11-16

be obtained by crimping the cartridge case
tightly to the projectiki. Forces of 8,000 to
10,000 lb can be obtained with a good crimp.
When sufficient shot start cannot be obtained
through crimping, a special tensile connection
usually is made between the primer and the
base of the projectile via a threaded joint.
This is particularly true in fixed fin-stabilized
projectiles in which the projectile boom and
fin assembly are used to contain the igniter.

11,15 SPIGOTS
A spigot weapon system-whether it be
mortar, closed breech, or recoilless-consis~s
of an over-caliber warhead mounted oa a full
caliber type (spigot) that is inserted into the
rifle barrel (muzzle loaded). The spigot may
extend partially down the barrel or all the
way to the chamber. The joiat between the
projectile base and the spigot may be either
fixed or loose to permit separation (discard)
of the spigot in flight. The basic purpose of
the spigot is to permit the launching of large
over-caliber warheads from lightweight, small,
weapon systems. An example of a spigot
system is the DAVY CROCKETT rccoilless
weapon system (see Figs. 1-13 and 1-14 in
Chapter 1).

AMCP 706-2M
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SECTION III
CARTRIDGE CASE
11-16 INTRODUCTION
Recoilless rifle cartridge cases differ from
ordinary closed breech cartridge cases due to
the require.nent that there must be provision
for rearward flow of the vented propellant
gases. The two most common chamber
configurations are the breechless-axial nozzle
rifle and the breech loading-multiple nozzle
rifle; both of which vent from the rear of the
rifle. Another vosble configuration is the
breech loading-forward orifice rifle that may
vent rearward from the sides of the chamber
or even forward of the chamber itself. These
three configurations are shown in Figs. 11-8,
11-9, and 11-10.
In these figures, it is shown that for thtbe
axial nozzle weapon, the rifle is usually
breechless and the function of the case is that
of a container and loading tool for the
explosive. It is, therefore, desirable for the
case to be disposed of during the firing cycle
so that cartridge case ejection is not required
as a separate function. Two systems-rifles

incorporating combustible or frangible car-

tridge cases-attempt to accomplish this
function. In the combustible cartridge case,
the case bums and contributes to the
propellant charge, whereas the frangible
cartridge case disintegrates and "blows" out
through tof

1"•-l7 THE PERFORATED
CASE

CARTRIDGE

S11-'7.1 GENERAL

',,/ ,•area

and enables the case to be made considerably
smaller than the gun chamber. The lighter
perforated cartridge case is considerably easier
to handle than a comparable closed-breech
cartridge case.
While the use of a perforated cartridge case
results in considerable weight savings, there
are several problems inheren'1 in its use. One
problem in the design of the perforated
cartridge case has been the selection of case
material of suitable hardness which will
ensure that the case deformation resulthig
from firing will be small eniough to allow free
extraction of the case. Another problem is the
selection of a material to cover th- perforations in the cartridge case for use with
fin-stabilized projectiles and the method by
which this liner is applied to the inside of the
case. The liner must be able to withstand all
the environmental and handling conditions to
which the case is exposed while (1) providing
an adequate moisture sel for the propellant,
(2) exhibiting sufficient strength to prevent
the propellant grains from punching through
the liner, and (3)

leaving no undesirable

residue in the weapon after firing.
Cartridge case perforations have been
sealed with various materials. Originally,
paper was
used,Now,
thenthepolyethylene
and
cellulose
nitrate.
preferred ri Athod
sealing the cartridge case perforations in
fin-stabilized rounds is through the use of
polyethylene terephthalate (PETP)* film. In
spin-stabilized ammunition, the propellant
generally is contained in a polyethylene/rayon
laminated bag.

cThe main advantage of using a perforated

In applying a PETP liner, the PETP film is
precut and preshrunk, and then placed inside
of the cartridge case which has been covered

cartridge case is the rapid radial expansion of
hepropellant
relatively
large
chamber volume.gases
Sineinto
the atotal
p¢-foration

with a suitable adhesive. A rubber mandrel
then
is inserted
the liner
andagainst
expanded
so that
the linerinside
is pressed
tightly
the

the case offers little resistance to the gas flow,

*Mylar (Type A),

greatly exceeds the bore or thioat area,

E. 1. DuPont, DeNemours & Co.
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inside of the cartridge case. This procedure is
described in more detail in par. 11-17.8. The
resulthig PETP lined case provides the
necessary moisture seal while being of
sufficient strenpilh to prevent propellant
grains from punching through the PETP film.
Manufacture of the perforated cartridge
case has been accomplished by two different
techniques. The preferred method of manufacture is to roil perforated sheet steel into a
cylinder and attach it to a machined head by
a copper braze. This method of manufacturhas superseded a previous, wore costly
method that used a drawn steel case
manufactured in a manner similar to artillery
cartridge cases. Prior to tapering and necking,
the required number of perforations is
punched out one row at a time.

Iing

11-17.2 EFFECT ON INTERIOR BALLISTICS

The data for Fig. 11I-11I were obtained for a
variation in percent peiforation area and a
corresponding variation of charge necessary to
obtain a muzzle velocity of 1150 fps. It will
be noted that as the percentage perforation
increases, the charge required to maintain the
1150 fps muzzle velocity increases. This is
due to the increased propellant loss and
decrease in peak chamber pressure.
It also can be seen that for a 100 percent
perforation area (zero strength cartridge case)
the rearward recoil is minimized with a
corresponding increase in the charge required.
At the other extreme, approaching a zero
percent perforation area (this approaches the
performance of a closed-breech weapon), the
charge requirement drops off sharply (increased efficiency) and the recoil increases
greatly. It is to be understood that a balance
between recoil and ballistic efficiency has to
be chosen, with the understanding, for

purpose Af discussion, that an increase in
In the design of a perforated cartridge case,
its effect or ballistic performance is of prime
importanice. Ballistic performance includes

charge simply indicates, a decrease in efficiency.

factors such as:

11-17.3 EFFECT

OF

HOLE DIAMETER

PERFORATIONI

1. Rearward recoil

These characteristics are dependent upon the
cartridge case perforation parameters, as well
as those associated with the charge and
chamber-nozzle configuration.

Fig. 11-12 shows another set of data. In
this cuse, both the charge and perforation
hole diameter were varied while maintaining
the 1150O fps muzzle velocity. In addition, the
total perforation area was held constant at 50
percent. Thus, the hole spacing was increased
as the hole diameter was increased, s -i that
percentage of area effects will not be
interpreted as hole-diameter effects.

Determination of the dependence of the

The general trend of the curves in Fig.

2. Peak chamber pre~sure
3. Propellant loss,

upon the cartridge case perforation parameters, is a complex problem, which in prior
practice, mainly was arrived at experimentalCaseow
Mesults
sth
57 mumeia
lypa. 11-17.3for
het5fmerical reut I Is Cshow
nu
A spc-1. fcs
inya.
tested with the Ml18 Recoilless Rifle to
illustrate the relative performance expected in
varying the perforation parameters.

curves with the saine principles applying,
except that the limitations on the extremes of
hole size are more severe than those which
hople diameercapproachesforato aexeeds the
aea.eeIf the
prorato
s
apply toamperentraghe
propellant grain length, the loss of unburnt
propellant will be excessive. If, on the other
hand, the hole diameter is reduced very
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greatly, the welt thickness between holes
must, correspondingly, be made very small in

rather than evenly distributed. Fcr the Type
III case,, where the gases were forced to flow

order to maintain a constant 50 percent
perforation area.

forward in the cartridge case, the perforation
pattern resulted in high pressures, failure of
the cartridge case, and high recoil unbalance.
The test results show that the propellant
losses are roughly inversely proportional to
the average distance the propellant grains
must travel to be ejected, and that the major
portion of the flow is concentrated at the
nozzle end of the case. The primer has been
assumed to have negligible effects upon these
tests of hole disposition, since the same type
was used for all tests. However, the idea
cannot be discarded entirely that, if other
ignition configurations had been tried, slightly
different results might have been obtained.

The foregoing information is presented for
the purpose of indicating the trends of the
experimental results which may be expected.
Likewise, the results that follow indicate the
trend of effects which were found by varying
the arrangement of the perforations (which
were assumed to be arranged in a uniform
pattern).
The effects of perforation disposition
were determined by comparing three types of
distribution:
1. Type 1. holes evenly distributed over the
normally perforated section
2. Type II. holes concentrated in the
breech half of the normally perforated section
3. Type III. holes concentrated in the
muzzle half of the normally perforat.d
section.
All three cases were perforated with 200 holes
of 9/32 in. diameter (50 percent of the
perforation area of the M30AI BI Cartridge
Case). The hole pattern for Types II and III is
identical to that of the M30AIBI Cartridge
Case, except that the muzzle and the breech
sections of these respective cases are not

The actual data from Table ! 1-2(A) were
adjusted, for ballistic variations, to a condition of equal muzzle velocity and recoil
unbalance as indicated in Table 11-2(B). In
adjusting both of these factors, the effective
throat area was changed. These adjusted data
show no large difference in the initial charge
with increasing pressures when comparing
case Type I to I1. In making these
adjustments to the data, it was assumed that
the fraction of charge expelled did not change
with charge or pressure level. The adjustment
relations used are
AVm /Vr,

0. 75&Te/Te
4 AC 2/C 2

AVm/V

Ap"/Po = 1.5ATe/Te
Table 11-2(A) contains the experimental
data for the three cartridge case types. The
unperforated section of the Type III cases
ruptured when fired; the perforated portion,
on the other hand, remained intact, and
showed no apparent deformation.
Judging from the amount of recoil
unbalance and the pressures obtained for the
various cases, there are inoications that the
flow of recoil-compensating gases is somewhat
concentrated to the rear of the chamber,
11-22

OPF$ = (AC 2/C 2)[2 + (AC2/C 2)]
(11-1)
where
we
-

muzzle velocity, fps

T,

= effective nozzle thrust, lb

C2

= charge burnt, lb

P

= peak pressure, psi
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TABLE 11-2

CARTRIDGE CASE DATA FOR M3OAIBt
(A) Evaluation of Pwforation Dispotiko In ti. M30A1 B1 Caem

IType

con

Peek

Rwwurd

Chelle.

Preur,

Veoty.

9

Psi

Recoil.
In.

Propellant Loe

fps

g

ien

ifr

A

1

385

6180

6.3

1150

74

19.2

1!I

370

7370

9.8

1146

81

21.9

300

9400

1245

37

12.3

ii*

35

*Cast Ruptured
Pr~eljlant Lot PA-30191

AJ own 200 9132-1n. hole (50 pen~nt of normal arse)

(B) Evduatwon of OeDa Adjue to Condition of Equl Unbelance and Mazdle Velocty
Peek
Cue

Chae',

Type

9Pei

I
II
ill

385
380
390

Reerwrd

Presms.

6180
7415
8675

The information obtained for the 57 mm
rifle cartridge case probably may be extrapolated to other rifles within reasonable limits,
However, there ar,. other factors, such as the
chamber configuration, which also have to be
considered in the design and modification of a
case when a particular weapon is in question.
The ratio of cartridge case perforation area to
nozzle throat area, for most of the cartridgecase-rifle combinations, ranges from 8 to 12.
It may not be possible to reduce this ratio by
50 percent, but a 30 percent reduction of
perforation area probobly can be made-with
no appreciable change in recoil unbalance or
excessive chamber pressures-and this would
permit a slight reduction in the total charge.
11-17.4

Propllant Loas

Rooil,

Velocity,

In.

fps

6.3
6.3
6.3

1150
1150
1150

74
83
48

parcent
19.2
21.9
12.3

the breech following firing. Thus, the
maximum allowable deformation of the
cartridge case, during the firing cycle, is
determined by the very practical requirement
of removing the spent case through the rifle
centering ring. This deformation, in turn,
depends on the differential pressure which
develops across the webs of the perforated
case and the strength of the case structure.
The differential pressure AP is simply
liP = Pi-P

0

(1 -.2)

where
Po

pressure acting on outside of cartridge
case (this may differ from the chamber
pressure ordinarily measured at the
chamber wall), psi

PRESSURE
DIFFERENTIAL
ACROSS CARTRIDGE CASE
Pi

The cartridge case must be removed from

g

=

pressure acting on inside of cartridge
case wall, psi
! i-2.

_______j

This is illustrated in Fig. 11-13.
&Her again, as in determination of the

solution may be built up, starting with *t
most bade "membrane solution" an adding

ballistic performance of the cartridge case, it
has been found necessary to use experimental
data in order to arrive at definitive results.
Particularly, in the cms of differential
pressure determination, the experimental

to it the other applicable perturbations-i.e.,
bending effocts, dynamic effects, plastic flow,
etc.
In addition to this process of building a

programs had limited results due to the
difficulty of instrumenting the cartridge case
walL

solution from the basic parts, one additional
important factor must be accounted for,
namely, the fact that tWe cartridge case is
perforated. A simple, direct method that
accounts for the perforations is discussed
later. This is followed by a limited discusion
of some analytical investigations that hawv
been performed while developing the "full"
perforated cartridge case stress anplysis. Thu•
methods are

Experimental reults were obtained for the
57 mnm Recoilless Rifle, M 18, with the M30
Cartridge Case. A typical presure characteristic is shown in Fig. 11-14. This particular
trace was obtained at the raiddle position of
the case, although similar results are reported
at both ends of the cartridge case.
Note that two peaks occur in the
differential pressure AP trace. The firat peak,

1. "Equivalent" Pressure and Ilastic Constants for the Perforated Cartridge Case. In an
array of closely spaced perforations, alternate

at about 2 macc before there is any
appreciable chamber (wall) pressure Ps, is
probably associated with primer pressure.
This peak, between 400 and 800 psi, faWls off
until full ignition, at which time (4-5 msec),
the d&fferential pressure rises to a maximum
juzt prior to the n-Aximum chamber (wall)

rows or columna of holes generally are offset
from each other so that each hole way be
imagined to be in the centee of a hexagonal
area as shown in Fig. 11-15. Thus, the
effective pressure P, acting over the hexagonal area is really only the part of the
P which acts on the
differential pressure

pressure. Both press.res, P, and A. fall off
rapidly thereafter, AP having attkined a
maximum value on the order of 1250 to 1500I
psi and P, a maximum of almost 7000 psi.

ligaments (the parts of the case left intact
after it is perforated).

In view of the highly empirical nature of
the results presented in this paragraph, it
should be emphasized that they are presented
in order to provide design guidance. At
presentý no more adequate model of titese
phenomena is availible. Therefore, the cartrinde case designer must initiate an experimental-anslytical program geared to his
specific needs.
11-17.5 STRESSWA•ALYSIS

SThe

stress

analysis of the perforated

cartridge cas ýs similar to that used for mnany
other configurAtions, .nchvding the recoe .(
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rifle itself. By this, it is meant that the "fu(!"'

Thus, in a method of equivaltat elastic
constants, the ligament material is considered
as if it were "spread-out" over the case
periphery; as if the "equivalent" cae were
unperforated. Then the equivalent P. is
adjusted to be
Pe = [1 - (2v-r)/(ak)]AP, psi,

(11-3)

where
AP = differential pressure acting on pe-forated cartridge cases, psi
r.

- perforation radius, in.

a. h

=

distances shown in Fig. 11-15, in.

I
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Figure 1.1-14. Pressure DifferentialAcross 57 mm CartridgeCase, M3L
The elastic constants of the resulting "equivalent" thin case are adjusted to obtain
"equivalent" elastic constants. Material useful

constants, a stress concentration factor is used
sometimes to account for the variation in
stress across the ligament. This variation is

in this area may be found in Refs. 1, 2, 3, and
4.

approximately parabolic with minimum stress
occurring at the center and maximum stresses
at the edges. To account for stress concentration, the nominal or average stress avg is
modified by the factor

In addition to the use of equivalent elastic
11-26
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Figure 11-15. PerforationArray (Perforationsin Cylindrical CartridgeCase of Radius r)
-t-

,

2[1 - (2r,/a)]/ 1 2

be = equivalent unperforated cartridge
case wall thickness, in.

,a,,, = ra

{I1 + 2[1 - (2t,-/a)]3 12 }, psi
(11-4)

Eqs. 11-6 and 11-3 can be combined with Eq.
11-5 to relate the nominal or average hoop
0

stress

2. Membrane Solution (Hoop Stress).
Assuming the perforated cartridge case shell
to be represented by an equivalent unp-.rforated shell, the hoop stress Uhop is given by
okpo, = Pelr/b,

psi

where
-r

cartridge case radius, in.

(11-6)

b [ 11 - (2r,/a)

to obtain the maximum stress max.

hoop

directly

to the

differential

pressure AP.
o'tuO = [AP(r/b)] [a/c(a - 2rp)1
x [1 - (2TrP@/(ah)]

(X1-5)

(11-7)

By use of the general expression in Eq. 11-4,
the maximum hoop stress (ahoop) max is
given
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= •(cr max =

P(r/b)] a/(a [x
1 - (2

/ah)]

2

r)I

Q0

=

2PM0 , lb-in. 1

p

=

[3(1

(11-10)

(11-8)

X {1 + 2(1 - (2r,/a)]3 /2}, psi
3. Fixed End Condition. In accounting for
cartridgL case restraint at either end of the
cartridge case cylinder, it is frequently useful
to make a further assumption, based on the
"apparent mechanisms involved in restraining
cartridge case deformation. This assumption

-V2)/(rob

2)11/1

where P, is found from Eq. 11-3. v* is the
effective Poisson ratio of a perforated plate
and is discussed fully in Ref. 1. The exact
definition of !b also is given in this reference.

will frequently take the form of a "fixed'" end
condition, i.e., zero deformation and zero
rotation at the end. This assumption is, in
many cases, justified due to the relatively
massive nature of the restraining portions of
the rifle and of the cartridge case itself,
compared with the perforated portion. In
addition, the assumption is "conservative"
resulting in an upper bound on longitudinal
bending stresses.

S

If a more complex idealization of the end
restraint is found justified by a particular
design, it will be necessary to perform an
interaction analysis between the perforated
cylinder and the geometries idealized at the

*

0.0

end in question. The number of possible
combinations of configurations that may
interact are endless. The reader is referred to
the NASA Report TR-R-103 by Johns and
Orange, Theoretical Elastic Stress Distributions Arising from Discontinuities and Edge
Loads in Several Shell-Type Structures (Ref.
15).
For the case of fixed end restraint as shown
in Fig. 11-16, however, it has been shown in
Ref. 1 that the maximnum end moment Mo
acting on the perforated portion of the 3hell is
given by Eq. 11-9.
¶/('•,p'iP¢rb_

M
M-,
0 ....
.

-

1. Plastic analysis. To determine extent
of deformation of the k. ,ssure loaded
cartridge case, in connection with removal of
spent cae
;4,
2. Discontinuity anajysis. To obtain
accurate bending stress estimates near the
ends of cartridge .ase
3. Dynamic analysis. To account for the
time dependency of cartridge case reaction to
extremely short duration loading.
11-17.6 LINERS FOR THE PERFORATED
CARTRIDGE CASE
In selecting a material to serve as a liner (or
seal) for the recoilless rifle cartridge case, the
following criteria must be considered:

(in. -ib)-in."t
O(1(11-9)

and the end shear Q, is given by
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4. General Perforated Cartridge Case Analysis: The preceding discussions use analyses
that have been performed up to this time, in
connection with stresses in perforated cartridge cases. These investigations largely have
been restricted to "membrane" and "fixedend" analysis of elastic members. It is to be
emphasized that other avenues of approach
exist and should be pursued in the course of
cartridge case design. These additional approaches include

1. It must leave minimum unburned
residue in the gun chamber and barrel after
firing, which could interfere with chambering

AMCP 7X4138
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Figure 11-16. PerforatedCase Force Diagram-FixedEnd Conditions
of succeeding rounds or induce their premature ignition.
2. It must produce no exessive smoke,
acrid fumes, or corrosive products on
combustion.
cm
o
r

3. It must have good
resistance.

rough-handling

4. It must funcionng
not
o affect the ball;stic
ammniton.PETP
th adversely
ffmigration
5. It must resist ultraviolet radiation,
weathering and temperature shock, and in
general, show good long-term storage stability.
6. It must serve as an effective water vapor
barrier.
7. It must not allow an electrical spark to
be generated due to friction of propellant in
motion.

i

type of propellant, i.e., single- or double-base,
to be contained by the liner. The liner
material must resist the tendency of nitro~~~glycerin to migrate
from
double-base
glycrinto
frm
mgrae
dublebas propelproellants into the liner, resulting in a nitroglypropellant and an
S~cerin-starved
overly plasticized liner.

In the case of an adhesively fastened liner,
the adhesive bonds and joints must resist
rough handling, temperature shock, weathering, and long-term storage, and be unaffected
when in contact with double-base propellant.
11-17.7 MATERIALS FOR LINERS
Two types of adhesively fastened liner
material have been developed, namely,
1. Polyethylene Terephthalate (PETP)*.
shows good resistance to nitroglycerin

and is therefore suitable for use

with double-base as well as single-base
propellants. Suitable thickness range-from
the standpoint of rough-handling resistance,
residue problem, ana ballistic performance-is
0.003 to 0.006 in. Cartridge cases must be
free of sharp burrs to prevent puncturing of
the PETP film; and, to prevent electrical
charge build-up, all metal parts of the
completc round should be electrically connected by removing the anodizing from the
threaded connections. The PETP cartridge
case liner is an adhesively fastened internal
liner of PETP film.
2. Cellulose Nitrate (CN). This material has
poor resistance to nitroglycerin migration,
and cannot be used untreated as a liner for
cartridge cases containing double-base propelcartr
aseh o ntainin
le-base popelehlcluoeapidt
Nsa
lant, although, in principle, ha thin
coatingol of
serve as a barrier to nitroglycerin migration.
*Myar (Type A), E. 1. DuPont, DcNcniours & Co.
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The adhesively applied liners find their
greatest application in rounds containing
fixed- and folding-fin stabilized projectiles. In
rounds containing spin-stabilized projectiles,
the propellant is contained in a polyethylene/
rayon laminated bag that is positioned around

the cartridge primer.

A completely internal liner (flat sheet

The RS type cellulose nitrate is considered
the

most

suitable

prolonged storage satisfactorily and is resistant to thenral shock. Dip-coating the
extruded CN liner would appear to reduce the
possibility of damaging the seal when
chambering the round, but this has not beenI
proven conclusively.

of the

cemented to the inner wall of the case) is not

commercially

subject to damage by the fin portion of the

available lacquer types. It has the highest
percentage of nitrogen, 11.8 to 12.2, as

fro-stabilized rounds. The cartridge case thus
would act as a protective barrier for CN, and

against 11.2 to 11.7 for AS type and 10.7 to
11.2 for SS type .ellulose nitrate. It has
higher burning rates, lower water vapor
permeability, higher tensile strength, and
better physicl and chemical stability than the
latter types. While high-viscosity CN is
suitable for the production of extruded
tubing, the 5- to 6-sec CN is tie. preferred
viscosity range for dip solutions. A viscosity
higher than 5-6 sec gives solutions too viscous
at solid content high enough for dip
application of the liner. The CN must be
plasticized (e.g., with approximately 10
percent by weight of dioctyl phthalate) to
nmake the film more pliable and distensible. In
addition, plasticization of CN film serves to

the possibility of cook-off due to contact of
the liner with hot parts of the gun would be
considerably less than in the case of an
external CN covering. Development of an
internal liner of CN was superseded by the
development of the PETP liner (Ref. 6).

reduce moisture absorption and permeability

to control atmospheric conditions and to

of the film, and improve resistance to aging or
embrittlement. An oiganic stabilizer, 1.0-1.5
percent by weight (e.g., diethy'diphenylurea*) must be added to CN to improve its
heat stability. Due to the extreme sensitivity
of CN to ultraviolet radiation, approximately

remove dangerous solvent vapors, thus adding
appreciably to the cost and limiting the
ability of certain Army facilities to apply this
type of liner.

5 percent of lampblack must be incorporated
to obtali. effective light stabilization,

liner is for an adhesive to be applied to the
edges of the liner sheet that is precut to size.

Another advantage offered by an adhesively sealed internal liner is a simplified and
more rapid production method (Ref. 7) which
eliminates the solvent hazard associated with
a dip operation. The internal liner also is more
economical. The time required for the
application of the dipped liner is excessive
due to the need for allowing drying periods of
16 hr. In addition, precautions must be taken

Normal procedure in the case of the PETP

The liner is cut from a roll of PETP film that
11-17.8 APPLICATION OF LINERS
The factors that follow must be considered
in the application of PETP and CN liners to
recoilless rifle cartridge cases. The dip-applied
CN seal is unsatisfactory because of the
tendency to develop cracks around the
periphery of the cartridge case perforations
during long term storage. A dip-coated,
shrink-fitted extruded liner of CN withstands
*Certain substituted phenols (e.g., p-methoxyphenol) aad
known to be more effective heat stabilizers (Ref. 10).
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previously has been shrunk approximately
three percent by heating in an oven at 2250 F.
This eliminates shrinkage occurring when heat
is applied later and prevents undue stresses
from developing in the adhesive bond, which
would tend to pull the liner away from the
case wall. After positioning the liner in the
cartridge case, a rubber covered expandable
mandrel is inserted and inflated with air to 1
psi. The whole assembly is placed in an oven
at 225*F for IS rmin to soften the adhesive

and permit it to flow. The case is then

AMCP 706-2W8

from the oven and allowed to cool,

0.removed

"after which the expander is deflated and
removed,
An external PETP sleeve for recoilless rifle
cartridge cases, applied by using the "shrink"
characteristics of PETP at elevated temperature, is not satisfactory (Ref. 8). PETP is not
"combustible in the sense that cellulose nitrate
is combustible, and having the metal case
between it and the propellant results in the
slieves blowing off without burning, leaving
undesirable residue in the weapon after firing.

where high rates of fire are trying to be
achieved by the use of the frangible case,
residue build-up on parts of the loading
mechanisms has been sufficient to prevent
chambering of the next round. Besides
causing some amount of residue in any
application, the frangible cartridge case has
the disadvantage of influencing the interior
ballistic,- of the gun by the manner in which
the burning of the c&se can affect the
propellant ignition and combustion.
11-18.2 REQUIREMENTS

It should be noted that the CN liner was

The design of the frangible propellant

developed to replace the polyethylene bag
(Ref. 9) which had low resistance to rough
"handlingand abrasion (Ref. 5).

envelopo must meet the following minimum
requirements:

11-18.1 GENERAL

"1.Maintain chemical, physical, and
dimensional stability over the temperature
range of-65' to +160'F when tested as an
independent item or as a complete round of
ammunition for a period of 300 hr

The use of a frangible type cartridge case
has many inherent advantages. Some of these
advantages are

2. Possess sufficient mechanical strength
to support itself and the propellant charge,
and be capable of resisting rough handling.

1. They weigh considerably less than the
same caliber steel or aluminum case.

3. Produce no corrosive, abrasive, or
toxic effect or exhibit excessive muzzle
smoke ot flash when tested in complete
rounds of ammunition.

11-18 THE
FRANGIBLE
CASE

CARTRIDGE

2. Their cost is relatively low because of
the use of inexpensive tooling.
3. The simplicity of tooling and know-how
permits their manufacture in practically anj.
type of shop.
4. Their use eliminates an operation in the
firing sequence, namely, case extraction,
resulting in a higher rate of fire.
5. Finally, they eliminate fired cartridge
cl6.
case disposal problems.

Though having many advantages in ý.s use,
the frangible cartridge case has the disadvantage of causing gun fouling in certain
applications. In breech-loaded recoilless rifles

4. Be chemically compatible with single-base and double-base nitrocellulose and
nitroglycerin propellants and have resistance
toward nitroglycerin migration at temperatures up to 1800F when tested as an
assembled cartridge.
5. Be resistant to fungus, moisture and
have low vapor transmission to propeilant or
other cartridge components.
Be chemically compatible with materials of the cartridge and packaging container.
7. Shall not ignite under the influence
of electrostatic charge during handling.
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8. Will completely disintegrate leaving min-

spring-loaded iris-type nozzle. The nozzle is

imum residue in chamber of the weapon upon
firing,

spring-loaded so that it enlarges as the
ammunition is chambered, and returns to its
firing position when the ammunition has
passed through the nozzle area. When the
frangible case was used in this weapon,
residue accumulated between the segments of
the iris nozzle rendering it inoperative. Thus,
"it was feasible to use the frangible case.
Basically, the same problem existed in the
120 mm HAW weapon ;n which the fragments
and residue were excessive enough to prevent
chambering of the following round. Although
these tests were considered encouraging, they
were never carried to completion. It is
believed, however, th.t a successful frangible
type envelope could be developed for future
systems.

9. Must not affect weapon functioning
"by causing an excessive build-up of pressures,
"velocities, and recoils thereby rendering the
weap%)n unserviceable,

"10. Have sufficient strength to withstand
"roughhandling and resist tearing upon loading
into weapon. It shall be inserted easily
through the breech of the weapon without
any damage occurring which would cause
propellant grains to come into contact with
the weapon breech and/or chamber.

*4

11. Must be constructed of material with
insulating qualities to permit a satisfactory
rate of firing without cook-off occurring.

*•€•

11-18.3 MATERIALS
CASE

FOR

11-18.4 THE DAVY CROCKETT
TRIDGE CASE

FRANGIBLE

Many materials have been tested for use in
frangible cases, but most have had to be
rejected. Kraft paper and cardboard emit
smoldering particles, smoke profusely, and do
not bum entirely. The same problems exist
f3r polyethylene and Mylar in addition to
their lack of desired or necessary rigidity.
Further, these plastics in general retain the
"propellant during the combustion cycle for
too short a period to influence the interior
ballistic functions, and do not act as a heat
sink (as do metal cases) to help in reducing
gun temperature. Additionally, the high
velocity plastic fragments at times damage the
' 'projectile
firis.
The one material which appears to possess
most of the desired characteristics is Fiberglas
polyester. Considerable experimental work
was conducted with this material for experi-

mental 90 mm PAT and 120 mm HAW
weapon systems.
The experimental 90 wm ?)AT is a
breech-loaded centrai orifice weapon using a

A successful frangible envelope was designed and employed in the DAVY CROCKETi' weapon system. This, however, should
be considered a special or unique application
and the requirements previously cited do not
necessarily hold in this situation. It is a very
simple application of a frangible envelope.
The DAVY CROCKET[ weapon is little,
more than a launching tube with an integral
nozzle. In this system, the frangible package
contains the propellant, the ignition system,
and a remote control firing cable. The system
is muzzle-loaded and, therefore, the envelope
is not subjected to any greater shock loading
than those encountered in the standard rough
handling tests. Because of the relatively high
angle of
propellant
firing will
gravity. If

""..
ý

elevation in normal use, any
envelope resiJue remaining after
drop from the weapon due to
any residue shovd remain in the

tube, chambering of the next round will

"wipe" it down into the chamber. Further,
since the rate of fire of this weapon is
contemplated to be relatively low, visual
inspections may be made between each firing.
This application uses phenolic resin, although
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many other plastics adequately will meet the
requirements.

11-1w) THE UNPERFORATED CARTRIDGE
CASE
If a recoilless rifle weapon system were
developed which used an uinperforated cartridge case (other than frangibe), there would
be several inherent advantages, namely,
1. Manufacture of the cartridge case would
be easier.
2. The cartridge cases would be less costly.
3. Problems with liner materials would be
eliminated.
4. Smaller diameter and less bulky chamher would be required.

5. Possibly lower strength, lighter we.ght
cartridge case materials could be used.
One such system developed is the 90 mm,
M67 with M112 Cartridge Case in which the
propellant gases flow directly rearward to the
nozzle. The M112 Cartridge Case is a
relatively simple case. It is drawn from an
aluminum disc and has a straight bore
diameter with a slight external taper to
facilitate extraction. A flange base is provided
for extraction. The case has an anodized
finish to provide erosion resistance to the hot
propellant gases.
A phenolic laminated Kraft paper disc is
employed in the base of the case to position
the projectile in the cartridge case and serves
to provide uniform ignition before rupturing
and discharging through the nozzles of the
weapon. The mouth of the case is crimped to
the projectile to provide a specified bullet
pull.
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SECTION IV
IGNITER
11-20 INTRODUCTION

,hk

11-20.1 SCOPE
oheating
e tm
Ts cn
This section presents methods used in the
design of ignition systems for recoilless rifles,
A general discussion of propellant ignition is
followed by special considerations and design
parameters involved in ignition systems for
recoilless rifles. Ignition system elements and
their functions are discussed, and test and
evaluation procedures outlined.
Emnyhasis is placed on conventional ignition
systems as used in the majority of current
recoilless rifles. Configurations that have bven
developed to satisfy requirements peculiar to
nonconventional or special purpose weapons
or ammunition are presented briefly for
information purposes.
11-20.2 BACKGROUND
Basically, ignition of propellant is achieved
by application of heat to the surface of the
propellant grains. This application of heat
normally is achieved by envelopment of the
propellant grains in a stream of hot gas. When
the surfac• temperature of the gWain reaches a
certain value T, (ignition temperature) effective iignition occurs. The time interval during
which the heat is applied and the rate of heat
application are iraoortant factors in attaining
"this criticat temperature. If the itime is too
shlort or the rate of application too slow, the
ignition is unstable and effecti•e burning may
or may not take place. If i-1:does take place, it
does so after a widely variable time delay. The
0function of an ignition system is to produce
hot gas with sufficient heat energy and action
time to assure effective and uniform ignition
of thve propellant charge.
The propellant charge is an array of

propellant grains with air spaces between and
inside the grains. The hot gas produced by the
ignition system flows through these air spaces
the surface of the grains to the
ignition temperature. Ideally, the ignition
system would be so designed as to initiate
combustion simultaneously over the entire
surface of the propellant charge. However, in
practice, the igniter gas does not reach all
surfaces at the same time and may never reach
some areas at all. Also, the gas is cooled as it
flows thr'ough the propellant charge and may
not retain sufficient heat energy to ignite the
more remote grains. In a closed breech
weapon, if hot Bases from the igniter do not
reach all parts of the charge, the combustion
of grains near the igniter produces additional
hct gases which aid in the ignition of more
remote parts of the charge. The rise in
pressure accompanying this gas production
further promotes combustion and increases
the effectiveness of total charge ignition. The
recoilless weapon, with its vented chamber
and perforated cartridge case, does not
function in the saute manner. If the initial
region of ignition is localized near the igniter
tube, the gas pressure developed tends to eject
the more remote propellant grains from the
case bcfore they have been ignited. A
significant portion of the charge may even be
ejected unburnt or partially burnt through the
nozzle of the weapon. Either of these
occurrences will degrade uniformity of
ballistic pe~formnance. Thus, in a recoillm.ss
weapon system, simultaneity of ignition over
as much of the charge as possible is far more
critical than with closed breech systems;
consequently, design of the ignition system
becomes a matter of signi'lcance.
General design principles that have been
formulated for recoilless rifle ignition systems
are presented in the paragraphs that follow.
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11-21 IGNITER CONFiGURATION

With few exceptions, primers used in
recoilless ammunition are standard small arms
percussion primers.

mixtures have a higher caloric output per unit
weight than black powder and are generally
less hygroscopic, they rarely are used in
production systems due to high cost in
comparison with the marginal improvement
over black powder ignition. They do,
however, provide a convenient means of
obtaining effective ignition in cases in which
physical dimensions or strength re.uirements
of the projectile do not allow sufficient
igniter tube volurme to contain the necessary
quantity of Al black powder.

11-21.2 SECONDARY IGNITER CHAWIfE

11-21.4 PRIMER ADAPTER

11-21.1 GENERAL
As shown in Fig. 11-17, a conventional
recoilless rifle ignition system consists of
three basic elements: primer, secondary
igniter charge, and main igniter charge.

AND IGNI-

TION TUBE
The secondary igniter charge (usually
FFFG black powder) acts as a booster charge
for the primer. Due to the relatively large size
of recoilless rifle ignition tubes, the primer
often does not produce sufficient flam-te to
assure efficier.t ignition of the main igniter
charge along iPs entire. length. In thiWs case, the
main igniter charge is initiated at one end and
burning proceeds linearly along the ignition
tube. Since the velocity of a flarne front in
black powder is approximately 1300 fps,
burning of this type results in a measurable
time delay between ignition of propellant
grains at the rear of the charge and those at
the front. This results in pressure gadients in
the weapon chamber, ignition delays, and
generally poor uniformity of ballistic performance. The use of a secondazy igniter charge
greatly reduces the possibility of this
occurrence by increasing effective primer
output. The combustion of the FFFG, which
is more easily ignited and faster burning than
any of the commonly used main iwiiter
materials, rapidly produces a high velocity
flame that efficiently ignites the mdin Lniter
charge.
11-21.3 MAIN IGNITER CliARGE
The main igniter charge that produces the
hot gas for propellant ignition, consists
usually of grade A l black powder. Much work
has been done with other igniter materials
such as zirconiumlead dioxide or barium-

potassium

nitrate pellets. Although these
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The remainder of the ignition system
consists of a primer adapter and a perforated
ignition tube usually of aluminum or brass.
The prime adapter contains the primer and
secondary igniter charge and. serves to fix the
ignition tuLb
to the cartridge case. In
fin-stabilized ammunition, where the ignition
tube is part of the projectile, the primer
ad.zpter may teive the added function of
providing a shot start for the projectile. The
ignition tube contains the main igniter charge
and is perforated in such a pattern as to
control the distribution of igniter gases to the
propellant charge.
Studies have been conducted and some
limited use made of systems incorporating a
linear source of ignition. These systems
consist of a length of PYROCORE* (small
diameter lead tubing containing a core of
PETN) centrally located and running the
entire length of the main igniter charge with a
primer affixed to the rear end. A cutaway
view of this type of system is shown in Fig,
11-18. Since the velocity of flame propagation in PYROCORE is approximately 12,000
fps (10 times that of black powder), this
system most nearly approximates the desired
instantameous ignition of the main igniter
charge.
Also, since the main igniter charge requires
a lesser degree of confrifement to asure
*,:. 1. DuPont. DeNemours & Company. Inc. Tradcnantc
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"complete combustion, the ignition tube may

designed with a greater number of

The small size of this component makes it
'advantageous in serving as the link between

perforations for better coverage of the

some form of mechanical firing mechanism

satisfactorily ignite PYROCORE, a detonatype of primer is required. Primers of this

black powder. Initiation of combustion by
mechanical means is a key feature of the small

Stype sustlly are electrically or stab actuated
and do not lend themselves to firing by
conventional gun mechanisms. Thus, PYROCORE ignition systems normally are not used
unftseaonorammunition design is such
that uniform performance cannot be easily
achieved by more conventional means. For
example, the DAVY CROCKETT wystem with
its central orifice d-sign and frangible
cartridge case provides an environment in
which the propellant charge had virtually no
confinement. In order to sur;,5 , combustion
under this condition, e'.cremely rapid initiation was mandatory. Therefore, PYROCORE

arms primer since other initiating stimuli,
such as electrical energy, frequently require
more complicated initiating mechanisms and
place mote constraints on the weapon system.
Small arms primers are also available with a
variety of chemical formulations depending
upon the type of brisance, corrosive effects,
and temperature storage capabilities required
for a specific application. While the small
arms primer does not produce the large
amount of high-energy gas to ignite effectively the entire propellant charge in a recoilless
rifle cartridge, it is used effectively as the
means for igniting a material such as black

"ignitionsystems were

powder.

prplaiad

S•t~ion

developed and standard-

h giinof an intrmtra uha

ized for this weapon system.
11-21.5 PRIMER

The two types of primers used in recoilless
rifle cartridges are the small arms and artillery
types. The features, advantages, and disadvantages of both types of primers are detailed in
the paragraphs that foliow.
11-21.5.1 Small Arms Percusion Primers
The small arms percussion primer has the
feature of being one of the smallest devices
available for converting mechanical energy
from an appropriate source into chemical
energy in the form of a deflagrating
pyrotechnic rt'action. The small arms primer
consists of a metal primer cup into which an
impact sensitive mix is loaded. After covering
the mix with a paper disc, a metal anvil is

If

a small arm=

primer is used in the

initiation sequence, successful detonation of
the primer must occur before any propellant
ignition will take place. Although the small
arms primer has attaineu a very high
operational reliability, there have been cases
in which primers have failed to function
despite the applicaticn of an adequate input
energy. The failures have been analyzed, and
in nearly every case were found to be due to
high environmental temperature, excessive
exposure to high environmental temperature,
and/or humidity. During installation of the
small arms primer, the primer anvil is reseated
farther into the primer cup in order to achieve
the proper sensitivity level. Failure to reseat
the primer results in the primer reqtiring a
considerably increased firing energy fo-

pressed into the cup over the mix and paper

detonation. Reseating the primer anvil to a

disc. Impact by a suitably constructed
hemispherical end firing pin on the primer
cup will losally compress the impact sensitive
mix between the indentation in the primer
cup and the anvil, causing it to deflagrate.

point where the priming composition separates until none is present between the cup and
the Op of the anvil can result in no
detonation occurring regardless of the amount
of firing energy applied to the primer.
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11-21.5.2 Artillery-type Primers

11-22 BASIC DESIGN INFORMATION

Artillery-type primers are very similar in
configuration to the igniter configuration
shown in Fig. 11-17, except that no
secondary igniter charge is used. The desired
features or advantages of the artillery-type
primer are very much like those for the igniter
system of par. 11-12, in that the primer tube
can be made as long as the cartridge case
allows in order to radially distribute the
igniter gases throughout the entire propellant
charge.

In order for the most effective ignition
systein to be designed, pertinent characteristics of the weapon, the projectile, and the
propellant charge must be defined. Most
important to the designer are propeliant
composition, burning rate, web size, and
physical dimensions of the propellant package. These factors genemally are dictated by
system requir-ments and limitations such as
projectile velocity, acceleration, weapon
strength, and erosion characteristi:s (see
Chapter 5 on Interior Ballistics), Thus, the
package selected on this basis may be far from
optimum from a standpoint of effective
ignition due to the following considerations:

The problem

with using conventional

"artillery-type primers in recoilless rifle applications occurs in trying to ignite uniformly
the propellant charge in long cartridge cases.
For long artillery primers, the black powder
igniter cnarge withir the narrow primer tube
tends to restrict gas flow down the length of
the perforated tube. Without the presence of
a secondary igniter charge to produce a higher
velocity flame front, a time delay exists
between the ignition of black powder closest
to percussion primer and the ignition of black
powder at end of primer tube. T.his tine delay
results in a corresponding uneven ignition of
the propellant charge that surrounds the
primer tube.

o

Whereas the conventional closed breech
weapon can sustain a lower pressure rise
during the ignition process and still have an
established ignition of the propellant charge
before the projectile begins to move, the
recoilless rifle must have a rapid rise (3-4
miec) to peak pressure in ordei to sustain
propellant ignition. At low pressures, the
propellant gases in a recoilless rifle bunt
through the cartridge case liner and begin to
flow through the case perforations; if ignition
has not occurred throughout the propellant
charge, the resultant pressure loss results in a
slower low-pressure burning of the propellant
which, in some cases, may generate a chamber
pressure that is insufficient to expel the
projectile.

1. Propellants of different compositions
vary in ignition temperature and cooling
effect.
2. The burning rate coefficient reflects the
ability of the propellant to support combustion. Those with higher values support
combustion more readily at low pressures.
3. Propellant grain size and web thickness
control
a. Amount of free space for propagatior. of igniter gases
b. Surface area presented to the igniter
gases
4. Charges having large diameter with
respect to length increase ignition difficulty.
No quantitative assessment can be made of
the overall effects of these factors on ignition
reliability. Also, technology developed for
one system cannot be applied necessarily to
future developments. Thus, a complete
ignition system development may be required
for any specific recoilless weapon system.
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11-23 DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE
11-23,1 GENERAL

SThe
411

4

discussion that follows is a general
development procedure used successfully for
recoilless weapor, ignition systems. Much of
the theory is qualitative in nature and seres
only as a guide to relative effectiveness of
ignition. Accertance or rejection of a system
must be based on the only valid measurable
criteria; i.e., uniformity of ignition delay
time, chamber pressure. and muzzle velocity.
It has been determined experimentally that
a black powder chaige of about 100 grains per
pound of propellant is required for effective
ignition. 1 is known that effective ignition
becomes increasingly difficult as igniter
loading density is increased, with P value of
0.03 lb/in? considered to be the maximum
allowable. Thus, for a propellant charge of C
pounds the minimum volume of igniter tube
can be calculated. liowevpr, the length of the
igniter is limited by the length of the
projectile bcom in the case of a fixed
fin-stabilized round or the length of the
cartridge case for a spin-stabilized round.

that the propellant charge b-, ignited simultaneously over as much of its surface as
possible. Therefore, a'. this point, an igniter
tube hole size and puttern must be determined to best achieve this condition. The
equation of state for the gas inside the igniter
tube is takea as
P[V - (c, - N)/p•i

Fi

11-23.2 DETERMINATION OF HOLE SIZE
AND PATTERN
As me,-ticned pirviously, it is necessary

it

12(N - N') F, psi
(11-11)

where
P

=

instantaneous
pressure, psi

space-mean

internal

V

internal volume of igniter tub#, in.

Ci

igniter chaige weight, lb

N

=

weight of igniter gas produced, lb

N'

=

weight of igniter gas discharged from
igniter tube vents, lb

Pt

=

density of solid igniter material,
lb-in-?

h1

impetus
(ft-.b)-(lb)

Also, for fin-stabilized ammunition, the
igniter tube is part of the projectile in flight,
and restrictions may be placed on the
dimensions of the igniter tube by exterior
ballistic irequirements and strength requirements of the projectile. If thdse considerations do ot permit an igniter tub, of the
required volume, conventional ignitei design
procedure cannot be followed. It then
becomes necessary to investigate the feasibilitv of higher energy igniter materials or more
sophisticated ignition systems, Alternatively,
the weapon system may be re-examined and a
projectile design change effected to permit
increasing igniter tube volume.

=

0o

igniter

material,

1

The weight N of igniter gas produced up to
time t is
Nt

pi

ft

6o1 )1Sdt, lb

where
(re).

S

burning rate (linear)
m.,terial, in.-sec-

of igniter

= instantaneous surface area of igniter
material, in?

By use of conventional theory for isentropic flow of a perfect gas assuming sonic
velocity, the we ght N, of gas discharged
from the igniter tube up to time t is
represented by
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N'=

PAZ,

L Ct

F/

2

vf.A~ i/

12

dt

(11-13)

The assumption is now made that the
igniter tube pressure renais constant over
the relatively short ignition time ti. Integration of Eq. 1 1-15 over this time results in

where

Fry

"= total area of primer tube perfora-

)It]+

tions, in?
y=

g

ft--lb

ratio of specific heats (cn /c.),
igniter gas, dimensionless

(11-10)

for

The ene-gy required ER to raise the surface
of the propellant to its ignition temperature

ftSeC'2

in time tj is

= acceleration due to gravity, ft-sec 2

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. 11-1I,
11-12, and 11-13 results in an expression
total
relating internal igniter tube pressure to
perforation area for any givei, weight of
igniter material. However, this method is
extremely cumbersome and, since unknown
igniter gas distribution and 1Ncat losser dictate
that final ignition parameters be determined
experimentally, it is unnecessarily pre•..se. By
the use of a few reasonably accurate
assumptions, the perforation area can be
approximated in the manner that follows.
The energy made available to the propellant by the weight flow dN't/ dt of igniter
'"es from the igniter tube during the interval
dt can be written (cp)iTodN',. The igniter
material specific heat at constant pressure
(c. ), is used since the flow process is
isenthalpic. The total energy EA mate
available to the propellant during the time
interval 0 to t is
A
t
(11-14)

ER
where

[c#pktI

t 2

/ A,(Tt

-

Ta)

(11-17)

c

specifc heat at constant pressure
antfressbre
ropell
p propellant,
(ft-ib)-(lb-*Ky

p
k

density of propellant, ib-in?
thermal conductivity of propellant,
lb).(n?.sec.*K/in.

A,

surface area oi' propellant, in?

T

Ta

=

ignition temperature of propellant,
OK
amuient iemperature, *K

Assume uniform distribution of igniter
gases and negligible heat loss, EA = ER;
therefore
J

where
T

=

isochoric flame temperature of pro-

Substituting from Eq. 11-13
(c =o

PA,

2

(-

J

\(vr +1)/( -1)]1/2 dt (15)

)1/2A

sysicins. However, in recoiiiess weapon
systems, several of these characteristics vary
slightly over the range of propellants and
igniters used. Thus, the equation can be

simplified by insertion of average
greatly
values for these
characteristics. For igniter

gases,
11-42
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-

= (c~pktf)As(Tf -11-18)
gEq. 11-18 is a general solution for ignition
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"(ca))= 620(ft4b)-(lb-*Kr1

11-23.3 SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

To = 2500WK

The total surface area A, of any propellant
charge can be expressed in terms of physical
dimensions of a single grain, charge, weight,
and density.
4
D+ nw
1_12

= 1.25
F, = 80,400 (ft-lb)-(lb)r'
Likewise, for a typical double-base propellant
c

= 540 (ft-lb)-(b-PK)-1

Ta=

:•=.'i•:perature)

p
k

C = propellant weight, lb

203°K (lowest conditioning ternpeaur)D
= 0.0561b-in-

3
= density of solid propellant, lb-inr

p

diameter of propellant grain, in.

3

= 7.8

X 10-3 (in-sec-°K)"l
(in. 2-sec.*K/in,)-

(11-19)

PAptj = 0. 0166A v'j

w

= propellant web, in.

L

=

(ft-lb)-

Thus, for the specific case of recoilless
weapons, Eq. I1-18 reduces to

"4

' I

where

T, = 9000 K
,

p "D 2 - npw2 + 2

As

n=

length of propellant grain, in.
number of perforations in propellant
grain

Perforation areas obtained using Eq. 11-21 are
normally

______

or

within 115 percent of the area

actually required.
0.

in.?

SAt

(11-20)

Two sample calculations are shown, and
the calculated areas compared with the actual

"areas:
It has been determined empirically that in

1. Example 1: 57 mm M18 Recoilless Rifle

"order to assure uniform ignition, t1 should be
2 msec or less and this value normally is used
for igniter calculations. Also, internal igniter
tube pressure should be held to approximately 1000 psi. This is nigh enough to assure
uniform burning of the igniter mat-.rial yet
low enough to preclude any serious structu:M.
problems in igniter tube design. Substitution

!

C = 0.74 lb
w = 0.021 in.
D = 0.063 in.
L

= 0.271 in.

of these values into Eq. 11-20 results in an

:•,t,

expression ror perforation area Ap as a simple
function ^f prnn4.lant _1irface area AF

* --

n=

From Eq. 11-22
4(0.74) r 0. 063 + 1(0. 021)

0056 L(o. 063)

"A,
"AP, 3.71- 10"4 A,, in?

(11-21)

I

=

-

1(0.021)2

_

i

2(0.271)]

1356 in?
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From Eq. 11-21

The effect of increasing the diameter of the

A1 ,=3.x 10-11356) = 0.503 in?
The actual perforation area used in the
M18 System is 0.60 in? Thus, the calculated
area is approximately 16 percent low.
2. Example 2: 105 mm M27 Recoilless
Rifle
C = 7.516 lb
w = 0.038 in.

holes while maintaining a constant perforation area is to reduce the maximum
propell nt pressure in all firing temperature
ranges. Increasing the hole diameter reduces
the velocity and temperature of the igniter
gases, resulting in nonuniform combustion of

1

the propellant charge and a lower maximum
pressure. Further increases in the hole
diameter eventually result in such a low
maximum pressure that "poop" shots begin
to occur during low temperature firing-. It has
been established that, for most cases,
perforations should have a diameter less than
3/8 in.

D = 0.266 in.
Once the hole size has been established, th%
number of perforations is calculated by

L = 0.612 in.

dividing the total perforation area by the area

np = 7

From Eq. 11-22
4(7.5)"(0.266) +7(0.038)
As =
(0.266) + 7(0.038)w
0 5 ning

of

1
2(0 612)1

a

single

hole.

To

obtain

uniform

distributions of the igniter gases around the
diameter of the charge, perforations are
arranged in six rows 60 deg apart around the
igniter tube diameter with each row containan equal number of equally spaced holes.

=5137 in.?
From Eq. 11-21

Returning to Example 2 of par. 11-23.3 for
the 105 mm system, the calculated total

A,0 = 3.71 x 10'4(5137) = 1.906 in?
The actual perforation used in the M27
System is 1.80 in? The calculated value is
approximately 6 percent high.
,

*

-

11-23.4 SELECTION OF HOLE PATTERN
asix
Once the total perforation area has been
determined, the number and pattern of
perforations must be selected. Ideally, a tube
containing a large number of very small
perforations would provide the most uniform
coverage of the propellant charge. However,
this results in thin, low-energy flame jets that
cool rapidly and do not satisfactorily
pe-meate the propellant charge. Experimental
investigations have shown that perforations
less than 7/32 in. in diameter are impractical
for recoilless ignition systems.
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perforation area is 1.906 in?. Therefore, if a
hole diameter of 7/32 in. is assumed (area =
0.038 in?), the number of perforations in the
igniter tube NAf= 1.906/0.038 = 50.2 :- 50.
Thus, for this example, an initial design of six
rows of eight or nine 7/32-in. diameter holes
is indicated. The design as finalized contained
rows of eight 7/32-in. diameter perforations.
11-23.5 PRELIMINARY BALLISTIC TESTING
For preliminary ballistic testing, ig&iter
tubes of the previously selected geometry are
sectioned and provided with a transparent
window for observation of primer function.
The tubes are loaded with the estimated
charge of inert, simulated black powder (100
grains per pound of propellant) and a live

I
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primer and secondary igniter (1 grain per 100
grains of black powder). Internal thermocouples are placed at several points along the
length of the tube for measurnment of flame
temperature as a function of time. The
primers are then fired and high-speed motion
pictures taken. Analysis of these films in
conjunction with the temperature records
permits selection of the primer-secondary
igniter combination that most efficiently envelopes the main igniter charge in flame. This
study also serves as a basis for refinement of
primer adapter design.
When a primer-secondary igniter combination has beer chosen, igniter tubes are then
loaded with the estimated charge of Al black
powder. These tubes are loaded into sectioned
"%•artridge cases containing inert propellant
grains of the proper size and configuration.
The igniter tubes are fired, and high-speed
motion pictures again are taken and analyzed.
The analysis considers the following characteristics:
1. Time from primer initiation to first
appearance of flame jets, ant; variance in time
of appearance of flame ets along the length
of igniter tube
2. 1ength of propagation of flame jets
through propellant, and variance in this length
3. Variance ki time of propagation of
flame jets to mosT remote propellant grains
4. Lateral flame coverage of propellant
grains located between igniter tube flash holes
5. Duration of flame jets,
By use of these characteristics, modifications
in igniter char3e and ignit-r tube design are
studied to optimize flame coverage of the
propellant charge.

conducted in a test weapon instrumented for
measurement of chamber pressure as a
function of time. These pressure-time records
are as vital a factor in ignition system
development as in prototype weapon de. 'gn.
Fig. 11-19 shows pressure-time records from
two identical rounds fired during early phases
of one development program. The curve of
Fig. 11-19(A) is typical of normal ignition in
a recoilless rifle. Fig. 11-19(B) represents a
round in which adequate ignition was not
achieved. Notice that the time to reach
maximum pressure in Fig. 11-19(A) is much
shorter than in Fig. 11-19(B). In addition, the
unevenness of this portion of the curve in Fig.
11-19(B) indicates localized pressures which,
as mentioned previously, are not conducive to
good i&nition. Some ignition delay is to be
expected due to primer delay and time
required for flame propagation. Within
reasonable limits (ti < 2 msec), the absolute
magnitude of delay time is relatively unimportant. Most significant is consistency in both
delay time and in the shape of that portion of
the pressure curve within this time. The
inconsistency of these parameters in the
example given required redesign of the
ignition system.
After the initial firings are completed, the
pressure records are analyzed in conjunction
with records of projectile velocity. The
velocity data are also important since
nonuniform round-to-round velocity indicates
incomplete or erratic burning of the propellant charge which most likely stems from
inadequate and/or nonuniform ignition. Further refinements of the propellant-ignition
package, if required, are made at this point.
11-23.6 FINAL ENGINEERING TESTING

propellant-ignition

After preliminary tests have been completed and a prototype propellant-ignition
system selected, full scale uniformity firitis
are initiated. Large samples of ammunition

p•.ckage has been selected, several complete
rounds are loaded md fired. Firings are

are conditioned at several temperatures
ranging from -65* to +160*F and fired from

Once

a preliminary
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a completely instrumented weapon. Measurements of velocity, chamber presure, and
weapon recoil are subjected to extensive
statistical analysis to wsure reliability of
future performance. Also, these firings we
fox general function, misfires,
7f~monitored

hangfres, or other indication of ipwtion
system inconsistency. If any difficulties ate
encountered in these firiap, they are resolved
by reversion to the preliminary ballistic test
procedure for further refinement of system
characteritic-s.
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SECTION V
THE FUZE
11-24 GENERAL
A fuze is a device for igniting, detonating,
or releasing the charge of a warhead either
upon impact, at a certain predetermined time,
at a specific distance from the target, or under
other desired circumstances. Essentially, the
fuze must initiate detonation at the optimum
time while assuring that detonation does not
occur prematurely. Therefore, the fuze must

4

,
,

insure the safety of the round during normal
handling while taking advantage of the forvs
or effects available during and after launch to
activate and prepare the fuze for firing.
Since the functici of HEAT, HE, and HEP
projectiles is the same fox- both recoilless rifle
and closed breech weapons, the same type of
fuze is used in both type of rounds.
11-25 TYPE UF FUZING

v

"'

]The Aiiscussion that follows is a general
suivty of the types of fuzing associated with
varioas types of rounds. A detailed discussion
of ýhe principles of operation and the
problems of the design and development of
thAthe fuzes is contained in Ref, 13.
.I High Fxplosive Antitank (HEAT). Proi.ctiles of this type contain a shaped charge of
hlgh explosive to effect the penetration of
armor by means of the "Munroe" effect,
Saperquick (SQ) fuze action is required with
tLese rounds to preserve the proper standoff
distance required for the shaped charge effect.
The period of time from impact until

detonation of bursting charge is on the order
of 100 $me. Nose type contact fuzing
generally is employed to achieve this action.
One such fuze employs in explosive element
in the nose with a provision for its detonation
products to be "spit back" through a tube to
the base of the shaped charge. Another means
that has been employed to accomplish this
result is to place a piezoelectric transducer in
the nose and use the voltage generated upon
irpwct to initiate an electric detonator in the
base of the shaped charge.
2. High Explosive l".astic (HEP). Projectiles
of this type use a base-detonating (BD) fuze
with a functioning delay to allow time for the
plastic filler to flatten against the target prior
to initiation.
3. High Explosive (HE), Smoke, and
Target Practice (TP). These rounds are
generally contact fuzed with a point-detonating (PD) fuze. Some HE rounds have been
fuz&. with settable mechanical time (MT)
fuzes equipped with a point-delonating
element. This combination providesi for an
airburst capability if desired.
11-26 SAFE-ARM SEPARATION
An important function of the fuze safing
system is to ensure that the detonating pin or
arm is locked in position during handling and
gun firing. After firing setback, this safe-arm
subsystem arms (unlockis) the firing pin when
the desired safe sepuration distance has been
achieved between the gun and projectile.
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SECTION VI
PROPELLANT
11-27 INTRODUCTION
Dining the firing of a gun, a mass is
accelerated to a desired velocity and given
direction by the expansion of a gas in the
c.hamber behind the projectile. In ordor to
accelerate the projectile to velocities of
greater than 1000 fps in the length of the gun
barrel, a source of energy is required, capable
uf generating sufficient pressure within less
than 20 msec; the time available to -coelerate
a projectile. Alto, the energy source must be
readily manufactured, easy to transport, and
capable of being safely applied. Because the
time cycle involved is quite small, there is not
sufficient time for the completion of slow
processes such as heat transfer. Solid chemical
prgpellants meet these energy requirements
pr~pilats
eet hes enrgy equremnts
the gaseous products to
furnishing
also
while
propel the projectile.

•,

A gun can be fundamentally described as a
heat e
. When the propellant charge i
ignited,
gases
are generated by the burning of
te srace ofeeacheropedlan
grainurni a
the surface of each propellant grain and a

the gun
pressure
rapid
chamber.
As the increase
projectile occurs
begins toin move
due
to this pressure increase, the chamber volume
increases, resulting in a decrease in the
increasesuresultingpinoaidecrease insthe.
chamber pressure. 1iwvever, the burning rate
of the propellant surfaces is high enough so
that the net effect is a rapid increase in
chamber pressure unti a maximum is reached
when the projectile is at a relatively short
distanz.e from the start of the gun barrel
rifling. As the projectile travels beyond this
point, the pressure drops until at muzzle exit,
the pressure is, depending upon propellant
-ind gun design, 10 to 30 percent of the
maximum pressure.
While pressure aLt. to drive the projectile
forward, a rearward force, recoil, also acts to
move the gun backward. In recoilless rifles,

these recoil forces are countered by the
rearward discharae of gases through a nozzle
at the breech. Conditions can thus be
controlled so that there can be a balanu of
recoil and projectile momentums. Since about
hl~f of the generated propellant gas is
discharged from the chamber, only the other
half remains to increase the pressure in the
gun which means that the reqstired propellant
wei&,jt for a recoilless rifle may exceed that
for a comparable closed breech rifle by a
factor of as much as three to one.
The purpose of propellant design for a
specific gun is to select both thc correct
cheriical formulation of propellint material
and the correct granulation, i.e., specification
of the individual grain configuration, which
npiguretime hito
to th
of t i
will give rise to the prm'ssre-time history

required to achieve the specified muzzle
velocity while not exceeding the structural
limitations of the weapon. Whereas these
limitations constitute one set of design
problems, consideration also must be given to
cartridge case volume, nozzle erosion, reduction of flash and smoke, and ballistic
uniformity. It may not be possible to satisfy
all of these considerations; therefore, a certain
amount of compromise is necessary.
Cartridge ca-e volume may place limitations on the amount of propellant charge that
can be used so that a propellant with a higher
level of available energy per unit weight or a
propellant configuration with a higher loading
density may have to be used. The rate of
burninr, of the propellant must be controlled
so that the rate of gas evolution ýoes not
develop peak pressures exceeding structural
limitations on the rifle. Burnt propellant
should leave little or no residue that could
corrode the rifle bore, create smoke, or
reduce weapon efficiency.
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It is also desirable to use a cooler burning
propellant in order to decrease nozzle erosion
and produce combustion gases that are as cool
as possible at the muzzle in order to reduce
flash and thus prevent exposure of the gun
position by night. Ry the same token, it is
desirable that the mbustion be smokeless to
prevent obeo .Aion of the target and
revealing of tlu gun position by day.
To ensure ballistic uniformity, the propellant grain should be capable of complete and
"uniformignition, and be uniform in size and
shape. Also, the propellant should be capable
of being stored for periods of time up to the
rated useful life without decomposition or
deterioration which would result in nonuniform or erratic ballistic behavior.
*• 11-28 HISTORY

2. Both T25 and T28 Propellants possessed
excellent storage life.
.3. Use of either T25 or T28 Propellants
resulted in 50 percent lower velocities and
pressures, depending upon temperature, than
the Ml0 Propellant when tested in the 106
mm Rcoilless Rifle.
4. The T28 Propellant met the requirements of the 106 mm ammunition while
generating a 1.600 psi lower peak pressure
level when using the same charge amount as
used with the MIO Propellant. The T28
Propellant was given the M26 nomenclature
and recommended for standardizatior for
other recoilless rifles and guns as applicable
(see Ref. 2).
T28 Propellant
is recommended
forAlthough
use in recoilless
rifles, highly
specialized,

In the early stages of recoilless weapon
development, double-base propellants (M2
and MS), both single- and multiperforated
grains, were used depending on the system
caliber and bore length. As the weapon
development progressed, however, doublebase propellants were found to be excessively

systems, such as the DAVY CROCKETT,
have used double-base propellants despite
their highly erosive characteristics. These
propelirnts were employed because of their
superior ignitability and because higher
imretus propellants were required to meet
system r~jirements. Also, the concept of

erosive in the nozzle areas for weapons
intended to be used for repeated fire. This
condition seriously curtailed weapon life.
Improved ignition systems and a change to a
single-base propellant (Ml0) increased weapon life threefold.

employment of nuclear systems did not
anticipate large numbers of rounds being
fired.

Subsequent to adoption of M10 Propellant,
a program was initiated to develop an
improved propellant with respect to chemical
stability, pressure-temperature relationship,
ant' loading density for the 106 mm
Recoiliess Rifle, M4OAI. Three propellants
were developed for study to satisfy this
requirement-T1S, T25, and T28. Results of
this study were:
1. TI8 Propellaist was not acceptable as a
substitute becaase of loading density prob-

"lems.
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11-29 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
11-29.1 PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS
On a composition basis, propellants are
div. Jed into the following three groups:
I. Single-base Propellants. Nitrocellulose is
the principal active ingredient of a single-base
propellant. It may contain a stabilizer (usually
-ossessing plasticizing properties) or any
other n.aterial in a low state of oxidation.
Inhibiting or accelerating materials such as
metals or metallic salts also may be included.
M10 Propellant is an example "a single-base
propellant.

I

S• ' . . . . . .
...

2. Double-base Propellants "Double-base"
generally defines propellant compositions
containing nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin. A
better definition of a double-base propellant
is one iontaihing nitrocellulose and a liquid
organic nitrate that gelatinizes the nitrocellulose. It also may contain additives similar to
the single-base compositions, Nitroglycerin
propellants have not been used extensively in
the United States as standard propellants
because their high combustion temperature
makes them quite corrosive, reducing the
service life of the gun. Furthermore, they may
possibly be in short supply in an emergency.
M2 Propellant is an example of double-base
Tropellant.
3 Tripk-base Propellants. These propelLan". have three basic active ingredientsnitroglycerin, and nitroguanidine-in addition to such other additives as
"may be necessary. MI5 Propellant is ax
example of a triple-base propellant.

Snitrocellulose,

11-29.2 IMPETUS
A,

-

"7' "

Impetus i6 a measure of the energy
available in a propellant compositio, expreswd in toot-pounds of energy per pound
of propellant. The impetus is proportional to
the number of moles of ps released per
pound of oropellant and to the flame
temperatue of the gas. A high impetus
propellant would rcquire fewer pounds of
charge to achieve a given muzzle energy than

2

11-29.4 WEB THICKNESS
The web thickness of a propellant grain is
the minimum burning thicLness or the
minimum thickness of the grain between any
two boundary surfaces.
The relationship between
percentage
change in web thickluess and percentage
change in peak pressure is a reciprocal
proportion. For example, a 4 percent decreases
in web thickness of the single-perforated M 10
Propellant grain used in the 57 imm M 18
Recoilless Rifle System resuits in a 10 percent
increase in peak pressure. Decreasing the web
thickness also cauws the peak pressure to be
reached in a shorter time and, therefore, at an
earlier point in the projecile travel. Ircreasing
the web thickness has the opposite effect and
results in a longer rise time to peak pressure.
11-29.5 BURNING RATE
The rate at which the burning surface
recedes along the normal to the propellant
surface is known as the linear burning rate It
is a characteristic of the propellant and. for a
given composition, depends only on the initial
propellant temperature and the chamber
preuure. Empirically, the linear burning rate
r is given by Eq. 11-23.
-r =a, + btP", in. -sec-

(11-23)

where

a propellant with a lower impetus.

"ai.h, constants dependent upon propel11-29.3 FLAME TEMPERATURIE
'4

Flame temperature or more accurately
isochoric flame temperature is the temperature at which the gas is evolved from the solid
propellant when combustion is at constant
volume. While a high impetus is desirable for
efficiency, a high flame temperature is
undesirable because of resulting iticreased
erosive and muzzle flash characteristics,

lant and initial temperature
PC

chamber pressure, psi

nI

combustion index,

dimensionless

For a given propellant srape, a propellant
composition with a higher burning rate results
in a shorter time to consume the propellant
charge; therefore, peak pressure is reached in
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a shorter rism time and at an earlier point in
projectile travel
11-29.6 PROPELLANT SHAPE
The basic grain shapes are
1. Cylindrical with one or more perforations running completely through the grain
from end to cad
2. Cords or ribbons
3. Thin, flat grains in a variety of shapes:
diamond, square, hexaoonal, circular, circularperforated, etc.
4. Smoothly spherical (such as ball powder) roiled, rough-spherical.
in general, the combustion of propellant
grains progresses evenly from the surface
where ignition occurs, through subsequent
layers of the explosive as each layer reaches
the ignition temperature. Thus. propellants
burn only on their exposed surfaces. For a
epven gun design, optimum ballistic performance is obtained by the correct rate of gas
production and total burning time. The bum
rate and burn time are determined by
selecting; a propeUant composition with the

extensively to improve temperature coeffic.nts of ballistic performance for recoilless
rifle ammunition. The principal conligurations studied were stacked circular discs and
"scroll" assemblies. Scroll configuration study
was abandoned because of its excessive
erosive burning characteristics. The disc
propellant configuration appeared very
promising and was selected for use in
ammunition for the Q0 mm shoulder-tired
PAT 467 System. This ammusition passed all
phases of the Engineering Tests and most
phases of the Standardization Test, however,
a serious problem developed when this round
was subjected to the arctic tests. The
propellant in the arctic environment became
brittle and caused excessive ballistic perforwance dispersion, particularly erratic high
pressures. This condition necessitated a switch
to ganular-type propellant, and M26 Propellant was established for use in this system.
11.30 CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The potential thermal cenrgy of a propellant when fired in a Sun is partially converted
from chemical energy into the kinetic energy
of the projectile. The proportion of the total
available energy that can be used by the
projectile is limited by the length of projectile

required burning rate and then specifying the
web and proper grain geometry. Selection of
the grain geometry has a definite effect on
rifle periormance. As discussed in par. 11-31.
a grain shape whose surfAce area decreases
during firing will attain a maximum gas
pressure earlier than a grain geometry whose
surface area increases burning rate.

travel in the barrel, maximum pressure.
expansion ratio, friction, and h~eat conduction
energy losses. Given a maximum pressure
limit, the ballistician attempts to maximize
the projectile muzzle velocity-while staying
below pressure limit -through the proper
choice of propellant compositinn. geometry.
and web thickness.

In addition to granular propellants. other
propellants wert investigated for use in
recoilless systems. Some of those investigated
were cord, sheet, bal. and plateau. Generally
speaking, except ft sheet propellant. these
studies were rot k ied to completion and
did not shc; promL. in the weapons studied.

[he web and propellant weight combination that produces the maximum velocity at a
specified pressure is the optinum charge.
Table 11-3 fists chemical compositions and
combustion characteristics of various propellants used in recoilless rifle systems. ('Cves of
burning rate versus pressure can be found in
the Chemical Proppilsion Information Agency/M2 Solid PropellantManual.

Sheet pri-pellant. however. was investigated
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PROGRESSIVE AND REGRESSIVE
,,•BURNING

114"'

The different propellant geometries available can be divided into two groups according
to the change in the burning surface area as
burning proceeds in the propellant grain. In
solid propellant grains, such as cords or strips,
the burning surface area continually decreases
during combustion. Propellant grains that
have a continually decreasing burning surface
area are termed regressive types of grain's or
are said to exhibit regressive burning.
Multiperforated grains are examples of propellant grains which exhibit an increase in
burning surface area during combustion and
are termed progressive grains. Within these
two classifications there are aegrees of
regressiveness or progressiveness. For exampie, a single-perforated grain is only slightly
"regreaive, showing an almost constant burning surface, compared to a ;nhedical or cubical

4•

Since the amount of gas evolved depends
upon the amount of surface area being
consumed, it is apparent that the choice of
regressive or progressive propellant will have
the effect of determining at what point in
projectile travel peak chamber pressure will
occur. A regressive grain will produce
maximum pressure earlier in the projectile
travel, and the maximum pressure will be
higher than a progressive grain of the same
composition.
Sometimes it is even of further advantage
to be able to control the shape of the
pressure-travel curve through changing the
type of burning for a specific propellant
geometry by inhibiting the burning of some
of the

grain surfaces. As an example,

a

single-perforated grain can be coated on the
outside surface to inhibit burning so that only
a progressive burning occurs from the inside.
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SEUION I
INTROODIT11ON
12.1 GENERAL

maximu r
lift off the

wcd b-: Ref.

for a 2- to 3-ft

ounad, it will be necesary that

rifle mount is that part of the

the mount be a separate piece of equipment

weapon system which rovides a firm base
during firing, and mobility or portability
during trapart. Since mcolees veapons
exert little or no recoil form, mounts ame
neded for diLg and positioninS only.
Themefore, any smpl structue of mfficient
stabdity such n a tripod, or Pn appropriately
conflumed uddle to hold it on the unne's
'oulder, is adequate to support a weapon of
this type.

which provides quick mounting and removal
of the rifle from the mount. A requirement
for mobiit over thort distances also may
dictate the incorporation of a wheel or wheels
in the baw l of the mounts. Many of the
medIumcallber ne.oillleu rifles have a requirement for both round and vebicular mounting
so that the mount will need to be strong
enough to sustain the azcelerations induced
by vehicular travel. In vehicular or towed

o first consideration iven to tz design
of a mount is the speific application. Mount
design depends on whether the weapon is to
be fired from a vehick, around, shoulder, or a
combination of them. Tb., weight distribution
and configuration of the weApo dictates
whether or not the rifle can be shoulder-fired.
For the shoulder-fired rifle, the mount must
provide for fn'int, from eiftr an uptight or
prone position and, typically, consists of an

be estimated for one of four conditions
involving transportation over level but rough
tern.

adjustable monopod located under the barrel
and a folding biped. In firng from &teprone
position, the biped as in the unfolded
position, providing a fixed three point
support with the monopod as ghown in Fig.
12-1. In the upright firing position, the bipod
is folded underneath the weapcandwsrves as
the shoulder rest.
If the rifle is to be fired from a ground
mount only, it can. te mounted on a simple
tripod. If the rifle weighs more than 80 lb the

2. 5.0 S's for maximum speeds of 30 mph
or more

The mneel

mounts, the vertical transportation forces can

Load factors foc a mount on a sprung
chassis amt:
3

3

1. 3.0(s for maximwn speeds of les than
p

Load fwtoa for a mount on an unsprung
chassis are'
I. S.0 g's for maximum speeds of lss than
30 mph
2. 12.0 Ss for maximum speeds of 30 mph
or more
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12-2 SPECIFIC EXAMPLES
12-2.1 M79 MO)UNT
As showni in Fig, 12-2 (Ref. 1). the 106
mmnn rifle mount consists of a wheel-barrow-

tripod-type base assembly, an elevating and
firing assembly, and a traversing assembly.
"ihe M79 Mount provides a stable base for
using the 106 mm M4OAI Rifle with cal .50
Spotting Rifle M8C on the ground and as a
means of mounting the rifle on the body of'
1/4-tori 4 X 4 utility trucks (Ref. 2).
The elevating and firing assembly houses
the controls and mechanisms used to support,
elevate, depress, and fire the 10f) nun rifle.

The traversing assembly houses the controls
anid inCehanisns used to trav'-re. the rifles and
supp)rts the elevatiti
and firing assembly.
The tr:icrsing handle senres as the control for
traversing the rifles, hI [he center of the
traversing handwheel is the free traverse
shifting shaft knob that is used to disengage
the traversing drive from internal gearing to

"The

permit free traver~tg tit the illIt-s.

elevating handle is the control for
elevating and depressing the rifle. Fine
clevatlon adjustments are made by the firing
and verifier elevating ,h.'ft knob which is in
tde center of tht elevating halndle and also

!
Al

serves as the control for firing both the
major-caliber and spotting rifles. The clevating
cradle assembly incorperates a support and
locking yoke for mounting the 106 mm rifle.
Installed in the elevating cradle are a firing
transfer housing and tang which serve to
actuate the firing cable operating levers for
firing both 106 mm and spotting rifles.

The elevating and tiaversing base aseniblv
prov.ides a stable base tor ground niountiog
the riflcs. The aiIjustaIbC base left and right

ELEVATING AND
FIRING ASSEMBLY

"

III

TRAVERSING
ELEVATING AND TRAVERlSING

BASE ASSEMBLY

Figure 12-2. 106 mm Rifle Mow~nt, M79

12-3

-man
baialIw

ahUf tbs

armar baicalyidet~cl,
ac hainga bse
boadle said bus.Iqclng clmp for Ockigtke
00tt UOD06 Mwa ndl~esutJ*a
M
forMIDStbVa ofuth outt t~w
movha t nz unt. In a "wbss~gspw
*t"W'1
AWxW- qk b vp fdine
ar~4 aplockf Sespe itkvrpoqop~d
into, tt*
" W4
oI*~nt tha e baseI
letand dpht aro in her'd
thle open position
frouWWW firing. inshwaslon on tm"k of
"w6AIVaeelbWrw" po0Sitons

[
124.2 T173 hXW~T

respective amsmblies of the 106 amn Rifte
Umn
7 described in par. 12-2. 1. TIeN
between thm T173 and 1179
in the base assmibly.
3Mon incoporaks an adapter
(use Fig. 12-3) which condxss
M~ik
O an dapt r p a re,
s adap ter
& a a collar assembly, and a capstan
lTay.
TUi adapter assmbly it deripsed
;
a' mnI

to mount and lock Rifle Mount TI 73 to

Th. TI 73 Mount and Tripod T26 is used to

~Tripod T26. The T26 Tripod isasimple
aluminum tripod rm-qcmpod of two folding
legs and one fixed leg as does the 1179 Mount.
Folding leg zabo. ,
atutons, Incorporated in

provide a sablu base for uxSin the 106 mm
ftg 12-3 (Raf. 2), the Rifle Mount T173
condob rX an elevating and firing assembly, a
tramersin assembly, and an adapter assembly.
The elevatin and firing assembly, and

each foldi L.,, 4mW to lock and unlock tWr
be locked in an open position for operation
and In a folded position fix stowing. Whereas
the 1179 Mount with front bne wheel enables
the 106 mm M40AI Rifle to be wheelba!r-

tra: vWsngasembly are identical to the

rowed by two or more men for short

Z.a

F*gw 12-1 10 inJIR, Rifle Mount, T173 Removed from Tripod, T26

12.4

distbcs.'me ementurrain. the T173 hlo~wt
aQuirs-uih rmval of the 106 mm M4OitC
MIS fat Moing beame 'i the totw system
w~sh ot4001bmaximimn
13.

XMI24 MOUNT

The XMX 24 Mount cuutifparatou described
hare coftain a unique Joystick System that
provides, rll Joystick for free itrwms and
elevation, parallelogramn saspensmo of the
rifle, a4juutab friction do&g and provision
for Placement of wlater adjacen to the

hraser

axes

This mount concept wasI

developed and ultimately rejected for the 120
am Hisavy Antitank Weapon Systm,
XMlOSPl (HAW) and is described here for
t::7::tocebWinoi;
udon.

Muntisraio
Mie M14varabl
ground-vehiculme mount and is deindfor
enhrwag stationary as well as moving targts,
with the necessary freedom of movement and
saimin accuracy. As shown in Fig. 12-4 (Ref.
3), the XM 124 Mount provided for direct
control of the weapon attiftide through the
use of a Joystick control. The down-range
poiftin Joystick Provided either a direct
control ratio of 1: 1, which is desir~le for
moving targets, or a variable ratio between
9:1 and 36:1 forume an distant flxod targets

trinr omecaism which also serves- aa
triAtrl hinls when the blount 4isn, fits
tnvere. idBi position of the gunner-psmnts
Swe of the rifle without operator
diecomfort.
The base lep of dhe XM 124. Mount arel very
similar to thou of the M79 Mount. With the
whee"e frost bane leg, the XM 124 is also
capbo
of being "whuelbarrowed". Vehicle
mounting of the XM124 Mount is also similar
to the M79 Mount.
12-2A T234 MOUNT
Fig. 12.6 (Ref. 4) shows the integral
cesr
akg
designed for the 9C mmnT234 Recoilless
ifl. Mý onina deignof this mounting
assembly-conitaining the monopod, bipod,
face shield, firings mechanism, and sight
bracket-specified that the assembly be made
from one molded plastiW sng eas ofI
strength requiremepats *le,.doW, of the
assmbly was mo"if -tp: ~Onitartl of
magnesium and partl of Fiberglas or entirely
of magnesium.

-iudrmutad

The mount is designed as shown in Fig.
12Ss httejytckcnrllvri
opFerae by the left hand, with the Sunner 'rn

Thie entire ufarwbly slipped onto the
muzzle end of *a~ rifle and was locked in
position with a mamp ring. A glass lamirate
material padded with a beat-resistant filler
and coiverd with an abrasion and tear-rustslant glum cloth was selected for the face
shiald and the shoulder pad. This sanwich
construction providod gooG thermal insuation to protect the gBale from a hot rifle
tube. As a result of *th inability of this
accessory package to meet shock requirements and maintzin proper sight alignment,
hsdesign was dropped in favor of a simple
folding bipod mount, which when folded,

the left side of the rifle and adjacenit to the

served as, the shoulder mount on laterI

traverse axis. Thfl, gunners right hand is on a

confiturations of the T234 Recoilless Rifle.

The I.- ratio is obtained by releasing the
brake stid lockring the releasae shaft assembly
in place to form a rigi sy~tum. The Joystick
control would be then cuaitered and fixed
relative to the rifle. When &he brake is
releaseu, the rifle could be mov43 in free
travers and elevtion,
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SECTION 11

ACCESUMOY MOUNTING EQUIPMENT

12.3 GENERAL

difficult, but the stress concentration pattern,

thW &symmetric constriction to the motion of
In a complete recamess rifle system, the
vaw
accesoy items that must be fastened
at connected to the rifle include such
accesoies as ground mount, vehicular
mount, optical sight, spotting rifle, heat

the projectile, and the deflection of the tube
upon fruing are highly objectionable. For
example, any incrase in thickness on one side
will, by lowering the stress and strain levels at
that side, cause the barrel to deflect or bow

dsield, various handles and f'iag mechanium.
Ahmg thee, the optical sight and the

when subjected to internal pressure. Since this
occurs almost instantaneously (in millisec-

spotting rifle deserve particular attention in
that they muest be precisely positioned on the

onds), it sets up transverse vibrations in the
barrel and seriously affects accuracy.

maorcabe rifle, and their positions must be
accurtely retained throughout field use of
the weapon. This presents a problem as the
expansion and
'intraction of the rifle
thamker
and
tube
are consdrbly
greater
than those of conventional
weapons
of
comparable cAW~~. The absence of recoil

Fastening pads to a barrel that undergoes
expansion and contraction has proven to be
fruitless. Welding of mounting pads to a
high-strength
alloy the
steel
tube
is also
tun
inadvisable because
stresses set
up and
the
changes inflicted upon the grain structure of

alows the weight of the recoilis rifle to be
reduced to a level where the mater and wall

the steel would severely damage the tube wall.
Finally, hydrogen brazing rarely lasts for

thickness of the chamber and tube are the

more than one shot, and the various cements

determining factors. When the rifle tube wall
section is made as light as permissible for a
given mat-rial, the change in diameter upon
firing occurs quite early and is quite large. It
can be shown that th., strain in a thin-walled
tube is approximately equal to the yield-point
res in tension divkied by the modulus ofI
elasticity of tube meiaL It can be seen from
this, that a 5-in. diameter tube will undergo a
dianmetral expansion of about 0.025 in., 0.028
in., or 0.038 in. when the tube material is
steel, aluminum, or titanium, respectively,

that have been tried also fail rapidly.

For a tube that expands and contracts to
this extent, it is not advisable to have enlarged
potions or projections to act as fastening
pads integrally machined with the tube. Not
only does this make the machining more

124 MOUNTING METHODS
1241 MODERATELY
PONS

STRESSED

WEA-

One means that has proven successful for
moderately-stressed weapons is to install a
thin band around the barrel (see mounting,
bands on tne 75 nun M20 Rifle). The band
must, however, have an expansion capability
equal to or greater than (by an adequate
amount of interference fit) the expansion of
the barrel on firing. If steel is to be used as
the material for the expansion device, it
should have a yield-point strength at least
equal to that of the steel barrel, otherwise the

12-9
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fastening device will become loose upon

resulting from recoil of the spotting weapon.

repeated firing. By employing a high-strength

The bracets which mount the spotting rifle

material with

lower modulus of elasticity,

fulfill two functions-recoil is transferred to

inch as titanium or hish..trmtgth aluminum, a
fastening band can be installed around the
barrel and will not become loose. Any band,
however, should not be masive enough to
materiaily constrict the expansion of the
barrel upon which it is placed, since this will
cause stress concentrations in the barrel wall
and dasurb the projectile travel. A band
thickness of 25 to 50 percent of the barrel
wall thickness and a band width of 0.75 in. to
1.00 in. should be more than adequate to
hold one end of an accesiory mounting
bracket. However, no appreciable longitudinal
or circumferential load is to be applied on the
band since this may cause it to be displaced
r-lative to the barrel due to vibrations of the
barrel. Hence, without keying to the barrel,
the band cdnnot be relied upon for accurate
positioning,

the main weapon, and a means of biasing is
provided for best trajectory matching. Biasing
adjustment is made through the linear
adjustment mechanism located in the forward
bracket of the accespory sleeve. This mechanism provides for both azimuth and elevation
correction. The rear bracket of the accessory
sleeve provides the thrust (recoil) support for
the spotting rfle.

Thi method of fastening is not used for
the higher performance weapons with larger
expanaion of the barrel.

With the use of the accessory sleeve on the
HAW weapon system, the optical fire control
components as well as the gunner's eyc are
protected from the radial shock at the
moment of firing. The sight bracket is
mounted with bolts on a pad located on the
near side of the acces4ory sleeve, under the
thrust bearing bracket. The telescope mount
is attached to this sight bracket which is
located as close as practical to the center of
rotation of the mount to provide the smallest
possible dislocation during taret tracking.
125 MOUNTING REWUIREMENTS

12.42 HIGHLY STRESSE

WEAPONS

The HAW 120 mm XMIOSEI is an
example of a highly strssed recoilless rifle.
The barrel is designed to employ the strain
cc--npensation principle (described in Chapter
10) with a 200,000 psi yield4ttrength material
that permits the barrel wall thickness to be
less than 0.25 in. In order to provide the
necessary mounting surfaces while allowing
for the radial expansion caused by the high
strain in the barrel during firings, the
accesory sleeve as slown in Fig. 12-7 (Ref. 3)
was adopted for use on the HAW weapon
Jystem.
The use of the accessory sleeve allows the

XM90 Spotting Rifle to be located as close as
poesible to the centerline of the major rifle so
as to provide the smallest turning moment

12-5.1 GROUND
MOUNTS
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VEHICULAR

The general requirements for a ground and
vehicular mount are that the mount be U1g:%t
while sufficiently runed to withstand the
vibration and shocks induced during transport
by vehicle. Light weight of the mount is
required since the weapon system should be
easily mounted for transportability by the
vehicle and conveniently removable from the
vehicle for quick ground emplacement. Figs.
12-2 and 12-4 show the ground and vchicular
mounts for the Batallion Antitank Weapon
(BAT) and the Joystick System considered
for the HAW weapon systems, respectively.

Vehicle installation of the XM 124 Mount for
the HAW weapon is shown in Fig. 12-8.
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12-52 TELESCOPE MOUNT

12-6.3 SPOTTING RIFLE MOUNT
As discussed in par. 12-4.2, the mounts for
the. spotting rifle moist ýftzlfl t~e, requirments
of transerring the '$Pt'fil
rcoil to the
zuajoZ-caliber weaipon, and providing for
biasing adjustment. 4siottier coqpsderation in
.Amonting the 'sipft rifle, was. locating the
,Spotting rifle -a's~
as' po uib to the
cetri~of tte mor Mife q? as to minimize
the' turning mQ4ýient
tesotn
rifle recoil.

The telescopa mount is an independent
unit which is attadhed to a supporting bracket
of the major-caliber weapon and holds the firve
control telescope. The mount is required to
securely hold and position'the telescope for
ease of use by gunner, while incorporating
provisions for making azimuth and elevation
adjustments to ensure proper boresighting and
boreuight retentio.i of the telescope with
re~spect to the weapon. For the case of~thic`,
mutholding an elbow telescope., the mofinti
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CHAPTER 13
FIRE CONTROL
1-I

GENERAL

ranges, of the major caliber projectile by the

Lcoilless rifle weapon syttemns use optical
sighting equipment to establish the rate of fire
to the tnrier or, wben the spotting riflo is
i'ctporated as puat af the wespon, to direct
the spottiag round to the taret. AMCP
706-327, Ffre Contvol Systen-Generad(Ref.
1) contains information relating to optical fire
control components and sights. The spotting
rifle as a fire control adjunct is discussed in
this chapter and the reader is referred to
Ref. I for information relating to the optical
components.
Several recoilless rifle systems use a
subcafiber rifle, called the spotting rifle, as the
method of fire contaol. The spotting rifle is

spotting round is the principle upon which
the spotting rifle functions as a fire control
device. Thus, if the spotting projectile hit fthe
target, the major caliber projectile also can be
made to hit the target provided: (1) the lay of
tic. weapon was not altered after ;, .. spotting
round hit the target, (2) the mpajor calibet
weapon is fired before the target moves to
diffetent position, and (3) the trajectories of
the two pr jeptiles follow a known relation.
ship. This relationship is referred to a i
matching and pertains to a correavondantc,:
betwee, projectiles at some p(,int at a givea
range. The basic problem associated with tht
matching process I- caused by the inherent
difference in the exterior ballistic characteristics of the major aad spotting projectiles.

mounted on the major caliber gun so that the
barrel axes of the two rifles are parallel. In
operation, the spotting rifle is fired at the

Sends
,

target and the point of impact of the spotting
projectile observed visually by a flash of iight
and puff of smoke caused from the
detonation of the Incendiary or spotter rmix
contained in the spotting projectile. The
spotting projectile often provides a visual
trace that enables the observer to follow the
trajectory of the projectile to the target. In
the event the projectile misses the target, the
position of impact becomes a landmaric for
correcting the aim. The lay of the rifle
weapon system is changed successively until a
spotting round impacts on the target. At this
time, the firing sequence of the spottin, rifle
~fired. and the major caliber weapon is then
Matching of the trajectory,

at selected

Matching of the projectile trajectories
requires that the following relation be met
(Ref. 2):

c
-D
W/$

(1,-i)
W/$

(':MorCaliber Projectile) (Spotting Projectile)
where
CD

= drag coefficient, dimenblonless

WIS = sectional density, lb-in
W

2

= weight of projetile, lb

S

projectie cross-sectional area, in.?

In practice, it is impossible to meet the
requirement of Eq. 13-1 exactly and,
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consequently, a mismatch in trajectory
results. In order to compensate for the
mismatch, a horizontal bias compensating for
wind and differential spinning effects or. a

vertical bias adjustment for difference in
projectile drag is introduced between the
spotting and major caliber rifles. The muzzle
velocity )f the subcaliber ammunition is also
adjusted (usually ;ncreased) in order to
'"

These spotting rifles and associated ammu.,
nition selected produced a net circular

correct for the.projectile's mismatch. Ideally,
a spotting projectile should be designed with
the
'as that
of the
that the two
trajectories
mainsame
roundballistic
in ordercoefficient-

probable error (CPE) within established
requirements.
13-2 TYPICAL OESIGNS

be matched over the desired range. The
maximum practical ballistic coefficient (see
ClOpter 4) of the spotting projectile is less
han that of the major caliber ammunition.
This Coefficient can be maximized by

13-2.1 106 nmm RIFLE, M40 WITH CAL .50
SPOTTING RIFLE, MSC

.mproVed streamlining, by increasing W/g
through use of higher density materials, and
by minimizing the caliber of the spotting
projectil,.'
The DAVY CROCKETT Recoilless Rifle
as a result 3if their unique
Systenm,
configuration, presi. d the following lited
problems ralat~ng to the spotting rifle design.
'The spotting rifl•i inut be positioued
su fficiently far £rom the bore a-is to clear the
"WvAt'•'d .31t -he niauz.zl. In these weapons, the
warhead is greazer than bore size, ace Fig.
"1-14 'or example.
2. These weapons are nc t dhect fire as ithe case in other recoilless rifles but are fired
at high angles of elevati, n similar to mortars.

I

caliber ammunition and the other with the
long range. For the XM28 Weapon, a 20 mm
spotting rifle using the MM1! Spotter Round
was standardized. A ftin-stabilized spotting
projectile was provided in the two 37 mm and
20 mm spotting rounds.

3. The XM29 versiorn of the DAVY
CROCKETT is zone fired, i.e., t vo set- of
semifixed ammunition are provided, each for
a different rcege.
The spotting rifle selected for the XM29
Wcapon waL the 37 rmi XM77EI. Two sets of
ammunition, M41 5 Lnd M446, were provided
for this spotting rifle; one round to be used in
conjunction with the short range major

13-2

The cal .50 Spotting Rifle, M8C is mounted
above the 106 mm Rifle, M40 with its barrel
axis parallel to that of the barrel of the
recoilless rifle. This spotting rifle is a
gas-operated, semiautomatic,. magazine-fed,
percussion-fired weapon usiag special cal .50
spotter-tracer ammunition. In the gas operated rifle, a port is provided in the side of the
barrel. A portion of the high pret:sure
propellant gases behind the projectile is
tapped off through the hole and passes
through an orific. into a gas cylinder when
the spotter-tracer projectile has passed the
port. A thrust is generated as a result of these
SG:4s acting on an operating rod. This thrust is
applied through a mechanism 'to provide the
er,,rgy reqaired for performing the automatic
.functions necessary for sustained fir4,n, These
functions include unlocking the nlt (devica
which holds the cartridge in place during
rfuing and retracts the cartridge case after
firing), retracting the bolt, and operating the
other elements of the gun mechanism.
The gas-operating mechani-m of the cal .50
Spotting Riflu, MSC is an impingement type
of mechanism and cons.ists of a simple gas
cylinder, operating rod, and a bolt of
rectangular cross section which is carried by
he inertia slide is a
at, inertia slide.
cy-indrical metal block surrourding the bolt

on the top and sides. The operating rod
impinges direct on the slide which, through
a Aers of sprina
transfers the inertia of the
opeafti rod to the bolt for performing the

ptrt after 0.9 in. of operating rod travel and
u.e gas expansion to complete the stroke
(Ref. 3). In contrast, the Rifle M8C uses the
comp~ate open ges impbnlmtnt and expan-

operations of chambering and extracting the
round of ammunition. One feature of the
Spotting Rfe, MSC is the incorporation of a
needk-vahe type ps regulator in the gas
cylinder assembly. This valve can be adjusted
manually to control the operation of the
weapon. Adjustment of the operating power

sion method for strokinS the operAting rod.
Inc Spotting Ride, XM9OEI also incorporates a charging mechawism that uses the
mechanism advaut
of the charging handle.
in conjunction with a roller cocking system to.
bving the peak charging effort to 34 lb
(reduced from a reasonable value of 65 Ib).

was provided in order to correct for
differences in effective rigidity of the various
types of DAT weapon system mounts and the
normal variances betwcn the diffement lots cf
spotling rifle ammunition (Ref. 3).

The Spotting Rifle, XM9OEI has the
following characteristics and design data (Ref.
3):
37.0 lb

The cal .50 Spotta Rifle, M8C has the

Weight

following characteristics and d&sign data (Ref.

Length

:

54.6 in.

Barrel Length

:

32.0 in.

Muzzle Velocity

:

1800 fps.

3):
Weight

:

26 lb

Length (overall)

:

49.441 in.

Barrel Length

:

32.00 in.

Muzzle Velocity

:

1723 fps.

13-2.2 120 mm RIFLE, XM105
SPOTTING RIFLE, XIM9E1

13-3 TYPES
OF
ROUNDS

WITH

The Spotting Rlfl©, XM90E1 for the RAW
weapon system is a 15 mm. (cal .60)
ges-operated rifle similar to the cal .50
Spotting M;;, M8C for the 106 mm Rifle,
M40. in order to match the trajectory of the
120 mm projectile, ballistic calculations
indicated that the smallest spotting bullet
which could be used was a cal..60 (15 mrm).
As a result, it was necessary to develop the
larger Spotting Rifle, XM90E1 insiead of
using the standardized Spotting Rifle, M8C.
The Spotting Rifle, XM90EI operates in
much the same manner as the Spotting Rifle,
M8C. The major exception to the operational
similarity Is in the gas system of the Rifle,
XM90EI, which is designed to close the gas

SPOTTER-TRACER

During World War 11. the Gwnnans
developed an experimental al .30. observi
bullet containing white phosphorus to prcduct smoke and flash. While not widely used
during the War, the round was later tested in
the US and proved to function fairly" v; 11.
The smoke puff was well defined, buW the
flash was small and of extreme" - :t,
duration. The design. of the impa¢' ni.ýanism wes complicated and did not prov i:
be completely reliable on various types of
terrain. In view of this and the! potential
hazard of handling white phosphorus; the
bullet was rendered undesirable for further
study.
Studies were then concentrated upon the
use of red phosphorus,, an allotropic form of!
phosphorus which can be handled as a :dry
powder. Early in these studies, it was found
that the size and duration of k'lash was

13-3
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dqoondsnu upon the red phoophorus content
ofdie conipositlon.

1356 COMPOBITIONS

A cal .30 bullett would be useful for only a
very shurt mrag because of the testricted
vahw. As a reulit, Ciffwt w" concentrted

spotting compositions (Ref. 2) for smallcalbe ammunition contain red phosphorus as
the Principal flauh and smoke producing fuel
in combination with barium nitrate, an

on the CAi .50 aim which could contain
Pth
caed
.5Wiedeebuli e o h en

oxidizing coinpcund. White Phosphorus is
poaly thn oatv cefmicin pirojetile aor

of a Sptts-Trama Projcdke, M48A1, cmPIOYcd la the 106 min Recoileu Rifle
SYAtM06 M4OM (BAT). TMi was the
21awndrdizecl projectilc from which the 10
mm aMd the 15 mm experimesital spottertrace rounds were scaled. The current cal .50
spotter-tracer car.ridg has been changed to
M4WA since the BAT system development,

producins dense white smoke. However, the
low melting and ignition temperatures, W4C,
of white Phosphorus create serious hazards in
handling and, wherever possible, red phospho-I
nru is used instead. Red phosphorus, which is
an allotropic tor ýiof white phosphorus, has a
melting terrpetature of 590C and, depending
on purity, an ignition temperature which
varieci from 2000 to 280*C. Rfd phosphorus
can be handled and loaded as adry powder,
burns more slowly than white phosphorus inI
air, requires an oxidizer to burn efficiently,
and fives a longer flash duration when used in
a composition. Red phosphorus has a slighty
highetr density than white phosphorus and, on
the basis of an equivalent weisht In an
explosive composition, produces an equal
quantity of smoke. For example, the 3 2-prain
charge of spotter composition IM-144 used in
the Spotter-Tracer, M48A1, contains 50
percent red phosphorus (or 16 grains) which
produces a smoke puff approximately equal
to that of 16 grains of white phosphorus

The most investigated areas have been in
the spotter composition and the fuzhig
design. Then, studies are described in pars.
13-5 and 13-6.
134 EVALUATION OF TARGET DISPLAY
From an examination of the many field
variables involved, it is apparent that smoke
and flash providle valuable information to the
gunner. Since smoke provides thct gunner wi.%
desirable supplementary information, the
spotting round should produce visible smoke
oninmpact.

exploded in the air. White phosrhorus
J.

Vabove

Flash perception is governed by the
Bunsen-Roscoe Law (Ref. 2) which states that
de product of intensity of a poini source of
light and time Isa constant for the production
of a given quality of peroeption. The flash
duration is a very weak function of intensity
I millilambert, averaging about 0.04
sec. This raeans that the spot can be made
mnore detectable by increasing either the
duration or the intensity or both up to about
40 macc. Above 40 msec, duration is no
longer an effective variable, and intensity
alone'determines the visual perception.

13-4

projectiles noimully require a fuze mechanism
and a charge of high explosive in order to
burst the projectile and permit the white
phosphorus to react with the air.j
Because of the restricted volume inj
small-caliber spotting rounds, it is efficient to
use a composition such as the standard
composition JM-144, which burns with
violence under confinement, thus requiring no
separate charge to burst the metal container
upon initiation. However, preparation, handllng, -md loading of the red phosphorus

C ANmptostlo must b~e done under strict rules
of safety. Because re ~ilwscmod
tions of the 01-14-4 type ani sensitiv to
imac Ad friction; zEUc stearate, aluminum
stearate, or graphite may be added to the
formula for the purpose of reducing friction
duting loading,
In ~ fdveomn
~ ~
~
o~
~
mn of the
spothen coursrde ofdelor
spotin
forth
cb~p HA wepo
System, a nuamb of tests were performed

~inmrwises, where impacftingais the
at is not ra**a
agatinsmta thes
design is satisfactory and
meaietly
samou
Manufacture.

with such pyropboric metal powders as
Of red phosphoru (Ref. 3). Then incendiary
mixes-of which 1)1-942, IV-943, and IM1-982
are prime examples-iomltad in baigiter flah
but less smoke in comparison with the more
ganseally used composition 1)1-444. These
mixures also required the uae of a detonator
toinsure proper initiation. However, even
wihthe poor sqioke display, it was felt' that
becau dsetme mixes were less hazardous to
handle, they also should be considered for use
in the HAWweapon system*

terrain includng earth. mod, snow, and hard
g.razing impact. 'On the other hand, the
spotting round must not fwmction prematurely -when fired in Leam rmm or when fired
through tal field gras. In order to maintai
Whs high reliability, a number of different
kinds of fuzing have been investigated. These
fuze designs ame aii,.pp, stab-pin, dyuaWWie
fille, and designs fm~ operation by projectile
spin decay and electrical inition.

Ignition of a spotting projectile is designe
to occur when the nose of the projectile
stdrie an object. The force of unpact
operates a nuechanisan in the prjc~tile which

open name scooping up sofWe earth, sand. bits
of stonies, etc., which are fomes against the
incendiary composition; and (3) inatantanecus high~ compression (of small column of air

the projectile and expels the pyrotechnic
materia. The fuzing mechanism must t- fast
enough to function before the pr~cdjcle
buries into soft earth to preclude obscuration
of flash and smoke. At a range of 1,000 yd,
the Spotter, M48A2 penetrates ordinary field
earth about 3 to 6 in. before exploding,

the incendiary composition. Two other
uni-ouflrmed theories of operation of the
air-gap fuzing concept are that the incendiary
composition is detonated by either a shockwave created at the point of impact or the
adiabatic heating of the column of air in front
by sudden compression. The purpose of the
alunminum coLtaierm for the red phosphorus
spotting composition 1)1-144 is that (1) it acts
as a cový.r to prevent functioning of theI
incendiary composition 1)1-1 63A by drops of
rain and tall grass, and (2) aluminum is
chemically compatible with the red phomphorMs whereas Copper is not.

Initiates the explosive train that inturn bursts

The most common projectile design for
impact initiation employs a thin, relatively
weak metal nose that is crushed easily by
bupact to Wdnte a friction-and.4mpact-sensitive composition contained within the nowe of

the projectile. For projectiles containing

7hn problem amsclated with most spottims
pojectils is the failure to Achieve sa
~ ~tAndrs
al
of reliable performance
against the divean set of cosiditioas under
whch heprojectil must Ignite. Wp
pnrojectie must tiancton against a variety of

I

apes

fthefzig concepts isthe

trapped in the air-gap hole causing cruidaup ofI
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A second type of fuze investigated as a
possible alternative to the air-Sp type was the

tab-pin fuze. The sta-in fuze for the cal .50

experimental Projectile, TI40E 12, (shown in
Fig. 13-2, Ref. 2) is the simplest in design of
thde mechanically operated types of fuze. The
operating sequence of the itab ý'n fuze
P;,t•ojectile
follows: centrifugal force caused
spin opens the firing pin retait&4 rtig; on
impact, the pin is driven into the stab
sensitive primer that ignites the spotting
pyrotechnic charge. During development
testing of the B•AT weapon system, it was
found that the stab-pin type fuze did not give
better ovetall function than the air-gap design
that was adopted and standardized in the
Spotter Projectile, M48AI (prior to the
introduction of the current M49A2 version).
During the U-BAT Weapon System development program, a number of different fuze
types were tested for the cal .50 SpotterTracer Bullet. The electrically inrifiated fuze
was based on the principle of using some of
the chemical enc,.4y of the burning tracer
mixer to charge a barium titanite crystal and
then discharging this energy on an electrically
sensitive primer to ignite the spotting
mixture. In the act'ual design, the burning
spotter mixture heated the barium titanite
crystal above its Curie temperature (120°C)
and thus charged the crystal. The crystal was
connected to a 6200 pF storage capa4itor by
a 0.003 in. air pp. Upon impact of the
spotter projectile, the storage capacitor was
brought in contact with the primer and its

electrical energy dishargod to cause prmer
detonation. it was found that the condenser

would attain enough energy to denote the
primer after S00 yd of projectile flight.
The use of the principle of spin decay in
the fuzing mechanism was studied extensively
and resulted in several proposed graze and
arming systems. These fuzes incorporated or
led to desirable features such as detonator
safety through the use of an explosive train
interrupter, greater nuss concentration towarW the ogive by placing the spotter charge
between the fuze and tracer, and loading of
the spotter charge as a capsulated unit. A
typical spin decay fuze consisted of a metal
block (graze mass) that contained a stab-sensitive primer. The graze mass initially is held in
place by an antitwist spring. The action of tie
centrifugal force causes the antitwist springs
to move radially outward and release the
graze mass upon being subjected to a specified
spin rate. Upon decay or ipin, a drive spring is
able to push the graze mass with the stab
primer right up against the fitrins pin so that
even a grazing action would cause the firing
pin to stab the pdimer.
One of the last types of fuzes tested during
the U-BAT Program was the dynamite-filled
iuze. While the display tests were performed
satisfactorily, it was found that the nitroglycerin in the various materials studied deteriorated under storage conditions. As a result,
this configuration was not used in production
projectiles.

I
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mountinm.,
Accessory
" 12-9
74-5
•

•:•,Acurcy

1,,Weapon)'l

BAT (Battalion Antitav

A

V.

2-9,6.21;9-39,
.142,.I-44,i-45,'--46,
1-3-7
10-4,!0.21.,.t0-16-8, 11-160,12-13,
•'"

Aerodynamic coefficients, 4-5, 4-9, 4-ti
4-17, 4-22, 4-25
Aerodynamic drag, See: Aerodynanmic force,

Blast
damage, 6-43, 1-18, 548, 6-51.9-23.
mauremeiit, 8-26

Blowout dhc,'2-3

drag
Aerodynamic force, 4-7
..drag, 4-7, 4-21
lift, 4-7
magnus, 4-7,4-18, 4-19
4-7
Aerodynamic jump, 4-15, 4-18
Aerodynamic moment, 4-7
'
. .. S•."
damping, 4-8
magnus, 4-8
S'
~~roll damping, 4-8

Bore area, 2-3
Boresight grooves, 10-26
Bore-size nbzzle,16-39:'
Bore, smooth, 1-13
Boiirrealt; 1-13,1-14, 10-60 11-12, 11-13
Breakwire systetm, 8-7
Breech, 10-6, 10-19
rncpe " 1 3
10-22
"actuator,
.design,
"blockback" principle, 1;.37,'
self-ejecting, 1-37, 1-44'"'•..

-normal,

static, 4-7
Aircraft tables, See: 'SitAi tables
"All-burnt" condition, 5-59, 10224
Ammunition design, 11-1, 10-4
Approxlimate methods (irterior ballistics),
5-II
"
design tables, 5-14, 54"7
graphs,' 5-19 "
....
piezometric efficiency, 5-12, 5-13
similarity, S,29
thermodynamic efficiency, 5-1 1, -13

K.

•
'•!r,•

'

"

B

Breechblock, interrupted thread, 1-9, 10-20
•

.

"
Cannon, See: Rifle
Cartridge -case, 1147 , 10-5, 11-51
combustible, 1-41, 11-* 7
frangible, 10-24,11-3, 11-17,11-31
perforuted, 1-7, 1-9, 2-4, 235, 9-140, 10-23,
11-17, 11-28
S' Case liner,
2-3, 11-28
Chamber, 10-23, 10-6
pressure, 2-13, 2-14, 10-23

Ballistic efficient, 5- 12, 5-13
Batllstic parameters, 5-9
determinatio
, 2-13variation analysis,
•.•Ballistic
parameters,
S•:'*5-31
'balance
SL•flow
factor',, 5-32
•!propellant
Yetesiveness, 5-33
•_,quickness'factor,
5-33 ".

volume, 2-3, 10-23S
Chamber, tacrue,
81-19
Coil
detector,TSee:i
Solenoid
Conservation of momentukm, detector6-9
leý: Momentuim
" '.
. .
Constant &firtemperature (inte#,or balk-i(i.
solution), 5-47
Convergent-divergent nozzle,•Se Nozzlie de

", :
S~~interior,

Cook-off, 10-26
Copper crusher gage, 8-1!7
C'ti-ical .. essure, 6-9"

•"

exterior, ,See: Extend= ballistics
.See: Interior balticsIl
terminal, See: Terminal Ballititcs

...

•

..

'

ratio, See: Critical pressre.

Barrel, See: Tube
: . !, . . . ,. . ..

"

••

.

:

, . ....

.

0INDEX (Cdntd)

Danger zone, 2-6, 2-8, 6-51
Data, 1-4, 941
DAVY CROCKET, 1-32, 1-33, 1-45, 2-9,

Fragment
patterns, 3-18
size, 3-16
speed, 3-16, 3-19
Fragmentation, 3-15

9-15, 10-4, 11-32, 11N39, 11-d2, 13-2
de Laval nozzle, See: Nozzle, de larval

Functional diagram, 2-5, 2-6
Fuze, 1-44, 11-49

D

Definitions, 2-3
Design,- 5-1, 9-1, 94S,See abo: the specific
pute; e.g,, rifle, ammunition, ilounts,
firing mechanism
data, 5-9
examples, 2-17, 5-13, 5-18, 5-29, 5-48,
5-55, 5-60, 11-43
IgitaWl computer (interlor ballistics solution),
5-S
Directional coefficient, 6-48
Disadvantages, 9-15
Droop, 10-28
Ducting (nozzle blast), 6-51

Gas
flow, 2-5, 2-7
leakage, 10-27
pressure, internal, 1-38, 5-7, 10-23
temperature, 5-7
Gun
expansion ratio, 2-4
pressure, See: Gas ptesspire
requirements, 2-13
volume, 2-13
weight, S-86, 10-24, 10-25
Gun chamber, See.' Chamber
Gun tube, See: Tube

Error sourcms (hitting
target), 7-5
See. Systu;,,j examplesH
Example systems,

Exhaust velocity, 6-1I
Expansion ratio, nozzle, See: Nozzle expansion ratio
Exterior ballistics, 4-1
F
Field servicing, 9-39
Fins
fixed, 4-17
4-182-9, 7-7, 7-8, 7-11, 13-1
Firefolded,
control,

fr
,i:.,

See also: Spotting rifle
Firing mechanisrm, 10-20
Flash
See: Nozzle flash,
suppression, 1-39, 5-85, 6-49
Flow
rate, 6-i0, 6-12
separation, 6-18
Flow spoilers, 5-85
Force, See: Aerodynamic force
Forcing cone, 10-26
-2

HAW (Heavy Antitank Weapon), 1-30, 2.17,
10-3. 104,11-3,11-32,12-10,12-13
Heat transfer, 1-38, 5-61
Heating, 1-18, 10-26
History, 1-3
Hit probability, 2-9, 7-5
Human engineering, 9-1, 9-37, 10-19
Igniter, 1-39, 11-35
theory, 11-41
Indexing, automatic, 11-14
Instrumentation, See: Measurement techniques
Interior ballistic basic equations, 5-29, 5-35
"all burnt" condition, 5-59
burning, 5-37, 5-42
energy, 5-41,5-43
motion, 5-35, 5-42
prnpellant gas, 5-35, 5-41, 5-43
Interior ballistic equations, heat transfer, 5-61

I

AMW 0&
INDGX ICmnt'd)
biterior b.Isti,c equations (contO)

tempratur, 8.24

Vulocýy, 8-5

soIlLudo54,2
Intmior balistic oquations (all burnt)

Moby-Dick See: Pr*Dctlle, TI 71

solution '5-59
Interior ballistic equations solution, S45
oastant average tempeatue, 5.47

M .tWR
balance, 2-,, 6-5, 9.2
gonservatio
a, 2-5,6-5, 9-2
ratio, 6-2 1,S-22, 6-2 5

5-57
Interior ballistics, 1.39, 140, 5-1, 11-19
paweters. 5-8

3-15
Mott
desgtn, 12-1
Mounteq~tion,

nma"Orical intesmticn (digtal• coputer),

Zntewmediate flash, 6-49

Muzzle
energy, 2-11, 2-12, 2-14
flash, 5-49, 5-.85
momentum, 2-12

veloc=uLy, 7-18, '-25, 8-5, 10-23

Jet
See: Nozzle jet

N

See. Warhead jet

Jump (gun), 7-5
See alo: Aerodynamic jump
K
Ltyp•s,

Kill probability,
7-23 2-9, 7-23
L

Nozzlo, 1-9, 1,42, 24, 2-5, 5-7, 5-41, 5-81,
!.-7, 10-9, 10-53
blr st, See: Diast dammae
damag, 6-31
design, 6&15, 6-23, 6-27, 6-36
efficiency,area,
6-6,2-4,
6-186-27, 6-29
entrance
erosion, 1.18, 1-42, 2-4,,6-23, 6-26, 611
6-37, 6-39, 6-41, 9,2, 10-9
chemical, 6-31

liner
See: Case Liner
See: Warhead liner
Loading density, 24
M
Maintainability, 9-1,9-49
Matching (spotting rifle), 7-9, 13-1
MaterIas 944
MAW (Medium Antitarc Weapon), 1-20
Measurement techniques, (exterior ballistics)
spn, 8-25
yaw, 8-24

Menurment tecniqucs (interior ballistics),
8-1
acceleration, 8-22
pssure, 8-17
recoil -23
strait;, J-21

)

melting, 6-31
r tance, 6-32
exit, 24
expansion
angle, 24, 6-24, 6-46
ratio, 24, 6-13, 6-6, 69, 6-22, 6-25
ilash, 6-43, 644, 6.49, 9-23
jet, 6-44,
life, 6-26, 6-31

surface temature, 6-35
throat area, 24, 6-23, 6-25
thrust, 6-13, 6-17, 6-24, 6-25
Nozzle bWake, 6-39
Nozzle, types,

annular, 1-9, 10-14, 10-23
central, 2-13, 6-28, 10-10, 10-23, 10-24
de Laval, 6-9, 6-12, 10-9, 10-12
kidney-shaped, 10-16, 10-23
multiple, 10-13
superonic: See. Nozzle de Laval

1-3
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a

A

Obtumtion, 1-1•ý4-17,I.115 .ONTOS, 1-14, 1-28
Optlmization, See: Parameter.optimization

~T249

P.
Parameter optimization (interior ballistics),
5-51
length, 5-55

"weight,5-51

T273 HEP RA, 1-20

PAT (Platoon AntiTank rocoien rifle), 1-19,
1-20,1-22,1-45, 10-ý8, 11-32
Photo-•aphy, high speed, 8-: 3
Piezoelectric pap, 8-18
Piezomotric efficiency, 2-4, 2-15, 5-12, 5-13,
6&45, 9-1
Pressure gadient (interior ballistics), 5-83
Pressure joint, See: Self-sealing joint
Primary fJuh, 6-49
Projectile, 10-S
envelope, 11-10
travel, 2-4

•

typea, i1-6, 11-7
caseless, 1-38
Projectiles, specific,
HE, 1-19
a•,
HEAT, 1-9, 1-11, 1-14, 1-15,1-17, 1-19,
S144,9-39
M54, 1-17
M63, 1-17
M323, 1-15
M325 WP, 1-15
M.126 HEP, 1-15
M344, 1-14, 1-15
M371 HEAT, 1-20, 1-21
K•. (Rocket Assisted), 1-20
TI 5 HE, 1-1R
TiMl, 1-13
T! •1Q, 1-13
7
T!19, 1-141l, 1-14, 7-10
•"•iT119JE
a

TI ih.1EAT, 1-14, 1-15,7-10
T131, 1-18, 1-20
T138, 1-14
TI38E57 HEAT, -15
T
T139 HEP, 1-11, 7-10
1-4

T139WP,.14I
T139E36 HEP, See: M326HEP:
T171 ("Moby Dick"), 1-14, 1-44
T184, 1-13
T184 HEAT,.1-11, 1-15
TI88"HEAT, 1-18 "
HEAT, 1-19
T249E6 HEAT, 1-20
T261 W?, 1-15
T263 HE, 1-15
T268 HE, 1-11 7-10
T274 HEAT RA, 1-20
WP, 1-19
Propellant, 1-40, 11-51, 11-55
additives, 5-85
burning, 5-7, 5-83
ejection, 10-23
loss, unburnt, 5-81
'
requirements, 2-13
Propellant force, See: Propellant impetus
Propellant impetu.% 2-4, 11-53
Propellant weight c• efficient, 5-143, 5-14
PYROCORE, 11-39
R

Radar, doppler, 8-11
Recoil cancellation, 6-1, 9-1
theory, 6-21
Recoil compensators, 6-41
Recoil, dWmensionless, See: Momentum ratio
Recording equipment,' 8-28
Reliability, 9-1, 9-43
Repeating rifle, 1-26
Rifle components design, 10-1
Rifle design, 10-1
Rifles, specific,

ARF, See: T41
EIK, 1-6, 1-35
MM18, See: TI5
M20, Seri: TI
T219
M27,,.ee:
M28,See: XM63
M29,See: XM64
M40, 1-14, 1-15, 1-26, 6-21, 7-8, 7-12,
10 -17,10-23,13-2
M4OAI: See: T170E3

Rifles, specific, (cont'd)
M67: See: T219E4
TI (MI8): 1-4, 1-7, 1-8, 1-9, 1-11, 1-17,
1-18, 5-81, 6-21,6-27, 6-28, 6-30,
6-39, 6-49, 7-8, 7-11, 9-23, 10-17,
11-24
10-27,
T-16,
1-4, 10-2810-0-29,
1-9?1-19,
,
1
T-, 1.-4, 1-9
TI M, 1-9,II
T19(M27), 1-5, 1-9, 1-1I, 1-12, 1-14, 1-38,
6-49,7-8, 7-11, 10-17
T21(M20), 1-4, 1-9, 1-10, 1-11, 6-41, 649,
7-8, 7-11 , 9-2, 10-17, 12-9
T21E4,1-9
T41 (ARF) 1-5, 6-28'
T62, 1-4, 1-17
:Shaped
T621-4, 1-17
T62E1, 1-17
y6

1-4, 1-13, 1-17
T66,
T66E2, 5-7/8
TI18, 1-14

TI35, 1-6, 1-15, 1-16, 6-21
TI 35-7, 1-S
T! 36, 1.-;12, 1 ;13, 1-14, 1-15, 1-26, 1-28
T136EI, 1-13, 1-26
T136E7,
1"4Spin,
1-13, 1-26
1-6,
T136E2,1-6,
T149, 1-5, 1-191-1-15, 10-20

T149,1-6 1e14

T170, 1-14, 1-15, 1-26,641, 10-27
T170E3
12-3 (M40AI), 1-6, 1-15, 11-52,
T184,
T189,
TI90,
ST191,
T191,

1-5, 1-14, 1-19, 1-20
1-22, 1-24, 1-25, 1-26
1-4, 1-18
-l
1-14

TI192, 1-4
T192E4 (M67),1-5, 1-11, 1-20, 1-21,
7-8, 7-12, 10-24, 11-3, 11-33, 12-13
1-20, 1-22
T219 PAT,
T230E1,
1-36
T230E2, 1-36
T234, 1-5, 1-22, 1-23, 1-30, 12-5
T237E,1,1221-26,12,91
1-23,1-1-30,
1-22,1-26,
1-5,1-22T234E,
, 12-5
T"237, 1-6,
2

T246,1-30
SXM28,
XM29, See:
See: XM63
XM64

i

Round, See: Projectile
S
Safety, 9-37, 10-19, 10-31
Sealing, 10-20
6-49
flash,
Secondary
joint,
Self-seawng
3-71-93-8, 3-9
charge,
Shock wave, 6-43

S

Siacci tables, functions, and method, 4-30
Side loading, 9-10
Sky screen, 8-11
Solenoid detector, 8-10
Solutions, approximate, See: Approximate
11-6
Methods
I1-32, -3$, 11-6
configuration,
Spigot3-8,
4-5
slow, 4-18

3-8in
Spailznon

stabilization, See: Stabilization, spin
Spotting rifle, 1-16, 2.'9,2-6,7•7,.7-9,7-1,
12-3, 12-"0, 12-13, 13-i, 13-2
T43, 1-16, 1-26, 1-28
T46, 1-16
T46E1, 1-16
T46E2, 1-16
See aIko: Fire control

Ito

-3 -

Stpoility,4-13,4dynamic, 4-15,4-18
gyroscopic, 4-13, 4-16
magnus, 4-16, 4-19
projectile, 4-5, 4-13
n,41,1-,1-4,U3
4-13, 4-17
static,
Stabilization
sp0
in, 4-13, 71-11, 10, 12, 11 -11
spin, 4-13,7-11,10-12,11-I1
Standoff, 3-7, 3-9, 3-10
Straight-pipe nozzle, See: Bore-size nozzle

I-5

[•"

M

XM63, 1-6, 1-32, 1-34
XM64,1-32o1.35,13-2
XM89, 1-30
XMI05, 1-31, 10-29, 13-3
XMI05EI, 1-6, 12-10
Rifling, 10-25, 10-28
Rocket motor, 2-4
Rthtirng band, pre-engraved, 1-7, 1-9, 1-18,
.
1-19, 11-1

Se

XM64

•

.•,

-

,

ry- -.

.. :•,-*-'

INDEX (Cont'd)
Strain

Trajectory caicu!4ions, 4-5

compensation, 10-25, 11-161
-pse,8
e18

Suaper-PAT, See: PAT

Supersonic nozzle, See: Nozzle, de Laval
System
2-1, 9-1
2design,
effectiveness,
7-1,
9-37
'i~iI'examples,
9-23
:'.'.integration,
2-1
requirements, 2-9, 2-10
'{•

i:•

•Velowgity
Target
area, 7-25

Oat, 4-28
pPTTcue, 4.27

Tube, 10O25, 10-6,. 16-7
U
U-BAT
(Ultimate
Battalion AntiTank
Woapon),
$et;,BAT
Useor, 9-37

measoroemet, See: Measerement
technique

Velocity'

hard, 7-25
Taylor-Macoll equatioi, 4-23
Temperature, gu", 1-38, 5-61
multlple-ahot sol•atiqn, S-04
aingle-shot solutiqon, 5-64
theory vs experiment, 5.67
'Terminal ballistics, 3-1, 3-3
Test weapon, 2-15
Theoretical analyses, 3-1
Thermodynarnic constants, 5-7
Thermodynamic efficiency, 5-1 1, 5S-3
Throat area, 2-13, 6-9
Thrust, See: Nozzle thrvst
Thrut coefficient, See: Nozzle thrust
Trade-off. 2-3, 2-9, 2-13, 4-17, 9-45

4

1

1-6

W
Wall thicknoss, .3-15
Warhead

jet, 3-7, 3-9, 3,10, 3-13
liner, 3-9, 3-12
Warheads., 3-7, 3-1 •, 3-23, 3-3, 7-23, 11-7,
11-15, 11-49
AP, 3-3
HE, 3-4, 3-5, 3-15, 11-7, 11-9
HEAT, 3-4, 3-7, 7-23, 11-7, 11-11
HEP, 3-4, 3-23, 7,23
Weapon system
T165, 1-26, 1-29
T1 66, 1-26
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